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2.  Grade span at full enrollment: K through 4

3.  Total student enrollment when fully expanded: 360

4.  Age at entry for kindergarten, if applicable: Age 5 by August 31, 2015 

5.  If applicable, the proposed Horace Mann charter school is:   New   or     
Conversion

6. If applicable, the proposed type of Horace Mann1  charter school is: 

 Horace Mann I    Horace Mann II    Horace Mann III

Questions #7-10 are for applications for a Commonwealth charter school 
ONLY.

7.  If applicable, will this proposed Commonwealth school be a regional charter school? 

 Yes    No

If yes, list the school districts (including regional school districts) in the proposed 
region. Please only list districts that are included in District Information on Enrollment 
Projections for New Applications and Expansion Amendments at 
http://www.doe.mass.edu/charter/new/?section=app. (Use additional sheets if necessary.)

If no, please specify the district’s population as reported in the most recent United States 
census estimate for the community the school intends to serve:  ___________. 

The Board of Elementary and Secondary Education shall not approve a new Commonwealth 
charter school in any community with a population of less than 30,000 as determined by the 
most recent United States census estimate [available at http://www.census.gov/], unless it is a 
regional charter school. (MGL c. 71 § 89(i)(1).

8. For all proposed Commonwealth charter schools, list the districts that are contiguous 
with the proposed school’s district or region. Please only list districts that are included in 
District Information on Enrollment Projections for New Applications and Expansion 
Amendments at http://www.doe.mass.edu/charter/new/?section=app. (Use additional sheets if 
necessary.)

1
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Fitchburg Leominster Lunenburg

Ashburnham-Westminster North Middlesex Athol-Royalston

Gardner Orange Winchendon



9.  Will the proposed Commonwealth charter school serve a district where overall 
student performance on the MCAS is in the lowest 10 percent, as designated in District 
Information on Enrollment Projections for New Applications and Expansion Amendments 

or in any updated analysis performed by the Department?   Yes    No

10.  Will the proposed Commonwealth charter school serve a district or districts in which 
the 9 percent net school spending cap is, or could be, exceeded by 2014-2015 

applications?  Yes    No 

11.  Have members of the applicant group previously submitted a prospectus or final 

application that did not result in a charter?  Yes    No

If yes, is the present submission related in content to the previous application?   Yes   

 No

If yes, please indicate the name of the previous proposal and the year submitted.

12. Is the applicant group currently the board of trustees of an existing charter school? 

 Yes     No

If answered YES, please explain why the group is not using the charter application 
designed for use by a current board of trustees.

13.  Do members of the applicant group currently operate or are they employed by a 

private or parochial school?  Yes    No 

14. Are any members of the applicant group present or past members of a charter school 

board of trustees, school committee, or other type of public governing body?  Yes    
No  

If yes, please indicate the person’s name; the charter school name and school location, 
or school committee district; and dates of membership. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

MISSION
Academy for the Whole Child Charter School will address the academic and social-emotional needs of all 
children within a safe, nurturing and inclusive learning environment.  A4WCCS, in collaboration with 
students,  families,  and  communities,  will  prepare  students  for  success  as  productive  and responsible 
citizens. We will do this by creating an environment which will develop academic excellence, enhance  
creativity and promote personal growth. 

A4WCCS will be a K through 4 regional charter school for 360 children residing in Fitchburg and area  
communities/school  districts:  Fitchburg,  Leominster,  Lunenburg,  Gardner,  North Middlesex Regional,  
Ashburnham-Westminster Regional, Athol-Royalston Regional, and Winchendon.  

VISION
Academy for the Whole Child believes in the “whole child” approach to learning and is partnering with 
the Massachusetts ASCD (Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development) and Whole Child 
Initiative (WCI) to ensure the success of the school.  A strong foundation in reading, writing, math, and 
other core subjects is still as important as ever, yet by itself is insufficient for lifelong success. So how do 
we ensure success? A child who enters school  healthy and feels  safe is ready to learn. A student who 
feels supported to school is more likely to stay in school. All students who have access to challenging 
and engaging academic programs are better prepared for further education, work, and civic life. These 
components must work together, not in isolation. That is the goal of whole child education. 2

Academy for the Whole Child Charter School has adopted the ASCD’s Whole Child Initiative will be a 
place for inquiry, discovery, and exploration that will adjust to each child’s rate of growth and unique  
pattern  of  learning.  We  will  utilize  fundamentally  sound teaching  practices  by highly  qualified  and 
motivated professionals and continuously seek the most innovative, effective, and appropriate materials,  
instructional strategies and curricula. 

The  Core  Values  &  Goals  for  the  A4WCCS  are  built  on  C.A.R.I.N.G:  Community,  Academic 
Excellence and Accountability, Rigor and Relevance, Inclusive for All, No Exceptions and Growth.  The 
Key Design Elements of A4WCCS will support the successful implementation of the  Core Values & 
Goals, its Mission and will ensure faithfulness to the charter.   
KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS

A. An ENHANCED and INCLUSIVE STRUCTURE:

• Increased instructional time (1.5 hours longer than most traditional school districts), small 
class size, and individualized instruction

• Classrooms designed and equipped with special accommodations and learning materials 
to meet the diverse needs of all children with a range of different learning abilities to include: 
varied  learning  styles,  cognitive  strengths  and  weaknesses,  struggling  and  accelerated 
learners, and English language learners.  

• Flexible scheduling for  cross  grade level  activities;  team building;  teacher  collaboration; 
project presentations/productions/performances; and community outreach activities and

• Before and after-school skills development, tutoring and enrichment 

2 Making the case for Education the Whole Child:  2012 ASCD.  www.ascd.org  The tenets of the Whole Child 
Initiative are:  Healthy, Safe, Supported, Engaged and Challenged.
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• Increased teacher empowerment and autonomy in decision-making regarding curriculum, 
methodologies, and assessment

• Data driven planning teams: Shared decision making among administrators, teachers, and 
parent support group. All stakeholders will  respond to the needs and assets of each child  
through a shared leadership and decision-making process between teacher and administrators 
in overseeing the instructional support and progress of all children. 

• School uniforms to promote pride, unity and self-esteem

B. Meaningful, Relevant, and INNOVATIVE CURRICULUM:

• Reggio Emilia3  inspired approach to learning for our youngest children

• Arts integration throughout content areas 

• Health and wellness programs that include movement/dance, karate, yoga, and recreational 
sports

• Core Arts classroom daily for 45 minutes in  music, dance, drama, visual/media arts and 
technology. 

• S.T.E.A.M. enhanced project-based program in Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and 
Mathematics  

• World Language: Spanish – meeting the needs of the community and global society

• Social-Emotional Learning  including Mindfulness Education/Mind-Up4 and Character 
Development 

• Authentic assessments that measure student progress and improvement through e-portfolio, 
portfolio and performance tools based on specific rubrics

C. Working Together Through PARTNERSHIPS:

• Parents as Partners program to engage parents in a variety of ways to support and advocate 
for their child’s learning and to promote health and wellness activities 

• Sharing  our  Success. Recognition  and  celebrating  of  individual  and  school  successes: 
Academic and Arts Showcase,  Sharing our Success assembly programs,  Success Fridays,  
exhibitions, family events, etc.

• Community partnerships to provide child-centered services and support, and opportunities 
for service learning as well as collaboration with colleges and universities for professional 
development, program resources and evaluation.  

3 Mulqueen, Meghan. Louise Boyd Cadwell and the Reggio-Inspired Approach to Education. 
http://www misshope.org/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/reggio-approach.pdf
4 MindUP Curriculum. 2011. Goldie Hawn Foundation: Scholastic Inc. Publishers
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• Community  Service  Learning: Through  our  community  partnerships,  the  business 
community  and  family  connections,  A4WCCS  will  provide  many  opportunities  for  our 
school  and  students  to  participate  in  rich  and  meaningful  community  service  learning 
throughout the year.

The Founders will employ best practices based on current brain research on how children learn best and  
the developmental needs of each child.  We believe that putting the most effective, highly qualified and 
inspiring teachers in the classrooms is critical to giving children the right start. To that end, we will create  
a  school  where  all children  regardless  of  socio-economic  background  are  consistently  groomed  for 
academic success. (From Paul Tough’s Whatever It Takes: Geoffrey Canada’s Quest to Change Harlem  
and America, NY: Houghton Mifflin, 2008.)

Academic Learning Goals:   Help and inspire each child to…
• become a proficient reader and writer
• develop increased skill levels in using written and spoken language in meaningful ways
• develop knowledge of, and an understanding of, meaningful mathematical concepts and symbols
• develop knowledge and understanding of current and future engineering and technology 

Help each child develop skills and appreciation of the arts; and learning through the arts 

• become bilingual and/or multilingual

• become a creative, independent learner
• develop his/her areas of interest
• develop practical problem solving and creative thinking skills 
• become a productive member of society in the 21st Century

Non-Academic Goals:  Help and inspire each child to…
• develop a life-long love of, and passion for, learning
• develop their physical, social, emotional and intellectual capacities
• build self-esteem
• understand, and have a sense of, the importance and value of community

• develop a sense of belonging and worth within a safe and nurturing school community  

• become a valuable and contributing member of society

• develop control of his/her behavior, through interactions with and understanding guidance from 
adults

• developing a strong sense of empathy, morality and ethics

While adhering to the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks (MCF) the instructional methodology at 
the A4WCCS will focus on educating the whole child in an integrated, individualized fashion. A4WCCS 
believes the point of contact between student and teacher is powerful.  “What teachers do in classrooms  
have twice the impact on student achievement as do school policies regarding curriculum, assessment,  
staff collegiality and, community involvement.”1 Curriculum, instruction, and assessment will be research 
base, data-driven, dependent on analysis of student progress. Program offerings will be English language 
arts/ELA (creative writing, composition, reading, spelling, vocabulary, and phonics), STEAM (Science, 
Technology,  Engineering, Arts, and Math), World Language, Health and Wellness, and History/Social  
Sciences.   Arts  integration  will  strengthen  content  learning.  “Arts  integration  is  the  investigation  of 
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curricular content through artistic explorations.  In this process, the arts provide an avenue for rigorous  
investigation, representation, expression, and reflection of both curricula content and the art form itself.”5

Communities to be Served and Need
A4WCCS will be a K through 4 regional charter school for 360 children residing in Fitchburg and area  
communities/school  districts:  Fitchburg,  Leominster,  Lunenburg,  Gardner,  North Middlesex Regional,  
Ashburnham-Westminster Regional, Orange, Athol-Royalston Regional, and Winchendon. Fitchburg is 
the target area for locating A4WCCS with easy access on and off Route 2 for families coming in from 
Orange, Athol, Winchendon and Gardner.  The planned opening will be August, 2015 beginning with 120 
children in grades K, 1 and, followed by grades 3 and 4 in years two and three for a maximum enrollment 
of 360 children by year five.  

Five of the communities in the proposed region are presently in the lowest 10% of performing school 
districts:  Fitchburg, Gardner, Athol-Royalston, Orange and Winchendon. District profile data shows that 
the average percentage of high needs students of the proposed region is 53% with the greatest percentage  
of high needs students in Fitchburg at 81.5% and Gardner at 65.7%. Other distinguishing factors of the 
proposed region is the percentage of special needs children which averages 20% compared to the state 
average of 17%.  The Hispanic student population is the highest in Fitchburg at 46% and Leominster  
28%. English language learners  (ELL) are most  significant  in  Fitchburg at  15.2%, almost  two times 
higher than the state average at 7.8%. 6

Based on the combined average of enrollment data of the proposed districts, A4WCCS strives to target a  
population that represents the region showing more than 53% of children as high needs, 20% special 
education and 13% English language learners.7 

There are very limited options for families in the proposed region to send their children to a tuition-free  
school. This is problematic for families living in one of the five districts that are under-performing.  Also  
parents with a special needs child or struggling learner have expressed concerns that the school in their 
district does not provide the type of supports or environment to best meet their child’s needs.  A4WCCS’s 
whole child approach with smaller class sizes will ensure each child has access to personalized learning  
and is supported by qualified and caring adults.  At A4WCCS every child will learn, grow and succeed… 
no exceptions!

Community Support
During the past year, support for Academy for the Whole Child has been very positive. This is evidenced 
by more than 600 individuals who signed a petition supporting A4WCCS,  as well  as the number  of 
visitors (4400) to the project’s blog. In a public survey distributed in English and Spanish to more than 
400  people,  88% said  they  would  support  an  elementary  charter  school  in  Fitchburg.  We  engaged 
hundreds of families through our social media campaign on Facebook, and in February 2014, we pre-
enrolled 100 children in  less than 30 days.   Since then,  we have re-engaged our  supporters  and are  
engaging new supporters with our revised proposal through community out-reach, social media, surveys,  
and face-to-face meetings. The evidence supports that families in Fitchburg and surrounding communities  
are looking for an alternative choice to educate their children.

Board Capacity
The proposed Board of Trustees are a driven diverse group of professionals who bring to A4WCCS 
experience in  law,  real  estate,  education (primary,  secondary,  special  education,  ELL),  facilities  and 
municipality  management,  finance  and accounting,  technology,  grant  writing,  fundraising,  non-profit 
management, and community partnerships. 

5 Donovan, Pascale, L. 2012. Integrating the Arts Across the Content Areas. Lesley University: Shell Education, 
Huntington Beach, CA. p.14
6 2014 MA-DESE School District enrollment data and selected populations
7 Ibid. Target population represents the combined average enrollment data of selected populations of cities/towns in 
the proposed region.   
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Members of the proposed Board of Trustees, Executive Director/Principal, and Director of Curriculum,  
Instruction and Assessment are consulting with: Members of Lesley University faculty; A faculty member 
of  ASCD  (Association  for  Supervision  and  Curriculum  Development)  A  former  principal  and 
superintendent and Past President of MA-ASCD, Current Executive Director of MASCD for the Whole 
Child  Initiative;  and  Former  Executive  Director  of  the  Neighborhood  House  Charter  School  in 
Dorchester.

I. CHARTER SCHOOL MISSION, KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE COMMUNITY TO 
BE SERVED

A.  Mission
Academy for the Whole Child Charter School will address the academic and social-emotional needs of all 
children within a safe, nurturing and inclusive learning environment.  A4WCCS, in collaboration with 
students,  families,  and  communities,  will  prepare  students  for  success  as  productive  and responsible 
citizens. We will do this by creating an environment which will develop academic excellence, enhance  
creativity and promote personal growth. 

B.  Key Design Elements

EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY OF APPLICANT GROUP
The Founders will employ best practices based on current brain research on how children learn best and  
the developmental needs of each child.  We believe that putting the most effective, highly qualified and 
inspiring teachers in the classrooms is critical to giving children the right start. To that end, we will create  
a  school  where  all children  regardless  of  socio-economic  background  are  consistently  groomed  for 
academic success. (Adapted from Paul Tough’s Whatever It Takes: Geoffrey Canada’s Quest to Change  
Harlem and America, NY: Houghton Mifflin, 2008.)

The Founders believe that traditional schools do not effectively address the changes in our society as  
stated so eloquently by Daniel Pink in his book  A Whole New Mind.   “The future belongs to a very 
different kind of person with a very different kind of mind- creators and empathizers, pattern recognizers,  
and meaning makers.  These people- artists, inventors, designers, storytellers, caregivers, consolers, big  
picture thinkers- will  now reap society’s  richest rewards and share in its greatest joys”. 8  Children at 
A4WCCS will be respected for their individuality, right-brain thinking, cultural differences and innate 
abilities.  Innovation, design thinking, and relevant, child-centered curricula will be the cornerstone of  
learning at A4WCCS.

A common denominator of the Founding Group is our strong connection to the theory of Jerome Bruner 
called  constructivism9 which  fully  supports  our  teaching  and  learning  model  at  A4WCCS. 
Constructivism transforms the student from a passive recipient of information to an active participant in  
the learning process. With teacher guidance, students construct their knowledge actively rather than just  
mechanically ingesting knowledge from the teacher or the textbook.  Constructivist teachers encourage  
students  to  constantly  assess  how  the  activity  is  helping  them  gain  understanding.  By  questioning  
themselves and their strategies, students in the constructivist classroom ideally become "expert learners”.  
With a well-planned classroom environment, the students learn how to learn.10 

8 Pink, Daniel H. 2005. A Whole New Mind.  New York: Riverhead Books  
9 Bruner, J. (1960). The Process of Education. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. 

10 Concept to Classroom. 2004. Constructivism as a Paradigm for Teaching and Learning. 
http://www.thirteen.org/edonline/concept2class/constructivism/
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Starting with Maslow’s  Hierarchy of Needs, we believe that a child’s social and emotional growth is 
dependent upon basic needs such as shelter, food, feeling of safety, sense of belonging, self-esteem and 
love.   Our ultimate goal is for every child to reach his/her potential represented in Maslow’s Pyramid as 
Self-Actualization:  morality, creativity, problem-solving and tolerance. 11 At A4WCCS, we will create a 
stress free environment for students and staff; providing opportunities for staff, students and parents to  
interact formally and informally; and, maintain a small staff/student ratio to ensure the positive social and  
emotional well-being. Children in our school will learn how to cope, understand feelings, and learn how 
to be resilient.  We will strive to remove barriers that inhibit and prevent our children from learning and  
becoming successful citizens in our community.  Our school will give children the tools to succeed in life:  
integrity, kindness, perseverance, respect, responsibility and self-discipline.  

“All  children  will  learn”  is  the  mantra  of  A4WCCS.  We  believe  that  children  successfully  learn 
differently, and teachers successfully teach differently. Howard Gardner’s cognitive and developmental  
theories heavily influence our decision-making process when designing and structuring curriculum. His 
work in defining multiple intelligences gives us a framework to understand the different learning styles of  
children. A recent study found that approximately 30-40% of American students were auditory learners;  
about 40% visual; while the remaining 30-40% are either tactile learners, or some combination thereof.12 

Students with learning disabilities are almost always visual learners with right brain dominance.  In an 
experimental study by Sadoski, Goetz, Fritz 2002 participants were tested on their recall of instructional  
text.  It was found that using concreteness of visual imagery was the variable overwhelmingly related to 
positive comprehension and recall.13  Visual learners use pictures as one way to help them learn.  They 
don’t learn by memorizing details but capture information all at once in images.14  For “all children to 
learn”, we need a variety of instructional approaches that match the learning styles of each child through 
differentiated  instruction,  high-quality  kindergarten  programs,  consistent  exposure  to  excellent 
instruction, support from families and communities, and on-going improvement, the implementation of 
best practices and instructional strategies.

Language is  best  learned in an immersive environment.   When entering the developmental  stages of  
English Language Learning, ELLs will  gain academic skills needed to succeed when included in the 
mainstream classroom as much as possible.  Targeting language fluency, vocabulary, and creating a safe  
immersive environment  is  key to ELL students acquiring English more rapidly and continuing on to 
academic success.

Benjamin Bloom said: “Education is not a race. It made no pedagogical sense to expect all students to 
take the same time to achieve the same objectives.  There were individual differences among students and  
the important thing was to accommodate those differences in order to promote learning rather than hold  
time  constant  and to  expect  some  students  to  fail”.15 Children at  A4WCCS under  our  guidance will 
achieve success  at  his/her  own pace and level.  Both Gardner  and Bloom support  a  student-centered  
classroom by promoting and accommodating diverse learning styles of students in an environment that  
strengthens student motivation, peer interaction thus reducing disruptive behavior. 16

11 Maslow, Abraham (1943, 1954).  A Theory of Human Motivation.  The earliest and most widespread version of 
Maslow's hierarchy of needs includes five motivational needs, often depicted as hierarchical levels within a 
pyramid.
12 Liu, D., Y., & Ginther, D.  Cognitive Styles and Distant Education. Online Journal of Distance Learning 
Administration: State University of West Georgia Distance & Distribution Center 1999, 2010. 
http://www.westga.edu/~distance/liu23 html.
13 Sadosky, Mark;  Goetz, Ernest;  Fritz, Joyce.  Impact of Concreteness on Comprehensibility, Interest, and 
Memory for Text. Journal of Educational Psychology Vol. 85, Issue 2, Jun 1, 1993. p 291-304. 
14 Lombardi, Marilyn. Authentic Learning for the 21  st   Century: An Overview  . EDUCAUSE Learning Initiative. 2007
15 Bloom, Benjamin. 1956. Taxonomy of Educational Objections: A Classification of Educational Goals. New York, 
Longsman, Green
16 Ibid.
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Lauren  Resnick’s  research  on  the  Principles  of  Learning resonates  with  the  Founding  Group.  “The 
common idea that we can teach thinking without a solid foundation of knowledge must be abandoned.  So 
must  the  idea that  we can teach knowledge without  engaging children in  thinking.   Knowledge and 
thinking  are  intimately  joined”.   Resnick  further  states  that  “instruction  and  learning  must  include 
commitment to a knowledge core, high thinking demand, and active use of knowledge”.  17  Children at 
A4WCCS will  receive a solid foundation of knowledge through a rigorous academic curriculum that 
supports higher order thinking skills.

Deep learning is the central principle of curriculum for excellence. It involves knowledge, understanding  
and skills, and the application of knowledge in useful ways. When designing curriculum and instructional 
strategies, we are guided by Bloom’s Taxonomy, a multi-tiered model of classifying thinking skills. The 
2001 revised Bloom’s Taxonomy18 outlines a plan for effective instruction, to challenge students to move 
from the most  basic skill “remembering” to more complex learning- which leads to the highest order  
thinking skill called “creating”.  When applying high order thinking skills within the classroom, children 
will be able to apply what they are learning through projects, hands on activities and assignments that are  
challenging.   As a result, children will be likely to learn how to be self-directed, self-disciplined, self-
monitored, and self-corrective in their thinking process.  

The arts are essential to the developmental and cognitive growth of every child, and without the arts the  
“whole  child”  is  incomplete.   In  2011,  The  President’s  Committee  on  the  Arts  and  the  Humanities 
released the report, Reinvesting in Arts Education: Winning America’s Future through Creative Schools.19 

This report details the powerful role that arts education strategies play in closing the achievement gap,  
improving  student  engagement,  building  creativity  and  nurturing  innovative  thinking  skills.   At 
A4WCCS, the arts will be front and center for every child.  Through the integration of the arts in the 
school curriculum, children will be able to apply and communicate their learning in a variety of modes 
and media.  In the arts classroom, each child will develop a deeper understanding of the complex world  
around them, and will be actively engaged in higher order thinking skills through the creative process.

Academy for the Whole Child believes in the “whole child” approach to learning and is partnering with 
the Massachusetts ASCD (Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development) and Whole Child 
Initiative (WCI) to ensure the success of the school.  A strong foundation in reading, writing, math, and 
other core subjects is still as important as ever, yet by itself is insufficient for lifelong success. So how do 
we ensure success? A child who enters school healthy and feels safe is ready to learn. A student who feels 
connected to school is more likely to stay in school. All students who have access to challenging and  
engaging  academic  programs  are  better  prepared  for  further  education,  work,  and  civic  life.  These 
components must work together, not in isolation. That is the goal of whole child education.20

A4WCCS Educational Philosophy embodies specific learning goals for each child:

Academic Learning Goals:   Help and inspire each child to…

• become a proficient reader and writer

• develop increased skill levels in using written and spoken language in meaningful ways

• develop knowledge of, and an understanding of, meaningful mathematical concepts and symbols

• develop knowledge and understanding of current and future engineering and technology 

• Help each child develop skills and appreciation of the arts; and learning through the arts 

17 Resnick, Lauren. 1999. Making America Smarter  .   Education Week Century Series. 18 (40), 38-40.
18 Anderson, Loren. Krathwohl, David. 2001.  Taxonomy for Learning, Teaching, and Assessing: A revision 
Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational objectives.  Complete Edition, New York.
19President’s Committee on the Arts and the Humanities, May 2011. Reinvesting in Arts Education: Winning 
America’s Future Through Creative Schools, Washington, DC.
20 Making the case for Education the Whole Child:  2012 ASCD.  www.ascd.org
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• become bilingual and/or multilingual

• become a creative, independent learner

• develop his/her areas of interest

• develop practical problem solving and creative thinking skills 

• become a productive member of society in the 21st Century

Non-Academic Goals:  Help and inspire each child to…

• develop a life-long love of, and passion for, learning

• develop their physical, social, emotional and intellectual capacities

• build self-esteem

• understand, and have a sense of, the importance and value of community

• develop a sense of belonging and worth within a safe and nurturing school community  

• become a valuable and contributing member of society

• develop control of his/her behavior, through interactions with and understanding guidance from 

adults

• developing a strong sense of empathy, morality and ethics

In summary, the child is at the center of our beliefs.  Everything we do, say, think is all about the child. It  
will be an honor to have the opportunity to create a school from the ground up that reflects our personal  
beliefs  in  education  and to  influence  a  generation  of  children  to  become  life-long learners,  socially 
responsible and active participants in the community of the 21st Century.

Every child will learn.  No exceptions.  

Walking  through  the  doors  at  A4WCCS,  you  feel  the  warm  light  filtering  through  the  halls  and 
highlighting A4WCCS’s Community mural. The mural displays lots of rich textures and designs from 
different  artists’  hands creating an almost  mosaic  like  feel  to  the  giant  wall.   You notice  that  each 
classroom door has a unique welcome sign making students and parents feel immediately at ease. The Art  
Room sign  says,  “I’m  happy  you’re  here!  Come  on  in!”   The  atmosphere  is  welcoming,  safe  and 
comfortable. 

As you continue your walk through the school, you hear the welcoming rhythms and melodies of Echo’s 
of Incas gently vibrating through the hallway as you pass the kindergarten classrooms. There you notice a 
natural environment full of materials where the children are exploring, discovering and learning using 
their own creativity and passions. You observe two teachers carefully organizing space for small and 
large group projects and small intimate spaces for one, two or three children. Documentation of children's  
work, and collections that children have created are displayed both at the children's and adult’s eye level.  
Common space available to all children in the school includes dramatic play areas and worktables for  
children from different classrooms to come together. 

As you turn a corner in the hallway, you hear 15 tuned drums playing wonderful rhythmic music from 
Earth Tribe Rhythms by Brent Lewis coming from the music room. This active learning music seems to 
energize and encourages movement activities.  As you pass 2nd grade classrooms, you see a group of 
children working cooperatively to create a short story using the weekly vocabulary words in the language 
center. In a team teaching approach,  the teacher and teacher assistant  facilitates the learning at  each 
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classroom center. The teachers focus on some specific centers by encouraging, prompting, interacting,  
and using with their students a number of "thinking routines" -- simple procedures for exploring content 
and  ideas by engaging students with  good questioning techniques, such as 'How do you know it's right - 
can you show me how?'. “What do you see that makes you say that?”21

In one of the 2nd grade classroom you observe  a special education teacher working with a small group 
children in the classroom providing many learning manipulatives and opportunities for individualized 
learning by setting up activities that address the multiple learning styles that enables students to make 
choices.  For  instance,  in  a  spelling  activity  a  student  may  choose  to  cut  and  paste  the  letters  from 
newspapers or use magnetic letters to manipulate the words, or use colored shaving cream to print the  
words. You also see a teacher having a mini-conference with a student.  Parent volunteers are in the 
classroom helping  with  counting,  reading,  assisting  with  unfinished  tasks,  journals,  reviewing  basic  
concepts, such as math facts and  sight words. Children are fully engaged while the teacher visits each 
group, orchestrating the process.   

Finally lunch time arrives and you follow the children to the cafeteria.  You notice that each table has 
been dressed with napkins, placemats and cutlery.  On this day, the table settings were prepared by Ms. 
Spring’s 3rd grade class to welcome a special visitor to their table.  

The Academy for the Whole Child Charter School will be a place for inquiry, discovery, and exploration 
that  will  adjust  to  each  child’s  rate  of  growth  and  unique  pattern  of  learning.  We  shall  utilize  
fundamentally sound teaching practices by highly motivated professionals and continuously seek the most  
innovative,  effective, and appropriate materials,  instructional  strategies and curricula.  The students of 
A4WCCS will learn in a safe, secure, and nurturing child-centered environment that promotes respect for 
all. We shall foster lifelong skills to prepare our students for success in an ever-changing society.   In  
keeping  with  the  Whole  Child  Initiative,  children  will  be  healthy,  safe,  supported,  engaged  and 
challenged.

CORE VALUES AND KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS
The  core  values  for  the  A4WCCS are  built  on  C.A.R.I.N.G:  Community,  Academic  Excellence  & 
Accountability, Rigor & Relevance, Inclusive for all, No Exceptions and Growth.

C.A.R.I.N.G - COMMUNITY
“A school’s culture creates an environment where students can respond to the instruction afforded them” 
(Malloy C.E. 2005).  Malloy’s definition clarifies that school culture not only impacts the way schools  
“feel” to people who walk the halls, but that culture also has a direct impact on student achievement and  
learning.22  
At A4WCCS, the culture will be one that represents community.   We believe that such a culture will  
promote student engagement, student achievement and increased teacher job satisfaction.  We want our 
school community to emulate C.A.R.I.N.G.  Our goal is to create a sense of belonging for all members of  
the school community.  We will expect respect, honor individuality, and empower collaboration.  More 
than just being a professional learning community, we will be a family.

At A4WCCS we will reach out to several community organizations within and around Fitchburg in an 
effort to further address the needs of our students.  Some examples include:

21Harvard University Project Zero:  The Visible Thinking Approach.  
22 Bower, H., Powers, J.  Academic Leadership-The Online Journal: What is Rigor? A Qualitative Analysis of One 
School’s Definition. Vol. 7, Issue 4, Fall 2009
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• United Way of North Central MA providing literacy and math tutoring through their volunteer 
programs; 

• Fitchburg Historical Society’s vast collection of early colonial and Civil War artifacts will support 
our 1st and 2nd grade curriculum theme;  

• Fitchburg State University for professional development and student internships with volunteer  
opportunities during the school day or afterschool;  

• Montachusett  Opportunity  Council  Head  Start  program  will  assist  us  with  kindergarten 
recruitment and in the planning of nutrition and education programs; 

• Twin  Cities  Community  Development  Corporation  of  Fitchburg  and  Leominster  has  a  wide 
outreach to low-income and minority families that will help us with student recruitment but also 
provide family literacy and parenting programs; 

• Rollstone Studios, an artist cooperative and gallery with a roster of artists in a variety of media 
including painting, watercolor, pottery, digital photography, guitar, creative movement, puppetry 
to  name  a  few.   These  artists  have  experience  working  with  children  and  can  provide 
programming in the arts during the school day and afterschool.

A4WCCS will develop a calendar of events throughout the school year for children and their families to 
participate  together  such  as  movie  and  arts  nights,  game  nights  to  support  math  and  literacy,  and 
parenting programs such as internet safety and bullying workshops.  Babysitting and family style dinners 
will be provided when necessary. These programs will be made possible through volunteers, community 
partner resources and donations. Families and community partners will be regularly notified of school and 
family events through access television, radio, social media, website, newsletters and emails.  

With a small  student/teacher ratio,  our teachers will  have more opportunities to develop healthy and 
nurturing relationships with their students.  The teachers will know the children on a more personal level.  
They  will  better  understand  their  students’  likes  and  dislikes,  families  and  friends,  extracurricular 
activities and interests, as well as their academic and social/emotional strengths and weaknesses.  Our  
teachers will know the whole child and will be well-informed of their students’ needs.

C.A.R.I.N.G. - ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AND ACCOUNTABILTY
A4WCCS will set high standards for all students, regardless of race, socio-economic status, physical 
disabilities, and range of learning abilities to include: varied learning styles, cognitive strengths and 
weaknesses, struggling learners, accelerated learners, and English language learners. These standards will 
be assessed through both internal and external assessments and rubrics to measure and monitor progress. 
A4WCCS is determined to close the achievement gap of struggling learners so that all children leave 
A4WCCS proficient in both ELA/reading and math.

Our  expectations  will  be  clear  to  school  professionals,  to  parents,  to  the  community,  and  most  
importantly, to the students themselves.  In an effort to accomplish these given expectations, students will 
participate in evaluating their own work and setting goals for their own learning.  In essence, they will be 
accountable  for  their  own learning.   In  keeping  with  one  of  the  Nine  Principals  of  Learning  (Self-
management of Learning), we will expect students to be responsible for the quality of their thinking and 
learning, therefore we must teach them how to develop and regularly use an array of developmentally  
appropriate self-monitoring and self-management strategies.  For example, students will self-monitor their 
learning  by setting  goals  for  how many  words  per  minute  they  can  read  (DIBELS),  graphing  their 
knowledge of math facts (Mad Minutes), and utilizing rubrics to assess their own writing. Using essential 
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questions, a strategy outlined in Wiggin’s and McTighe’s Understanding by Design method23, the teacher 
engages the child in a deeper way of thinking.  For example, from the Massachusetts Model Curriculum,  
3rd grade ELA/literacy “Whose Story is It?”, children are asked the essential question: Why should we ask 
ourselves “whose story is it?” when we learn about the past?  A child’s response might be answered 
through  choosing  the  best  media  (drama,  visual  arts,  music,  dance/movement,  creative  writing,  and 
technology) to demonstrate learning.  

Collaboration among students will promote learning.  Since talking with others about ideas and sharing 
knowledge is fundamental to learning, ample opportunities for cooperative learning will be provided to 
the students.  Students will engage in productive conversation, utilizing the Accountable Talk ®Model, to 
enhance  their  knowledge  and  application  of  skills.   Teachers  will  create  the  norms  and  skills  of  
Accountable Talk so that students are able to respond to and further develop themes based on what others  
in the group have said.  “Accountable Talk sharpens students’ thinking by reinforcing their ability to use 
knowledge appropriately.   As such, it  helps develop the skills  and the habits  of mind that  constitute  
intelligence in-practice.” 24  

C.A.R.I.N.G. - RIGOR & RELEVANCE
“State assessments have become so ‘high-stakes’ that classroom instruction is geared toward the sole 
purpose of passing them.  In this respect, state assessments have become the finish line.  The student’s  
ability to apply high-rigor knowledge in a relevant real-world setting needs to be the true finish line;  
instead it has become an afterthought.”25 This being stated, it is important that our students are challenged 
to continuously think about their learning, and to engage in applying their knowledge and thinking to a 
variety of  ever  changing situations.   Essential  components  of  a  rigorous,  academic  program include 
critical  thinking,  reasoning  skills,  problem-solving  strategies  and  technology  skills.  The  learning  at  
A4WCCS will  be  relevant  to  today’s  society and ensure  the preparedness of all  students  for further  
education, career and citizenship.  At A4WCCS, we will deliver a rigorous and relevant education that  
inter-relates standards, curriculum, instruction and assessment. Though we do not deny the value of state  
assessments,  we believe that  they should  not be the driving force behind curriculum and instruction. 
Instead, when curriculum, instruction, and relevant learning become the focus, high levels of achievement 
will be met, and therefore will be reflected in the state assessments.

C.A.R.I.N.G. - INCLUSIVE FOR ALL 
A4WCCS will  be an inclusive school  meaning that  all  students, 
parents and staff will have a voice, valued for who they are, and 
equal  access  to  resources  and  opportunities  regardless  of  race, 
ethnicity,  gender,  life style,  economic  class,  ability or disability. 
With  inclusion  classrooms,  all  students  will  be  a  part  of  a 
community of learners.  Students will learn together, play together 
and grow together.  Inclusive education provides opportunities for 
students to learn about and accept differences, therefore, fostering a 
school culture of empathy, respect and responsibility.  It supports 
the social-emotional learning of the child.  
In  an  inclusive  environment,  all  students  at  A4WCCS  will 
experience enhanced opportunities for socialization and increased 
learning.  Every  child  in  class  will  be  empowered  to  participate 
fully  and  enthusiastically,  forging  relationships  and  interactions 
with each other, and learning at peak capacity.  Inclusive education at A4WCCS will help all students 

23 Wiggins, Grant; McTighe, Jay. 2013: Essential Questions: Opening Doors to Student Understanding, ASCD, 
Reston, VA.
24 Resnick, Lauren. 1999. Making America Smarter. Education Week Century Series. 5 
25 Daggett, W.R., 2005. Achieving Academic Excellence through Rigor and Relevance.  International Center for 
Leadership in Education
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understand the importance of working together and builds a sense of acceptance and empathy. How do we 
do that?

Access and equity is fundamental.  It’s not about getting the child ready for the classroom, it’s about  
getting the classroom ready for the child. At A4WCCS we will strive to satisfy the US Department of 
Education guidelines for ACCESS AND EQUITY. 26

1. Access-  Ensure  every  student  has  an  equal  opportunity  to  participate  in  all  aspects  of  the 
educational  process,  including learning facilities,  resources,  and extracurricular  and curricular 
programs.

2. Instruction- Use instructional practices that promote positive images of diverse groups and a 
strong commitment to an equitable approach to teaching and learning.

3. Materials—Review textbooks,  audiovisuals,  and other  materials  to minimize bias in content, 
graphics, pictures, and language.

4. Assessment—Account  for  variances  in  student  learning styles  and cultural  backgrounds,  and 
align assessment with school curricula, instruction, and systemic improvement goals.

5. Interactions—Adjust  interactions that  may be shaped by biased attitudes and could result  in 
relating  to  students  differently depending on  their 
race, sex, ability, ethnicity, or other factors.

6. Attitudes—Examine  attitudes  for  biases  or 
prejudices that may be unintentional but could result 
in  discriminatory  behavior  that  affects  student 
performance.

7. Language—Monitor  language  for  subtle  or  overt 
biases that can have a powerful influence in creating 
or reinforcing prejudicial attitudes.

C.A.R.I.N.G. - NO EXCEPTIONS 
Every child will learn, grow and succeed.  No exceptions. This is the mantra for A4WCCS, and we will  
uphold it.  Failure is not an option and we will do whatever it takes to create an atmosphere of learning.  
A4WCCS will employ high quality, effective teachers who demand excellence from their students and 
themselves. Teachers will draw upon their knowledge, training, and experience to help students achieve  
success.  Our teachers will know that we value and trust their professionalism.  In return, our teachers will  
be collaborative members of the teaching and learning community and will have an enriching effect on  
the daily lives of our children and their lifelong educational and career aspirations.  

The demographics of the proposed region A4WCCS will serve, show that more than 53% of school-age  
children  are  from  low-income  households.   It  is  imperative  that  every  adult  working  at  A4WCCS 
understand the negative effects living in poverty,  poor nutrition, and substandard health care has on a 
child’s ability to concentrate, learn and actively participate in the classroom. A study by two prominent  
neuroscientists  suggested  that  intelligence  is  linked  to  health.  “The  poor  have  more  untreated  ear  
infections and hearing loss issues; greater exposure to lead; and a higher incidence of asthma than middle-
class  children.”  27  Each  of  these health  related  factors  can  affect  attention,  reasoning,  learning  and 
memory.

To address these issues, A4WCCS will coordinate appropriate services provided by local service agencies  
to meet each child’s specific need.  Children will have access to  school counselors,  dental check-ups, 
hearing and vision tests, and health exams at school. Montachusett Opportunity Council Inc. in Fitchburg 
(MOC, Inc.) will help us develop a nutritionally sound breakfast and lunch program for our students and 
staff. 

26 http://educationnorthwest.org/equity-assistance-center  US Department of Education
27 Jensen, Eric. 2013 Educational Leadership: How Poverty Affects Classroom Engagement. Vol.70. No. 8  
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Through  our  school  health  education  curriculum,  the  health  and well-being  of  each  student  will  be 
addressed. The MindUP curriculum, an all school initiative, supports the social and emotional learning of 
the child.  We know that chronic stress is unhealthy and negatively impacts student learning. “Distress 
affects brain development, academic success, and social competence.  It also impairs behavior; reduces  
attentional control; boosts impulsivity; and impairs working memory.”28  The MindUP program applies 
simple practices and insights that will become tools for self-management and self-assurance including 
daily activities that increase movement, stretching and breathing techniques. 

Another  negative  effect  of  poverty  is  that  children  who  grow up  in  low  socioeconomic  conditions  
typically have a smaller vocabulary than middle-class children do, which raises the risk for academic  
failure.29 Without  exception our  ELLs also struggle with a  lack of  rich vocabulary which negatively  
affects their overall success. Vocabulary is part of the brain’s toolkit for learning memory and cognition. 
When children aren’t familiar with words, they feel embarrassed to read or participate in class. Cognizant  
of this, vocabulary enrichment will be incorporated into the daily academics.  

Teachers will engage and challenge their students.  They will get to know the whole child and encourage  
their students to work hard.  Positive feedback recognizes that effort matters, and that each child can  
adjust it for even greater success.  When affirmed, challenged and encouraged, students work harder and  
thus,  learning  is  more  productive,  and  success  is  inevitable.  “Optimism  is  the  faith  that  leads  to  
achievement.  Nothing can be done without hope and confidence.”-Helen Keller.

High  performing  and  caring  teachers  at  A4WCCS  will  overcome  barriers  of  struggling  students  by 
teaching core cognitive skills. Teachers will focus on core academic skills that students need the most  
through intervention programs such as Response to Intervention (RTI) in small group settings.  Learning  
basics such as how to be organized, how to take notes and study, and how to remember key ideas will be 
reinforced.  Problem-solving and building proficiency will be woven throughout the curriculum at each 
grade level.  It will take an abundance of encouragement, positive reinforcement, and persistence, and the 
teachers at A4WCCS will be prepared to fulfill these needs.

Though  we  have  so  far  primarily  addressed  students  from low socio-economic  status  or  struggling  
learners, our proposed teaching practices will  be beneficial and challenging for all  children including 
accelerated  learners  and  those  with  creative/artistic  talent  through  hands-on,  project-based  learning,  
cooperative groups, authentic learning experiences (i.e. field trips, community service, gardening, mural-
making), and activities that promote creative/artistic expression and problem-solving. 

At A4WCCS, we believe in the ability of all students to achieve, therefore we expect that if students are  
not successfully learning, teachers and school leaders will develop strategies and differentiated instruction 
to  support  second language  learners/ELL,  special  needs  and struggling  learners.   To ensure  that  all  
students will learn and improve, teachers will utilize data about students’ progress as a way to gauge and 
modify instruction. Teachers will use varied and reliable data to inform their teaching, including rubrics,  
benchmark and formative assessments.  At A4WCCS, there will  be collaboration between and among  
teachers, including special education, ELL and regular education staff,  to ensure the needs of diverse  
learners are met.  By recognizing, understanding, and addressing the whole child, A4WCCS will ensure  
that all children will learn.  No exceptions. 

C.A.R.I.N.G - GROWTH 
At A4WCCS children will cultivate and enhance their own interpersonal skills by developing positive 
relationships with adults and peers: verbal communication, non-verbal communication, listening skills,  
negotiation, problem solving, decision making,  and assertiveness.  The development of these skills is 

28 Ibid
29 Ibid.
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essential to the foundation for many other skills, ultimately leading to personal, social, and academic 
growth.  

In the Reggio Emilia approach, “one of the main benefits in the classroom is that most of the children 
develop a high level of skills in many of the ‘100 languages’, which refers to the many ways in which 
children acquire knowledge. This means that they become confident in their own voice, and their ability 
to describe, wonder, and offer their ideas on how they see the world. Also, they see themselves as active 
participants  in  learning,  discovering  and  creating  as  a  part  of  a  group.”  30 Reggio  Emilio  approach 
recognizes the fact that the parent is the child’s first teacher, the educator is the child’s second teacher and 
the environment is the child’s third teacher, students are assured to flourish.  

Before and after school programs will give the child opportunities to explore new interests, make new 
friends and build social/emotional skills and academic skill development.  Programming will emphasize 
experiential  learning,  the  use  of  small  groups,  multi-modal  instruction,  student  inclusion  and 
accountability, in addition to an array of innovations that encourage student success for all ability levels;  
and  will  offer  activities  that  reflect  multiple  approaches  to  learning  to  build  social,  emotional  and 
character development. 

KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS 

How A4WCCS will enhance and expand educational options in the region.

1.) An ENHANCED and INCLUSIVE STRUCTURE:
• Increased instructional time (1.5 hours longer than most traditional school districts), small class 

size, and individualized instruction with a student to teacher ratio of no greater than 14 children in 
grades K, 1 and no greater than 18 in grades 2, 3, 4 with one teacher and a teaching assistant.  
They will  work closely together to design and implement the standards to be addressed. This  
allows  for  whole  group  instruction,  small  group  instruction,  independent  workers  and 
individualized assistance.

• Classrooms designed with special accommodations and learning materials to meet the diverse 
needs of all children with a range of different learning abilities to include: varied learning styles,  
cognitive strengths and weaknesses, struggling and accelerated learners, and English language 
learners.  Classrooms will be equipped to provide children with a range of social, emotional, and 
physical  challenges  through  enhancements/accommodations  such  as  speech  and  language, 
occupational therapy, and MindUP/health and wellness activities.

• Flexible scheduling for cross grade level activities; team building; teacher collaboration; project 
presentations/productions/performances; and community outreach activities and

• Out-of-school time programs:  Children at A4WCCS will be offered more learning time for 
homework help, small group skill development/tutoring, and enrichment opportunities before and 
after-school.  This program also addresses the needs of families and their work schedules

In year  one,  the  before  school  time  program (7:30 am –  8:00 am)  will  provide  a  nutritious 
breakfast  for  children  who  arrive  early.   In  year  two,  we  hope  to  expand  this  program an 
additional 30 minutes -7:00 pm – 8:00 pm.  This program will provide a “safety net” for students 
who need help in specific areas such as organization, study skills/homework help, and readiness  
to  cope  with  the  day  ahead.   We  will  commit  to  an  after  school  program for  at  least  two 
afternoons per week from 3:30 pm – 5:00 pm in year one focusing on arts, academic enrichment 
and  skill  development.    The  program  will  start  with  a  healthy  snack  and  20  minutes  of 
socializing with friends and structured recreation time.  This is followed by Learning Enrichment  
Time (LET).  LET groups are organized based on the needs of the child.  Children will receive 
the help they need in homework or specialized tutoring, or will be engaged in interactive board-
games or computer games that reinforce skills in math and ELA, or will learn new skills like how 
to play an instrument, create a photo collage, paint a mural, act in a play or build a rocket. 

30 Cadwell, Louise Boyd: The Reggio Approach to Early Childhood Education. Teachers’ College Press, NY 2002
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The program will be supervised by the administrative staff.  We will include funds in our budget  
for the first year and reach out to our community partners (Y.M.C.A, Boys & Girls Club) to 
provide enrichment activities.  After the first year, we will apply for state and federal funds and 
hope to offer the afterschool program Monday through Thursday. 

• School uniforms to promote pride, unity and self-esteem. The students at A4WCCS will wear 
uniforms to school.   Wearing uniforms teaches the value of individuality and self-expression 
without depending on the clothes being worn or the things being owned. School uniforms have an 
essential function of teaching students that every individual has the right to learn and be taught  
regardless of one’s status in life. Furthermore, wearing a school uniform provides a feeling of  
solidarity, unity, harmony, team spirit, oneness in principles, and camaraderie.  School uniforms 
also lessen the stress that students and parents go through everyday deciding on what clothes to  
wear for school. Parents and children will have input in choosing a school uniform.   

• Increased  teacher  empowerment  and  autonomy in  decision-making  regarding  curriculum, 
methodologies, and assessment on a daily basis. “Teacher empowerment is defined as investing 
teachers with the right to participate in the determination of school goals and policies and to 
exercise professional judgment about what and how to teach.”  31 At A4WCCS teachers will be 
heard.

• Data  driven  planning  teams: Shared  decision  making  among  administrators,  teachers,  and 
parent support group. All stakeholders will respond to the needs and assets of each child through 
a  shared  leadership  and  decision-making  process  between  teacher  and  administrators  in 
overseeing the instructional support and progress of all children.  Teams will have opportunities 
to meet during the all staff professional development afternoons from 1:00 – 4:00 every other  
Wednesday.  This time will be organized and allocated based on the needs of the staff and school 
goals.  One hour each day will be dedicated for collaborative team planning and will include 
creative  arts  staff  and  classroom  teachers.  Additional  time  will  be  made  available,  through 
flexible scheduling when needed. 

• The Whole Child Initiative. A4WCCS is proud to be partnering with ASCD who will provide 
guidance and professional development training around the Whole Child Initiative (WCI) and 
curriculum/instructional model to achieve our academic and program goals in the first year.  We  
will implement the ASCD Whole Child School Improvement Tool to assess our progress and 
program needs for future professional development.  

2.)  Meaningful, Relevant, and INNOVATIVE CURRICULM:

• Reggio  Emilia32 inspired  approach  to  learning for  our  youngest  children.  Starting  at  the 
kindergarten level  in year  one, building up to grade 2, A4WCCS will  implement  the Reggio 
approach.  This approach focuses on each individual learner’s developmental stage by creating a 
multi-sensory  environment  which  provides  the  teacher  a  window  into  the  child’s  thinking 
process.   Through the documentation process,  a  clear understanding of the  child’s  cognitive, 
linguistic, and social development makes the learning visible to the observer.  

• Arts integration throughout content areas: Arts integration at A4WCCS will engage students 
in a deep, lasting learning experiences, leading them to greater future aspirations for the creative 
global  economy  and  workforce.  It  will  also  support  academic  achievement,  differentiated 
instruction and improved social behavior of students while enhancing school climate and parental 
involvement.  In the schedule, children will have a minimum of 1 hour of daily arts instruction  
which includes project-based,  academic enriched activities incorporating ELA and S.T.E.A.M 
(STEM + Arts).  This is in addition to the arts integration approach within the classroom setting.  

31 Bolin, F.S. (1989). Empowering Leadership.  Teachers College Redord, 19 (1), 81-96.
32Mulqueen, Meghan. Louise Boyd Cadwell and the Reggio-Inspired Approach to Education. 
http://www misshope.org/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/reggio-approach.pdf  
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• Health and wellness  programs that  include movement/dance,  karate,  yoga,  and recreational 
sports

• Core  Arts  classroom daily  for  45  minutes  in  music,  dance,  drama,  visual/media  arts  and 
technology. 

• S.T.E.A.M. enhanced project-based program in  Science,  Technology,  Engineering,  Arts,  and 
Mathematics  

• World Language for all children - Spanish:  Meeting the needs of the community and global 
society.   Research studies have indicated that the early study of a second language results in  
cognitive benefits, gains in academic achievement, and increases in self-esteem, creativity, and 
positive  attitudes  toward  diversity.   Starting  foreign  language  learning  in  elementary  school 
increases a student’s  level  of  language proficiency compared to waiting until  middle  or high  
school,  according to a report from the Center for Applied Second Language Studies in 2010 
(CASLS).33 Thirty  minutes  of  dedicated  time  is  incorporated  into  the  daily  schedule.   This 
program addresses the needs of our Hispanic children and families who are trying to master their  
native language and gives all  other children an opportunity to learn a second language.  The 
primary goal of the World Language program at A4WCCS is to give students the opportunity to  
begin building a solid foundation in language while paving a path towards developing levels of 
proficiency.   This  is  accomplished  by  fostering  learning  through  communication,  culture,  
connections, comparisons, and communities.

• Social Emotional Learning:   Social Emotional Learning, or SEL, helps students recognize and 
manage  their  emotions,  set  goals,  solve  problems,  resolve  conflicts  and  establish  positive 
relationships  with  others. MindUP  is  an  evidence-based  curriculum  that  foster  social  and 
emotional awareness, enhance psychological well-being, and promote academic success. MindUP 
will be an integral part of a complete classroom life. 34 It will be at the teacher’s discretion as to 
how and when lessons will be taught and followed up on during each school day.  Character 
Development “Have a Heart” activities which foster Honesty,  Empathy,  Acceptance, Respect 
and Thoughtfulness.  The goal is to teach students to recognize the connections between ethical 
choices  and  their  consequences  and  the  favorable  impact  these  decisions  have  on  everyone 
involved. By engaging the participation of students, teachers, staff, parents, and the communities, 
we will  develop a positive  and moral  climate  at  A4WCCS.   Character  Development  will  be 
incorporated throughout the school by a variety of means.

• A variety  of  authentic  assessments to  measure  student  progress  and  improvement  through 
portfolio, e-portfolio and performance based tools that are aligned with specific rubrics will be 
implemented  to capture as many elements  of student  growth as possible.   Moving toward e-
portfolios for each student is a goal for A4WCCS starting in kindergarten and grade 1 the first 
year and rolling out a new grade each year.  

3.) Working Together Through PARTNERSHIPS:
• Parents as Partners Program:  Family involvement is a powerful predictor that is correlated 

with student success.  A4WCCS will engage parents in a variety of ways to support and advocate 
for their child’s learning and to promote health and wellness activities. A4WCCS has developed a 
School-Parent Compact.  See Attachment V.A. Parent-School Compact.  The Compact outlines 
how parents, the entire school staff, and students share the responsibility for improved student  

33 Analysis of 2007 STAMP Results: New Jersey Grade Eight Proficiency Assessment in World Languages. Center 
for Applied Second Language Studies, 5290 University of Oregon, Eugene OR 97403 9/22/2007
34 MindUP Curriculum. 2011. Goldie Hawn Foundation: Scholastic Inc. Publishers
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academic achievement and the means by which the school and parents will build and develop a  
partnership to help students achieve high standards.  Because A4WCCS is a small school, we will 
be  able  to  develop  a  culture  that  is  open and transparent  to  families.   As  stakeholders,  we 
encourage parents to be part of every aspect of their child’s education.  In time, the Parents as 
Partners program will be led by a parent(s) for parents. 
In a continued effort to be partners with parents, A4WCCS will:

o Provide assistance to parents in understanding such topics as the state’s academic content 
and  achievement  standards,  the  assessments  being  used,  and  how  to  monitor  their 
students’ progress and work with educators to improve their achievement;

o Provide  materials  and  training,  such  as  literacy training  and training  on  how to  use  
technology to help parents to work with their students to improve achievement;

o Emphasize to teachers, school personnel, other staff, and all other stakeholders the value 
and utility of contributions of parents, and reach out to, communicate with, and work  
with parents as equal partners, implement and coordinate parent programs and build ties  
between parents and the school; 

o Ensure  that  information  related  to  school  and  parent  programs,  meetings  and  other 
activities are sent to parents of participating students in a format, and in a language the  
parents can understand; and

o Provide reasonable support for parental involvement activities as parents may request.
• Sharing our Success: Recognition and celebrating of individual and school successes will be our 

way  of  creating  a  culture  of  learning  and  success.  We  will  do  this  at  Academic  and  Arts  
Showcases, monthly assembly programs/exhibitions, and specific family events.  We will toot our 
horn through newsletters,  website,  social media,  local  press,  over the intercom and at faculty 
meetings. 

• Community Partnerships:  Local agencies, service organizations and churches will assist us in 
providing health and wellness services and support to children, families and staff.  Collaboration 
with  colleges  and  universities  will  be  an  invaluable  resource  for  professional  development,  
program resources and evaluation.  Examples include our partnership with Twin Cities CDC who 
will help connect families to literacy programs, job training and housing; Professor Joann Nichols 
of Fitchburg State University will provide professional development opportunities to support the 
Reggio  Emilia  initiative,  and  Lesley  University  staff  will  guide  our  integrated  creative  arts 
program through training, professional development, and evaluation tools.  

• Community Service Learning: When young people have the chance to serve their 
communities, everyone benefits:

o Young people gain skills necessary to success in school, in the workplace, and in life.
o The community develops strong, diverse groups of inspired, civically-engaged young 

people.
Through  our  community  partnerships,  the  business  community  and  family  connections, 
A4WCCS will provide many opportunities for our school and students to participate in rich and 
meaningful community service learning throughout the year.

THE FUTURE OF A4WCCS 
Fast forward five years. When you walk through the doors of the Academy of the Whole Child Charter 
School you are walking into a community that emulates a happy and joyful family. 

It is a community space where the learning environments enable children to be healthy, safe, engaged,  
supported, and challenged.  In the classroom learning environments you see more technology equipment  
and applications being used; a flexible and workable classroom layout  for project based learning and 
individual  study;  educators  facile  in  technology;  and enthusiastic  pupils  ready to  learn.  All  of  these 
elements  will  join  together  and  play  a  key  role  in  A4WCCS’s  creation  of  a  21st  Century  learning  
environment where key skills will be nurtured. In the art room you see these key skills at work:
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o Creativity: In the media center students are creating their own i-movie trailers for their e-portfolios.
o Critical-thinking: In the journal center, students write artist statements based on their observations 

and opinions of a piece of artwork. 
o Collaboration: A small group of students play games that encourage teamwork and reinforce art  

concepts.
o Communication  and Collaboration: Students  experience  how to  work  collaboratively  in  small 

groups in their choice based art center environment in order to accomplish the task at hand.

As a parent or community stakeholder, imagine this in five years:
You are Mr. Evans, a parent visiting the Academy for the Whole Child Charter School.  As you enter the 
school you instantly feel a sense of welcome, warmth, and comfort. You are greeted warmly by children 
and staff. One of our kindergarten children takes your hand and walks you over to show you his self-
portrait hanging prominently on the classroom door. You are escorted into the classroom by the child,  
accompanied by a teaching assistant. There you are welcomed enthusiastically and sincerely. As you look 
around the classroom, you see students using digital cameras to photograph their work to publish on their  
digital portfolios, while others are working independently on their writing skills using I-pads. Several 
other students are sitting on beanbag chairs taking turns quizzing each other on their high frequency  
words. If you can spare the time the children regale you with their accomplishments. They are proud.

Wandering through the school you note children’s academic and art work displayed profusely.  Along 
with  these  displays  your  eye  catches  sight  of  mesmerizing  student  murals  depicting  stories  that  the 
children have chosen which you can readily identify. They are creative.

Your attention is caught as you walk by Mr. Cole’s classroom. This classroom has moveable walls that  
quickly open to allow more room for project based learning.  Here you see a small group of children  
covered in flour,  water and paint,  fashioning their  version of the globe.  Others are on a digital  visit  
interviewing fourth grade students in Italy by utilizing Skype to learn first-hand about life in Italy.  A 
third group is working cooperatively with Mr. Jacques, the teaching assistant, researching the climate, the 
natural resources, and landforms of Italy using their I-pads. One of the parent volunteers explains what  
the  children  are  studying  while  an  outgoing  student  chimes  in  that  the  whole  class  is  going  to  be 
videotaped when they present all of their Social Studies work to the entire school on “Success Fridays”.  
They are engaged. They are enthusiastic.

Tip-toe by Mrs. Brown’s math class, they are prepping for benchmark testing. You notice the Smart board 
and a large flat screen monitor mounted on the wall that turns from side to side for all to see. The children  
are on task working (individually and in small groups) thanks to the sturdy but flexible furniture which  
allows children with specialized equipment (wheel chair, visual aids or other accommodations) to join the 
group. A parent volunteer quizzes the groups while the teacher and the teaching assistant move from table  
to table assisting the students. They are challenged.  They are invested.

In the distance you hear adults’ and children’s voices singing “You Have to Have Heart”, the theme song 
for our school Character Development Process. As the students exit from the music room you ask “Why  
are you all singing that particular song? They explain that the song is a reminder of the qualities they are  
striving  to  attain.  They tell  you  that  those  qualities  are:  honesty,  empathy,  acceptance,  respect,  and 
thoughtfulness. They are safe. They are supported. 

Following this group of children to the school dining hall, you notice the salad and fruit bars and smell  
the aroma of a tasty healthy meal.  Five students are setting tables and you observe adults seated at the  
dinner tables eating and conversing with the children. Some are conversing in Spanish; others are talking 
about the food values of today’s meal; some are listening to the guest artist of the day talk about her  
career.  They are engaged. They are inspired. They are entranced. 

Looking out the dining hall windows you observe small groups of children playing independently or part-
taking in a structured play activity with one of the adults. They are active. They are happy.
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Inside the dining hall children are clearing the tables and putting the recycled materials in the proper  
containers. As others are bringing the food waste bucket to the compost bin which will be used in the 
school’s garden once the food waste breaks down.  They are aware. They are responsible. They are 
green.

This afternoon the third grade is walking to the James Manor Nursing Home to perform for the residents.  
They have chosen three lively songs to sing, a cultural folk dance, and a short one-act play to perform.  
You are invited to join them. They are giving. They are empathetic.

A sign announcing the dates of the dental and wellness screenings for staff, students and families catches 
your eye.  Upon inquiring you learn that these and other services for the school community are a part of 
the  A4WCCS  Wellness  and  Family  Support  Service  Programs  in  connection  with  the  appropriate 
agencies.  They are healthy.

A huge poster in the central corridor depicts a graph of student academic performance showing significant  
growth. They are successful.

Two children bring Sarah to Ms. Ana, the school  secretary.  The child has been crying.  Sarah’s face  
brightens, her tears stop. She hugs Ms. Ana. They are safe. They are nurtured. They are loved.

You, Mr. Evans must be on your way. You are so inspired by the school, you decide to call a meeting of 
the School Building Study Committee to explore the building of a new state-of-the-art school. 

We envision A4WCCS in five years to be fully integrated into the neighborhood, community and region; 
to have earned the title of a lab school or model site for the surrounding districts and schools across the 
state to share best practices and innovative programs; and a fully developed school that is financial stable 
with  a  highly  effective  Board  of  Trustees,  a  well-trained  staff  with  low  teacher  and  administrative  
turnover.  

We foresee our accomplishments to be: 

• Test scores that are soaring and among the highest in the state.  

• Each 4th grade student has graduated from A4WCCS proficient in reading, writing and math. 
Each has learned to sing and play an instrument, communicate effectively through the arts, and 
has a basic foundation of Spanish as a second language.  Each has left with a complete e-portfolio 
of their growth during the past 5 years.  

• A long waiting list of students in the region, ready to expand enrollment and add grades 5 and 6.

• Parents as Partners program is sustained and facilitated by highly motivated parents/guardians.

• A Lab School for ASCD Whole Child Initiative and a model site for innovative programs such as  
Reggio Emilia,  World Language-Spanish,  Social/Emotional  Learning,  Arts Integration and E- 
Portfolio Assessments.

C.  Description of communities to be served 

A4WCCS will be a K through 4 regional charter school for 360 children residing in Fitchburg and area  
communities/school  districts:  Fitchburg,  Leominster,  Lunenburg,  Gardner,  North Middlesex Regional,  
Ashburnham-Westminster  Regional,  Orange,  Athol-Royalston  Regional,  and  Winchendon.   The 
communities are located in Worcester County’s  north central region of Massachusetts bordering New 
Hampshire to the north, Orange to the west, Pepperell to the east, and Westminster and Leominster to the  
south.   Six of the communities are contiguous to Fitchburg: Ashburnham, Ashby, Townsend, Lunenburg,  
Westminster, and Leominster.  
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The proposed region is also referred to as the 
Montachusett  region,  dotted  by  high  peaks 
such as Mount Wachusett and Mount Watatic 
and  other  rolling  hills  typical  of  the  New 
England  landscape.  Three  watersheds  named 
the Chicopee River, Millers River and Nashua 
River,  other  streams,  mountain  paths,  rail-
trails,  urbanized  downtowns  and 
neighborhoods,  historic  village  centers  and 
new housing subdivisions are connected by a 
local,  state  and  interstate  road  system  and  a 
commuter  and  freight  rail  system  linking 
Boston to Albany. 35 

Residents  in  the  Montachusett  region  are  concentrated  in  Athol,  Winchendon,  Gardner,  Fitchburg, 
Leominster,  Townsend,  Lunenburg, Groton and Clinton.  The area boasts two area colleges Fitchburg 
State University and Mount Wachusett  Community College, and four major medical facilities Health 
Alliance Hospital in Leominster, Health Alliance Hospital at Burbank in Fitchburg, Heywood Hospital in 
Gardner and Athol Memorial Hospital.

Formerly  alive  with  prospering  paper  mills  and  a  large  General  Electric  turbine  engine  facility  in 
Fitchburg, the region is now left with a few machine manufacturing, tool and die, plastic molding, and 
textile manufacturing plants.  The region’s manufacturing employment  has declined following national  
and state trends where there continues to be a “shift” in employment from the manufacturing sector to the  
services sector.36

A twelve month average of the unemployment rate from June 2013 through May 2014 are higher in the 
major urban communities of Fitchburg at 9.9%, Leominster at 8.9%, Gardner at 8.8% and Athol at 9.5% 
compared to the state average of 6.7%.  This is a direct result of the job losses in the manufacturing sector  
that has led to high unemployment among workers who do not have the skills necessary to prosper in the 
21st Century.     These facts, compounded with societal issues such as language difficulties, poverty, lack  
of child care, and substance abuse, have contributed to the higher unemployment rate in the region.37 

With high unemployment, the average 
household income in the major urban 
communities of Fitchburg, Leominster, 
Gardner  and  Athol  is  substantially 
below the state average shown in the 
table  below.  Most  striking  is  the 
percentage of families with children 18 
years and younger living in poverty in 
Fitchburg,  Gardner,  and  Athol 
compared to the state. 38

Fitchburg is  the target  area for locating A4WCCS with easy access on and off  Route 2 for families  
commuting from Orange, Athol, Winchendon and Gardner.  The planned opening will be August, 2015 
beginning with 120 children in grades K, 1 and 2 in the first year, followed by grades 3 and 4 in years two 
and three for a maximum enrollment of 360 children by year five.  The total number of available charter  

35 Montachusett Regional Strategic Framework Plan, 2011. Massachusetts Executive Office of Housing and 
Economic Development. p.5-7
36 Ibid.
37 Massachusetts QuickFacts from the US Census Bureau 2010-2013.
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/25000/htm
38 Ibid
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school seats at the 9% cap is 1990 students.39  See attachment V.B. for 2014 Detail of Proposed Region  
Charter Seats Available under 9% CAP.  A4WCCS will not exceed the 9% cap in any one district and  
requests the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education to enforce the cap if necessary.  

The proposed region of 6 school districts and 3 regional districts serves approximately 26,500 students in 
grades K-12.  40  The Massachusetts Department of Education “School Attending Children” 2013 report 
includes the type of school/place of enrollment of all full-time students whose parents or legal guardians  
are residents of the city or town. This information reveals that 5,586 students or 21% in the proposed 
district attend schools other than the public school district or regional schools.  Included in this number  
are 411 home schooled students, 1654 students attending  in state private/parochial schools, 362 students  
attending  charter  schools,  and  1639  students  attending  out-of-district  public  schools.   The 
cities/communities with the number of students greater than 300 attending schools outside the district are  
shown in the table below. 41  See Attachment V.C. for Proposed Region School Attending Children 2013  
Report.  

The evidence shows that families have chosen other educational options 
for their children and there is a need for a new high-performing, free, 
public charter school particularly for families who cannot afford tuition, 
looking for a school  with small  classes, or  a school  they believe will  
meet  the  unique  needs  of  their  child.   Regardless  of  the  reason, 
A4WCCS is a choice for families in a region with few choices.  

Why this school now?

The need for this type of educational option is imperative based on region’s current demographics, the  
needs of families and the school district’s performance. Five of the communities in the proposed region 
are presently in the lowest 10% of performing school districts in the state:  Fitchburg, Gardner, Athol-
Royalston, Orange and Winchendon. District profile data shows that the average percentage of high needs 
students of the proposed region is 53% with the greatest percentage of high needs students in Fitchburg at 
81.5% and Gardner at 65.7%. Other distinguishing factors of the proposed region is the percentage of  
special needs children which averages 20% compared to the state average of 17%. 

The  Hispanic  student  population  is  the  highest  in  Fitchburg  at  46%  and  Leominster  28%.  English 
language learners (ELL) is most significant in Fitchburg at 15.2%, almost two times higher than the state  
average at 7.8%.42 

Based on the combined average of enrollment data of the proposed districts, A4WCCS strives to target a  
population that represents the region showing more than 53% of children as high needs, 20% special 
education and 13% English language learners.43

Another compelling factor of the proposed region is the need to close the achievement gap for struggling 
learners before they enter 4th grade. A report from the Annie E Casey Foundation states that “millions of 
American children get to fourth grade without learning to read proficiently, and that puts them on the high 

39 MA Department of Education Charter School Cap Analysis Data, 2014.
40 MA Department of Education 2013 School Attending Children Report. 
http://profiles.doe.mass.edu/state_report/schoolattendingchildren.aspx
41 Ibid.
42 2014 MA-DESE School District enrollment data and selected populations 
http://profiles.doe.mass.edu/profiles/student
43 Ibid. Target population represents the combined average enrollment data of selected populations of cities/towns in 
the proposed region.   
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school  dropout  tract.  The  ability  to  read  is  critical  to  a  child’s  success  in  school,  life-long  earning 
potential…”44 

The  table  below shows  the  percentage  of  children  that  are  below proficiency  in  reading  and  math 
compared to the state average based on MCAS performance data.  The districts with more than 50% of 
third graders below proficiency are highlighted.

There are limited options for families in 
the proposed region to send their children 
to  a  tuition-free  school  other  than  the 
school  district.  This  is  problematic  for 
families living in one of the five districts 
that  are under-performing.   Also parents 
with  a  special  needs  child,  struggling 
learner  or  accelerated  learner  have 
expressed concerns that the school in their 
district  does  not  provide  the  type  of 
supports or environment to best meet their 
child’s  needs.   A4WCCS’s  whole  child 
approach  with  smaller  class  sizes  will  ensure  each  child  has  access  to  personalized  learning  and  is 
supported by qualified and caring adults. Every child will learn, grow and succeed… no exceptions!

Currently there is only one charter school located in the proposed region: North Central Charter Essential 
School for grades 7 through 12.  If A4WCCS is approved it will be the only elementary charter school in 
the region. 

We are cognizant of the restraints,  district regulations and bargaining that can impede a district from 
implementing sweeping reforms that are needed for student improvement.   Our passion for starting a 
charter school comes from the belief that all children can learn. To that end, we understand that nothing is 
more important than excellent teaching and the amount of quality time between the teacher and students 
in the classroom; small group instruction and one-to-one remedial tutoring.  When staff feel that they are  
treated with respect and valued for sharing their ideas and opinions, performance and productivity will be  
high.   In  effect,  when staff  experience better  job satisfaction it  will  greatly impact  student  learning.  
A4WCCS will operate under a “Memorandum of Understanding” (MOU) which will detail the scope of  
expectations of all staff and the shared understanding of their essential role in contributing to the student  
growth of all children.  Within the scope of the MOU, we will have the ability to provide additional 
learning time  to meet  our  goals,  innovative  curriculum and instruction,  as  well  as  a  workplace that  
supports a professional environment for teaching and learning.   

How the Founders have assessed parental support for the proposed school.
During the past year, support for Academy for the Whole Child has been very positive. This is evidenced 
by more than 600 individuals who signed a petition supporting A4WCCS,  as well  as the number  of 
visitors (4400) to the project’s blog. In a public survey distributed in English and Spanish to more than 
400  people,  88% said  they  would  support  an  elementary  charter  school  in  Fitchburg.  We  engaged 
hundreds of families through our social media campaign on Facebook, and in February 2014, we pre-
enrolled 100 children in  less than 30 days.   Since then,  we have re-engaged our  supporters  and are  
engaging new supporters with our revised proposal through community out-reach, social media, surveys,  
and face-to-face meetings. The evidence supports that families in Fitchburg and surrounding communities  
are looking for an alternative choice to educate their children.

Opportunities for families to support the success of the school 
The policies and climate at A4WCCS will reinforce citizenship and civic behaviors by students, family 
members, and staff; and include meaningful participation in decision-making to support the success of the 

44 Annie E. Casey Foundation: Early Warning! Why Reading by the End of Third Grade Matters.  January 2010
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school. To that end, we firmly believe that parent involvement is a shared responsibility between school 
and parents in the education of their children and that continued parental involvement contributes greatly 
to student achievement and a positive school environment.  Parents will be encouraged to visit the school 
often, volunteer in the school setting, and attend monthly parent meetings.  

Parents as Partners program will be created to provide opportunities for parents to become involved in 
the  school  and  their  child’s  education.  Parents  will  be  asked  to  sign  an  agreement  prior  to  their  
child/children enrolling in A4WCCS, pledging their commitment to being an active participant in their 
child’s/children’s education. See Attachment V.A. Parent-School Contract.

A4WCCS school nurse, guidance/adjustment counselor, home liaison and ED/principal will help families 
understand available resources and advocate for their children’s needs by connecting families with the  
appropriate community agencies, service providers, and organizations. A4WCCS will collaborate with 
parents  and the  local  community  to  promote  the health  and well-being  of  each  student  and support  
responsible  environmental  habits  through  recycling,  trash  management,  sustainable  energy and  other 
efforts.  

How we will help parents help their children to succeed
We will provide orientation trainings to parents on how to understand the curriculum demands put on  
their children, how to read the assessment data to fully comprehend their children’s academic standings,  
help parents develop leadership skills, and to engage in meaningful dialogue concerning all aspects of the  
school. 

School  leaders  and personnel  will  strive  to  familiarize  themselves  with  the  different  cultures  of  the  
families of A4WCCS to be more adept at communicating with the families in an effort to make them feel  
more  a  part  of  the  school  community  and  their  children’s  education.  In  carrying  out  the  parental  
involvement requirements, A4WCCS will provide full opportunities for the participation of parents with 
limited English proficiency and parents with disabilities.  This includes providing information and school 
reports in a format and, to the extent practicable, in a language parents understand. 

In time, the Parents as Partners program will be led by parent(s) for parents.   A4WCCS will be open and  
transparent to the school community and parents.  The Massachusetts Family, School, and Community 
Partnership Fundamentals  (PIRC)45 tool  will  be  utilized to  help evaluate  our  practices  and to  design 
professional development training with staff and families along with the ASCD’s Whole Child School 
Improvement Tool. 

II. HOW WILL THE SCHOOL DEMONSTRATE ACADEMIC SUCCESS? 

          A.  Overview of program delivery

SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS
Academy for the Whole Child will adopt the HPHP (high-performing, high-poverty) Readiness Model 
that is described in The Turnaround Challenge (Mass Insight and Education Research Institute, 2007).46 
This model aligns with ASCD’s Whole Child Initiative five core tenants (Healthy, Safe, Engaged, 
Supported and Challenged) and our framework for core goals and values C.A.R.I.N.G. The HPHP 
Readiness Model consists of nine key elements aimed at turning the daily challenges of high-poverty 
settings into design factors that increase the effectiveness of learning and achievement.  Making up this 
model of the Readiness Triangle are three major components: Readiness to Learn, Readiness to Teach, 
and Readiness to Act.  Within each component are three key elements that aid in the success of this 
readiness model.  This dynamic “HPHP Readiness Model” is illustrated in Attachment V.D.
45 http://pplace.org/FCE_Fundamentals.pdf
46 Calkins, A; Guenther, W., Belfiore G., and Lash, D. 2007. Turnaround Challenge Main Report.   MassInsight, 
Boston.
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In the Readiness Model, schools acknowledge and foster students’ Readiness to Learn.  Whatever stands 
in the way of student  learning,  including students  with special  needs and students whose first  
language is not English, will be adequately addressed.   At A4WCCS, we will proactively address 
the  challenges  accompanying  our  students  as  they walk through the  school’s  doors.   We will  
address these issues through the collaboration with community organizations, family involvement,  
implementing  the  MindUP  curriculum,  delivering  research-based  best  practices  for  second 
language learners and implementing mandated  modifications  to curriculum to provide fair  and 
equal access to the general curriculum, establishing numerous and intensive relationships between 
students and adults, and implementing a strict safety and discipline policy.   These initiatives will  
enable us to attack the significant cognitive, social, cultural, and psychological barriers to learning 
that many students of poverty tend to experience.

“A calm and orderly environment is a prerequisite for learning, reducing the stress and distractions for  
students and teachers,  and creating norms and confidence to enable deeper staff  and instructional  
changes to occur.” (Turnaround Challenge Orr, 2005)

In the Readiness Model, schools elevate and focus on staff’s  Readiness to Teach.  A4WCCS will hold 
high  expectations  and  curriculum  standards,  as  well  as  use  data  effectively  to  drive  instruction.  
Assessments will be frequent and feedback will be immediate.  Students will come to understand that 
assessment is part of learning and will thrive on the instant feedback and opportunity to see their progress.  
The Academy for the Whole Child Charter School will be a professional learning community in which 
teachers work collaboratively; focusing on improving instruction, diagnosing student learning challenges, 
and helping each other improve their practice. 

We will develop a culture in which there is a shared responsibility for achievement, this includes our  
special  needs  and  English  Language  learning  population  as  well.  It  will  be  inclusive,  involving  all 
students, parents, school staff, and community members.  Student achievement will be a joint venture.  
There will be no exceptions.  All students will learn.

In the Readiness Model, schools exercise Readiness to Act in dramatically different ways than is typically 
possible in public schools.  At A4WCCS, we will have the autonomy to make mission-driven decisions 
about people, time, money, and programs.  We will be able to recruit excellent teachers who are best-
suited to our mission and share our vision, allow our teachers to be collaborative decision makers, have  
flexible schedules, and allocate funds for the promotion of student achievement.  We will work tirelessly 
to find the resources needed to accomplish the tasks on hand.  We will be creative in finding ways to 
obtain the funds and resources necessary to ensure high student performance.  Our leaders will be flexible  
and inventive in actively shaping the success of A4WCCS and its student population.

SCHEDULING – School Calendar
The A4WCCS school year will begin in late August and conclude in June. The number of school days  
will be no fewer than 180 days for students with more days given to staff professional development and  
conferences. The regular core academic school day will begin at 8:00 a.m. and end at 3:30 p.m., with  
student  drop off  and breakfast  beginning at 7:30 a.m.   If  funding permits,  the doors will  be open to 
children at 7:00 am.  During this time children will be tutored, provided independent reading materials,  
academic games or puzzles. The transition for parent pick-up, bus and the after school program will occur 
at 3:30 p.m.  The overall instructional time for the academic school year will be approximately 1300  
hours, which amounts to roughly 40 days more than most traditional public school districts in the region. 
Again if funding permits, A4WCCS will operate an after school program with an academic and project-
based  focus  from  3:30  to  5:00  p.m.  utilizing  volunteers,  community  partners,  retired  teachers  and 
interested school staff. 

Since we intend to be located in Fitchburg, in our first year of operation we will follow the Fitchburg 
Public School district school year calendar of instructional days.  We will collaborate with the school 
district(s) in the planning of in-house professional development days and twice a month early release days 
to coordinate busing logistics.   
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Teacher planning time and professional development
The Founders  believe that  relevant  and on-going professional  development  for  all  staff  is  of  critical  
importance.  In addition to formal professional development, common planning time will be incorporated 
into the schedules of all staff. It will allow teachers at grade levels, specialists and/or vertical teams to  
meet and communicate. This meeting time allows staff opportunities for planning curriculum, planning 
specific lessons, reviewing of data, reviewing what is working/what isn’t, planning arts integration with  
specialists, and creating authentic assessments, and school-wide projects and activities.

In the  first  year,  teachers  and teacher  assistants  will  begin two weeks prior  to  the  beginning of  the 
academic school year.  After the first year, teachers and teacher assistants will begin one week prior to the 
beginning  of  the  academic  year,  with  the  exception  of  new staff  who  will  participate  in  one  week 
orientation and one week professional development. There will be an early release day for students twice 
a month to allow for professional development and planning for teaching staff. Additionally, there will be 
weekly common planning time for grade level teachers to participate in data meetings.  Also, during 
common planning time,  arts  and classroom teachers will  be able to collaborate with SPED and ELL 
Coordinators. 

Schedules will be structured yet  flexible taking into consideration the age and needs of our youngest  
population and the various developmental stages of those children as they grow chronologically.  Below 
is an example of a schedule for a student in grade 2. 
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A Student’s typical day – overview – Tuesday’s Schedule
• At 7:30 am, as Dante and his mother enter the front door of A4WCCS they are greeted by a highly 

colorful banner announcing one simple word, “Community.”  This is the school-wide theme for the  
trimester.   Mrs.  Wiggins  meets  them in the lobby.  “Good morning,  Dante.  Good morning,  Mrs. 
Santos.Dante, you can go right into the cafeteria for breakfast.” 

• At 7:50 Dante gets ready to go to class and begin the school day.  Mr. Fray greets Dante and his 17 
classmates at the door of their classroom.  Dante puts his homework folder in the homework bin and 
goes to the morning meeting place on the rug.  Mr. Fray does a quick deep breathing activity with the  
children before they begin their daily routines.  Dante likes the breathing activities they do each  
morning because it helps him to get ready to learn and to stay focused on the task on hand. 

• From 8:00 to 8:30 during Meet and Greet Dante is excited to share his gratitude leaf (an activity 
from the MindUP curriculum) that will be put on the gratitude tree in the classroom.  When Dante is  
asked to share his leaf, he says, “I am grateful for my grandmother because she takes care of me 
every afternoon until my mom gets home from work.”  After the sharing, the children stand up and 
hop on one foot and then the other before getting ready to listen to Mr. Fray read aloud, Mice Make 
Trouble.    

• At 8:30, during the Vocabulary Development block, Mr. Fray reads aloud  Mice Make Trouble, a 
story from Text Talk.  

• From 9:00 to 11:00 the ELA/Writing block begins with Dante going to a literacy center with two 
other children where they are playing “concentration” with the word cards that Mr. Fray has created.  
They have to find words to create the compound words that they are learning about in Language and 
Spelling.   When  they  are  done  with  this  activity,  Dante  writes  in  his  reading  journal  what  his 
prediction as to what is going to happen next in the story, Mice Make Trouble. For the last 20 minutes 
of this block, Dante gets to read silently at his desk. This is one of his favorite times of the day.  Right 
now, he is hooked on The Magic Tree House series. From 10:00 to 11:00 Arts Integration learning 
begins. Today Dante  is  creating an  illustration from the story  Mice Make Trouble.  Using  color 
pencils, emphasizing color and line, Dante imagines how he thinks the story will end and draws his 
own illustration. Next, Dante writes in his art journal a short artist statement describing his artwork by 
answering guided questions.  Dante has a much greater understanding of the story now that he has  
applied deeper thinking skills and imagination.

• At 11:00 Mrs. Rios comes to the classroom for Spanish instruction.  The class reviews the numbers  
from 1-20, the colors, the days of the week, greetings, and other common vocabulary that they’ve  
been learning in Spanish.  Although Dante is Spanish, he doesn’t speak it very well so he is happy  
that they have Spanish lessons each day.  

• From 11:30 to 12:15, Dante has lunch and recess.  During “family style” lunch, it was Dante’s turn 
to help set out the napkins.  He was excited to sit with his friend and Mrs. Rios, the Spanish teacher.  
At recess he and his friend Sam are going to play basketball with a couple of other boys from Mr.  
Trainor’s 2nd grade class.

• At 12:15, math class begins.  When Mr. Fray asks for a volunteer to solve the subtraction problem on 
the board, Dante quickly raises his hand.  He tells Mr. Fray, “I’d like to solve that problem.” Dante 
successfully solves the problem and is congratulated by his teacher and his classmates.  He is very 
proud of himself.  Later in the math block, Dante works with Sheng on solving a subtraction word 
problem and then on creating one of their own subtraction word problems that they will share with 
their classmates.  

• At 1:45, Dante  heads to  the  art  studio.   Since Dante  is  primarily  a  visual  learner,  he  is  always 
enthusiastic to go to the art studio. He is greeted as an Artist coming to work in a Choice based  
studio.  The  art  lesson  is  based  on  a  theme  around  building  a  playground  for  the  community.  
Mrs.Young, the creative arts teacher, gives a demonstration of techniques and methods in the new 
Construction Work Center (a learning station in the art studio). Dante can’t wait to begin to work with 
a partner. Dante and his partner are making sketches for their playground equipment, and then they 
will  construct  a  3D scale  of  their  design  using  the materials  from the  Construction Center.  The 
culmination of the project will occur at the Media Arts Center.  Dante and his partner will  take a 
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digital photo of their completed prototype and publish it on the school’s website.  At the end of a 
work period, Dante takes out his art journal and writes reflections on two things he learned about his  
art design process.

• At 2:45 pm the students return to class and Dante is excited to share his “hypothesis” on why we 
have day and night in science class. Yesterday, Mr. Fray wrote the question on chart paper, “Why do 
we have day and night?” and put it on the front board.   He asked the students to bring in their 
hypotheses today so that they could chart them on the paper.  Dante is anxious to see if any of his  
classmates agree with him.  

• At 3:30 pm, Dante puts his homework in his backpack and waits to be called for dismissal. As Dante 
and his classmates wait to be called they review the day’s lessons and reflect on their learning with 
Mr.  Fray.   His  grandmother  is  picking  him  up  from  school  today  because  he  has  a  dentist  
appointment.  He’s disappointed because he will miss out on the Lego robotics enrichment class in  
the after school program. 

Typical Day of a 2nd grade Teacher – Tuesday Schedule
• At 7:30 Mr. Fray likes to be in his classroom 30 minutes early.  He uses this time to log in to the 

school website, read the daily announcements and check messages.  
• At 8:00 Meet and Greet and MindUP:  Mr. Fray greets his students as they enter the classroom. 

The children gather around the meeting rug to greet one another and begin the daily MindUp activity.  
Mr. Fray takes time to recognize two students for acts of kindness they showed the previous day.  

• 8:30 – 9:00 Vocabulary Development Block:  Mr. Fray introduces the story,  Mice Make 
Trouble. He asks the students to tell him everything they know about mice.  He also asks them to 
make predictions regarding what the book will be about.  While reading aloud, Mr. Fray asks students 
questions in reference to each page.  He also briefly discusses some of the vocabulary words the  
students will be learning throughout the story. Mr. Fray stops halfway through the story. During the  
ELA/Writing Block, students will make a prediction in their reading response journals as to what will  
happen next in the story.

• At 9:00 – 11:00 ELA/Reading, Writing Block:  While some of the students are making predictions 
in their reading response journals, Mr. Fray is working with a small group of students in leveled  
reading texts. At the same time, Mrs. Scott, the assistant teacher, is working with another small group  
of students identifying nouns in sentences.  Miss Thomas, the ELL teacher, is sitting with Juan and 
two other children to assist them in filling out graphic organizers in an effort to make the writing  
process easier for them.  Still, other students are enjoying their 20 minutes to Relax, Enjoy,  And  
Develop a love of reading (READ) with their chapter books.  The students will rotate through these 
different  centers,  giving Mr.  Fray the opportunity to meet  with most  of  his students before Mrs.  
Young comes into the room to facilitate an integrated arts lesson.

• At 11:00 Mrs. Rios comes to the class to teach Spanish.  The class reviews the numbers from 1-20,  
the colors, the days of the week, greetings, and other common vocabulary that they’ve been learning 
in Spanish.  Mr. Fray assists some students with their pronunciation of some of the new Spanish  
words that they are learning.  He enjoys participating in Spanish class so that he too can learn a  
second language.

• From 11:30 to 12:15, Mr. Fray’s students are at lunch and recess.  During this time, Mr. Fray eats 
lunch with other second grade teachers. Then he returns to his classroom to prepare for the afternoon. 
He writes out the afternoon’s schedule on the large white board in the front of the class so that his  
students will know what their expectations are for the afternoon.  

• At 12:15, Mr. Fray begins the math class with some mental math activities.  After students share their  
subtraction strategies with one another, Mr. Fray displays a word problem on the large white board 
and asks  students  to  copy the  word  problem into  their  math  journals.   Then while  students  are 
working in  partners to  solve the problem,  Mr.  Fray walks  around and listens  to  the  “math  talk” 
between students  to  see  if  they are  using  appropriate  strategies  to  solve the  problem.    For  the 
remainder of the math class, Mr. Fray is reviewing place value and rounding whole numbers to the  
nearest hundreds.
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• At 1:45, while the students are in the art studio, Mr. Fray is meeting with the second grade team for  
curriculum planning.

• At 2:45  in science class, Mr. Fay is beginning a lesson on Day and night.  Yesterday, he posed the 
question, “Why do we have day and night?” to his students.  They were instructed to write down their 
hypotheses and bring them to class today.  The students have showed a great deal of enthusiasm for  
this subject.  After the students have posted their hypotheses, they share their reasons for them.  After  
a lengthy discussion, Mr. Fray asks the students to meet him on the meeting rug where he will read to 
them, Let’s Read and Find Out: What Makes Day and Night by Franklyn M. Branley.

• By 3:30,  Mr.  Fray  has  reviewed the  night’s  homework  with  the  students,  and  as  they  wait  for 
dismissal Mr. Fray verbally quizzes the students on basic addition facts, in a game like fashion. 

• After all of the students are dismissed, Mr. Fray prepares for tomorrow’s lessons and makes a parent  
phone call before heading home. 

ORGANIZATION OF STUDENTS AND FACULTY
The  Founders  realize  that  small  class  size  in  the  academic  classroom maximizes  learning,  provides  
opportunities  for  children  to  communicate  comfortably  with  the  adults  and  positively  impacts  the 
development of the whole child. For that reason, small group and adult to child ratio will be an integral  
component of the A4WCCS design.  Each classroom will have a maximum of eighteen heterogeneously 
grouped students with one certified teacher and one teacher assistant.  The role of the assistant teacher  
will be to aid in the delivery of the curriculum, classroom management, and facilitating small group and  
one-to-one tutoring.  Through mentoring, and under the direction of the certified teacher, the assistant 
teacher will be capable of assuming all aspects of the classroom when needed. 

All  classrooms  will  be  inclusion classrooms for  our  special  education students  and second language 
learners.  Collaboration among the regular education teachers, the assistant teachers, the special education  
teachers, and the ELL certified teachers will guarantee that the curriculum and assessments are presented 
appropriately for the students’ individual needs.  

B.  Curriculum and Instruction

The academic and social curriculum of A4WCCS will incorporate the ELA and Math MCF as well as 
world  language,  science,  social  studies,  health  and  wellness,  and  the  National  Common  Core  Arts  
Standards (NCCAS).  A4WCCS will  work in partnership with its  families and community to develop 
students to their fullest intellectual,  creative, social-emotional,  physical and mindful  potential through 
joint accountability between the home and school.   A4WCCS will develop the whole child through a 
strong academic program that is enlivened through the inspiration of Reggio Emilia, the application of  
brain research, innovative arts infusion, parents as partners and community experts. Curiosity and creative  
thinking,  collaboration  through  effective  communication,  and  cooperative  problem  solving  will  be 
pervasive throughout the entire educational experience.  It is our belief that curiosity and the desire to be 
challenged resides deeply in all children, and when cultivated leads students to a life-long engagement in 
learning. 

When incorporating the pull-out model for ELL students, the certified ELL teacher will use curriculum 
rich  in  vocabulary,  literacy,  oral  language  development,  visuals,  hands-on opportunities  and writing. 
Suggested  curriculum  will  include:  Rigby:  On  our  Way  to  English,  Lively  Letters,  and  Wilson 
Fundations;  whole  language  activities  including  real  literature  and  journal  writing;  and  computer 
programs,  such  as  MANGO that  help  aid  in  the  development  of  social  language  are  recommended. 
Following the  WIDA standards  and CAN DO descriptors  of  WIDA will  aid  in  the  development  of  
academic language for second language learners.  When incorporating the push-in/co-teaching model, all  
lesson plans,  regardless  of  curriculum,  will  take the WIDA guidelines  into consideration.   The ELL 
Coordinator/teacher will provide professional development to the classroom teachers on research-based 
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best practices to meet the needs of their second language learners and will follow through with coaching 
support throughout the academic year.

The academic and social curriculum at A4WCCS will reflect the Nine Principles of Learning developed 
at the University of Pittsburg Institute for Learning.

Organizing for Effort –An effort-based school replaces the assumption that aptitude determines what 
and  how much  students  learn  with  assumptions  that  sustained  and directed  effort  can  yield  high 
achievement for students.  Clear Expectations  – If we expect all students to achieve at high levels, 
then we need to define explicitly what we expect students to learn.  Fair and Credible Evaluations – 
If we expect students to put forth sustained effort over time, we need to use assessments that students  
find  fair,  and  that  parents,  community,  and  employers  find  credible.   Recognition  of 
Accomplishments – If we expect students to put forth and sustain high levels of effort, we need to 
motivate  them by  regularly  recognizing  their  accomplishments.   Parents  will  also  be  frequently 
notified  of  the  children’s  accomplishments.  Academic  Rigor  in  a  Thinking  Curriculum –  The 
common idea that we can teach thinking without a solid foundation of knowledge must be abandoned. 
Knowledge and thinking are intimately joined.  In every subject, at every grade level, instruction and 
learning must  include commitment to a knowledge core, high thinking demand, and active use of  
knowledge.   Accountable  Talk –  Talking  with  others  about  ideas  and  work  is  fundamental  to 
learning.  Accountable Talk sharpens students’ thinking by reinforcing their ability to build and use  
knowledge.  Teachers will create the norms and skills of Accountable Talk in their classrooms by 
modeling appropriate forms of discussion by questioning, probing, and leading conversations.  As a  
compliment to Accountable Talk, Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) will be implemented in the visual 
arts  classroom.  VTS  provides  a  way  to  jumpstart  a  process  of  learning  to  think  deeply  and  is 
applicable in most subjects from poetry to math, science and social studies.  Socializing Intelligence – 
Intelligence is a set of problem-solving and reasoning capabilities along with habits of mind that lead 
one  to  use  those  capabilities  regularly.   Intelligent  habits  of  mind  are  learned  through the  daily 
expectations placed on the learner.  Students will be held responsible for getting information, asking  
questions, exploring solutions, and solving problems. Self-management of Learning – If students are 
going  to  be  responsible  for  the  quality  of  their  thinking  and  learning,  they  need  to  develop-and 
regularly use-an array of self-monitoring and self-management  strategies.   At A4WCCS, learning 
environments will be designed to model and encourage the regular use of self-management strategies.  
Students will be held accountable for thinking about their own thinking. Learning as Apprenticeship 
– For  many centuries  most  people  learned by working alongside  an  expert  who modeled  skilled 
practice and guided novices as they created authentic products or performances for interested and 
critical audiences.  Teachers will create learning environments where complex thinking is modeled  
and analyzed, and teachers serve as mentors and coaches during student learning. 

Teachers and students at  A4WCCS will  connect  these principles to the instructional  activities in the  
classrooms.  These concepts will be displayed in “kid friendly” language in each classroom ensuring that 
administrators,  teachers, parents,  and students are aware of and understand the impact that  The Nine 
Principles of Learning have on educational practices.

CURRICULUM
Effective teachers have deep content knowledge and strong teaching skills.  “Expert teachers know the 
structure of their disciplines, and this knowledge provides them with cognitive roadmaps that guide the 
assignments they give students, the assessments they use to gauge students’ progress, and the questions 
they ask in the give and take of classroom life.  In short, their knowledge of the discipline and their  
knowledge of pedagogy interact.”47 

All learners will be immersed in innovative methods of teaching that enrich their language and critical 
thinking skills as well as their differentiated learning styles.  Regular education, special education, and  
47 Bransford  J. D., Brown. A.L. and Cocking, R. R. 1999.  How people Learn:  Brain, Mind, Experience, and 
School.  Committee on Developments in the Science of Learning, National Research Council, The National 
Academies Press. 
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ELL students will thrive through arts integration such as the dramatic arts which incorporates all aspects  
of the ELA curriculum such as reading, writing, listening, and speaking (script writing, performance, oral  
presentation skills and stage directions).

“All  children can learn” must  be a core belief  of  teachers hired at  A4WCCS,  and they will  be held 
accountable to act on that belief. Effective teachers consistently give students opportunities to learn deep  
core  knowledge  and  conceptualize  understanding  of  their  learning.  They  frequently  assess  student  
learning and adjust teaching for differentiated learning, as well as giving students the opportunity to work  
on high quality, cognitively demanding tasks and projects.  Effective teachers are the backbone toward 
prolific learning that leads to student success. “What teachers do in classrooms have twice the impact on 
student  achievement  as  do  school  policies  regarding  curriculum,  assessment,  staff  collegiality,  and 
community involvement.”48 Therefore, teachers at A4WCCS will be collaborative decision makers for 
curriculum, instruction, and assessment supervised by the Executive Director/ Principal.

A4WCCS will be a professional learning community in which teachers will be empowered to create a  
significant  number  of  units  of  study,  lesson  plans,  and  pacing  guides  aligned  to  the  Massachusetts  
Curriculum Frameworks,  and complementary to the  researched-based curricula materials  that  will  be 
adopted by A4WCCS. Learning standards (MCF) will drive the curriculum.  Teachers will be given time 
to develop supplementary materials that align with the standards and enables success. Teachers will also  
be responsible for developing curriculum pacing guides.  Teachers will  be provided with professional 
working conditions, access to resources and a collaborative school culture. They will have a respected and 
valued voice in educating our students and improving their lives. Planning and development will take  
place during common planning time, bi-monthly professional development days, web conferencing, and 
during scheduled curriculum and assessment data meetings. Teachers will set clear learning goals, assess  
frequently, and provide prompt feedback to their students.  In addition, small class sizes will enable our  
teachers to develop strong relationships with their students by getting to know the whole child.  

Currently the design team is intending to adopt  and implement  Math in Focus.   Math in Focus is  a 
Singapore approach to  mathematics  that  is  especially strong in developing conceptual  understanding. 
Throughout the series, concepts are taught moving through a sequence of concrete to pictorial to abstract. 
This  program  is  designed  for  all  students  including  ELL,  students  with  disabilities,  and 
struggling/accelerated learners.

The design team is also intending to adopt and implement The Scott Foresman Reading Street series. It is 
a highly effective reading program geared towards all students including ELL, students with disabilities,  
and struggling/accelerated learners. It emphasizes student progress monitoring, differentiated instruction 
and RTI. It is a researched-based series designed to motivate and engage students through literature. 

Most children who become poor readers experience early and continuing difficulties in learning how to 
accurately identify printed words.  The most common cause of difficulties acquiring early word reading  
skills is weakness in the ability to process the phonological features of language.49  Given these facts, 
A4WCCS intends  to  utilize  Wilson  Fundations for  students  in  grades  K-3.  Wilson  Fundations is  a 
research-based  program  that  thoroughly  teaches  the  foundational  skills  of  the  Common  Core  State 
Standards (CCSS).  Skills are taught explicitly and systematically, with an emphasis on phonics and study 
of  word  structure.   Wilson Fundations targets  children of  varying  learning  abilities with  the  aim of 
improving  student  performance  in  the  areas  of  phonemic  awareness,  decoding  and  spelling.  It  also 
includes vocabulary, fluency, handwriting, and aspects of comprehension.  It provides teachers with the 
skills and tools needed to present a structured, sequential, and cumulative phonics/spelling program using 
multisensory teaching techniques. 

48 Marzano, R.J. 2003.  What Works in Schools.  Alexandria, VA: ASCD.
49 Torgesen, Joseph K. 1998. Catch Them Before They Fall: Identification and Assessment to Prevent Reading 
Failure in Young Children. American Educator/American Federation of Teachers press.
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At A4WCCS we intend to adopt and implement a writing program/process such as the research-based 6 + 
1 Traits  of Writing Model.  The “6 +1” traits  include:  Ideas,  Organization, Voice,  Word Choice, and 
Sentence Fluency, Conventions and Presentation. Each piece of student writing that is chosen to be scored 
will  be  scored utilizing a  rubric consisting of all  6 + 1 writing traits.  These traits  assist  students  in  
understanding  the  traits  that  they  are  becoming  proficient  in  while  also  indicating  those  traits  that  
continue  to  need  improvement.  These  “traits”  also  give 
teachers a focus for their writing instruction. This model of 
assessment and instruction was designed by teachers based on 
their best practices.

We  will  continuously  assess  our  curriculum  based  on  the 
results  of  teacher  observations  and  data  on  student 
performance.   Grade  level  teams  will  be  responsible  for 
crafting recommendations for revisions, and providing a clear 
rationale for these changes. These recommendations will  be 
based on, but not limited to: teacher-developed assessments 
(weekly,  monthly,  end of term, etc.), student portfolios, and 
both  formal  and  informal  external  assessments:  PARCC 
testing;  ACCESS  for  ELL  population;  standardized 
assessments  such  as  DIBELS,  GRADE,  G-MADE,  and 
STARS.  The teachers’ suggestions will be submitted to the 
Executive Director/Principal who ultimately is responsible for 
approving revisions to the curriculum and ensuring that the 
MCF are being met and/or exceeded. All teachers will be held accountable for effective implementation 
of the curriculum and student achievement results. 

Professional Development

Teachers  will  be  provided  with extensive  quality  professional  development  that  will  enable  them to 
collaborate and co-plan with their colleagues on: curriculum development, enhancement and revision;  
curriculum  mapping  and  pacing;  instructional  practices  and  methods;  assessments;  classroom 
management; and analyzing data to determine students’ individual academic strengths and weaknesses as 
well as assessing the individual academic and social  needs of each child.  The goals of professional  
development will be to enhance teaching and improve student learning. As previously stated, in the first 
year, teachers and teacher assistants will begin two weeks prior to the beginning of the academic school 
year.  After the first year, teachers and teacher assistants will begin one week prior to the beginning of the 
academic year, with the exception of new staff who will participate in one week orientation and one week  
professional development.

For each child attending A4WCCS, all staff members who have direct contact with that individual child  
will participate in meaningful discussions and share strategies which will facilitate a better understanding  
of the whole child.  During the school year, teachers will engage in three hours bi-weekly of collaborative 
professional development, weekly common planning time and scheduled curriculum and assessment data  
meetings.  During this time, the teachers will work together to continue improving their practice and 
ensuring student success. Professional development for arts integration will prepare K-4 classroom and  
arts teachers, and administrators to effectively plan and deliver deep, meaningful, and engaging student 
learning across all  subject areas through arts integration, performance-based assessments, and creative 
collaborative curriculum design. 

Other professional development trainings will include: Whole Child Initiative; S.T.E.A.M.; Classroom 
Management; MindUP; Teacher evaluation refinement and process; State and Federal special education 
requirements,  policies  and procedures:  Accommodating  diverse  learning  needs  of  all  students  in  the 
general  education  classroom,  and methods  of  collaboration  among  all  staff  to  accommodate  diverse 
learners as required by the MA-DESE. The required trainings for SEI (Sheltered English Immersion) and 
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RETELL (Rethinking Equity and Teaching for English Language Learners) will be scheduled throughout 
the school year for all staff to attain SEI endorsement. 

OUTLINE OF CURRICULUM

KINDERGARTEN Examples of Skills

Reading: Literature • Identify characters, setting, and major events in a story.

• Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.

Reading: Informational 
Text

• Describe the relationship between illustrations and the text in which they appear.

• Identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book.

Reading: Foundational 
Skills

• Recognize and name all upper- and lowercase letters of the alphabet.

• Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words.

Writing • Explore a number of books by a favorite author and express opinions about them.

• Write about a single event in which the events are in the order in which they 
occurred

Speaking and Listening • Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly.

• Listen to others and take turns speaking while participating in classroom 
discussions with peers and adults.

Language • Write a letter or letters for most consonant and short-vowel sounds (phonemes).

• Use frequently occurring nouns and verbs.

FIRST GRADE Examples of Skills

Reading: Literature • Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in a story.

• Explain the difference between books that tell stories and books that give 
information.

Reading: Informational 
Text

• Use the illustrations and details in nonfiction text to describe its key ideas.

• Ask and answer questions to determine the meaning of words in texts.

Reading: Foundational 
Skills

• Segment syllables in words.

• Identify beginning, middle, and ending sounds and blend them into words.

Writing • Write a narrative with at least two events, details, and a beginning, middle, and end.

• Revise writing with help from adults.

Speaking and Listening • Produce complete sentences.

• Describe people, places, things, and events with details and express ideas and 
feelings clearly

Language • Print all upper- and lowercase letters.

• Use past, present, and future verbs.

SECOND GRADE Examples of Skills

Reading: Literature • Compare and contrast different versions of the same story.

• Find and describe how words in a poem or song have rhythm and rhyme.

Reading: 
Informational Text

• Use titles and table of contents to find information.

• Read diagrams, charts, and graphs.

Reading: 
Foundational Skills

• Know the difference between long and short vowels when reading one-syllable words.

• Use common prefixes and suffixes correctly.
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Writing • Write clear sentences and paragraphs with a main idea and supporting details.

• Write a friendly letter using the correct format: date, greeting, body, closing, and 
signature

Speaking and 
Listening

• Ask good questions to understand a topic or another student’s ideas.

• Give an oral report on a topic with facts and details from several sources.

Language • Use capital letters for special nouns (proper nouns) and abbreviations.

• Know what nouns  pronouns  and verbs are and use them correctly

THIRD GRADE Examples of Skills

Reading: Literature • Determine the lesson/moral of a story (fables, folktales, and myths)

• Tell the difference between a literal meaning or non-literal meaning of a word or phrase

Reading: 
Informational Text

• Tell the difference between one’s personal point of view and the author’s point of view in 
informational text.

• Explain how historical events or scientific ideas fit together using words that describe 
time, sequence, and cause/effect

Reading: 
Foundational Skills

• Decode words with more than one syllable.

• Read a variety of text with accuracy, rate, and expression on repeated readings (on 
level)

Writing • Write an opinion piece on a topic or text supporting a point of view.

• Write a narrative piece about something real or imagined.

Speaking and 
Listening

• Read and understand about a topic before participating in a group discussion.

• Speak in complete sentences to provide details or explanations.

Language •  Use context clues to determine the meaning of a word or phrase in a sentence.

• Form and use adjectives that compare two things using the ending –er or the more 
word, and form and use adjectives that compare more than two things with the ending –
est or the most word.

KINDERGARTEN Examples of Skills

Counting and 
Cardinality

• Count to 100 be ones and tens.

• Represent a number of objects (up to 20) with a written numeral.

Operations and 
Algebraic Thinking

• Fluently add and subtract within ten.

• Finds the number that makes ten when added to a given number.

Number and 
Operations in Base 
Ten

• Show that numbers from 11-19 represent a group of ten and leftover ones.

• Add and subtract ten.

Measurement and 
Data

• Classify objects into given categories and count the number of objects in each 
category.

• Compare two objects to decide which object has more or less of a common attribute, 
such as length or weight.

Geometry • Describe positions of objects using terms such as above, below, beside, in front, next 
to, and behind.

• Identify shapes as flat or solid.
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FIRST GRADE Examples of Skills

Operations and 
Algebraic Thinking

• Add and subtract within 20 by using various strategies.

• Understand subtraction as an unknown addend problem.

Number and 
Operations in Base 
Ten

• Compare two two-digit numbers using the symbols >, =, and <.

• Mentally find 10 more or 10 less than a two-digit number without having to count and 
explain how.

Measurement and 
Data

• Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three categories.

• Tell and write time in hours using analog and digital clocks.

Geometry • Build and draw shapes using their defining attributes.

• Divide circles and rectangles into two and four equal shares.

SECOND GRADE Examples of Skills

Operations and 
Algebraic Thinking

• Count, read, and write numbers up to 1,000 and tell the place value of each digit.

• Show multiplication with pictures, counting, and arrays.

Number and 
Operations in Base 
Ten

• Record amounts of money correctly.

• Understand how addition and subtraction are related.

Measurement and 
Data

• Measure to the nearest inch and centimeter.

• Show the same data in different ways like tally charts and bar graphs.

Geometry • Put shapes together and take them apart to form other shapes.

• Identify, describe, and group geometric shapes by the number and shape of faces, 
edges, and vertices.

THIRD GRADE Examples of Skills

Operations and 
Algebraic Thinking

• Know that in multiplication, the x symbol means “groups of,” so 5 x 3 means 5 groups 
of 3 things.

• Solve two-step word problem using all four operations

Number and 
Operations in Base 
Ten

• Use the understanding of place value to round numbers to the nearest ten or hundred.

• Multiply one digit numbers by multiples of 10.

Number and 
Operations-Fractions

• Know that when a whole number is cut into equal parts, the denominator represents 
the number of equal parts.

• Compare fractions by looking at the size of the parts and the number of the parts.

Measurement and 
Data

• Solve word problems about time to the nearest minute.

• Find the area of a plane figure by counting unit squares.

Geometry • Know that a quadrilateral is a closed plane shape with four sides (square, rectangle, 
trapezoid, rhombus, and parallelogram).

• Partition, or divide, a shape into equal fractional parts, and know that each of these 
parts have the same area

KINDERGARTE
N

Examples of Skills
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History and 
Geography

• Understand the roles of the individual, family, neighborhood and community in society

• Identify and describe why we celebrate the following United States national holidays: 
Columbus Day, Independence Day, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, President’s Day, and 
Thanksgiving.

Civics and 
Governance

• Identify and understand what a map is and what a globe is.

• Identify one’s street address, the city one lives in, Massachusetts as the state one lives in, 
and the United States as the country in which one lives

Economics • Give examples of how family members and/or friends use money to buy the things they 
want/need.

• Provide examples of the different kinds of jobs that people do, including different jobs that 
are done at home to help the family

FIRST GRADE Examples of Skills

History and 
Geography

• Identify the cardinal directions and be able to apply them to locations in the playground, 
neighborhood, and community.

• Put events in one’s life in chronological order.

Civics and 
Governance

• Demonstrate the ability to recite the Pledge of Allegiance and be able to explain its general 
meaning.

• After listening to or reading various American folktales, be able to identify main characters 
and their qualities (polite  honest  courageous  reliable)

Economics • Describe the different kinds of jobs/services people have within the community.

• Give examples of products that people buy and use.

SECOND 
GRADE

Examples of Skills

History and 
Geography

• Locate Massachusetts on a map and identify Boston as its capital and Boston’s location to 
Fitchburg.

• Create a historical timeline for city of Fitchburg.

Civics and 
Governance

• Give examples of people in the community who are/were good leaders and what qualities 
made them good leaders

• Understand and explain the different rights and responsibilities students have in school.

Economics • Distinguish between the community’s needs and wants.

• Explain what buyers and sellers are  and what their roles are in the community

THIRD GRADE Examples of Skills

History and 
Geography

• Locate and identify the thirteen original colonies on a map.

• Compare the daily life of the Wampanoags and the Pilgrims.

Civics and 
Governance

• Explain the basic reasons why colonists revolted.

• Describe the basic concept of democracy.

Economics • Develop an understanding of what a tax is and what is the purpose for taxes.

• Develop an understanding of the idea of money and trade, with a focus on 
bartering(between the Wampanoags and the Pilgrims)

KINDERGARTEN Examples of Skills

Earth and Space 
Science

• Explore the environment and explain that water, rocks, soil, and living organisms can 
be found on the earth.

• Describe the weather changes from day to day and season to season
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• Explore events around us that have repeated patterns.

Life Science • Recognize changes in appearances that animals go through as the seasons change.

Physical Science • Sort objects by observable properties such as size, shape, color weight, and texture.

• Recognize that under some conditions, objects can be balanced.

Technology/Engineeri
ng

• Identify and describe the safe and proper ways to use classroom tools and materials 
(glue, scissors, tape, ruler and paper) to design simple structures.

GRADE 1 Examples of Skills

Earth and Space 
Science

• Recognize that the sun supplies heat and light to the earth and is necessary for life

Life Science • Differentiate between living and nonliving things and group both living and nonliving 
things according to the characteristics that they share.

• Recognize that plants and animals have life cycles, and that life cycles vary for 
different living things

Physical Science • Identify objects and materials as solid, liquid, or gas.

• Demonstrate that the way to change the motion of an object is to apply force.

Technology/Engineeri
ng

• Identify and explain some possible uses for natural materials (wood, cotton, wool and 
fur) and human-made materials (plastic and styrofoam).

GRADE 2 Examples of Skills

Earth and Space 
Science

• Explore the environment and explain that water, rocks, soil, and living organisms can 
be found on the earth.(focus is on the seashore)

Life Science
• Recognize that fossils provide us with information about living things that inhabited the 

earth years ago.
• Recognize that people and animals interact with their environment through their sense 

of sight  hearing  touch  smell  and taste

Physical Science
• Identify objects and materials as solid, liquid, or gas.  Recognize that solids have a 

definite shape and liquids and gases take shape of their container. 
• Explain and demonstrate that the greater the applied force, the greater the change in 

the motion of the object.

Technology/Engineeri
ng

• Describe how human beings use parts of their bodies as tools (teeth for cutting, hands 
for grasping and catching), and compare their use with the ways in which animals use 
those parts of their bodies.

GRADE 3 Examples of Skills
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Earth and Space 
Science

• Distinguish among various forms of precipitation (rain, snow sleet and hail), making 
connections to the weather in a particular place and time.

• Describe and illustrate different examples of the water cycle on earth.

Life Science
• Describe the major stages that characterize the life cycle of the frog and butterfly as 

they go through metamorphosis.
• Classify plants and animals according to the physical characteristics that they share.

Physical Science
• Compare and contrast solids, liquids, and gases based on the basic properties of each 

of these states of matter.
• Recognize that magnets have poles that repel and attract each other.

Science/Technology
• Identify materials used to accomplish a design task based on a specific property, e.g., 

strength, hardness, flexibility.

Attachment IV. D.  A4WCCS Full Scope & Sequence of Each Grade 

SOCIAL STUDIES
In keeping with following the state standards for History and Social Sciences, we will focus on different  
themes at each grade level in these areas.  K-3 students will have two 45 minute periods weekly; grade 4  
will have at least two 75 minute periods weekly.  The standards will be integrated through literature and 
the arts.   A4WCCS will  also refer  to the Model Curriculum Units posted on the DESE website and 
Studies Weekly, a classroom magazine,  to help deliver/support  social studies standards.  Grade level 
teams will collaborate with specialists to create curricula that address the social science standards and  
provide students with rich experiences within each theme.  In kindergarten the theme will be Community 
with a focus on family; first grade’s theme will be Fitchburg with a focus on neighborhood/community  
(communities  in  the  proposed  region  will  be  highlighted);  the  theme  for  second  grade  will  be  
Massachusetts with a focus on the North Central Massachusetts region. Third grade’s theme will be the  
thirteen original colonies with a focus on Massachusetts; and fourth grade’s theme will be North America  
with a focus on the United States, Canada, and Mexico.  To support the first and second grade themes, the  
Fitchburg Historical Society has more than 200,000 items in their collections that tell the story of people 
who lived in Fitchburg, Massachusetts and surrounding communities.  Many items are one-of-a-kind and  
are found nowhere else, such as diaries or letters written by soldiers in the Civil War or manuscripts 
written  by  researchers  through the  years.  They also  have  a  large  collection  of  published  books  and 
materials on Fitchburg-related topics and an extensive collection of Civil War books and original Sentinel  
newspapers from 1844 to 1976. In addition the Society has a small but significant collections of items  
found in colonial homes of the 1700s and 1800s and turn of the century farms and businesses. These  
resources will be readily accessible to our teachers and will be utilized as primary source materials in the  
classroom.

SCIENCE
A4WCCS will follow the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Science. We will implement a rich, 
standards-based science curriculum that will engage students in their learning and peak their curiosity 
about the world they live in.  A4WCCS will look to adopt a research-based K-4 science program as our 
foundation and we will supplement with internally developed curricular aligned to the state standards, as 
well as the MA Model Curriculum posted on the DESE website.  Not only will the science standards be 
integrated through literature and the arts, but will also include hands-on experiences.   K-3 students will 
have two 45 minute periods weekly; grade 4 will have at least two 75 minute periods weekly.

WORLD LANGUAGE 
Language and communication are at the heart of the human experience.  The United States must educate 
students who are linguistically and culturally equipped to communicate successfully in a pluralistic 
American society and abroad.  This imperative envisions a future in which all students will develop and 
maintain proficiency in English and at least one other language, modern or classical.  Children who come 
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to school from non-English backgrounds should also have opportunities to develop further proficiencies 
in their first language (ACTFL philosophy).50

The 5 C’s Of World Language Education

The purposes and uses of world languages are as diverse as the students who study them. Some students 
study another language in hopes of finding a rewarding career in the international marketplace or 
government service. Others are interested in the intellectual challenge and cognitive benefits that accrue 
to those who develop competency in multiple languages. Still other students seek greater understanding of 
other peoples and cultures. Many learners approach world language study, as they do other courses, 
simply to fulfill a requirement. Regardless of the reason for study, world languages have something to 
offer everyone. It is with this philosophy in mind that the ACTFL (American Council of Teachers of 
World Language) and a national task force identified five goal areas that encompass all these reasons: 
Communication, Cultures, Connections, Comparisons, and Communities. These are the Five C’s of 
world language education 

(1) Communication, or communicating in languages other than English, is at the heart of second 
language study, whether the communication takes place face-to-face, in writing, or across 
centuries through the reading of literature. 

(2) Through the study of other languages, students gain knowledge and understanding of the cultures 
that use that language; in fact, students cannot truly master the language until they have also 
mastered the cultural contexts in which the language occurs.

(3)  Learning languages provides connections to additional bodies of knowledge that are unavailable 
to monolingual English speakers.

(4)  Through comparisons and contrasts with the language studied, students develop greater insight 
into their own language and culture and realize that multiple ways of viewing the world exist. 

(5) Together, these elements enable the students of languages to participate in multilingual 
communities at home and around the world in a variety of contexts and in culturally appropriate 
ways. As is apparent, none of these goals can be separated from the other.

See Attachment V.D.2. Standards for Foreign Language Learning and World Language Progress 
Indicators

This expanded view of language learning offers particular advantages for the teaching of world languages 
to all students. Regardless of educational or career aspirations, world language instruction committed to 
providing experiences in all five goal areas will be beneficial to all students. Even if students never speak 
the language after leaving school, they will for a lifetime retain the cross-cultural skills and knowledge, 
the insight and the access to a world beyond traditional borders.

According to the Center for Applied Linguistics, learning a second language at an early age…

50 Standards for Foreign Language Learning: Preparing for the 21  st   Century  .  American Council for Foreign 
Language Learning, 700 S. Washington St., Suite 210, Alexandria, VA 22314. 
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1. Has a positive effect on intellectual growth.
5. Gives a child the ability to communicate with people he or she 
would otherwise not have had the chance to know.

2. Enriches and enhances a child’s mental development.
6. Opens the door to other cultures and helps the child understand 
and appreciate people from other countries.

3. Leaves students with more flexibility in thinking, 
greater sensitivity to language, and a better ear for 
listening.

7. Gives the child a head start in language requirements for 
college.

4. Improves a child’s understanding of his or her native 
language.

8. Increases job opportunities in many careers in which knowing 
another language is an asset.



Research studies have indicated that the early study of a second language results in cognitive benefits, 
gains in academic achievement,  and increases in self-esteem,  creativity,  and positive attitudes toward 
diversity.  Starting foreign language learning in elementary school increases a student’s level of language 
proficiency compared to waiting until middle or high school, according to a report from the Center for  
Applied Second Language Studies in 2010. 51

At A4WCCS, we will adopt an accelerated version of the FLES (Foreign Language in the Elementary 
School) model for our world language program.  FLES is an approach to language learning that allows 
students to develop basic communicative skills in a language while reinforcing and enriching content in  
other disciplines. FLES instruction is proficiency-oriented.  This means that there is a greater focus on  
meaningful and purposeful communication than on grammatical mastery.  Students are encouraged first  
to understand and then to produce in the language.

Students in grades kindergarten through fourth grade will receive 30 minutes of instruction per day.  The 
program goals are:

• To develop high levels of proficiency in Spanish at the beginning stage of language acquisition.

• To enhance the development of reading,  writing, speaking, and listening skills in English and 
Spanish.

• To develop higher order thinking skills.

• To promote global awareness and cross-cultural understanding.

• To develop increased functional proficiency in all aspects of the language with each year of study.

The expectations for students learning Spanish as a second language who complete the K-4 sequence are 
to attain the novice-mid to novice-high level as described in the Proficiency Guidelines of the American  
Council on Teaching of Foreign Language. At a novice-mid level, the students can engage in simple 
conversations, can speak and write short sentences, and can read and understand brief text, among other  
skills. See attachment IV. D. 2 Standards for Foreign Language Learning and World Language Progress  
Indicators

A4WCCS will adhere to the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks and through instruction will address 
communication and cultures. Spanish, the identified language for instruction at A4WCCS, will be taught 
for thirty minutes each day.  We will  begin at the kindergarten level,  and our initial  focus will be on 
beginning skills  at  all  grade levels  with the  goal  of  accelerating levels  dependent  upon the level  of  
acquisition through the grades.

Topics  in  world language will  be  connected to  the  content  the  children  are  studying  in  the  English 
speaking classroom. For example: in kindergarten children are studying farm animals as a part of their  
curriculum. The Spanish teacher will also focus on that content simultaneously. The initial goal is to have  
all children who begin instruction in Kindergarten to be proficient at level 1 minimally in Spanish by the  
end of grade 4. This will include reading, writing, speaking, and understanding that language.

READING AND VOCABULARY
Incorporated into each day and in each classroom will be a time to READ (Relax, Enjoy, And Develop a 
love of reading).  During these 20 minutes, students will have the choice of which books they want to  
read.  Students will not be directed as to what they will read nor will they be asked to report on their 
reading. The objectives of READ time is to help students develop a love for reading; to encourage them 
to become lifelong readers; and to allow them the time to experience the enjoyment of reading books in  
different genres and from different authors.  

Aside from personal enjoyment and the encouragement to read outside the classroom, silent reading does 
have academic advantages.  During READ, students are able to practice reading at their own level and 
their own pace.  Practicing reading for 15-20 minutes a day can improve reading skills for each student. 
“Data analysis found that more time spent reading had a significant effect on achievement compared to a 

51 Ibid.
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control condition where less time was allocated for independent reading.  In addition, results found that  
poor readers showed significantly greater gains in word recognition and vocabulary than good readers”. 52 

The 2001 National Reading Panel Report presented three key findings about vocabulary:

1. Vocabulary is critically important to readers who use the words they speak and hear to make 
sense of the words they see in print.  Decoding without understanding what words mean is not 
reading meaningfully.

2. Vocabulary is critical to reading comprehension throughout the grades.  A reader cannot 
comprehend what is read if he or she doesn’t know the meanings of most of the words.  As 
children advance in reading, they encounter words that are not part of their oral vocabularies, 
which they need to learn in order to understand what they are reading.

3. Most vocabulary is learned indirectly through everyday experience with oral and written 
language, but some words that represent complex concepts that are not part of everyday 
experience must be taught directly.

Vocabulary  development  will  be  an  essential  and  pivotal  component  of  our  curriculum.   Numerous  
studies  have  documented  the  strong  and  reciprocal  relationship  between  vocabulary  knowledge  and 
reading comprehension (Stahl & Fairbanks, 1987; Bec et al., 2002; Graves, 2002; Baker et al., 1995) as 
well as general reading ability (Stanovich et al., 1984).  Research focused on school-age ELLs, similarly  
concludes that vocabulary knowledge is the single best predictor of their academic achievement across  
subject matter domains (Saville-Troike, 1984).53 One method that we will use for vocabulary instruction 
is  classroom read-alouds.  “Effective vocabulary instruction  and classroom read-alouds are  proven to 
positively impact  the  development  of  vocabulary and comprehension  skills  for  all  students,  and  are 
particularly important for those students who enter school with a vocabulary deficit”. 54

Another common and consistent practice to be implemented at A4WCCS will be the use of Text Talk.  
Text  Talk is  a supplemental  curriculum,  for students in grades K-3,  of  robust  vocabulary instruction  
developed by Dr. Isabel Beck and Dr. Margaret McKeown.  This systematic vocabulary program builds 
extensive  oral  vocabulary and comprehension  skills  which  are  necessary precursors  for  each  child’s  
reading success.  “One consistent finding in the research on early literacy is that vocabulary represents a  
critical component to developing reading proficiency, since knowing the meaning of words links directly 
to reading comprehension”. 55  Vocabulary is one of the five core components of reading instruction that 
are essential to successfully teach children how to read.  Therefore, it is critical and imperative that we  
devote time each day to vocabulary development.

The word knowledge that students bring to school vary widely due to their socioeconomic backgrounds 
and  language  use  in  their  homes  and  communities.  Students  coming  from  low  socioeconomic 
backgrounds  and  from  second  language  households  have  less  opportunity  to  expand  their  word 
knowledge.  “Graves, Brunetti, and Slater (1982) examined knowledge of the 5,044 most frequent words 
by children in first through third grade with a focus on economic status.  These researchers determined 
that children coming from disadvantaged backgrounds knew 1,800 of the most frequent words, whereas 
children  from middle-class  knew 2,700 words  from the  tested  vocabulary list”. 56 Students  who  lack 
adequate vocabulary have difficulty understanding what they read so they read less because they find 
reading difficult.  As a result, they learn fewer words because they read less.  Text Talk is designed to 
improve young children’s ability to construct meaning from decontextualized language.   The goal is to  
make reading aloud beneficial for young children by enhancing their ability to build meaning from text in  

52 Garan, E, DeVoogd, G. 2008. The Benefits of Sustained Silent Reading: Scientific Research and Common Sense 
Converge. The  Reading Teacher 62.4, 336-344.
53 Feldman, K., Kinsella, K.  2005. Narrowing the Language Gap: The Case for Explicit Vocabulary Instruction. 
Scholastic Inc., NY, NY.
54Text Talk: A Summary of Research  , 2005. Scholastic, Inc. NY., p. 14
55 Ibid. p. 1
56 Ibid. p. 4
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which the teacher intersperses reading with open questions and discussion, and follows each story with 
explicit attention to vocabulary.  

At A4WCCS students will benefit from the implementation of Text Talk by building their knowledge of  
vocabulary as well as enhancing their comprehension skills. Implementing Text Talk in early elementary 
classrooms will help close the vocabulary gap and preparing all students for reading success.  We also 
believe that this systematic vocabulary program will encourage students to read more because they will 
have a broader vocabulary base and a better understanding of what they are reading. Our students will 
adopt  the  belief:  The more you read,  the more you know,  and the more you know the more you  
understand. 

ARTS LEARNING and ARTS INTEGRATION

The benefits of arts learning (movement, drama, literary arts, media arts, music and visual arts) are more  
relevant than ever to the development of the whole child. Every student at A4WCCS will develop skills in 
the arts  and art  making,  cultivate vocabulary in  a  language rich environment,  make curriculum core  
standard connections through the process of exploration, invention, and discovery.  

We will use arts integration as a key strategy for learning in the classroom. Arts integration is defined as:  
An approach to teaching in which students construct and demonstrate understanding through an art  
form.  Students engage in a creative process which connects an art form and another subject area and  
meets evolving objectives in both (The Kennedy Center Alliance for Arts Education Network). 

The lesson below is an example of how integrating arts strategies into the classroom reading content 
will  support students with disabilities,  English language learners, struggling and/or beginning readers. 
This lesson is an example of an instructional strategy that links MCF standards in Reading with Dance.  
Dance to the Story is a lesson for grades 1-3 with decoding and fluency through movement. 57

Lesson objectives: Students will understand summary, plot, character development, author perspective 
and inference through dance.  Students manipulate their bodies to share a story through movement. 
Lesson overview:  Students choose a short story that relates to a current topic; Students are placed into  
three cooperative groups. Each group summarizes a portion of the story- beginning, middle and end. 
Each summary may only be three sentences long; Groups assign one student as narrator that reads 
each sentence. Others perform movements that clearly convey the meaning of each sentence.  Each  
movement sentence must flow into the other so that there are three movement sentences sequenced 
seamlessly together; Groups have five minutes to create and practice their sequence of movements;  
Each group performs and receives feedback from the class; Finally,  the class is divided into three  
separate areas and students are asked to perform the whole story dance from beginning, middle, and  
end without stopping. When a student dances, he/she is interpreting information (decoding) and can’t 
stop in the middle of the move. The body is in motion and constantly is preparing for the next move 
while  he/she  is  still  in  motion  with  the  current  move  (fluency).  Dance  helps  with  summarizing 
information into a beginning, middle and end story sequence. 
Assessment: Students perform the summarized story dance as a class using a narrator to tell the story.  
The class reflects on their dance and if it accurately conveyed a summary of the story. 
Possible Lesson Extensions:   Video the dance and add music to the background. The video can be 
shared with another class to get reflections.  The extended activities can take place as an after school 
enrichment activity.

What does S.T.E.A.M look like in the classroom? (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Math) 

S.T.E.A.M. uses standards-based content both in S.T.E.M. (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) and 
arts  integration to deepen the learning and to provide varied learning opportunities for children with 
different learning styles.  

Example:  Architecture is a cross disciplinary subject that engages students in real world problem 
solving and helps them develop a sense of place and a sense of self. Fitchburg is a City with a rich and 
varied history including its industrial and commercial growth that has left  its mark in many ways  
including significant contributions by H.M. Francis, a renowned architect. Students will use this rich 

57 Riley, S. 2012.  Shakes the Sketch: An Arts Integration Workbook.  Charlestown, South Carolina: CreateSpace.
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architecture of Fitchburg as a learning laboratory as they are guided on a walking tour to explore the 
local architecture and landscapes. This unit is a hands-on S.T.E.A.M. architecture project for grades 1-
4. Students build small scale buildings alongside professional architects and explore design as a career 
path. While working together with classroom teachers, creative arts specialists, and parent volunteers 
the students create a memorable scale-model community and they connect many S.T.E.A.M. skills and 
concepts from the MA Curriculum Frameworks, S.T.E.M. and 21st Century Skills. The Community 
model  will  be  on display during Parent  /Community Night  and rotate  through the Public  Library, 
Historical Society and City Hall.

The Discussions4Learning program will be implemented in the visual arts classroom.  This program has 
a scientifically-based research study that was conducted by Clark University of Worcester, Ma.58 It is an 
innovative  approach  to  fostering  vocabulary  development  and  supporting  language  development . 
Learning through the arts is based on constructive conversations.  The academically productive discussion 
skills that teachers develop through  Discussions4Learning  are at the core of the  Common Core Arts 
State Standards as well as The Next Generation Science Standards. This will lay the foundation for 
helping students develop the critical skills needed to have meaningful, purposeful conversations (which  
are a part  of  the arts  integration practice).  It  will  help teachers become better  facilitators  of student  
reasoning and evidence-based discussion as they integrate the arts across the curriculum in math, English 
language arts, social studies, science, and world language.

The guiding Principles of the Reggio Emilia philosophy are an approach to teaching, learning and 
advocacy for children. 

• The child as the collaborator and communicator
• The teacher as nurturer and researcher
• The environment as the third teacher
• The parent as partner
• Documentation as communication

These principles will guide the practice of the Kindergarten learning environment. This approach focuses 
on fostering relationships among, children, teachers, parents, and community, and builds on the premise 
that each child has the desire to connect with others and to engage in learning. 

This first happens in an environment rich with visual, auditory and tactile stimuli where teachers observe 
and record what children know, are curious about, and what challenges them in order to assess a child’s 
academic and social potential. “Another customary practice in Reggio Emilia is that before the children  
actually gather to begin the project, the adults involved meet to discuss various possibilities, hypotheses,  
and potential directions that the project might take”. 59 For example, the classroom teacher and specialist 
collaborate,  plan  and  imagine  areas  of  investigation  the  children  might  propose  from  the  Science  
Curriculum expectations on Movement and they use a framework for the project. 

Lesson Example: During the Play and Discovery Time (planned time in the Kindergarten schedule), 
a group of students from varied ethnic and social backgrounds work with the teachers. The project  
begins with a trigger to initiate motivation by using the picture book The Mice and the Clockwork 
Bus 60 to set the stage for possible engagement or interest. The story is about D. Rat who runs the 
only transportation service in town using his bus made from a roller skate. The mice that take this  
bus are concerned about D. Rat’s motive on profits, so they decide to build their own bus using D.  
Rat’s own trash from his junkyard.  Strategy: The teacher sets up an arts integration activity using 
drama role play techniques to invite students into the story, and to increase their understanding and 
enjoyment of the conflict between D. Rat and the other mice. After gathering resources of vehicles  
that the children were curious about, the children were asked to sketch a vehicle of their choice. The 

58 Place, Barbara. Discussions4Learning,   An Oral Vocabulary and Language Program.  Davis Publication, 
Worcester, MA
59 Wein, Carol Ann. (2008) Emergent Curriculum in the Primary Classroom. Teacher’s College, Columbia 
University, NY. p 27.
60 Ibid. p 28.
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project then develops based on the interests of the children. The investigations require ample time to 
develop and document.  At  the  end,  the  children and teachers  share  the  project  process  through 
documentation and presentation with other students and parents during a Success Fridays’ event or  
Academic & Arts Showcase.  

INSTRUCTION 
Instruction at A4WCCS will be a mix of whole group instruction (we do), small group collaboration (you  
do), and independent practice (I do). When new skills and concepts are being introduced, whole group 
instruction will be used.  This allows the teacher to present to the whole class, have open dialogue, assess 
a general understanding by the whole group, and allows time for students to share their questions and  
ideas for all to hear.  Small group collaboration will be encouraged when students are enhancing their  
skills  and problem-solving.   This gives  students the  time  to participate in  Accountable  Talk and for 
teachers  to  work  with  small  groups  and/or  individual  students  who  need  additional  assistance  and 
guidance.   Independent  work  will  be  for  assessments,  conferencing,  additional  READ  time,  and 
differentiated instruction.  

In keeping with this model, our visual art program is based on the principles and practices of nationally  
recognized and research-based program called “Choice-Based Arts Education”.61  At A4WCCS we will 
be implementing a modified version of this approach in which students have the opportunity to create,  
explore,  and discover  art  on  their  own terms  as  an  artist.  With modified  Choice,  students  will  also  
participate  in  some  whole  group  instruction  or  be  required  to  complete  specific  arts  integrated 
assignments  that  still  include  as  many  choices  as  possible.   A  key element  to  this  approach is  the  
classroom  layout  where  children  rotate  among  studio  centers  with  a  specific  art  focus  and  skill 
development  designed to  support  student  choices  in  subject  matter  and  media.  During  Choice  time, 
teachers ask questions and listen for the children’s ideas, hypotheses and theories. From this information, 
teachers plan activities and long term projects that are child-centered.  This format gives children the  
opportunity to have a voice in their learning, resulting in more engagement, ownership and connection 
with the project/activity.   

With small class sizes, small group instruction, research-based curriculum materials, and teacher-created,  
student-centered,  and inspired  curriculum,  we  are  confident  that  teachers  will  be  more  successful  at  
differentiating instruction and tailoring the curriculum to meet the needs of all students. Teachers and  
support  staff  will  be able to modify the curriculum for each targeted population and will  be able to 
implement an inclusion model, whenever possible, so that students can remain in their classes with their  
peers. 

Given the advantage of this type of setting, we will close the achievement gap between low income and 
non-low income students;  minimize the number  of students below grade level;  and teach the special 
education  and/or  ELLs  the  compensatory  skills  which  will  enable  them,  despite  their  disabilities  to 
receive instruction in the least restrictive regular education classroom.  

Entering and Emerging ELLs will require pull-out services from a certified ELL teacher to address the 
mandated time allotment for these second language learners.  Developing through bridging ELLs will  
benefit from a push-in/co-teaching model unless it is deemed necessary for student(s) to receive more  
direct ELL services.  For example, in addition to the push-in/co-teaching model some students might  
benefit  from  additional  support  in  the  advanced  writing  lab.  For  our  special  education  population  
inclusion  intervention  will  be  determined  by  the  individual  student’s  IEP  service  delivery  grid.  For 
students whose IEP recommend services to be rendered in the resource room setting, A4WCCS will  
provide the service.  In cases where out-of-district placement of a child is determined the district will be 
decided by the host district and A4WCCS at a team meeting. 

Special  education staff  will  consult  with the regular education teachers to ensure that  classroom and 
testing accommodations are being implemented appropriately and effectively. Additionally, the Special  
Education Coordinator will  hold professional development on special education laws and regulations,  

61 Douglas, Katherine M., Jaquith, Diane B., 2009. Engaging Learners through Artmaking: Choice-Based Art 
Education in the Classroom: Teachers College Press, NY, NY
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tiered instruction and IEP referral and development.  Licensed ELL teacher(s) will provide direct ELL 
instruction using WIDA frameworks.   The ELL Coordinator/teacher will  attend grade level  common 
planning meetings to ensure content is being sheltered so that English Language Learners (ELLs) can 
access  grade  level  content  with  comprehension.  The  ELL  Coordinator  will  deliver  professional 
development to the classroom teachers during on evidence-based instructional methods for ELLs.  The 
ELL Coordinator  will  have workshops on creating positive  multi-cultural  learning environments,  co-
teaching, and creating differentiated learning centers within the classroom environment.  In addition, the 
ELL  Coordinator  in  collaboration  with  the  Special  Education  Coordinator  will  provide  an  accurate 
protocol for when a referral is in order for our ELL population and the appropriate process for the referral.  
This will prevent unnecessary diagnoses of ELLs in need of special education or prevent the neglect of 
identifying ELLs who in fact need special education services, thus avoiding disproportionality. 

Students who are identified as struggling or below grade level will receive additional small group and/or  
one-to-one tutoring from the assistant teacher and other tutorial staff.  To the other end of the academic  
spectrum, those students who are identified as excelling and/or exceeding grade level expectations will be 
challenged through small group instruction and independent studies.  These challenges will be facilitated 
and monitored by the classroom teacher and/or the assistant teacher.

Teachers will be provided with ample professional development before the start of the school year and 
consistently throughout the school year.  Teachers engage in professional development, prior to the start  
of  the academic  year,  which will  focus on curriculum development  and implementation,  revisions to  
curriculum and assessments and data analysis.  Professional development throughout the school year will  
be  a continuation of  monitoring and enhancing the development,  implementation,  and assessment  of  
curriculum to foster student achievement. All the while, data will be collected and analyzed to drive our  
instruction. Another component of professional development will be addressing the teacher evaluation 
expectations and procedures.  At A4WCCS we will be implementing the in-house developed Teacher  
Evaluation Tool.  This tool will be a working document for teachers and administrators to refine and 
adapt. This process will create a sense of ownership for the teachers resulting in an evaluation tool that  
can help every teacher thrive in the classroom and give every student the best chance at success.  See 
attachment V.K. Academy for the Whole Child Teacher Evaluation Tool.

    C.    Student Performance, Assessment, and Program Evaluation

PERFORMANCE

A4WCCS performance standards will  be the criteria for consistent evaluation of student achievement  
across grade levels and subject areas.  In the pre-operational year, the founding members will develop 
curriculum documents that will outline the student grade level expectations for teachers, students, and 
parents.  These performance standards will be the basis for progress reports, report cards, and the school’s  
overall accountability system.  The standards will create a shared understanding of student expectations  
for all administrators, teachers, families, and the students themselves.  This mutual understanding will  
assist  in  the  communication  among  all  stakeholders.   The  performance  standards  will  be  clearly 
communicated to families and students by the classroom teacher at the beginning of the school year.

A4WCCS holds high standards for the young people it serves.  The data collected on student performance  
is critical for planning and revising the curriculum for our student population, and for the advancement of 
individual  children.   Since  the  curriculum  is  based  on  MCF,  performance  will  be  evaluated  by  a 
standards-based system and reported in a standards-based format.  This system will clarify what a child  
should know and be able to do at an identified point in time; measures the effectiveness of the curriculum 
and instructional methodologies the classroom teacher uses in targeting the standards; measures if a child  
has met  each standard;  and provides a communication tool  that  allows a teacher to report  clearly to 
parents of their child’s progress.

Students’ performance will be evaluated both formally and informally by the classroom teacher on an on-
going basis.   Progress reports will be sent home mid-way through each trimester and report cards will be  
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issued at  the  end of  each trimester.   A4WCCS teachers  will  evaluate  and report  students’  academic 
performance using the following four-point scale:

(4) ADVANCED: Shows advanced understanding of relevant content and/or skills. Applies knowledge 
and/or skills in multiple contexts without significant errors. Works independently.
(3) PROFICIENT:  Shows understanding of relevant content and/or skills. Applies knowledge and/or 
skills in several contexts without significant errors. Works independently most of the time.
(2)  PROGRESSING: Shows some understanding of relevant content and/or skills. Applies knowledge 
and/or skills in a few contexts but does so with some errors. Does not often work independently.
(1) BEGINNING: Does not yet show understanding of relevant content and/or skills. Does not yet apply 
knowledge and/or skills in different contexts or does so only with significant errors. Does not yet work 
independently.
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Promotion  
At Academy for the Whole Child Charter School, a student’s promotion will be primarily determined by 
their grade-level mastery of standards, their overall reading level, and their attendance. “Research shows 
that missing 10% of the school year-or 18 days in most districts-correlates with academic trouble.”  62 

“Groundbreaking research published in 2008 by the National Center for Children in Poverty showed that  
the ill effects of chronic absence extend to kindergarten and elementary school students.   That study 
demonstrated that chronic absence in kindergarten was associated with lower academic performance in 
first  grade for any student,  regardless of gender, ethnicity,  or socioeconomic status.  For low-income  

62 Balfanz, R., Chang, Hedy Nai-lin.  2013. A Focus on Attendance is Key to Success.  Leading Success.org 
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children, the connection to poor performance extended through fifth grade.”63 Based on research it  is 
imperative that we demand that all students attend school regularly.

In the 0-4 standards-based grading system an average of 3 in each core subject area is meeting grade-level 
proficiency in that subject.  In grades K-3 for students to be promoted to the next grade level they must  
have an overall average of 2.8 in reading and math; be reading and comprehending on grade level by the 
end of the school year; have an overall average of 2.5 or higher in all other core subject areas; and they  
must have a minimum of 95% attendance rate.  In grade 4, in order for students to be promoted to the next 
grade level students must have an overall average of 2.8 in all core classes (Reading, Writing, Math,  
Social Studies and Science); be reading and comprehending on grade level by the end of the year; and  
they must have a minimum of 95% attendance rate.  At A4WCCS, we will adhere to this criteria for 
promotion to the next grade and/or graduation from 4th grade.  We realize that there may circumstances 
that require us amend the criteria on a case-by-case basis.  

If a student’s IEP sets specific criteria or targets for promotion, the school will use that criteria.  Without  
such criteria specifically outlined in an IEP, the school will hold those students in special education to the 
same  promotion  criteria  as  stated  above.  No  ELL  student  may  be  retained  solely  due  to  language 
acquisition.  If a teacher is questioning whether or not an ELL student should be promoted to the next  
grade  level  or  be  retained,  teachers  will  be  asked  to  provide  documentation  of  ELL  best  practices  
appropriate  to the  student’s  language proficiency level.  This documentation can include observations 
made from the ELL Coordinator during coaching and co-teaching opportunities. An ELL committee will 
be  responsible  for  reviewing  this  documentation  and  discussing  the  ELL  student  in  question.   The 
student’s  parents  will  be  part  of  the  decision-making  on  the  promotion  or  retention  of  their  child. 
Decision outcomes will be in the best interest of each individual student, on a case by case basis.

Students who have extreme mitigating factors may be considered for promotion, as long as the student(s) 
consistently make up all work when they are absent.  Students who miss more than 5% of the school year  
may not be promoted to the next grade level unless the child has a medically-documented issue.  In such  
cases, if the school deems that the child has missed too much instruction and is too far behind (even with 
a  medically-documented  reason),  the  child  will  not  be  promoted.   A4WCCS  will  seek  input  from 
teachers, parents, and other school staff before making promotion decisions.  The school’s administrative 
team (and ultimately the ED/Principal) will have full authority to make all promotion decisions.

At A4WCCS, we are driven by our mantra that all children will learn, no exception, therefore it is our 
responsibility to do all that is possible to assure parents that their children will be successful at each grade  
level and will be prepared for promotion to the next grade level. Consistent and continual communication  
between the school  and the parent  is  critical  to  uphold our  mantra  of A4WCCS.    For all  students,  
retention will only be considered after all measures have been taken to move a student forward toward 
promotion.  

Exit/Graduation Standards
Our 4th grade exit standards will mirror the promotion criteria. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment is an  essential  part of teaching and learning. Assessment informs teachers, administrators,  
parents, and other stakeholders about student achievement.  It provides valuable information for designing 
instruction; acts as an evaluation for students, classrooms, and schools; and informs policy decisions.  
Purposeful assessment practices help teachers and students understand where they have been, where they 
are,  and where they might  go next.  Using different  types  of  standards-based and performance-based 
assessments as part of instruction, results in useful information about student understanding and progress. 
We will closely monitor the progress of both academic and non-academic performance goals throughout  
the school year.  

63 Ibid.
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A common denominator to all high performing schools that serve low income populations is, “frequent 
assessments  of student progress and multiple opportunities for improvement.”64 A4WCCS will  utilize 
external assessments as well as internally-developed assessment tools.  Results will be closely analyzed  
by classroom teachers and school administrators and used as a means to alter curriculum and instruction 
to enhance student performance and achievement.  Results of assessments will be reported to all relevant  
stakeholders.  

An important and continuous assessment that will help to drive curriculum and assessment at A4WCCS 
will be daily homework. Meaningful and relevant homework enriches and extends learning and provides 
another  pathway  for  teachers  to  assess  students.   It  supports  the  day’s  learning  experience  through 
practice,  develops  study  skills,  time  management  and  responsibility  in  students.   The  amount  of 
homework assigned will be dependent on the grade level of the child and will be decided by the grade  
level teaching team. In addition, all students will be required to read or read to nightly.  

A4WCCS  will  utilize  the  management  systems  of  the  selected  texts  and  curricula  materials  as  a 
component of the assessment process. These systems will assess the specific skills and content which  
have been taught (previously aligned with the MA Curriculum Frameworks).  Teacher made assessments 
and benchmark tests, based on essential skills and objectives to be taught (MCF), will be administered  
frequently in order to give the classroom teacher a snapshot of what areas/skills need to be addressed and 
which have been mastered.

The Executive Director/Principal of A4WCCS will  have the primary responsibility for overseeing the 
school-wide assessment  system.  It  is  the Executive Director/Principal’s  responsibility to facilitate the  
analysis of student assessment data with the Director of Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment and the  
curriculum team (teachers and support staff).  The Executive Director/Principal will develop a plan for 
dissemination to the Board of Trustees, the parents, and to the public. 

We will be generating comprehensive assessment data through the use of an authentic assessment system 
which includes web-based assessment systems, traditional classroom assessment tools, digital portfolios 
and performance-based assessments- all of which will be formative and/or summative.  These measures 
will yield a wide-range of quantitative and qualitative data about each student. The results of continuous 
progress monitoring will  be used as part of individual and classroom assessments.  Information from 
these sources of assessment data will be used to help ensure that students are progressing toward and/or 
meeting mastery of the standards-based curriculum objectives resulting in student success.  

Formal and informal assessment at A4WCCS will be frequent and on-going. Classroom teachers will rely 
heavily on their observations of the daily work of the children they serve. Other inputs may come from 
parents and other support services. Given the low student/teacher ratio, it will not be difficult to identify  
those  children  who  are  experiencing  difficulty  and  those  children  who  are  accelerating.  Instruction,  
materials  and methodologies  will  be  adjusted  to  accommodate  the  needs of  all  students.  This  could 
include  utilizing  the  classroom inclusion  model,  one-to-one  instruction  within  the  classroom,  before 
and/or after school tutoring, special challenge projects with teacher guidance and advanced vertical skill 
development. Teachers will be cognizant of each child’s individual learning style when evaluating the 
whole child. 

External Assessment Data
Students in grades 3 and 4 will participate in the PARCC exams, as required by law, and in any other 
state-mandated assessments.   Although the PARCC is an excellent  mechanism for measuring student 
academic  success,  A4WCCS  will  administer  other  external  standardized  assessment  tools  such  as 
DIBELS, GRADE, 
G-MADE, and STAR to ensure that we have a plethora of comprehensive assessments that provide us 
with the necessary data to diagnose, continually monitor, assess, and improve our academic program. To 
ensure student progress and achievement, it is imperative that common assessments are being conducted 

64 Reeves, Douglas B. 2005. The 90/90/90 Schools.  Accountability in Action, CO: Advanced Learning. 
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consistently.  A4WCCS will use standardized assessments to provide staff with data related to individual  
and school-wide performance. 

• DIBELS (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills) is designed to be a short, 1 minute,  
fluency instrument  to regularly progress monitor  the development  of  early literacy and early 
reading skills.  DIBELS will be administered three times per year for all students and will be used 
for progress monitoring as often as needed for students in tiers 2 and 3 of the RTI framework.

• GRADE (Group  Reading  Assessment  and  Diagnostic  Evaluation)  is  a  normative  diagnostic 
reading assessment that determines what developmental skills PreK-12 students have mastered 
and what students need for intervention.  A4WCCs will administer the GRADE three times per  
year: Fall, winter and spring.

• G-MADE (Group Mathematics Assessment and Diagnostic Evaluation) is a normative diagnostic 
mathematics test that measures individual student skills in the main areas of math, and helps K-12  
educators pinpoint areas where students need instruction.  A4WCCs will administer the GRADE 
three times per year; fall, winter and spring.

• STAR assessments are computer-adaptive and designed to help teachers assess students quickly,  
accurately, and efficiently.  STAR provides teachers with reliable and valid data instantly so that  
they  can  target  instruction,  monitor  progress,  provide  students  with  the  most  appropriate 
instructional materials, and intervene with at-risk students.  A4WCCS will administer the math,  
early literacy and reading assessments every 6-8 weeks for progress monitoring or more often, as  
needed,  for  students  in  tiers  2  and  3  of  the  RTI  framework.   See  Attachment  V.D.1.  for  a  
description of The RTI Process

Our ELLs will take the Access test in the spring. The ACCESS test is part of the WIDA consortium. If a  
language  other  than  English  is  identified  in  the  home  after  a  Home  Language  Survey  has  been 
administered,  the  student  will  be  assessed for  English proficiency in  reading,  writing,  speaking,  and 
listening using MODEL, which is the initial  assessment  in the World Class Instructional  Design and 
Assessment (WIDA). A WIDA classification will be given to the student and an instructional program 
will be planned and carried out accordingly.

Internal Assessment Data                                                         
Teachers  will  develop  and  use  a  variety  of  internal  assessment  tools  to  measure  student  progress.  
Internal/school  developed  assessments  and  rubrics  will  be  standards  aligned  (MCF).   Teachers  will  
engage in formative assessment of their students through weekly quizzes/tests, daily observations, digital 
portfolios,  oral  presentations,  student  class  participation,  examination  of  student  writing  and  art  
integrated, project-based assignments to determine if students are moving toward mastery of curriculum 
objectives. On-going assessment will  assist  A4WCCS to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the 
curriculum, to make revisions to the curriculum, and to identify best teaching practices.  By assessing the 
students regularly, the gaps or deficits in their learning will be identified and targeted for remediation.  
Interventions that will be put in place for the struggling learners will include: individualized instruction 
during the school day; small group instruction; peer tutoring; modified instruction (if applicable); and/or 
before and after school tutoring assistance in order to fill in the gaps in their learning before their learning 
has been impeded.  

A4WCCS will measure academic performance in a variety of ways.  In addition to the PARCC exam, 
other external standardized tests, and internally developed assessments, we will collect data on: student 
attendance; retention rates; retention of teachers; results from student, family, and teacher surveys; and  
any other key data that will assist us in measuring the success of the school. Quantitative data of student 
outcomes will be featured in state assessment reports: PARCC, Student Growth Percentiles (SGP), CPI,  
Annual  Measurable  Achievement  Objectives  (AMAOs)  for  ELL  students,  and  PPI  (Progress  and 
Performance Index). 
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Non-academic Assessment goals
Some of the non-academic goals for students at A4WCCS are to become resilient, focused, and mindful 
learners.  The MindUP Curriculum will be implemented at A4WCCS and will foster social and emotional 
awareness and enhance psychological well-being, which in turn will promote academic success.  The 
success of the MindUP program will  be evident within each optimistic classroom- a place where all  
children  have  the  opportunity  to  achieve  their  potential,  and  throughout  the  culture  of  the  school 
environment  where children,  as well  as adults,  learn and grow and treat  each other with respect  and 
consideration. As with our character development, MindUP will become a process – a way of life.

We not only want our students to develop into scholars, but we also want them to possess strong character  
traits that will ensure their success and happiness throughout life.  Through direct (MindUP Curriculum)  
and indirect instruction and modeling we will instill in our students the core values of Honesty, Empathy,  
Acceptance, Respect, and Thoughtfulness (HEART). These values will help to shape the whole child. 

Our  non-academic  goals  will  be  measured  in  a  variety  of  ways:  student  attendance;  student  
achievement/success; behavior infringements; faculty observations; faculty, parents and student surveys;  
and  participation  in  school-related  extra-curricular  activities.   Ultimately,  the  Board  of  Trustees  is 
responsible for the academic success of the school.  However, the day-to-day responsibility of meeting 
the stated goals  of  the  school  and achieving  success  lies  with the  Executive  Director/Principal.  The 
Executive Director/Principal  will  collaborate consistently and continually with teachers to ensure that 
A4WCCS is successful as a whole.

Parents  will  be  kept  well-informed  of  their 
child’s progress through progress reports, end of 
term  standard-based  report  cards,  and 
parent/teacher conferences.  In addition, parents 
and teachers will communicate through email as 
needed.  The Board of Trustees, DESE, and the 
broader community will also be kept apprised of 
the  progress  and success  of  A4WCCS and its 
students.  Monthly Executive Director/Principal 
reports  will  be  submitted  to  the  Board  each 
month;  the  school  administrators  will  provide 
the  Board  with  periodic  reports  on  progress 
toward the goals set forth in the Accountability 
Plan; and an annual report will be submitted at 
the  end of  each  school  year  that  will  provide 
data  and analysis  of  the  school’s  performance 
and progress  towards  meeting  its  goals  of  the 
program.   The  annual  report  will  be  made 
readily available to the public as well.

     D.  Supports for Diverse Learners

The Founding Members of the Academy for the 
Whole  Child  Charter  School  believe  that  all 
students regardless of ethnicity,  socioeconomic 
status,  family background,  race,  disability,  or  state of health will  learn.  A4WCCS’s  Vision states all  
children will learn no exceptions. A4WCCS will focus on educating the whole child in an integrated, 
individualized fashion.  The Academy for  the  Whole Child Charter  School  will  provide an inclusive,  
relevant and rigorous program to all students including additional special education services to all eligible 
students  in  compliance  with  state  and  federal  regulations,  including  Individuals  with  Disabilities  
Education Act (IDEA), No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
(Section 504), Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and Family Education Rights and Privacy Act 
(FERPA).
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THE FOLLOWING DEPICTS HOW 
STAKEHOLDER GROUPS WILL USE STUDENT 

ACHIEVEMENT DATA
The  Board  of  Trustees will  use  the  data  to  evaluate  the 
Executive  Director,  as  he/she  has  direct  responsibility  for 
student  achievement  and to  determine  areas  of  success  and 
areas of concern.
The School  Administrator(s)  will  use  the data to evaluate 
teachers,  revise  standards,  and  facilitate  the  revision  of  the 
curriculum and to identify areas of strengths and weaknesses 
within the curriculum.  Data will also be used to market the 
school,  recruiting  students,  and  in  our  efforts  to  apply  for 
grants and other funding opportunities. 
Teachers will use the data from their students to inform their 
own professional development, to improve student instruction, 
design  and  implement  new teaching  strategies  to  formulate 
corrective measures to be taken to ensure student success (re-
teaching  a  concept  or  skill,  individualized  assistance,  and 
before/after school tutoring help. 
Students will use the data to reflect on their own learning and 
to communicate either orally or in writing their ideas, needs 
and strategies for improvement to the classroom teacher and 
or the school administration. 
Parents will be able to determine the academic strengths and 
weaknesses of their own child, evaluate the effectiveness of 
the school, and will confer with the school administrators and 
teachers  to  determine  if  they  want  their  child  to  continue 
attending the school



At A4WCCS our supports for diverse learners are:

• Special Education Program   will service students with Individualized Educational Plans.

• Academic  Support  Program   will  provide  accommodations  and supports  to  all  students  with 
diverse learning needs.

• English Language Learner Educational Program   will provide sheltered English immersion and 
English as a second language instruction.

The  Special  Education  program will  be  supervised  by  the  Special  Education  Coordinator  while  the 
Academic Support program will be supervised by the ED/Principal while the English Language Learner 
Coordinator will oversee the English Language Learner Education program. 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS
We are committed to recruiting and maintaining a significant percentage of children with a first  and  
perhaps  second  language  that’s  not  English  (ELLs).  We  are  dedicated  in  the  mission  of  providing 
outstanding English Language support services for these students, not only as required by law, but above 
and beyond that requirement.

Students who are ELLs (English Language Learners will be initially identified upon enrollment after a 
Home Language Survey has been administered. If a language other than English is identified in the home, 
the students will be assessed for English proficiency in reading, writing, speaking and listening using the 
MODEL,  which  is  the  initial  assessment  in  the  World  Class  Instructional  Design  and  Assessment 
(WIDA) consortium. A WIDA classification will be given to the student on a scale from 1 – 6 and an  
instructional program will be planned and carried out accordingly. Depending on the level of the student’s  
classification, one or more of the following methods will occur:

Structured  English  Immersion  (SEI) –A4WCCS  will  instruct  Entering-Developing/Expanding 
English Language Learners (based on the WIDA classifications) using SEI approach.  This includes 
a combination of placement in a regular education classroom using sheltered content instructional 
strategies as well as ELL services by a licensed ELL teacher.  All ELL services will take place with  
either a pull-out or push-in model.  All classroom teachers will be trained in evidence-based, best  
instructional practices for ELLs and become RETELL/SEI endorsed.  
Sheltered Content Instruction- Best instructional strategies for all English Language Learners will 
be  evident  in  each  mainstream classroom including scaffolding  the  instruction,  the  inclusion  of  
visuals and hands on activities, modifying assignments, preferential seating, differentiated learning 
centers,  and the reinforcement of language input through the exposure of a welcoming and safe 
environment. Each classroom will be rich with literature for all reading levels. As mentioned, All 
teachers will  be trained in RETELL (Rethinking the teaching of English Language Learners)  to 
assure that the best instructional strategies are taking place with all aspects of the curriculum. A  
licensed ELL teacher will be available as needed for coaching, support and professional development  
workshops for staff and families.  During this time, the regular classroom curriculum is in effect with 
the modifications as needed.
Pull out program -   Students who are entering the school as entering/emerging English Learners 
will benefit from additional intense English Language Development and early literacy instruction 
following the WIDA standards and Common Core for 2 to 2.5 hours daily. This will be taught by an  
ELL/Elementary Dual Certified Teacher. The teacher will be trained in WIDA as well as explicit 
literacy instructional approaches and curriculum.  Rigby “On Our Way to English” will be the CORE 
curriculum, guided reading, reciprocal teaching, themed units and authentic writing activities will be 
the heart and soul of the program.  WIDA “Can Do” Descriptors will be utilized for each student so  
that  the  lesson  can  be  differentiated  as  needed  for  each  ELL  depending  on  their  Language  
classification.
Push in/Co-Teacher program - ELLs who are bridging and reaching should remain in the general 
education classroom with the benefit  of  a  licensed ELL teacher  co-teaching with the  classroom 
teacher during allotted time of service needs.  Both teachers will be trained in Co-Teaching models  
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and strategies for ELLs and WIDA as well as in explicit literacy instruction, such as LETRS training  
(Language Essentials for Teachers of Reading and Spelling).  During this time, the ELL teacher may 
take the ELLs to guide them through a reading/writing lesson using leveled readers as well as assure  
they have the academic language and vocabulary needed to understand the classroom lesson.  Again, 
the WIDA Can Do Descriptors will be used so that the lesson can be differentiated as needed for 
each ELL depending on their Language classification. 
Advanced Writing Workshop Lab – ELLs, who advance with oral language skills rapidly,  are 
often dismissed from ELL programs prematurely because of the misconception that they are “ready”  
for the mainstream. Unfortunately many of these students begin to struggle with their writing skills  
in the upper elementary grades when this focus is in more of a demand. Since composition writing of  
various genres is assessed and vital for the students to be competent in, we will offer our transitional  
and bridging ELLs a Writer’s Workshop Lab for 60 minutes daily with small group instruction by an 
Elementary/ELL  certified  teacher(s)  with  specific  experience  in  process  writing.   Students  will 
participate in pre-writing activities and brainstorming, topic development, drafting, revising, editing, 
publishing and sharing with (of) the various genres that they will write.  This will include narratives,  
creative writing, informational/expository writing, opinion writing and poetry.  Students will work at 
their own pace through this structured but developmental system using tools needed to be successful  
such as: graphic organizers, lists, charts, dictionaries/picture dictionaries, exemplar samples, a filing 
system, publishing center, etc.

Students will be assessed each spring using the ACCESS test, which is also part of the WIDA consortium 
and PARCC. Interpretation of the scores will be used in determining the students ELL classifications for 
the following school year. All students will be monitored carefully throughout the year by the Language  
Acquisition Team which will be comprised of an administrator, guidance counselor, classroom teacher(s),  
ELL teacher(s)  and if  appropriate,  special  education teacher(s)  and or a speech/language pathologist.  
Authentic assessment will also be used such as portfolios, writing pieces and oral presentation rubrics.

Students determined to be eligible for dismissal exit from the ELL program and become labeled FLEP 
(former limited English proficient) will continue to be monitored carefully for at least two years or until  
the student leaves the school.

Although  family  involvement  will  be  recruited  and  encouraged  from  all  of  our  students,  special 
considerations  will  be  made  to  obtain  the  involvement  of  our  limited  English  speaking  parents  and 
families by using community resources for support, and by providing an environment that is rich with  
multi-cultural awareness and acceptance throughout the school community.

Learning  English  Through  the  Arts –  If  scheduling  and  staffing  allow,  learning,  developing  and 
mastering English will occur with the added benefit of integrating a dramatic and visual arts component 
to the ELL program.  ELLs of all language levels will have the opportunity to write their own script, 
create costumes and set design, act, work backstage, help direct/produce, etc. an original play that will be  
performed at the end of the school year.  Authentic learning and skills acquired will incorporate all areas 
vital for an ELL to master English including speaking, writing, reading and listening.  This will be a 
yearlong curriculum piece with a CAPSTONE show which will show evidence of success.

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES   
Some children arriving at A4WCCS will have an existing IEP from their sending district school which the 
special educator will obtain for review and implementation at A4WCCS.  The special education teacher 
will obtain a copy of the IEP for review, arrange a parent conference to discuss the present IEP and then 
proceed to implement/provide the necessary services that the IEP requires in our school until the IEP is  
revised  or  scheduled for  reevaluation.  A4WCCS will  establish  a  Parent  Advisory Council  (PAC)  as 
required by M.G.L.603 CMR 28.07(4) to ensure that all parents are well-informed of their rights and their 
child’s rights,  and are collaborative decision-makers in their child’s,  thus creating a more responsive  
school environment.

Special Education teachers will be responsible for all students with IEPs. A4WCCS will contract with 
providers  for  counseling and psychologist’s  services  along with  Speech and Language  development,  
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Occupational/Physical therapy, Board Certified Behavior Analyst, and any other related service provided 
deemed necessary to meet the needs of our students.

A4WCCS  will  be  responsive  to  students’  diverse  needs  in  the  general  education  classroom.  Each  
classroom in K-1 will have 14 students, one teacher and one teacher assistant. Students in grades 2, 3 and 
4  will  have  18  students  with  one  teacher  and one  teacher  assistant.  Using  this  model  the  teachers’ 
instruction will be conducted using flexible ability grouping which will create the opportunity of daily in-
and-out-of-class  student  support  along  with  providing  individual  instruction  to  students  in  need. 
Classroom teachers  will  be  working  collaboratively  with  the  special  education  staff  as  part  of  the 
inclusion model.

A4WCCS’ Child Study Team will utilize Response to Intervention Model. Response to Intervention is a 
comprehensive student support program which will be supervised by our Child Study Team(s). RTI will 
systematically monitor and assist struggling learners. It will also provide us with assistance in monitoring 
our students with disabilities who have an existing IEP and may be in need of support services in areas  
such as social/emotional, language, fine/gross motor skills.  See Attachment V. D. 1 for a description of  
RTI process.

The Child Study Team utilizing the RTI process works as follows: Teachers will meet to discuss children 
who appear to need something different or more in order to reach their full potential academically and/or 
socially and emotionally. Teachers who question a child’s level of performance will submit the child’s  
name to the guidance or adjustment  counselor who will  schedule a meeting and invite all  staff  who 
interact with the child to discuss their perceptions of the child. This group would typically include the 
school nurse, classroom teachers, specialists, ED/Principal and the guidance counselor. Information from 
these different perspectives will be shared and a coordinated plan for intervention may then be put in  
place. This could involve having the inclusion teacher observe the child, adjust the level of instruction  
material  presented  to  the  child,  develop  a  behavior  modification  plan  or  to  move  towards  a  special 
education referral. 

Included in the teachers’ schedules will be common planning time, curriculum and program discussions  
and assessment  interpretation.  During those collaborative sessions opportunities  to  discuss  individual 
students’ difficulties, progress or acceleration will be frequent and natural. Given the small number of  
students  in  the  school,  the  small  teacher  student  ratio,  the  Child Study Model  and opportunities  for  
teacher collaboration sessions the children will not fall through the cracks. The frequent informal and  
formal assessment of student progress will provide timely feedback not only to allow the teacher to adjust  
teaching learning strategies but to bring struggling learners to our attention.

The Academy for  the  Whole Child Charter  School  believes  in inclusion and will  utilize that  model.  
Having small classes with two instructors in a classroom will afford each child additional one on one  
classroom help. Before and after school tutoring will also be made available to the students as will a  
school volunteer program. 

For students who do not have an existing IEP but who through the Child Study Process, may demonstrate 
potential support needs, a period of intervention will take place followed by an evaluation of the child’s  
response to the intervention. Culturally responsive methods will be used if the student is an ELL in order  
to determine if the struggles are related to language acquisition only or not.  

During the period of intervention, additional academic support will be provided by the classroom teacher, 
the special educator, or any other needed professionals such as speech and language and/or ELL for a 6 to 
8 weeks. We will then assess the student’s progress to determine if he/she has responded successfully to  
the intervention. However, after the allotted intervention timeframe has expired and the child has not  
demonstrated growth, the student will be referred for special education testing. 

In the event that the student is found eligible for an IEP based upon a disability at his/her TEAM meeting,  
the TEAM will work together to construct one with appropriate goals and objectives to meet the student’s 
needs.   The  IEP  is  modified  annually to  reflect  student’s  progress  and continued  level  of  services.  
Reevaluation, with parental consent is done every three years.   If deemed appropriate the student can be  
reevaluated prior to the three year timeline. 
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The Special Education Coordinator/Team Chair will oversee the evaluation of each referred student and 
the creation of the IEP; creating new IEPs and conducting annual reviews will be the responsibility of a  
team which will consist of the Special Education Coordinator/Team Chair special education staff, related 
service providers, teachers, and parents and as needed the ED/Principal.

PROCESS TO BE FOLLOWED
Pre-referral process: When a teacher suspects that a student may have a learning difficulty, he/she will 
report it to the Special Education Coordinator/teacher to initiate a child study.  At this meeting it will be  
determined whether to provide direct, explicit intervention(s) or move forward to the referral process.  
• Assessment: If these interventions do not result in a positive impact, the special education process is 

begun.  After parental consent is given, the special educator, teacher, related service providers and the  
student’s parent/guardian will  discuss the up-coming assessments that will  be administered based 
upon the referral/referral question(s). 

After the assessment is completed, the Student Support Team (ED/Principal, student’s regular education 
teacher, special educator, outside specialists and related service providers) will meet to review the results  
of the assessments administered to determine whether there is an identifiable disability that is impeding 
the effective progress of the student.
• IEP Development In the event that an IEP is appropriate, one will be written at the TEAM meeting 

with  all  TEAM  participants  input.   An  annual  meeting  is  held  each  year,  bringing  the  TEAM 
participants together and the IEP modified annually to reflect student’s progress and continued need 
of services.  Additionally, with parental consent, the student’s IEP is reevaluated every three years.  If  
deemed necessary, the IEP can be re-evaluated prior to the three year timeline, based upon the student 
need.  If the student is an ELL, and it is determined that language acquisition is a concern as well as  
having a disability, the student will be scheduled for both education services and ELL services daily. 

Section 504 of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)

In cases where students do not need specifically designed instruction who may need accommodations to  
ensure equal access to the curriculum (need to be refocused/directed, more time on assessment, take extra  
breaks), 504 plans will be developed. See Attachment V.E.  The 504 Process.

Special education services and accommodations will be delivered to all students determined as eligible.  
Placement for our identified special education students will be in the least restrictive environment, the 
general education classroom to the greatest extent possible, consistent with the needs of the student and in  
accordance with applicable state and federal laws including Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
(IDEA), No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504), 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).

The A4WCCS is an inclusive school committed to educating all students. It is our belief that all students 
will learn no exceptions. The goal of the school is to have each and every student reach their own level of  
excellence. Students on IEP’s will adhere to the high standards set for all of the children of the A4WCCS.  
They too will excel, achieve a strong work ethic, and persevere to become an active participant in his/her  
own education.

As stated above A4WCCS is an inclusive school and in relation to children requiring special services the 
inclusion model will be utilized. Special education teachers will go into the general classroom to work  
with the identified students in the subject matter being addressed in the classroom. If additional supports 
are needed such as voice activated equipment or visual assistance equipment it will  be housed in the 
child’s general education classroom. Children who require more/additional services and can be provided  
within the inclusive classroom via the SPED teacher, maybe pulled out of class for the extra services.  

The staffing plan for the school will assign the appropriate number of teachers in every classroom to  
provide students with disabilities (SWD) with services in the general education classroom for the majority 
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of the day, based on the individual needs.  The Academy for the Whole Child Charter School will recruit  
Special Education teachers and other professionals qualified to provide instruction for students in need of 
special  education  services  who  believe  that  students  can  work  toward  grade  level  standards  when 
provided with specialized instruction and accommodations within a full inclusion setting. 

Occupational, physical therapy and some speech services for example will most often be on a pull out  
basis at the least inconvenient time for the child and classroom teacher(s). Students will not have to give  
up their  specials  in  order  to  receive special  education services.  Time will  be  made  available for the  
services to be rendered to the child according to the child’s IEP. 

The  A4WCCS Special  Education  services  will  address  the  broad  range  of  student  needs,  including 
Autism,  Developmental  Delay,  Intellectual  Impairment,  Sensory  Impairment;  including  hearing 
impairment or deaf, vision impairment or blind, deaf blind, Neurological Impairment, Communication 
Impairment, Physical Impairment, Health Impairment, and Specific Learning Disability. The A4WCCS 
Special Education program will be the responsibility of a highly qualified licensed special educator with 
experience administering special  education services  who will  oversee the participation of  grade-level  
team and  student  support  team meetings,  the  development  of  initial  Individual  Education  Programs 
(IEPs), supervision/evaluation of special education teachers and other special education staff members. 
This  licensed  special  educator  will  ensure  the  school’s  compliance  with  federal  and  state  special 
education laws and regulations. Special education staff shall include licensed special education teachers  
and additional licensed staff and/or contracted professionals from outside agencies as necessary to address 
the  identified  needs  of  students,  including  but  not  limited  to,  psychologists,  speech  and  language 
therapists,  occupational  and  physical  therapists.  Staffing  and contracted  services  will  be  procured in  
accordance with the needs and numbers of the children we serve. 

A4WCCS’s special education program will comply with all state and federal laws regulations as it works  
to provide appropriate educational services for each student in need of special education services in the 
least restrictive setting, the general education classroom. The amount of time the student will spend in 
the classroom or out of the classroom, individual or small group instruction will be dictated by 
his/her I.E.P. All teacher and staff members will participate in training specific to special education laws, 
policies  and  procedures,  the  evaluation  process,  communicating  effectively  with  parents,  and  using 
evaluation data  to  guide the development  of  measurable  goals  and objectives  which will  ensure that  
specially designed instruction and related services that addresses students’ identified needs. 

• Provide training to all  school staff including general and special educators, administrators and 
assistant teachers on the requirements of Special Education

• Provide staff training in analyzing and accommodating diverse learning needs of all students in the  
general education classroom

• Provide  staff  training  in  methods  of  collaboration  among  all   teachers,  assistant  teachers  to 
accommodate diverse learning needs

• The  school  Administration  along  with  the  parent  advisory  council  will  conduct  at  least  one 
workshop annually on the rights of students and their parents/guardians under state and federal  
law. 

In-class accommodations based on the IEP will be made for each student whenever possible in order to  
maintain involvement and focus throughout lessons and class activities. Seating adjustments, additional  
time on task, use of audio books and other assistive technology are examples of in-class accommodations.  
Classroom and special education teachers will work together to differentiate lessons based on students’ 
strengths and needs. Small group instruction is an integral component to meet the needs of all students,  
including students with IEPs that include small-group instruction as an accommodation. Instruction will  
follow a tiered model with core curriculum delivered to all students, targeted supplemental interventions 
for students experiencing difficulty and intensive interventions for students with marked difficulties.   

Evaluation and Assessment 
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Special Education teachers and the general classroom teacher will work collaboratively to monitor the  
progress of students receiving Special  Education services,  using data collected from assessments  and 
observations  to  develop  and/revise  individualized  learning  goals,  adjust  instructional  groups  and 
recommend further diagnostic testing and interventions for students who are not experiencing progress.  
The Academy for the Whole Child will implement systemic procedures to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the Special Education program and compliance with state and federal laws and regulations pertaining to  
Special Education services.  Evaluation activities will  include an annual assessment of the program’s  
effectiveness in relation to students’ progress in meeting the state learning goals measured by PARCC.  In 
addition, students will be assessed through classroom observations, quizzes and informal tests, portfolios,  
written  pieces,  oral  presentation  rubrics,  SGP  (Student  Growth 
Percentiles),  parent/teacher  surveys,  student  self-assessments,  and 
through various standardized tests such as web-based/researched based 
assessments DIBELS, STARS, GRADE, and G-MADE.

Our assessment process will ensure that students will disabilities and 
ELLs  receive  equitable  access  to  all  academic  and  non-academic 
programs;  extracurricular  activities;  and  all  necessary  services, 
accommodations,  materials  and  facilities.   The  Executive 
Director/Principal  will  ensure  that  A4WCCS  maintains  compliance 
with the law.

Proposed Staffing 
A4WCCS recognizes  the  necessity of  meeting all  student  needs both philosophically and statutorily. 
Therefore, special education, ELL support staffing will  be increased as the population of special and  
struggling learners grows.  The proposed staffing will be sufficient for year 1.

• Special Education Coordinator/Teacher   (Full time, split position). This individual will be a highly 
qualified,  licensed  special  education  teacher  with  experience  administering  special  education 
services and holds current certification in the appropriate grade and severity levels of students.  
Salary: approximately $57,000/year

• The  ELL  Coordinator/Teacher   (Full  time  split  position).   This  individual  will  be  a  highly 
qualified teacher who holds a current license in English as a second language, and experience 
administering ELL services.  Salary:  approximately $57,000/year

• Contracted  services  :  Counselor,  Psychologist,  Nurse,  Speech  and  Language  Therapists, 
Occupational and Physical Therapists

 

E.  Culture and Family Engagement

CULTURE 
The  leadership  and  governance  for  A4WCCS  will  emulate 
integrity.   Integrity  is  essential  for  lasting  success  and  for  the 
promotion of a happy and productive work environment as well as 
a  positive  learning  environment.   When staff  are  respected  and 
valued  for  sharing  their  ideas  and  opinions,  performance  and 
productivity  will  be  high.   In  effect,  staff  experience  better  job 
satisfaction  which  in  turn  greatly  impacts  student  learning.  At 
A4WCCS, we say what we mean and mean what we say.  

We will lead by example and pride ourselves in being open and 
honest.  To establish and maintain trust, we will have consistent, 
clear  and  open  communication,  develop  shared  goals  through 
collaborative decision making, and give our teachers the autonomy to do their jobs. We will support the 
core  value  of  integrity  by  developing  a  school  constitution  or  honor  code  with  children,  staff  and  
members  of  the  school  community.  The  school  constitution  will  be  posted  through  the  school  and 
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“Great  leaders  model  integrity  by  
being  honest  and  doing  what  is  
right  vs.  no  matter  the  
circumstances.   Integrity  requires  
you to make the right choice, even  
when you may not receive personal  
gain from the outcome, and to put  
your  own  personal  agenda  aside  
for  the  greater  good  of  the  
organization  and  the  people.”  

M.G.L. c. 71 §89 (l) states that charter 
schools shall be open to all students, 
on a space available basis, and shall 
not discriminate on the basis of race, 
color, national origin, creed, sex, 
ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, mental or physical disability, 
age, ancestry, athletic performance, 
special need, or proficiency in the 
English language or a foreign 
language, and academic achievement.



supported within the classroom and throughout the school community at student council, school council  
and parent group meetings. 

Culture is the personality of the school,  while climate represents the school’s attitude. The culture at 
A4WCCS will be hospitable to learning. At A4WCCS we will nurture a positive school culture in which 
all individuals are valued, cared for, and respected.  A4WCCS will reflect a caring community where the 
welfare of each individual is fostered and the concerns of all are taken into account. This aligns with the 
core values described in the CARING model on page 14 and the Whole Child Initiative tenets of Healthy,  
Safe,  Supported,  Engaged  and  Challenged. 
Strong  school  cultures  have  better  motivated 
teachers,  and  highly  motivated  teachers  have 
greater success in terms of student performance 
and  student  outcomes.  Friedberg  and  Stein 
(1999)  in  the  article,  The  Effects  of  School 
Culture  and  Climate  on  Student  Achievement 
describe school climate as the heart and soul of 
the  school  and  the  essence  of  the  school  that 
draws teachers and students to love the school 
and to want to be a part of it.65   We will ensure 
that  the  climate  of  the  school  builds  a  strong 
foundation  for  the  culture.   Since  the  climate 
dictates  the  culture,  we  will  incorporate  the 
following strategies for creating a safe and positive climate:  

For example, students at A4WCCS will wear uniforms to school.  Wearing uniforms teaches the value of  
individuality and self-expression without depending on the clothes being worn or the things being owned.  
School uniforms have an essential function of teaching students that every individual has the right to learn 
and be taught regardless of one’s status in life. Furthermore, wearing a school uniform provides a feeling 
of solidarity, unity, harmony, team spirit, oneness in principles, and camaraderie.  School uniforms also 
lessen the stress that students and parents go through everyday deciding on what clothes to wear for  
school. Parents and children will have input in choosing a school uniform.   

Another example of collaboration is working with the local police department to develop a crisis plan 
based on best practices to solidify building, student, and staff safety protocols.  The plan will address such 
topics as medical emergencies, natural disasters, student behavior, response to violence, and much more.  
Additionally, we will partner with the police department to establish building safety, visitor protocol, and 
parking and bus plans from the traffic division. 

A4WCCS intends to recognize and honor the on-going progress and achievement of our students by 
holding regular group assembly programs called “Sharing our Success” where students have the 
opportunity to share something of their choice such as a poem or a special project: Success Fridays, a 
monthly school-wide sharing program, Academic & Arts Showcase for families and the community, as 
well as opportunities for students to exhibit their work at Rollstone Studios or the Fitchburg Art Museum.

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING

Mindfulness Education

Mindfulness is the ability to center our conscious awareness in the present moment.  By focusing their  
attention on their breathing, students can learn to reduce stress and optimize the brain’s learning capacity.  
The MindUP Curriculum, a collaboration of the Hawn Foundation and Scholastic is a comprehensive,  
evidence-based  curriculum that  fosters  social  and  emotional  awareness,  enhance  psychological  well-
being, and promote academic success.”66 The SEL framework guiding MindUP, was developed by the 

65 MacNeil, Prater, Busch.  The Effects of School Culture and Climate on Student Achievement. The International 
Journal in Education, Jan-Mar 2009, Vol. 12, No.1, 73-84.
66 MindUP Curriculum. 2011. Goldie Hawn Foundation: Scholastic Inc. Publishers.
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STRATEGIES FOR CREATING A SAFE AND 
POSITIVE CLIMATE

• Building effective communication within the school
• Respecting teacher opinions and their professional 

expertise 
• Catering for individual needs
• Creating a health-promoting physical environment
• Developing democratic processes
• Enhancing self-esteem
• Fostering respect for diversity
• Fostering inclusive and respectful language
• Developing appropriate communication between 

home and school
• Developing a school approach to assessment



Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL), a research-focused organization 
whose mission is to establish social and emotional learning as an essential part of education. 

MindUP lessons align with MCF standards. Students learn how to communicate, cooperate, hone their 
leadership skills, define and establish their goals, and how to persevere until  they’ve met their goals.  
These are skills that are vital for success in a global society. MindUP also imparts to students a sense of 
hopefulness. “Hope changes brain chemistry, which influences the decisions we make and the actions we  
take.  Hopefulness must be pervasive and every single student should be able to feel it, see it, and hear it  
daily.”  67  Our intent is to help students to develop a sense of hope. Students with hope, work harder,  
persevere longer, and ultimately experience success. 

Teachers will be provided with the MindUP curriculum materials, including the literature books linked to 
each lesson, and will  participate in professional development through a collaborative book study that  
addresses the curriculum. The program provides students with tools to help them manage emotions and 
behaviors,  reduce  stress,  sharpen concentration,  and  increase  empathy  and  optimism.   The  MindUP 
curriculum will be an integral part of a complete classroom life.  

Character Development 

At Academy for the Whole Child Charter School, we not only want our students to develop into scholars,  
but we also want them to possess strong character traits that will  ensure their success and happiness 
throughout life.  While being held to high academic standards, A4WCCS will work to instill important  
core, ethical values in our students.  Character development will be an intentional, proactive component 
addressed in each classroom and reinforced throughout the school.  The purpose is to provide students 
with strategies and life skills in order to make appropriate decisions.  The goal is to teach students to  
recognize the connections between ethical choices and their consequences and impact these decisions  
have on everyone involved.

A4WCCS  will  model  and  reinforce  the  qualities  of  Honesty,  Empathy,  Acceptance,  Respect  and  
Thoughtfulness  (H.E.A.R.T.)  through  the  implementation  of  character  development  which  will  be  
referred to as Have a Heart.  Have a Heart will use direct and indirect instruction and modeling to help 
children become aware of the elements that make up positive character.  Have a Heart will clearly define  
and communicate attitudes and behavior expectations to all students every day.  Character development  
will be a process, not a program.  By engaging the participation of students, teachers and staff, parents,  
and the communities, we will develop a positive and moral climate at A4WCCS.  Character development 
will be incorporated into the culture of the school.  

Children’s literature is a core resource for character development. Grade level teams will be provided 
with literature books. Within stories, students will encounter characters that must deal with situations and 
conflicts  similar  to those they will  face on a day-to-day basis.   As the values of Honesty,  Empathy,  
Acceptance,  Respect,  and  Thoughtfulness  are  taught  through  the  use  of  literature,  teachers  will 
incorporate  activities  as  classroom discussions,  role-playing,  writing  and art  to  reinforce  each  value. 
Once each value lesson and trait has been completed, review and further practice will be conducted and  
recognized throughout the year. 

In  addition  to  literature,  real  behavioral  situations  that  occur  in  the  classroom,  at  lunch and on  the  
playground will be used as a springboard for discussion.  Using the Have a Heart values, students will  
reflect on the problem individually and collectively to bring about resolution.  Also, community service 
projects  will  provide  students  will  opportunities  to  develop  strong  character  traits.   It  will  provide 
opportunities for students to think outside themselves and to know that they can make a difference in the  
world. Community service projects will be conceived by a need in the community or school determined  
by students, parents, teachers and one or more community partners.  

We believe that the implementation of character development at A4WCCS will be more successful and 
effective if representatives from each subgroup of participants are involved and invested in the process  

67 Jensen, E., 2009. Teaching with Poverty in Mind: What being poor does to kids brains and what schools can do 
about it. Alexandria, VA: ASCD
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from the start.  Have a Heart will give all stakeholders a “common language” when communicating about 
positive attitudes as well as when addressing discipline and behavior issues.  For example, when a child 
does something that shows thoughtfulness toward another person, that child will be recognized as “having 
a heart.”  A4WCCS will integrate the Have a Heart values into the school-wide Behavior Standards which 
will promote consistency in all disciplinary actions.

BEHAVIOR STANDARDS 

 It is imperative that we create a school environment that promotes and supports appropriate behavior of 
all students.  Through the identification of common behavioral expectations, reinforced through Have a 
HEART character development, and by directly and explicitly teaching these common expectations to all  
students, A4WCCS will create an atmosphere in which students will know what is expected of them at all  
times.

A4WCCS will have clear and consistent school-wide behavior expectations that will parallel the character 
virtues taught through Have a Heart character development.  These identified expectations will be specific 
to the needs and culture within the school: Be Responsible, Be Respectful and Be Safe.  Examples of  
specific observable behaviors for each of the broadly stated behavior expectations will be developed and 
displayed on charts throughout the school. See Attachment V.F.  Behavior Standards

At the beginning of the school year, students and parents will be made aware of our discipline policy, as  
well as the character traits of Have a HEART that will be taught and modeled throughout the school and 
how these traits will be an intricate part of developing a positive behavior support system.  A4WCCS will  
have clear and consistent responses by school staff to behavioral violations.  Undesired behavior, when it  
occurs, will be responded to swiftly and consistently.  Academy for the Whole Child Charter School will 
implement a firm and consistent discipline policy to assure students and families that we will afford a safe  
and orderly environment for all.  We will ensure that the philosophy of student behavior is consistent  
throughout the school and consistent with the mantra that all children will learn. 

A4WCCS will  develop and implement  a consequence-level  system.   See Attachment  V.F.   Behavior  
Expectations and Consequences

A4WCCS will identify consequence options for each group of behaviors, ensuring that the consequence  
options match the intensity and severity of the behaviors.  Consequences may range from fairly minor,  
such as verbal reprimand or redirection, to more intense consequences, such as suspension and expulsion.

At the beginning of each school year, students and parents will be asked to sign off that they have read,  
understand,  and will  comply with the rules of  the charter  school  explicitly explained in  the code of 
conduct/discipline policy section of A4WCCS’s school handbook.  

SUPPORT SERVICES
Health  and Wellness:  The  Academy for  the  Whole  Child  Charter  School  will  establish  a  Wellness 
Committee  consisting  of  at  least  one  member  of  the  Nutrition  and  Wellness  Program  from  the 
Montachusett Opportunity Council INC. (MOC), located in Fitchburg, MA. Also included will be one or  
more parents, one or more staff members and administration. Under the guidance of the MOC certified  
nutritionist, specifications will be established for healthy meals, snacks and vending machines. Once the 
specifications are completed the A4WCCS will go out to bid in search of a food service contractor who 
can meet the standards set by the Wellness Committee.  All members of the A4WCCS family: children,  
staff,  administrators  and  parents  who  take  their  meals  and  snacks  at  the  school,  will  adhere  to  the  
standards set  by the Wellness  Committee.  The adults  will  role model  good eating habits  and proper 
nutrition. Our nutrition program will meet the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) National 
School  Lunch Program requirements  for  meal  supplements,  in  offering  a  daily  nutritious  snack  and 
breakfast (if offering a morning/before-school program).
Parents as Partners program:  We believe that an important component for the success of the school is 
the involvement of parents. Parent involvement is a shared responsibility between school and parents in  
the education of their children.  Parents will be asked to sign an agreement prior to enrolling their child in 
A4WCCS, pledging their commitment as an active participant in their child’s education. Parents will be  
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encouraged to visit the school often, volunteer in the school setting, and attend monthly parent meetings 
with a range of topics from school related such as understanding the curriculum demands on their child, 
how to read assessment data, how to recognize bullying, to family fun activities such as game night, craft  
night,  recipe  night  and  line  dancing.   All  school  staff  will  familiarize  themselves  with the  different  
cultures of the families of A4WCCS to be more adept at communicating with the families and making  
them feel more a part of the school community and their children’s education. 
Sharing our Success: Recognition and celebration of individual and school successes will be our way of 
creating a culture of learning and success. We will do this at Academic and Arts Showcase, monthly  
assembly  programs/exhibitions  called  Success  Fridays,  and  specific  family  events.   We  will  inform 
families and the public through newsletters, website, social media, local press, over the intercom and at  
faculty meetings. 
Family Support Services: For a better understanding of the diverse population we serve, we will employ 
the expertise of these organizations to mutually plan activities and/or interventions that will address the 
various needs of the children and families. 

Organization Examples of how local agencies and partners can help.

Fitchburg State 
University

Student interns, pre-practicum opportunities, arts residences/performances through 
cultural affairs/CenterStage, professional development (Reggio Emelia, Behavior 
Management, SEI Endorsement)

Mount Wachusett 
Community College

Center for Civic Learning and Community Engagement resources such as service 
learning, volunteerism and internship programs.

Montachusett 
Opportunity Council

Nutrition and wellness programs, Kindergarten recruitment, HeadStart, family support 
programs, school age programs.

Twin Cities Community 
Development, Corp.

Connects families to appropriate resources in the community to assist with housing, 
language barriers, jobs, nutrition and training.

United Way of North 
Central MA

Literacy support and math tutoring through their volunteer programs, YouthVenture 
Community Service learning program, and grant opportunities.

Fitchburg Art Museum Art workshops for teachers, community gallery and exhibition space, art classes for 
children on or off site, museum tours free for children.

Fitchburg Historical 
Society

Primary source materials, professional development, curriculum resources, large 
research library and exhibition space.

Fitchburg Public Library Reading program, story time, meeting spaces, performance/lecture theater, within 
walking distance to proposed school.

Rollstone Studios Children art/music classes, children’s exhibit space, summer art camp, roster of 
experienced artist educators, working artist studios.

Top Fun Aviation Toy 
Museum

Hands-on aviation toys for children, airplane pilot simulator, special children’s 
programs on and off site aligned with science frameworks for after school and school 
day programming.

LUK Crisis Center Counseling, case management services, youth development programs.

Children Aid & Family 
Services

Kindergarten recruitment, family programs and services in the home, school age after 
school programs.

Growing Gardens, Nutrition and cooking programs for children and families, assists school in all aspects 
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Growing Places of building a community garden.

Boys and Girls Club of 
Fitchburg & Leominster

Afterschool and vacation programming, family programs.

Fitchburg Access 
Television

Publicity/advertisement (recruitment tool, highlighting student successes, school 
events), education programs in video production for children during school day or after 
school.

III. HOW WILL THE SCHOOL DEMONSTRATE ORGANIZATIONAL VIABILITY

A. CAPACITY
The originating Founders, the Design and Development Team (DDT), came together because of a shared 
belief  and  passion  that  all  children  deserve  access  to  an  exceptional  education  regardless  of  
socioeconomic status. We recognize that there is a need for a non-tuition, high performing public school  
in Fitchburg and surrounding communities. Therefore, the DDT began working together two years ago on 
the proposed elementary charter school in the Fitchburg area. During this period, the DDT and other  
original founders invited enthusiastic like-minded professionals to join in this endeavor.

The entire Group is committed to the provision of an excellent education for young children in North  
Central Massachusetts, in order to ensure that they are given a solid foundation to becoming capable,  
successful and productive contributors to the area. The Founders share the belief that by addressing all  
aspects of the child’s development (the whole child), coupled with a rigorous academic program, this 
vision will be achieved.

Most importantly, a majority of the Founders are parents of children who have completed or are currently 
attending a public school and have a high stake in seeing that all children are appropriately educated. In 
addition  several  members  have  strong  ties  to  the  political  community,  churches,  non-profit  entities, 
schools and other organizations with whom we are seeking to partner to enhance the service delivery of 
this program.

The DDT comprised of five original founders has taken on the task of writing the Charter Prospectus with  
continuous input and advice from the Founders proposed Board of Trustees and Advisory Team.  The  
team: Concetta A. Verge, Jane A. Kennedy, Kim L’Ecuyer, Jennifer L. Jones and Josephine Rivers. 

Proposed  Board  members  and  members  of  the  Advisory  Team  have  intermittently  reviewed  drafts 
throughout the process and have contributed to sections of the document. The Founders have come to 
consensus on all aspects of the proposed school. The Prospectus is a group effort with equal input and  
responsibility of all members. The Design and Development Team meets minimally weekly, discusses all 
aspects of the proposed charter, including most recent research, means of maintaining the integrity of the 
charter,  and  building  relationships  and  partnerships  with  community  organizations.   Whole  group 
meetings are conducted on an as needed basis while subgroups of proposed Board members and members  
of the Advisory Team meet more frequently in the drafting of Prospectus.

Founders

Concetta  A.  Verge has  forty-two  years  of  educational  experience.  She  served  as  MA  School 
Superintendent  for eighteen years  and held building and system wide leadership positions for eleven 
years. Ms. Verge, who is firm believer in shared decision making, created and implemented a team model 
which brought great success to her former districts. Ms. Verge’s entrepreneurial approach, coupled with  
her  business  and  financial  acumen,  saw  to  district  solvency  in  difficult  financial  times.  Under  her 
leadership Ms. Verge raised academic standards and elevated test scores. She brought such programs as K 
–  12  World  Language  classes,  Advanced  Placement  courses,  infant/toddler  day-care,  academic  pre-
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school, and before and after school academic and enrichment programs. Mrs. Verge initiated, planned, 
and passed school expansion projects including the acquisition of five modular classrooms (at no cost to 
the Town) and the ultimate building of an 8 – 12 High School. Mrs. Verge is the proposed Executive 
Director/Head of School for the Academy for the Whole Child Charter School.
Jane A. Kennedy has extensive experience in the educational areas of teaching, curriculum development 
and revision,  program development,  management,  dissemination,  mentoring and teacher training.  She 
spent  thirty-six  years  in  various  positions  in  the  elementary,  middle  and  high  school  levels  in  the 
Fitchburg School  district.  Ms.  Kennedy’s  holds  advanced degrees  in  Reading and Special  Education  
contributing to her ability to create effective diagnostic prescriptive interventions for the needy student  
population in Fitchburg. 
Kim L’Ecuyer brings to A4WCCS effort eighteen years of teaching and leadership experience.  Her 
educational roles include internal and external team leader, group facilitator, teacher trainer, professional  
development provider and grant writer.  Ms. L’Ecuyer, who also held the positions of 21st Century Site  
Coordinator  and  Coordinator  of  Supplemental  Educational  Services  for  the  City  of  Fitchburg,  has 
extensive  experience  in  budget  preparation  and  management  scheduling,  maintaining  compliance, 
completing all mandated reports, hiring, supervising and evaluating of staff, curriculum development and 
revision, assessments, and the collection and interpretation of data.  
Josephine  Rivers  has  thirty-one  years  of  varied  educational  positions  and  experience  including 
instructional  design,  developing  and  overseeing  innovative  school  day  art  program  curriculum  for  
Kindergarten  through  eighth  grade.   She  has  supervised  creative  arts  student  teachers,  coordinated,  
effectively collaborated individually and with classroom teachers, designed and taught creative cross-
functional curriculum and implemented school wide integrated arts programs for classroom and school 
wide theme community events.  

Proposed Board of Trustees
The individual proposed board members stand as one in belief and support of the five Tenets of ASCD’s  
Whole Child Initiative. They believe in the need for a high performance top level public school in North  
Central MA and will hold the school accountable for improving the North Central MA children in the  
academic and social emotional areas. The proposed Board of Trustees have roots in the area. Many have  
children or  grandchildren residing in the area,  conduct  business and own businesses in  the area and 
fervently wish to see more educated, well rounded, well-grounded students graduate from area schools go 
on to college and come back to help further improve the quality of life in North Central MA.

Board members have pledged their support in providing leadership to the Academy for the Whole Child 
Charter School effort. They have and will continue to be contributing members in the areas of law, real  
estate,  education  (early  childhood,  primary,  secondary,  higher  education,  special  education,  ELL),  
facilities and municipality management, finance and accounting, technology, grant writing, fundraising,  
non-profit management, communication/media, event planning, and community outreach.

William Colonis is a retired mechanical/chemical engineer who is presently an independent contractor 
and property manager  brings  a  strong background,  education and experience in  real  estate,  facilities 
management, construction and building law.
Emily Jermine is the K – 5 Curriculum Coordinator, Professional Development Coordinator and District 
Wide  State  Testing  Coordinator  at  Abbey  Kelley  Foster  Charter  School.  She  brings  a  wealth  of 
knowledge and experience in these three areas as well as in the appropriated functioning of a successful  
charter school.
Jennifer L. Jones has more than thirty years in arts education as a public school music teacher and as an 
administrator serving in the last 14 years as Director of Arts and After School programs for the Fitchburg 
Public  Schools.  She  continues  her  role  president  of  the  Fitchburg  Cultural  Alliance,  an  arts  agency 
serving the north central region.  As a proposed member of the A4WCCS Board of Trustees, Jennifer  
brings  her  knowledge  and  technical  skills  in  arts  administration,  non-profit  management,  program 
planning  and  implementation,  grant  consultation  and  writing,  data  analysis,  web  design,  family 
engagement and community outreach.
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Elizabeth Hoeske is a former Educational Team Leader (ETL) in Fitchburg is presently working with 
Special Education and ELL students in the Ayer Public Schools. She has and will continue to contribute 
significant knowledge and experience in the areas of special education and English language learners. She 
also brings expertise in the area of early childhood interventions.
Nancy Kerylow has extensive experience as an Interior Designer and is presently an Event Planner. She 
has been actively involved in the area communities for several years primarily focused on the schools and 
citizen’s needs. She is a highly creative person who has significant experience and success in project  
management and fundraising.
James  McNamara,  Ph.D.  is  the  Executive  Director  Office  of  Technology  Management,  UMASS 
Medical School. He has more than twenty-five years of experience, intellectual property management, 
technology marketing,  and  research.   He  has  managed  significant  amounts  of  funds  and  negotiated 
numerous contracts. Jim’s vast experience and expertise is welcomed and appreciated at A4WCCS.
John Russo:  who is  completing  his  PhD in  Computer  science at  Worcester  Polytechnic  Institute  in 
Worcester  also  holds  a  Masters’  of  Science Degree in  Computer  Science and a  Masters’  Degree  in  
Mathematics  Computer  Science Concentration.  He is  presently a  professor at  Wentworth Institute of 
Technology and an adjunct Professor at Fitchburg State University. Mr. Russo’s extensive knowledge in 
computer  science and his higher education will  be of significant  value to the Board of Trustees and 
AWCCS.
Kim Russo: is a mother of three school age children two of whom have been identified as being on the 
Autism Spectrum is a strong advocate for children and families of children with disabilities. Kim who is  
highly  knowledge  about  Special  Education  Law and children’s  rights  has  served  in  the  capacity  of 
advocate in the IEP process for many families in the area. She plans to bring her experience and expertise  
in the areas of Autism and Special Education to the Board of Trustees and to lead a parent involvement  
group to support parent and teacher communication and to promote, parents to become more active in  
their whole child’s educational experience.
Helen Obermeyer Simmons is a Communications Media Professor at FSU where her experience and 
responsibilities  include  curriculum  and  program  development,  budget  preparation  and  oversight, 
supervision and professional  development.  Helen’s artistic and community work has evolved around 
Fitchburg and its rich history.  She has brought this rich history into the classroom by giving her students 
assignments  that  instill  the  value  of  community  and  authentic  work  experience.  In  addition  to  her 
expertise in the arts, media and communication, Helen is a published author, artist and local historian.  
Her wealth of knowledge and experience will be greatly valued by A4WCCS.
Beverly Tefft,  presently the Director of Finance and Operations at the Central MA Special Education 
Collaborative  has  a  long standing  record of  success  in  the  areas  of  accounting  and finance with an 
emphasis on municipal and school finance. Bev has been a valued contributor to the A4WCCS Prospectus  
process and as a trustee will be a significant contributor to the proposed finance sub-committee.
Cecile  Tousignant  is  an early childhood expert  who has  40 years  documented  record of  success  in 
creating,  managing  and  owning  a  day  care  center;  and  in  training,  evaluating,  grant  writing,  and 
professional development for public and private early childhood programs.   Her work with the DESE and 
National  Association  for  the  Education  of  Young  Children  (NAEYC)  brings  to  our  effort  a  strong 
background in early childhood regulations, curriculum standards and innovations.
George E. Watts, ESQ is a practicing attorney in the city of Fitchburg of approximately 40 years and 
retired Commander and Attorney for the United States Coast Guard brings a wealth of experience in legal 
matters in the North Central MA area. He has extensive experience in the area of real estate and law as  
well as employment and contract law. His expertise and experience will continue to be invaluable to the 
Board of Directors and A4WCCS.
Mayor Mary H. Whitney:  who is a former Mayor of the city of Fitchburg was also a long serving 
member of the Fitchburg City Council and Fitchburg School Committee. She is very well connected to 
and  knowledgeable  of  the  North  Central  MA  area.  Mayor  Whitney  has  extensive  managerial,  and 
budgeting experience, contract negotiations, and the ability to research and analyze complex situations.  
Mayor Whitney is a highly respected figure in North Central MA whose experience and enthusiasm is of 
great value to A4WCCS.
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B.Governance 
“A strong board of trustees defines the mission of the school, develops school policies and changes them 
when appropriate, hires qualified personnel to manage the school’s day to day operations and holds them 
accountable for meeting established goals, and formulates a long range plan and charter school 
accountability plan that will ensure the school’s continued stability. In addition to its many other 
responsibilities, the board must ensure that the school is complying with all of the state and federal laws 
that apply to the school and that the board itself is operating in accordance with the rules set out by all 
applicable Massachusetts laws and regulations. The Board is responsible for operating the school in 
accordance with its charter and with any approved amendments to its charter.” 68 

The Board of Trustees will hold the charter for the A4WCCS and will have fiduciary responsibility, as  
well as the legal, ethical and moral liability for the school. The A4WCCS’s Executive Director/ Principal  
and  staff  will  be  responsible  for  the  day  to  day  management  of  the  school.  The  Executive  
Director/Principal reports directly to the Board of Trustees. All other staff report directly to the Executive  
Director/Principal.
The Board will have governing functions and the ED/Principal will have management functions.  The 
Board  and  the  ED/Principal  will  work  together  to  be  trained  on  how to  distinguish  between  these  
functions based on best practices used by other charter schools and the Charter School Administrative and 
Governance Guide (www.doe.mass.edu.)The main distinction is that governance defines the ends (results) 
and management defines the means (methods).  If an issue sets a goal or an expectation, or determines a  
direction, then it is governance and will be a responsibility of the Board.   If an issue is related to the  
means to accomplish the goal, or carry out an activity,  then it is a management issue and will be the 
responsibility of the ED/Principal.  

As indicated in the organizational chart, the ED/Principal reports directly to the Board of Trustees.  See 
Attachment IV.E. Draft Organizational Chart. The ED/Principal  and the Board of Trustees will  have 
continued  access  to  the  Advisory  Group  who  is  assisting  the  Design  and  Development  Team  at  
A4WCCS. This group represents a wealth of expertise and experience which has been invaluable to the 
creation of the Academy for the Whole Child Prospectus.  See Attachment V.H.  Advisory Council.

The ED/Principal will supervised and hold accountable all A4WCCS personnel.

The Board of Trustees will consist of seventeen members with the possibility of two additional board  
members joining A4WCCS in September.  There will  be four ex-officio (non-voting) members of the 
Board of Trustees including:  ED/Principal, Director of Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment, and one 
parent and one teacher. 

The  Board  of  Trustees  will  have  the  following  sub  committees:   Academic  Achievement,  Finance, 
Development and Governance.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Board of Trustees: The board will set strategic school direction, create and/or approve policies, ensure 
organizational viability and faithfulness to the charter, and evaluate the ED/Principal:

• Ensure  that  curriculum  aligns  with  school’s  mission  and  goals,  as  well  as  the  Massachusetts  
Curriculum Frameworks (MCF).

• Review academic progress against articulated goals.
• Ensure alignment with mission, vision, and charter; create and update policy related to mission and 

governance; set strategic direction; and review progress against articulated goals.

68
 Charter School Administrative and Governance Guide, 2007. Massachusetts Department of Education, Jeffrey 

Nellhaus, Acting Commissioner of Education, pg. 2. 
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• Ensure compliance with all  laws and regulations;  review compliance on a regular basis;  ensure  
filing of all legal and regulatory documents.

• Select,  manage,  support,  and  evaluate  the  ED/Principal  to  be  responsible  for  school’s  daily 
management;  evaluates  the  ED/Principal  based  on  clearly  outlined  performance  criteria,  sets 
ED/Principal compensation annually; offers ED/Principal guidance and support.

• Ensure that the school complies with all laws, regulations, and best practices that apply to public  
charter schools, including abiding by open meeting and state ethics laws.

• Promote  school  to  the  public;  expand  networks  and  relationships;  respond  to  community  and 
stakeholder concerns; and participate actively in the North Central MA area.

• Safeguard  school’s  financial  health,  ensure  adherence  to  annual  budget;  through  its  Finance 
Committee, review the monthly projected versus actuals and the school’s chart of account.

• Participate in fundraising and help secure external funding sources as needed.
• Approve  an  annual  budget  to  support  the  needs  of  the  school  and  approve  vendors  providing 

services in excess of $5000.

The Board will elect a Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer and Secretary.

The  Chair  of  the  Board:  The  Chair  shall  establish  the  agenda  for  all  meetings  of  the  Board  in 
consultation with ED/Principal.  The Chair will preside over all meetings of the Board and shall have all  
such other powers as the Board shall determine.  In the absence of the Chair at any meeting of the Board,  
the Vice Chair shall exercise the right and perform the function of the Chair. 
Vice Chair:  The Vice Chair shall the assist the Chair in overseeing the functions of the Board and shall 
have such other powers as the Board shall determine. In the absence of the Chair at any meetings, the  
Vice Chair shall exercise the right and perform the function of the Chair.
Treasurer:  The Treasurer shall oversee the general finances of the school, subject to the direction and  
control of the Board.  The Treasurer shall have such other powers and duties as are customarily relegated 
to that office.
Secretary: The Secretary shall record and maintain records of all proceedings of the Board and shall give 
such notices of meeting to the Board in compliance with the Open Meeting Law M.G.L. c. 30A §20.  The 
Secretary shall have such other powers and duties as are customarily relegated to that office.

The School Administration will oversee all academic, cultural, and operational aspects of the school. The 
Ed/Principal will report directly to the Board and provide to the Board monthly updates on financial and 
academic  data.  Responsibilities  of  the  ED/Principal  will  include:  managing  school  operations  and 
finances; working with the Board on strategic planning and policy development; directing recruitment,  
hiring, training and evaluation of staff, providing instructional leadership, supported by the Curriculum, 
Instruction and Assessment Director; drafting the budget and ensuring fiscal performance; conducting 
public relations and outreach; overseeing student recruitment and enrollment and conducting resource 
development and fundraising. 

Together the Board and the ED/Principal will ensure that the governance and management functions are 
defined and separated as described in Charter School Administrative and Governance Guide.

To ensure  that  the  trustees  are  aligned with  the  school’s  mission  and program,  the  board  will  meet 
monthly and conduct ongoing professional development including an annual retreat.  For new members,  
there will be a formalized board recruitment and orientation process to ensure that new board members 
maintain the integrity of the school’s mission. 

Training of the Board will  be conducted based on the requirements delineated in the  Charter School  
Administration and Governance Guide utilizing the High Bar resources and services whenever possible. 
Self-evaluation will take place during the annual retreats.

Board of Trustees Role
The Board plays a crucial role in creating and sustaining a quality charter school by ensuring that the 
school remains focused in its vision and mission.  Therefore, it is critical that board members remain  
reflective of the school’s mission and program, and frequently revisit its charter for guidance.  The board 
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will ensure this alignment by first and foremost ensuring each board member is a “match” i.e., believes  
that all Tenets of the ASCD Whole Child Initiative.  See Attachment V.J. Whole Child Initiative Tenets

For  further  descriptions  of  specific  role  distinctions  while  demonstrating  how  the  Board  and  the 
ED/Principal will work together please see Attachment V.K. Role Distinctions/Responsibilities Chart

Process for Selecting the Executive Director/Principal
The  Board  of  Trustees  believes  that  the  school  leader  should  have  experience  and  expertise  in  the 
following  areas:  (1)  Educational  leadership,  (2)  Legal  compliance,  (3)  Policy  and  planning,  (4) 
Management  and  administration,  (5)  Governance,  (6)  Finance.  Additionally,  it  is  critical  that  the 
Executive Director/Principal has a deep understanding of and commitment to the school’s mission and 
vision; first-hand knowledge of curriculum and instruction and the skill set required to implement the 
school culture and educational philosophy described in this prospectus.

The proposed school leader, Ms. Verge, has been chosen based on the selection criteria stated above and 
her work organizing the founding group and her credentials as an educator, a leader and her record of  
success.  Ms.  Verge,  a  highly  successful  educational  leader  has  eighteen  years’  experience  as  a  
Massachusetts School Superintendent and eleven years in building and Central Office experience. There  
was no formal interview process to select Ms. Verge, but based on more than two years of close work 
with her, the group is confident that she meets the criteria outlined in the job description. See Attachment  
V. I. Draft Executive Director/Principal Job Description

The Board is responsible for ensuring that the school’s philosophy and mission are followed. 

Board Development

• The Board will  focus on the broad organizational  policies,  while development  of the  operating 
policies and procedures will be responsibilities of the ED/Principal with concurrent Board approval. 

• The Board will seek input from the school’s staff and administration, parents and community.  The  
Board will assign a task force.  The full Board will consider the policy need and establish general 
considerations for the policy.  The Board will assign a team to draft a new policy.

• The task force will write a draft of the policy based on the Board’s input during their discussions the 
task force will write a draft of the policy based on the Board’s input during their discussions.

• Depending on the issue, it may be suitable for the task force to seek legal advice and will do so 
when necessary.

• The draft policy will be presented to the full Board for approval.  After review and discussion, the  
Board votes.

• The Board will review all its policies periodically and revise as needed.

Executive Director/ Principal Evaluation
The Executive Director/Principal will be evaluated annually by the Board referencing the Massachusetts 
Educator Evaluation system and the following criteria:

• Faithfulness to the Academy’s mission and vision

• Implementation of the educational process

• Compliance with applicable laws

• Student academic achievement, as demonstrated by internal and external test indicators

• School  organizational  viability,  including  financial  health,  organizational  growth  and  stable 
infrastructure

• Acquisition,  professional  development  and  retention  of  highly  professional  administrative  and 
instructional personnel
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• Parental relationships

• Success in working with the Board toward the Academy’s goals

• Fiscal management

• Staff management and supervision

For the ED/Principal evaluation, the Board will appoint a school leader evaluation task force that may 
consist of both board and non-board members.  The task force will develop and annually re-examine the  
ED/Principal evaluation procedure, performance expectations and timetable.  The evaluation also will 
include input from the ED/Principal.  The task force will conduct the evaluation using the developed tools  
and within the set timeline, and report it to the Board.

Budget Development and Monitoring
The  ED/Principal  will  in  conjunction  with  the  Director  of  Operations,  project  costs  for  all  non-
instructional  supplies,  equipment,  and services.  The ED/Principal  in conjunction with the Director of 
Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment will survey staff for input on curriculum/instructional needs.

The Finance Sub-Committee  will  meet  with and advise  the  ED/Principal  during the budget  building 
process.

The first  draft  line item budget  request  will  be presented to the Board of Trustees for discussion. A 
narrative explaining certain line items and increases or decreases to specific line items will accompany  
the document. The Board will receive the proposed budget at least one week prior to their scheduled 
meeting. Discussion will take place which may require adjustments, additions or deletions. There may be 
a need for special budget meetings during the process.

The Finance Sub-Committee will make its recommendation to the Board. The Board will vote on the  
proposed budget.

The ED/Principal will submit monthly financial reports to the board. These reports will delineate monthly  
projections versus actual  expenditures.  It  is expected that  the Finance Committee  will  meet  with the 
ED/Principal to further examine expenditures as needed.

The Finance Committee will work with the ED/Principal to plan for the long term financial strategy and  
plan. This will be shared with the entire board and if required will be voted on by the whole board.

Academic Monitoring
The  ED/Principal  in  conjunction  with  the  Director  of  Curriculum,  Instruction  and  Assessment  will 
present  monthly  assessment  reports  to  the  Academic  Achievement  Committee  for  discussion  at 
subcommittee meetings. These reports will  also be presented to the entire board accompanied by any 
discussion and/or suggestions of the committee.

Board of Trustees Self-Evaluation

The board will utilize a standard instrument such as the High Bar Board Effectiveness tool for its yearly  
self-evaluation.69 The Governance Committee will distribute in advance the Board evaluation forms, then 
will collect and summarize the feedback of members.  A Governance Committee member will present the 
results of the meeting for Board discussion. A special Board meeting will be dedicated to discussion of  
the self-evaluation results.  The summary and the discussion will be recorded and used by the Committee  
for development of the following year Board development plan.  In addition, the Board will routinely 
conduct evaluations of the Board at the end of Board meetings.

Board Sustainability

69 Tools for Charter School Boards. www reachthehighbar.com
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It is imperative that new board members are committed to supporting and being true to the A4WCCS 
Mission and Vision. Board members  must  have representative skills that are necessary to govern the  
Academy for the Whole Child Charter School. These areas of expertise and experience would include 
law, real estate, K-12 education, higher education, English language learners, special education, facilities 
management, finance, accounting and management, technology, grant writing, fundraising, non-profit and 
municipality management, and community partnerships ensuring board capacity. 

The original founders who combined possess the expertise and experience in these areas have reached out  
to colleagues with similar backgrounds to recruit additional and/or new board members. Each new recruit  
is asked to read the Executive Summary and attend either a full founders meeting or meet with a small  
groups of the founders to discuss the proposed school, expectations of the Board and lasting commitment  
to the Mission and Vision of A4WCCS. The Board Chair will gather and disseminate information on 
perspective members, who confirm that they would like to become a part of the A4WCCS Board for  
discussion and determination if the proposed member and the A4WCCS are a good fit.

This process has been utilized and has brought to the A4WCCS board six new/additional members who  
compliment the original  Board members.  This process will  remain in place as new and/or additional  
members are perceived to be required.

Academy for  the  Whole Child Charter  School  while  not  formally submitting  this  application with a 
“partner” has been very involved with ASCD and the ASCD Whole Child Initiative (WCI). Presently, 
A4WCCS is pursuing a more formal  relationship with the ASCD WCI.  As discussions advance we  
continue to work closely with a member of the ASCD Whole Child Faculty and the ASCD and MASCD 
leadership. We have had WCI training and continue to benefit from advice and guidance as well as shared 
materials and resources from this organization. As a result of our work with ASCD we have established  
invaluable connections.    
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ATTACHMENTS IV A.



William C. Colonis | Fitchburg, MA  01420

OBJECTIVE

Retired Chemical Engineer open to opportunities in construction supervision and/or commercial/institutional 
facilities management.

EXPERIENCE

Independent Contractor (11/07 to present)

Small projects construction supervisor.  Specializing in problem solving of chronic home issues 
such as chimney leaks, flooring substrate failures, sagging decks and porches.  Also residential  
property manager for over 24 rental units and handyman for a 46 unit condominium complex.

Site Superintendent (10/06 to 10/07)

T.V. John & Son, Inc., Butler, WI (Site location; Westminster, MA, Fitchburg Landfill)

Supervise all subcontractors and activities for construction of methane to energy facility.

The facility consists of piping methane from capped landfill and feeding several large engines that 
power 2000kw generators all housed in an expandable 8000 s.f. building.  The facility, owned by  
Waste Management is now in operation.

Independent Contractor (3/05 to 9/06)

Performed as residential property manager and independent small projects construction manager 
over the past year.  Obtained a Massachusetts Construction Supervisor’s License in March 2006 
which requires a working knowledge of the Massachusetts Building Code.

Facilities Manager (2/00 to 2/05)

Pharm-Eco, A Johnson Matthey Co., Devens, MA (Currently Johnson Matthey Pharma Services)

Manage  all  maintenance  activities  at  the  19  acre,  160,000  s.f.  pharmaceutical  small  scale 
production/development facility.  The facility supports 32 labs laboratories with over 64 walk-in and 
bench hoods and two production suites consisting of three reactors each ranging in size from 100 
to 500 gallons. Duties include the management of a 6 person maintenance staff and all outside 
service  contractors  required  to  operate  the  buildings,  grounds,  and  maintain  all  mechanical 
systems.  The facilities department managed GMP calibration of all instrumentation, operates and 
maintains  a  USP  water  system  with  over  40  ports,  performs  monthly  checks  on  all  safety 
equipment, and performs GMP maintenance/repair of most laboratory equipment.

Additional responsibility included project engineering and project management for all construction 
at the facility.  The first year I performed as a project engineer/liaison for the construction of the  
above facility, participated in major equipment selections and purchases, attended all construction 
job  and  subcontractor  meetings,  developed  relationships  with  all  subcontractors,  tracked  and 
pursued completion of all  unfinished punchlist  and warranty items.  The past four years I  was 
responsible for build-out projects including construction of office spaces and movement of over 80 
professionals, fit-up of 20,000s.f. of unfinished space to house our maintenance shop, materials 
control group, and hazardous chemical storage area, design work and construction of eight new 
laboratories.  Also performed as a project engineer as part of the task force to design and construct  
two pilot plant reactor suites.

Plant Engineer (1993 to 1999)

Aep Industries Inc. (Formally, Borden Packaging & Industrial Products), North Andover, Ma.



William C. Colonis | Fitchburg, MA  01420
Manager of a 24 person maintenance staff at a 250,000 s.f., 40MM lbs/year oriented polypropylene 
film plant (BOPP).  The 14 to 20 year old equipment operated 24hrs/day, 7days/week with minimal 
downtime.   Our  departments'  objectives  were:  1.  Minimize  equipment  downtime  through  a 
preventative maintenance program, quick response on repairs and maintaining an inventory of  
spare parts.   2. Implement and install  equipment upgrades and updates.   3.  Operate within a  
budget  ($3MM/year).   Engineered and implemented several  energy  savings  projects  including, 
process cooling improvements utilizing plate and frame heat exchangers, installation of variable 
frequency drives on large HVAC systems, and significant  efficiency improvements to the plant 
compressed air systems. 

Senior Project Engineer (1985 to 1993)

Borden Packaging & Industrial Products, North Andover, Ma.

Transferred to BOPP film plant during construction and start-up.  Continued as project engineer on  
de-bottlenecking projects, including process HVAC systems, process cooling systems, and fume 
removal systems.  Supervised mechanical design engineer over seven year period and outside 
contractors  on  numerous  equipment  improvements  including  roll  design,  process  oven 
modifications,  and  corona  treating  systems.   Handled  design,  purchasing,  and  construction 
supervision of two building expansions totaling 24,000 s. f. to house a vacuum Metallizer and slitter 
operations.  Responsible for procuring and maintaining air permits for site.

Senior Process Engineer (1982 to 1985)

Borden Chemical, Thermoplastics Pvc Division, Leominster, Ma.

Responsible for conceptual and detailed process design of projects valued up to $500,000.  Duties  
included justifying a variety of energy-saving and cost-saving projects, improving productivity of  
existing plants, determining instrument and equipment specifications, implementing EPA-mandated 
revisions to the plants, and performing as project engineer.  Transferred to BOPP film division after 
closure of Leominster PVC plant.

Lead Process Engineer (1979-1982)

Borden Chemical

Involved  in  successful  design,  construction,  and  start-up  of  a  new $88  million  PVC facility  in 
Louisiana.   As  resident  engineer  at  the  design  firm  of  John  Brown  (Crawford  &  Russell)  in 
Stamford,  Connecticut,  responsibilities included acting as liaison between Borden management 
and John Brown, and supervising process and instrument design.

Process/Project Engineer 

Borden Chemical

Responsible for development, design and construction of $20 million program required to retrofit 
two existing PVC plants to conform to EPA emission standards.  Duties included development of  
process and engineering flow diagrams, heat and material balances, review of all documentation, 
field supervision of construction activities, and participation in start-up.

EDUCATION

BS Chemical Engineering

University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut 

Member Tau Beta Pi

Various HVAC courses at Northeastern University Building Technology Department

Massachusetts Construction Supervisor License #093478



William C. Colonis | Fitchburg, MA  01420
Home Improvement Contractor Registration # 163773

ACTIVITIES

Member AFE(Association for Facilities Engineering), Skiing, Bicycling

Director of Residential, 7 Building, 21 Acre Condominium Complex 



Elizabeth Watts Hoeske
Fitchburg, MA  01420

elizabethhoeske@comcast.net

Looking for opportunities in Special Education/English as a Second Language(dual 
certification role), working directly with dual-identified Elementary Special 

Education/English Language Learner students to achieve a position as a Special 
Education/English as a Second Language LearnerTeacher.

English Language Learner Teacher, Grades K-5; 9-10          
Ayer, MA

Page Hilltop Elementary/Ayer Shirley Regional High School August  2013-
present

Actively  work  with  ELL  students’  teachers  on  how  language  functions  within  the 
academic content teaching/learning and how ELL students acquire a second language. 
Explicitly teach writing strategies to ELL students, including all writing genres.  Explicitly 
teach  effective  vocabulary  instruction  for  Tiers  1-3.  Administered  ACCESS  testing; 
awaiting results to plan curriculum and instruction for ELL students 2014-15.

English Language Learner Teacher, Grades 3-8                                                  
Fitchburg, MA

McKay Arts Academy Innovation School (Pre-K through 8)         August 2012- 
June 2013

Successfully differentiated instruction to meet the needs of Elementary and Middle 
School ELL students in an inclusionary model. Made curriculum accessible to students 
by using realia, pictures, graphic supports, as well as used high-quality, age appropriate, 
lower-reading-level books aligned with content curriculum that provided visual support. 
Tailored instruction/assignments/assessments to the Learning Proficiency Level of each 
student.  Administered MODEL and ACCESS testing, analyzed results (of WIDA) and 
used CAN-DO Descriptors to develop individual student goals based upon data. 
Currently analyzing ACCESS scores and comparing with Model scores to determine 
growth patterns  within domains and developing student and teacher schedules for 
2013-14 based upon the data.



Elizabeth Watts Hoeske
Fitchburg, MA  01420

elizabethhoeske@comcast.net

Evaluation Team Chairperson          Fitchburg,MA
McKay Elementary School/Fitchburg Arts Academy Middle School 

(Pre-K through 8) August 2011-June 
2012
Fitchburg Public Preschools             August 2010-June 
2011

Roles  managing  Special  Education  caseloads  ranging  from  160  to  190  students, 
overseeing teams of preschool teachers and special education teachers, and programs 
including  Substantially  Separate  Intellectually  Impaired  classrooms;  Integrated 
Preschools;  substantially  separate  Autistic  programs;  Language  Groups;  and  Single 
Service Speech programs.  Chair student meetings; lead staff meetings; process and 
monitor all relevant paperwork; and procure involvement of relevant internal and external 
professionals.

• Employ strong empathy skills  to assist parents in coping with the stigma they 
perceive  –  and  misconceptions  they  harbor  –  about  entering  their  child  into 
Special Education.

• Draw on multidisciplinary experience in order to anticipate areas of disconnect 
among  parties  in  a  meeting  and  bridge  these  disconnects  by  providing  the 
missing context or rephrasing concepts not well understood by all parties.

• Develop  effective  strategies  for  approaching  new  situations,  by  transferring 
applicable skills from similar roles and filling in knowledge gaps by seeking out 
input and advice from people whose past or present job is relevant.

• Identify  cumbersome  processes  and  streamline  them;  e.g.:   Developed 
sequential and logical system to manage the large volume of incoming referrals 
and to efficiently track students and paperwork in the IEP process. 

Kindergarten Special Education Teacher   
Fitchburg, MA

South Street Elementary School   August  2006-June 
2010

Role  managing  yearly  caseloads  between  18-25  Kindergarten  Special  Education 
students, including bilingual, autistic, behavioral, speech-impaired and developmentally 
delayed children; as well as formally and informally evaluated initial/3-year re-evaluation 
students.   Ran annual  IEP meetings,  developed  all  IEPs and progress  reports,  and 
monitored consents and IEPs for parent signatures.



Elizabeth Watts Hoeske
Fitchburg, MA  01420

elizabethhoeske@comcast.net

• Achieved high levels of student growth and progress in social, emotional and 
academic areas, with a strategy of close collaboration with, and coordination of, 
relevant staff members.  

• Reduced IEP referrals by observing under-performing students and assisting the 
classroom teacher in developing intervention strategies. 

• Developed and executed effective strategies for students unresponsive to 
interventions, including coordinating and leading in-house meetings with staff 
involved with at-risk students; attending pre-referral meetings on high-risk 
students; and assisting classroom teachers in referral writing.

• Ensured excellence in Functional Behavior Assessments and Behavior 
Intervention Plans by performing comprehensive student observations and 
seeking out and synthesizing additional data that complemented my findings.

English Language Teacher, Grades 1 & 2 
Fitchburg, MA 

South Street Elementary School   August  2003-June 
2006

Role  managing  50+  students  per  year,  working  closely  with  classroom  teachers  to 
discuss ELL students’ strengths and challenges over the semester. 

• Implemented strong direct phonemic programs that enhanced student learning; 
consistently achieved individual student improvement over the course of a year. 

• Developed writers’ workshop that successfully taught ELL children to write basic 
3-paragraph stories accompanied by student-centered visual supports. 

• Employed  a  strategy  that  focused  on  positive-relationship-building  with  the 
students, which increased students’ willingness to share stories.  

Second Grade Teacher  Fitchburg, 
MA

South Street Elementary School   August  1996-
June2003

Managed classes of 18-25 students per year, including special-needs, bilingual, and 
non-English speaking children, as well as children with emotional concerns, ADHD, 
mental illness, and children in foster care and other agencies.  Worked closely with Title 
I, Special Education and ELL teachers to modify lessons collectively.

• Fostered consistent parent-teacher connections by using each interaction to 
advance a mutual sense of a strong, two-way working relationship.

• Leveraged Special Education background and an innate approach to creating 
systems and structures, in order to produce a classroom routine that enabled 
children with differing social, emotional, academic and cultural backgrounds to 
find ways to participate in the “class community”.



Elizabeth Watts Hoeske
Fitchburg, MA  01420

elizabethhoeske@comcast.net

• Ensured inclusion and level-appropriate challenges for each student, by 
designing and implementing curriculums drawing on the latest methods, and 
focusing on multi-sensory lesson plans.  

 

EDUCATION
Master of Special Education, Fitchburg State University, 2001
Master of Elementary Education, Fitchburg State University, 1999
Bachelor of Social Work, cum laude, Providence College, 1995

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL LICENSES
Certification number 334293 •  Elementary 1-6  •  Special Needs Pre-K through 9  •  
English as a Second Language Pre-K through 6 and 5-12  •  Middle School 5-9  •  
Social Studies 5-9 and 9-12

SKILLS
Demonstrated ability to learn new skills and transfer skills from other roles  •  Strong 
interpersonal and networking skills, for adapting quickly to new settings/situations  •  
Microsoft Word, eSped, X2 •  Strong foundation in basic Spanish

AWARDS
Carla Borg Award, Special Education Graduate Program, Fitchburg State University, 
2001

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Fitchburg Public Schools ESL/Special Education Task Force  

References Available Upon Request



EMILY M. JERMINE
Wallingford, CT 06492

emilyjermine@gmail.com

OBJECTIVE  Challenge students to become creative thinkers, analyzers, and problems 
solvers.

ADMINISTRATION Abby Kelley Foster Charter 
Public School, Worcester, MA  

EXPERIENCE

Curriculum Coordinator K-5 2009-Present

• Organize and maintain a sequential program from K-5 that is vertically and horizontally 
aligned with the Massachusetts State Frameworks and the Common Core State Standards 

• Facilitate the development and improvement of the curriculum utilizing Atlas Rubicon
• Collaborate with teaching teams to align instruction and assessment to state standards 

expectations
• Create and manage curriculum budget
• Create and implement standards-based report cards K-4
• Participate in district-wide and school-wide Response to Intervention teams
• Participate in district-wide Math and Literacy committees
• Coordinate the development and implementation of school-wide diagnostic testing in 

math, reading, writing, and science
• Review K-5 instructional staff weekly lesson plans

Professional Development Coordinator

• Coordinate and facilitate district-wide professional development workshops K-12
• Create and manage district-wide professional development budget
• Coordinate district Teacher Induction/Mentor Program K-4
• Hire and maintain external math consultants to support teacher growth in understanding 

and meeting the expectations of the CCSS for mathematics
• Collaborate with reading specialists to ensure support for teacher growth in literacy 

instructional strategies and assessment to meet the expectations of the CCSS in literacy
• Train staff and data coaches in data meetings and analysis
• Train staff on research based programs and interventions to enhance instruction and 

student performance
• Collaborate with principal and professionally licensed staff to create individual 

Professional Development Plans for licensure renewal 

District-Wide State Testing Coordinator

• Coordinate and oversee MCAS and PARCC testing in grades 3-12
• Train proctors for administering the math and ELA MCAS and PARCC
• Create and maintain district-wide MCAS and PARCC testing schedule
• Analyze and present grade level and district level results to stakeholders



EMILY M. JERMINE
Wallingford, CT 06492

emilyjermine@gmail.com

TEACHING  Abby Kelley Foster Charter Public School, 
Worcester, MA

EXPERIENCE

Grade 4 Classroom Teacher   2005-2009

• Wrote and implemented units and lesson plans based on the Massachusetts State 
Frameworks

• Implemented IEP's and 504's for a variety of students
• Assessed and reflected upon diverse student learning
• Created lessons for and provided ELA and math MCAS tutoring 
• Collaborated with instructional support staff to meet the needs of all learners

4th Grade Team Leader

• Guided five other grade four classroom teachers and support staff
• Planned and led weekly team meetings 
• Observed and provided strategies to other 4th grade teachers
• Attended monthly team leadership meetings with administration

Mentor Teacher 

• Provided opportunities for first and second year teachers to observe the implementation 
of various strategies

• Observed and assisted first and second year teachers
• Provided feedback and strategies to new teachers
• Held individual weekly meetings with new teachers

EDUCATION             

Present:   Southern Connecticut State University, New Haven, CT

Currently working towards Sixth Year in Educational Leadership

2006-2010  Worcester State College, Worcester, MA

Master's Degree in Elementary Education 



EMILY M. JERMINE
Wallingford, CT 06492

emilyjermine@gmail.com

2001-2005  Worcester State College

Bachelor's Degree in Elementary Education and Sociology

CERTIFICATION

• Connecticut: Provisional Educator License Elementary 
(K-6) Certificate #C012013001662

• Massachusetts: Professional License in Elementary 
Education (1-6) License #400875

• Massachusetts: SEI Endorsement pending

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Administrative:

• Theory into Practice: Training the Trainer in Differentiated Instruction
• Understanding by Design with Jay McTighe
• Using Data to Improve Instruction by Research for Better Teaching
• Massachusetts Dept. Elementary & Secondary Education Curriculum Summits 2009-

present
• Atlas Rubicon: Online Curriculum Mapping System workshops 
• Response to Intervention: School-wide Implementation with Jim Wright

      Literacy:

• Daily 5 Literacy Program with "The Sisters" Gail Boushey and Joan Moser 
• Developmental Reading Assessment 2 trained
• Detecting & Intervening Reading Difficulties presented by Bureau of  Education & 

Research
Mathematics:

• Achieving Math Power (DMI-based) Content Course with Christine Moynihan
• CCSS Math Practice Standards with Christine Moynihan
• Math Power Words with Christine Moynihan
• Getting Started with the CCSS Math Standards 3-5 with Nicki Newton
• Differentiated Hands-On Math Strategies and Instruction with Chip Delani

English Language Learners:

• ELL Category I and Category II trained
• Sheltered English Immersion endorsement (will be completed April, 2014)

AWARDS/RECOGNITION



EMILY M. JERMINE
Wallingford, CT 06492

emilyjermine@gmail.com

• Recipient of Graduate Medallion for Elementary Education from Worcester State 
College

• Nominated for Massachusetts Teacher of the Year in the spring of 2009
• Awarded Abby Kelley Foster Charter Elementary Teacher of the Year in 2008

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

• Member of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
• Member of the Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD)



JENNIFER L JONES|Fitchburg, MA 01420

Executive Profile

Multi-talented and accomplished Educational Consultant and non-profit Arts Administrator with more than 30 years of 
experience in arts education as both a teacher and administrator dedicated to developing quality education opportunities 
for children and youth in the community.

Skill Highlights

• Instructional leadership • Budget development

• Curriculum development • Website development and maintenance

• Supervision and evaluation • Department and operations management: faculty 
supervision, staffing, hiring, recruitment, purchases 
orders, inventory control, budget allocation, 
accounting.

• Project management and implementation

• Professional development

• Assessment tools development

• Grant writing and program development • Data retrieval and analysis: X2, MA Cognos Data 
Warehouse, SIMS, SAYO (Survey of Academic 
Youth Outcomes) Assessment System• Non-profit governance and administration

• Strategic planning and sustainability

• Events planning and publicity • Computer technical skills: Microsoft Office (Access, 
Excel,Word, Publisher, Powerpoint); Adobe photo 
shop; SPSS Statistical software.• Budget preparation and allocation

• Group facilitator and presenter

• Community outreach and partnerships

Professional Experience

Founder and Independent Contractor 07/2012 to Current

Arts & After School by Design Fitchburg, MA

• Offering schools, organizations, private and non-profits with the tools they need to design quality arts and after school 
programs.

• Customized presentations/workshops to staff, board members, community on topics related to after school programs 
(latest research, model programs, integrated arts).

• Professional  Development  on topics  related to  developing a  new after  school  program or  improving  an existing 
program:  planning  and  implementation,  assessment  design,  data  management,  best  instructional  practices, 
scheduling, staffing, recruitment, management and family engagement.

• Customized after school forms, surveys.
• Grant consultation and writing.
• Technical Trainings: After school software systems, web-based data systems, 21st CCLC SAYO assessment system.
• Recent clients include MA-DESE 21st Century Community Learning Centers, Boys & Girls Club of Leominster and 
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Fitchburg, Fitchburg Public Schools.

President 09/2005 to Current

Fitchburg Cultural Alliance (FCA) Fitchburg, MA

• The Fitchburg Cultural Alliance is a non-profit arts agency in Fitchburg and North Central MA region.
• Preside over board meetings and the board's executive committee meetings.
• Responsible for the organization's consistent achievement of its mission and financial objectives.
• Recent accomplishments include: 2005 opening of  Rollstone Studios,  a non-profit  artist  studio,  gallery and retail  

storefront and home of the FCA on Main Street, Fitchburg. Successful project design and oversight of many projects  
such as the First Thursday Fitchburg program, completion of the Pathway's public art sculpture as a gateway to the 
city's cultural district, Downtown Paint-In, Janet Cragin Youth Arts Awards, and as a collaborator with city cultural 
organizations on many community projects to revitalize the creative economy and outreach to the community.

Director of Arts & After School Programs 08/1999 to 06/2012

Fitchburg Public Schools Fitchburg, MA

Grants & Program Development

• Successfully brought new revenue streams into the Fitchburg Public School District averaging $600,000 annually from 
competitive federal, state and private grant awards from 2005 - 2012.

• Through successful community collaborations, state grants and local foundations, increased opportunities for children 
in the Fitchburg district to view live performances of world class groups, participate in artist-in-residency programs, 
and arts technology.

• Successfully wrote and implemented two MA Department of Elementary & Secondary Education Gifted and Talented 
grants for the Fitchburg Public Schools in science and technology serving more than 300 children in grade 5 and 
grade 8: A World in Motion (2005), The Power Generation (2006).

• Instrumental in the establishment of the Fitchburg Education Foundation 501(c)3 with the Community Foundation of 
North Central MA; generated more than $50,000 funds for the district through arts & afterschool grant and fundraising 
revenue.

• Instrumental  in  launching  the  first  object-based,  integrated  arts  public  school  in  the  region  called  the  Museum 
Partnership School for grades 5 through 8 in collaboration with the Fitchburg Art Museum and the Lincoln
Center for the Arts in Education Program, NYC.

• Founded annual events such as Arts & Afterschool Showcase, Sense of Place Student Art Show at the Johnsonia  

Gallery, the Kidz Partypalooza Summer Youth Festival
21st Century Community Learning Centers (21stCCLC) District Supervisor

• Expanded the 21st Century Community Learning Centers afterschool program from 2 programs in 2004 to 7 school-
based locations serving more than 650 students K through 12 in school year and summer programs in 2010.

• Fitchburg 21st Century Scholars received "exemplary status" based on consistent program improvement, positive  
student  gains and other  quality  indicators established by the Massachusetts DESE for 21st  Century Community 
Learning Centers.

• In 2005, Fitchburg 21st Century Scholars After School program was nominated as one of the top 50 afterschool  
programs in the country by the Coming Up Taller President's Committee on the Arts and Humanities.

• Contributed to advancing the afterschool field by participating on local and regional committees and conferences such 
as the Massachusetts Afterschool Partnership (MAP), Central MA 21st CCLC Regional Network, National Institute of  
Out-of-School Time (NIOST).

• Designed and implemented a RtI (Response to Intervention) 21st CCLC after school program for targeted children in 
reading and math. Year end results from the Survey of Academic Youth Outcomes (SAYO) pre/post outcomes found 
that Students in the RtI Program showed average gain of 9 points compared to non-participants.

Staff Development and Training
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• Received a 2 year $30,000 grant from a Mass Cultural Council Creative Schools program to implement a curriculum 
development program called Arts + Math = Understanding to elementary art and regular classroom teachers that  
resulted in a series of detailed lessons embedding math concepts in hands-on, interactive, arts-infused activities. 

• Received  a  $10,000  Thinkfinity  grant  from Verizon  Foundation  to  train  teachers  in  utilizing  the  Thinkfinity  web 
resource to develop standards-based lessons and as a interactive learning tool for students and families.

General Music Teacher/Choral Director grades 6-8 09/1998 to 06/1999

Fitchburg Public Schools Fitchburg, MA

• Memorial Middle School: Designed and implemented a standards based general music curriculum for youth in grades 
6,7,8. Nine week instructional Units include: Music of World Cultures, History of American Music, Elements of Music 
and Found Sounds, Porgy & Bess, an American Opera.

District Music Coordinator, General Music/Fine Arts/Choral Director 09/1988 to 06/1998

Maynard Public Schools Maynard, MA

• Music Coordinator: Responsible for coordinating all aspects of the music program K-12: Curriculum development,  

staff  development,budget  preparation and allocation,  scheduling,  inventory,  grant  proposals,  publicity,  community 
outreach, Maynard Band Parents advisor, annual calendar of events, concerts, parades, festivals and clinics. 

• General  Music/Fine  Arts  Teacher:  Fowler  Middle  School  grades  5  through  7.  Maynard  High  School  8th  grade 

music/art elective, Arts of World Cultures and secondary fine arts elective Sight & Sound.

• Choral/Musical  Director:  Maynard  High  School  Concert  Choir,  Fowler  Middle  School  5th  grade  and  6/7  grade  

choruses.  Northeast  District  Senior  & Junior  Festivals,  Allstate  and ACDA Choral  Festivals.  Musical  Director  of  
Maynard High School musical revue Growing up and Growing Old on Broadway, and musical production of Kander & 
Ebb 2X5 Revue.

General Music/Choral specialist grades K-8 Wlm. H. Lincoln School 01/1983 to 06/1988

Brookline Public Schools Brookline, MA

Education

Certificate of Advance Graduate Studies: Interdisciplinary Studies: Arts, Multicultural 
Education and Technology 1997

Fitchburg State University Fitchburg, MA

Ed. Leadership & Supervision Certificate Program: 30 credits beyond Masters 1992

University of MA at Lowell Lowell, MA

M.Ed.: Creative Arts Education 1989

Fitchburg State University Fitchburg, MA

Fine Arts Director Certificate: Arts Administration 1988

Fitchburg State University Fitchburg, MA

Bachelor of Music: Piano Performance and Music Education 1983

The Boston Conservatory Boston, MA
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Workshops and Presentations - highlights

• May 22, 2013 Arts/Learning Spring Symposium at Leslie University: Igniting Innovation. 
• April  27-28,  2013  21st  Annual  Reggio  Emilia  Inspired  Institute  at  Leslie  University:  Documentation,  Design  & 

Interpretation. 
• June, 2012 presented a workshop on Project-based Learning: Linking to the school day and family engagement to 

educators in the Central MA region at Fitchburg State University and in July at the 21stCCLC Summer Institute in New 
Orleans to an audience of 200. 

• July, 2012 guest speaker on the USDOE 21stCCLC panel at the 2012 21stCCLC Summer Institute in New Orleans.
• April, 2011, featured in the 21st CCLC Newsletter, Youth 4 Youth (Y4Y) on the topic of Project-Based Learning.
• 2009 - 2011 Presented a 12 hour Summer Institute of Leadership Workshops "Leading from the Inside Out" to 21st 

CCLC staff and coordinators at Fitchburg State University. 
• 2009 - 2010 Successfully completed the National Institute for School Leadership coursework through Fitchburg Public  

Schools and Fitchburg State University. 
• April,  2004,  attended the National  Arts  & Learning Collaborative  professional  development  workshop series and 

conference. 
• 2003 Fitchburg State College of Graduate and Continuing Education. Adjunct Faculty. Co-taught a graduate level 

course in Early Childhood Music for education majors. 
• 2001, July 16-20. Attended the Lincoln Center for the Arts in Education Summer Institute. 
• April,  2000  Co-presented  Brain  Compatible  Learning:  New  approaches  to  Arts  Integration  and  Interdisciplinary 

Curriculum at the Middle School Level workshop at the NESDEC Brain Compatible Conference in Westford.

Awards and Recognitions

• Awarded the 2013 Fitchburg Access Television Boulder Award for Excellence in Community Service, Communication 
and Media.

• Received the "2013 Salute to Women" Recognition Award sponsored by the Sentinel & Enterprise.
• Nominated for the Arts/Learning Administration Award in the area of Arts Education and Advocacy in 2010.
• Awarded Outstanding Community Service in the Arts by the Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival  

2008.

Professional Certifications

Massachusetts Professional Certificate #284912

Supervisor/Director K-12; Vocal/Instrumental Classroom Music K-12

Professional Affiliations

Fitchburg Cultural Alliance, President

MASSCreative "Arts for All" Initiative Committee, Boston, MA

Massachusetts Afterschool Partnership Advocacy Committee, Boston, MA

Music Educators National Conference
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Massachusetts Music Educators Association (MMEA)

Massachusetts Arts Alliance for Education (MAAE)

Arts/Learning Symposium, Natick, MA

The Rotary Club of Fitchburg, 1999 - 2005

Fitchburg Cultural Council, Chair 1999 - 2005, Member 1996 -2008

Thayer Symphony Orchestra, Development Committee 2001 - 2004



Jane A. Kennedy | Fitchburg, MA

Professional Experience:

Academic MTEL Tutor 2010 – Present

• Co Authored Action Learning Connection SES application
• Trained staff, assisted in supervising and evaluating staff

• Maintain records and reports

South Street Elementary School 1995 – 2010

• Teacher Grades 4 and 5
• Member of the Curriculum Frameworks Study Group
• Academic Tutor
• Member of the Design Team Math
• Member of the Design Team  English/Language Arts
• Member of the Ginn Reading Cadre
• 21st Century Instructor
• Member of the Literacy Team
• Member of the Singapore Pilot Math Team
• Member of the Math Leadership Team
• PIMM Planning Team Member
• Mentor Teacher
• Links Trainer/Professional Development Provider
• Singapore Math Trainer/Professional Development Provider
• Co – Authored Grants for Mathematics
• Member of the School Council
• Compass School Facilitator
• Speaker at the 2006 Model Schools Conference in Kissimmee,
• Florida:
• South Street Elementary School: Achieving Success Through    Collaboration, Commitment and 

Consistency

Memorial Middle School 1984 – 1995

• Teacher Grades 7 and 8
• Team Leader of Team 7/8
• Co – Founded the Middle School Reading Coalition
• Mentor Teacher
• Grant Writer
• Participated in developing an English program for 6th and 7th grade students focusing on the 

mechanics of writing
• Developed and implemented a writing program “Creative Expressions” for 8th grade students
• Implemented the Accelerated Reading Program for Team 7/8
• Summer School Teacher



Jane A. Kennedy | Fitchburg, MA

Fitchburg High School 1981 – 1984

• Teacher Grades 9 – 12
• Revised and implemented the Reading/English Language Arts Curriculum
• Worked with a wide range of student abilities including English Language Learners
• Consultant to Guidance personnel and classroom teachers
• Grant writer

Fitchburg High School 1978 – 1981

• Assistant Director of Project Competency
• Central Office
• Fitchburg School Department
• Assisted the Director of Project Competency in all curriculum matters
• Assisted in revising, implementing and disseminating the SAM Math Program for grades 2  8
• Organized and facilitated citywide groups of  Vertical  Team teacher workshops and meetings
• Organized and assisted in the development of grade 1 SAM Math Program
• Assisted in the development and the implementation of SAM Reading for grades 1 – 6; SAM 

Writing/Mechanics Usage for grades 1 – 12
• Presenter for the SAM  Math Program around the State of Massachusetts for Project ERR from 

the Massachusetts Department of Education
• Attended State meetings for Basic Skills; and for the dissemination process for the SAM 

programs to cities and towns around the State.
• Participated in the rating of writing at the Central Massachusetts Assessment Network in West 

Boylston for the Department of Education dealing with holistic and analytical rating of writing
• Participated in the scoring of 9th grade writing samples for the Board of Education for the Basic 

Skills Testing Program

Fitchburg High School 1977 – 1978

• Teacher Grades 9 – 12
• Instituted a remedial program to address the needs of delayed readers
• Consultant to Guidance Personnel and classroom teachers
• Grant Writer

Reingold Elementary School 1976 – 1977

• Diagnostic Prescriptive Teacher Grades 1 – 6
• Member of the school government advisory group
• Tested, scored and interpreted test results 
• Wrote testing reports and discussed the findings with the student’s classroom teacher
• Provided the classroom teacher with materials to utilize, if needed, to assist the student in the 

classroom or until the student was placed in a program that would best serve his/her academic 
needs
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Crocker Elementary School 2/76 – 6/76

• Project Change
• Co – Authored and implemented a Reading Curriculum for the city’s Title 1 Reading Program

Reingold Elementary School 2/74 – 2/76

• Title 1 Reading Teacher Grades 1 
• Summer School Reading Teacher

Fitchburg and Leominster 9/73 – 2/74

• Substitute Teacher 

South Fitchburg Elementary School 1/72 – 6/72

• Volunteer Teacher Aide
• Grade 3 
• 12 to 15 hours per week
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Education:

• Boston University
• Lowell University
• Participant in Educational Leadership Program

1991 – 1997

• Fitchburg State College
• Master’s Degree in Education
• Specializing in Special Education

1977 – 1983

• Fitchburg State College
• Master’s Degree in Education
• Specializing in Reading

1973 – 1976

• Fitchburg State College
• Bachelor of Science Degree
• Major: Elementary Education
• Minor: Language Arts

1969 – 1973

Awards

• Awarded the Joel D. Miller Award for Excellence in Teaching 
• By Fitchburg State College 1998
• Nominated for Who’s Who Among America’s Teachers
• Nominated for the Warren Litsky Award   2000

Certifications

• Elementary (K – 8); Reading (K – 12); Special Needs (5 – 12);
• Principal/Assistant Principal (K – 8); Principal/Assistant Principal (7 – 12);
• Supervisor/Director (All levels)



Nancy R. Kerylow, Lunenburg Ma.
“Committed to excellence through positive results and customer satisfaction”

Profile

• Highly qualified results driven professional demonstrating solid track record of sales and customer service

• Successful closure rate of greater than 80% while creating trusting relationships with clients

• Skilled in coordinating multiple design projects with focus on client needs and budget

• Accustomed to working under time sensitive deadlines while maintaining sense of humor

• Manage all aspects of day to day operations of a busy office environment

• Cross functional management skills to drive efficiency, lower costs and keep projects on schedule

Professional Experience

SALES/CUSTOMER SERVICE

• Management of all aspects of multiple project plans from inception to completion

• Create relationship with clients by listening attentively, solve problems creatively, use tact and diplomacy to  

achieve win/ win outcomes

• Resolve complex issues and maintain customer loyalty

• Process sales orders, change requests and customer claims to resolution

• Continuously introduce new products according to market release schedules and trends

• Set pricing policy and created the business plan that increased profit margins by 5%

• Development of design concepts including but not limited to space planning, color schemes and textiles for  

custom interior design retail company

Management /Marketing

• Oversee front office day to day operations including telephone and e-mail correspondence

• Built clientele base supported by 60% referral business

• Maintained positive relationship with vendors and assured cost effective pricing structures 

• Manage schedule of client “in home” appointments as well as delivery and installation of products

• Promote new business by creating advertising for local newspapers and mailers

Fund raising and event planning

• Conceptual development of fundraising ideas with successful implementation

• Proven leadership capabilities building cross functional team of volunteers of up to 100 people



Nancy R. Kerylow, Lunenburg Ma.
“Committed to excellence through positive results and customer satisfaction”
• Chair of town wide annual community fair

• Planned and executed “Gift  Mart”  community  service  event  helping over  150 families during the holiday 

season

Employment

Window Wear Concord, Ma.01742     Office manager/Designer  2001-present

Window Wear Concord, Ma. 01742     Designer/Sales 1998-2001

Economy Paint Leominster 01453        Sales/Bookkeeping

Education

Interior Design  Atlantic Union College Lancaster Ma

Interior Design  Becker College                            Worcester Ma

Business Administration Mount Wachusett C.C.                Gardner Ma
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Education Simmons College, Boston, MA                                             1982 – 1986
Bachelor of Arts in Sociology

Anna Maria College, Paxton, MA                                          May 2001

Masters of Education 

Initial license for Administrator, Principal/Assistant Principal        Pending

MA DESE

Professional 
experience

South Street Elementary School, Fitchburg, MA                 9/98-present
Teacher

Other roles and responsibilities include the following, but are not limited to:

• Math and Reading Cadre
• Professional Development Provider for math and writing
• Team Leader 
• Vertical Team Facilitator
• LINKS Trainer
• Grant writing
• Responsible for curriculum development, revision, and 

implementation for math, writing, and ELA (ongoing)
• Initiated, developed, and facilitated Model School Conference
• Facilitator for Compass School proposal, including researching 

and gathering data
• Initiated after-school tutoring program
• Mentor for student teachers

Action Learning Connection (MA SES Provider)               7/09-6/12 

• Co-Authored SES application
• Coordinated SES Program for Fitchburg Public Schools for Action 

Learning Connection
• Conducted and interpreted assessment reports
• Supervised and evaluated staff
• Oversaw billing and maintained all records

21st Century After School Program, Fitchburg, MA             9/07-12/12

 Site Supervisor

• Created and managed budget
• Supervised staff and students
• Coordinated and managed curriculum and activity scheduling 
• Purchased materials
• Data collection
• Facilitated professional development
• Interviewed and hired staff

Brienza Academic Advantage, Fitchburg, MA                      9/07-6/09

Site Supervisor/District Coordinator

• Trained and supervised site supervisors
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• Data collection and assessment of pre and post tests
• Curriculum development and revision
• Maintained all records

South Street Elementary School, Fitchburg, MA                 1/98- 6/98
Pre-practicum student

• Assisted in 4th and 5th grades
• Assisted in all academic areas
• Planned and instructed lessons in Ginn Literature Works
• Facilitated in responsive classroom morning meeting
Turkey Hill Middle School, Lunenburg, MA                                 3/88 – 6/90

Tutor/Assistant Teacher

• Assisted in the development and implementation of an Alternative 
Education Program at the middle school

• Facilitated weekly meetings with professionals involved in the Alternative 
Ed. Program

• Maintained consistency in a classroom that fostered cooperative learning, 
respect, self-esteem and a desire to learn

• Created an environment that promoted success; socially, emotionally and 
educationally

The Evergreen Center, Milford, MA                                              2/87 – 3/88

Assistant/Head Teacher

• Participation in the development of specific student objectives

• Assessment of skill levels within the educational routine

• Design and implementation of educational/behavioral programs (IEPs)

• Supervision of assistant teachers

• Active member of the Evergreen Center’s Professional Publications Group

Self-Employed,  Fitchburg, MA                                                      9/93 – 9/98

Home Daycare Provider

• Provided  early  childhood  opportunities  for  young  children  in  a  home 
setting.

• Encouraged cooperation, caring and respect

The Key Program, Worcester, MA                                               5/85 – 2/87

Outreach and Tracking Caseworker

• Administered creative and appropriate behavior modification programs.

• Responsible for developing and implementing service plans.

• Participation in school meetings to evaluate a student’s educational needs 
and abilities.

• Organized and maintained weekly and monthly client files.

Kangaroo Crossing, Fitchburg, MA                                              5/86 – 9/93

Salesclerk/Assistant Manager

• Responsible for weekly inventory of clothing and footwear

• Purchasing of clothing and footwear

• Coordinated and implemented weekly schedules
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• Created and maintained various merchandise displays

Department of Youth Services, Boston, MA                              1985

Research Assistant

• Collected and organized information on the Juvenile Court procedures

• Responsible  for  a  comparative  study  of  the  Juvenile  and  Adult  court 
system

• Co-Author of Section IIB of the Juvenile Structure

References Available upon request



James P. McNamara, Ph.D.
Fitchburg, MA 01420-8915

Summary: 

 

Twenty five plus years experience in business development, licensing, project management, intellectual 
property management, drug discovery, and drug development.  Twenty years experience in business 
development and industry-sponsored research having successfully interacted with small biotech, virtual 
companies, large domestic pharmaceutical companies, and international (Japan, Korea, Europe) 
pharmaceutical companies.  Formerly responsible for all business development of SRI International’s 
Biosciences Division with annual revenues of $30 million.  Directly involved, either as a scientist or 
business development professional at SRI, in advancing 4 drugs into the clinic through licensees or 
partnerships.  Currently responsible for all IP management and technology licensing for the University of 
Massachusetts Medical School with annual licensing revenues of $40+ million and an operations budget 
of $3.5 million. 

 

Professional Experience:  UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SCHOOL – 
Worcester, MA 

6/05-present Executive Director, Office of Technology Management 

Responsible for all intellectual property management, technology marketing, licensing activities, 
spin-outs, and sponsored research agreements of the Medical School with an office of 12 direct 
reports including 5 professional licensing officers.  Review and signature authority for all university 
agreements relating to intellectual property per Board of Trustee policy.  Average annual licensing 
revenues of $40 million with an operating budget of $3.5 million.   

 

 SRI INTERNATIONAL - Menlo Park, CA 

 

5/02-6/05 Senior Director, Business Development, Biosciences Division 

Responsible for all business development, licensing, intellectual property management, marketing, 
and project management activities of the division with either direct reports or authority in each of 
these areas.  Authorized to approve all financial and non-financial terms of service agreements.  
Managed all active licensing agreements.  Negotiated preferred relationships with a GMP 
manufacturer and a clinical CRO.  Executed the acquisition by SRI of the entire intellectual 
property and major equipment of a local biotech.  Identified key licensee candidates and led the 
license negotiations for pralatrexate (Folotyn®) on behalf of Memorial Sloan Kettering, Southern 
Research Institute and SRI.  Closed the PDX deal with Allos Therapeutics in 20 days from 
acceptance of the term sheet.  Prepared preclinical development plans for RAID and RAPID 
applications which were awarded by NCI to advance two SRI drugs into the clinic.  Worked with 
the division vice president on new funding opportunities and concepts, Helix 12 Pharmaceutical, 
Velos Fund, and 

PharmaSTART.  Negotiated a $6 million commercial services agreement with a UK-based biotech 
firm covering preclinical development of two diabetes drugs. 

3/01-4/02 Director, Drug Discovery (Interim), Pharmaceutical Discovery Division 

At the request of the vice president assumed this temporary role in addition to regular business 
development duties.  Supervised 25 staff members including 7 Ph.D.’s and 2 postdoctoral fellows.  
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Reviewed and approved all research proposals (e.g., NIH, State of California, and commercial clients).  
Under my leadership, the group won a number of new NIH grants and awards from the California Breast 
Cancer Program and industry clients.   

Implemented and coordinated internal research and development (IR&D) programs funded by the 
division.  These included novel proposals, preliminary data for NIH grant applications, further 
development of existing projects, and completion of data packages for out-licensing candidates.  
Undertook an inventory of our compound library and conversion to electronic format. 

In 2001, the institute undertook a merger of two divisions and I took on many of the duties of the departed 
division vice president and was an integral part of the transition team that merged the Discovery and 
Development Divisions to form the Biosciences Division.  

5/96-4/02 Director, Business Development, Pharmaceutical Discovery Division 

Business Development, Licensing, and Intellectual Property:  Worked directly with the division vice 
president to insure protection of the division’s intellectual property and made decisions on patent 
applications and patent prosecution.  Identified potential licensees for SRI patents and invention 
disclosures.  Negotiated and completed agreements with potential clients, including material transfer, 
evaluation, option, and license agreements.  Examples of technology placed under contract include:  SR 
14005, a cholesterol lowering agent, SR 4980, a pure anti-androgen anti-tumor agent, SR 4554, a hypoxia 
imaging agent, SR 8181 for rheumatoid arthritis, SR 3775, a nucleoside anti-viral, SR 16234, a novel 
SERM (selective estrogen receptor modifier) for tamoxifen-resistant breast cancer, radiation sensitizers, 
and HLE (human leukocyte elastase) inhibitors.  Negotiated and drafted multiple inter-institutional 
agreements.  Negotiated and closed a development and commercialization agreement with a UK-based 
drug development charity for preclinical and clinical development of SR 4554. 

A major accomplishment was an industry-sponsored research project with a Japanese pharmaceutical 
company.  This multi-year, multi-million dollar program was successfully concluded in a license 
agreement in 1999 and was an SRI case study of how to conduct industry-sponsored research and out-
licensing primarily because of the size of the program and the terms of the license deal.  Managed the day 
to day business relationship and negotiated a number of contracts renewals and extensions and the license 
agreement.  Gained extensive experience in drafting deal terms, contract language and face to face 
negotiation with foreign clients.  Learned the value of developing strong personal relationships with the 
client. 

Commercial Marketing:  Supervised commercial marketing and assisted marketing staff; met with and 
presented the division’s technical capabilities to potential clients.  Negotiated and closed industry-
sponsored research and service agreements.   

Consulting:  Directed the preparation of consulting proposals and conducted project work for the 
division’s consulting clients.  Supervised appropriate division staff that provided technical support.  
Representative projects included combinatorial chemistry, monoclonal antibodies, ovarian cancer 
vaccines, portfolio assessment, technology assessment, and company and pipeline assessments.   

4/95-5/96 Director, Strategic Drug Development Program, Pharmaceutical Discovery Division 

Responsible for the Institute-funded drug development program.  Prepared proposals requesting funding 
and execution of the program.  Managed the preclinical efficacy and toxicology studies on SR 14005, a 
novel cholesterol lowering agent, and SR 4980, a novel anti-androgen for prostate cancer.  Planned and 
supervised the scale up and batch synthesis of SR 4554, a novel hypoxia imaging agent in anticipation of 
initiating preclinical development.  Gained initial first-hand experience in preclinical development and 
project management. 

4/93-4/95 Senior Organic Chemist, Bio-Organic Chemistry Laboratory 
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Project leader - IR&D and client contracts.  Various responsibilities ranging from contract synthesis to the 
design of novel calcium sensitizers.  Gained initial experience in managing industry sponsored research 
programs, contracting, and material transfer agreements. 

7/89-3/93 Organic Chemist, Bio-Organic Chemistry Laboratory 

Designed, synthesized, and evaluated biological data of novel hypoxic cytotoxins of the 1,2,4-
benzotriazin-3-amine 1,4-dioxide (SR 4233) class.  Was a member of the project team that brought 
tirapazamine (SR 4233) to clinical trials (returned to SRI after Phase III).  Designed and synthesized 
second generation analogue, SR 4941.  This work was sponsored by a domestic pharmaceutical company. 

8/87-7/89 Postdoctoral Fellow, Bio-Organic Chemistry Laboratory 

Designed and synthesized di- and tri-peptides as renin inhibitors and synthesized pentapeptides as 
treatments of rheumatoid arthritis utilizing modern organic/solution phase peptide synthesis.   

 

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, Storrs, CT 

 9/83-8/97 Chemistry Tutor, School of Pharmacy 

 1/83-5/85 Teaching Assistant, School of Pharmacy 

 9/82–12/82 Lecturer, School of Pharmacy 

 9/78-9/81 Teaching Assistant, Department of Chemistry 

 

Education: 

 1987 Ph.D., Medicinal Chemistry, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT. 

 1980 M.S., Organic Chemistry, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT. 

 1978 B.A., Chemistry, College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, MA. 

 

Professional Activities: 

 6/05-present Member, Association of University Technology Managers 

 1998-2005 Member, Licensing Executives Society 

 4/04 Submitted and won approval from BIO for “Translational Medicine – Bridging the Gap from 
University Laboratory to the Clinic” a session in the Technology Transfer/Licensing Track, BIO 
2004 Annual International Convention, San Francisco CA, June 6-9, 2004.   

 6/93 Co-Chairman, Session VI, “Radiosensitizers: Mechanisms and Tumor Response.”  Eighth 
International Conference on Chemical Modifiers of Cancer Treatment.  Kyoto, Japan, June 16-19, 
1993. 

 4/84 Chairman, NERMCAP-X, Tenth Annual Northeast Region Medicinal Chemistry and 
Pharmacognosy Meeting, University of Connecticut. 

 

 

9/83-4/84 Co-Chairman, NERMCAP-X Organizing Committee. 

Awards and Fellowships: 
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1987 Perdue-Frederick Medicinal Chemistry Research Award, Twelfth Northeast Regional   
Medicinal Chemistry and Pharmacognosy Meeting. 

1986 Dissertation Fellowship, University of Connecticut. 

1985 Richardson-Vicks Francis A. Summa Medicinal Chemistry Award.  

Publications: 

1)  Kelson, A.B., McNamara, J.P., Pandey, A., Ryan, K.J., Dorie, M.J., McAfee, P.A., Menke, D.R., 
Brown, J.M. and Tracy, M.  1998.  1,2,4-Benzotriazine 1,4-dioxides.  An important class of hypoxic 
cytotoxins with anti-tumor activity.  Anti-Cancer Drug Design. 13 (6) 575-592.  

 

2)  K. A. Webster, I. Bodi, J. P. McNamara, M. Tracy, D. J. Discher and N. H. Bishopric.  1993.  
Negative lusitropy and abnormal calcium handling in hypoxic cardiac myocytes exposed to the calcium-
sensitizer EMD 53998.  Jour. Molec. Cell. Cardiol. 25 (7) 747-751. 

 

3)  McNamara, J.P., Marsan, P., Henkel, J.G., and Vistica, D.T.  1987.  Amino Acids With Potential 
Cytotoxic Action Based on Selective Transport.  Pharm. Res. 4 (suppl) 16. 

 Presented Abstracts: 

 1)  A. B. Kelson, J. P. McNamara, A. Pandey, K. J. Ryan, M. J. Dorie, P. A. McAfee, D. R. Menke, J. M. 
Brown, and M. Tracy.  Hypoxic cytotoxins.  Synthesis and antitumour activity of SR 4941, a novel 3-
alkyl substituted analogue of Tirapazamine SR 4233 with improved in vivo efficacy.  Ninth International 
Conference on Chemical Modifiers of Cancer Treatment, Oxford, England, August 22-26, 1995. 
 
2)  McNamara, J.P., Kelson, A.B., Ryan, K.J., Yasuda, D.M. Tosto, L.M., Brown, J.M. and Tracy, M.  3-
Alkyl-1,2,4-Benzotriazine 1,4-Dioxides:  Analogues of SR 4233 (WIN 59075) with Comparable Anti-
Tumor Activity.  Eighth International Conference on Chemical Modifiers of Cancer Treatment.  Kyoto, 
Japan, June 16-19, 1993. 
 
3)  McNamara, J.P., Kelson, A.B., Lemmon, M.J., Brown, J.M. and Tracy, M.  Hypoxic Cytotoxins.  2.  
Synthesis, Physicochemical Properties and Anti-tumor Activity of 3-(N,N-Dialkylaminoalkylamino)-
1,2,4-benzotriazine 1,4-Dioxides, Analogues of SR 4233 (WIN 59075).  NCI-EORTC Symposium on 
New Drugs in Cancer Therapy, Amsterdam, Netherlands, March 17-20, 1992. 
 
4)  Tracy, M., Kelson, A.B., McNamara, J.P., Minchinton, A.I., Lemmon, M.J. and Brown, J.M.  Hypoxic 
Cytotoxins.  1.  Synthesis, Physicochemical Properties and Anti-tumor Activity of Novel Analogues of 
1,2,4-Benzotriazin-3-amine 1,4-Dioxide (SR 4233, WIN 59075).  NCI-EORTC Symposium on New 
Drugs in Cancer Therapy, Amsterdam, Netherlands, March 17-20, 1992. 
 

5)  McNamara, J.P., Martinez, A.P., Chan, Y-W, Lemmon, M.J., Brown, J.M. and Tracy, M.  Hypoxic 
Cytotoxins.  2.  Synthesis, Physicochemical Properties and Biological Activity of 3-(N,N-
Dialkylaminoalkylamino)-1,2,4-benzotriazine 1,4-Dioxides.  Seventh International Conference on 
Chemical Modifiers of Cancer Treatment.  Clearwater, Florida, February 2-5, 1991. 

 

6)  McNamara, J.P., Marsan, P., Henkel, J.G., and Vistica, D.T.  Potential Cytotoxic Amino Acids With 
Action Based on Selective Transport.  Perdue-Frederick Award Address, Twelfth Annual Northeast 
Region Medicinal Chemistry and Pharmacognosy Meeting, June, 1987. 
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Technical Reports: 

 Author or co-author of more than 80 “client-confidential” research reports. 

References and Deal Sheet: 

Available upon request



Josephine Rivers

Fitchburg, MA

Summary of Qualifications:

Multi-talented, creative, cross-functional professional with: dynamic experience in art teaching and instruction, color 
within educational organizations. Skills include: inspirational ideas, instructional design, lesson planning and keen 
design  eye  with  attention  to  detail  and  creative  thinking.  Highly  motivated,  detail  oriented  and  consistently 
exceeding  expectations  with  ability  to  proactively  prioritize,  multitask  and  meet  critical  deadlines.  Effectively  
collaborate with both teams and individually with exceptional communication skills,  fluent in Spanish and Italian, 
strong classroom management and organizational skills, with a keen ability to input strategy and implement best  
creative and professional practices. 

Professional Experience

South Street Elementary School, Fitchburg, MA             1996 – Present

Art Teacher

• Teaching grades Kindergarten through 5th in Visual Arts, designing, developing and implementing daily 
art lessons for 600+ students.

• Develop and implement creative after school programs for grades 2 through 4.

• Plan, organize and implement school-wide Integrated Arts School Performances and coordinate Annual 
Visual Art Show for the school.

• Piloted Creative Minds after school Arts Curriculum Program for students attending 21st Century Learning 
Center, resulting in engaging creative experience for students.

• Developed and integrated arts and math curriculum titled Arts + Math = Understanding based on 
Massachusetts State Arts and Math Frameworks, funded by Massachusetts Cultural Council.

• Performed teaching assignments for semi-structured Pre-Kindergarten Program, implementing the 
Montessori Method and Philosophy.

• Wrote and awarded Local Cultural Council (LCC) Grants bringing Artist-in-Residence Programs to school 
and distribute monies to support grade level cultural field trips.

• Initiated product fundraising in elementary school to raise money for theatrical curtains for the stage, 
window film for the gymnasium, art supplies and computer and printer for art room.  

• Independent volunteer sales person coordinating fundraisers from order receiving to product delivery.

• Negotiate with window film company to control temperature and diffuse lighting in school gym; theatrical 
curtain manufacturers to purchase custom school stage curtains.

• Member, Race to the Top Project 1A Educator Evaluation and Negotiation Committee to Establish an 
Evaluation Implementation Working Group by Spring 2011.

• Negotiate and implement a new Educator Evaluation Framework by Fall 2012.

• Presented at Second Promising Practices Forum on Math Problem Solving topic of Geometry and Art, 
designed for 3rd grade students supporting student achievement integrating elements of Math Problem 
Solving into Art work.

• Designed Professional Development Workshops Art Series for Teachers.

• Visit sites of potential venue and organize art events, preparing schedules and budgets.
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• Prepared Press-Release and market event to local newspapers and created poster /printing/distributing 
online and around community and program brochure.

Additional Experience:

Community District Art Events, Fitchburg, MA             1996 – Present

District Wide Arts Showcase Coordinator

• Planning, communication and organization for Student Community Art Shows Sense of Place and

All Staff-Expressions Unveiled

• Visual Art, Music and Performances (including display from 21st Century Learning Centers and Fitchburg 
Public School Visual Art Students, drama and  music performances, publicity, scheduling , food ,and 
raffles.

• Facilitator of Art Professional Development Series for Art Teachers and Advanced Learning Coaches

Future Craft Studio Weaving Store, Fitchburg, MA               2008 – Present

Certifications:

Professional Certification – Visual Art (K-12, Pre K-9, 5-12)

Professional Development:

Workshops – MA Department of Elementary and Secondary Education on Arts & Literacy 

Workshops – MA Department of Elementary and Secondary Education on Arts Assessment

Master Weaver Certificate

Elementary Italian Language Certificate, Universita Italiana per Stranieri, Perugia, Italy

Education:

Fitchburg University, Fitchburg MA                                                                                     2012 

Pursuing Fine Arts Director Certificate

Lesley University, Cambridge, MA      
1996

Masters Degree – Education (Creative Arts, Curriculum and Instruction)

Anna Maria College, Paxton, MA      
1980

Bachelor of Arts – Art Education

Richmond College, Richmond, United Kingdom     
1978

Art History
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Accademia di Belle Arti, Perugia, Italy      
1977

Art History

Professional Affiliations:

National Art Education Association (NAEA), 2012

Languages: 

Fluent – Spanish/Italian



Curriculum Vitae

John P. Russo

Fitchburg, MA 01420
EDUCATION Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, MA

PhD in Computer Science

In Progress

Boston University, Boston, MA

Master of Science in Computer Science

January 2003

University of Lowell, Lowell, MA

Master of Science in Mathematics

Computer Science Concentration

December 1984

Saint Anselm College, Manchester, NH

B.A. 1983

Chemistry

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

January 1999-Present

Wentworth Institute of Technology, Boston, MA

Position: Associate Professor of Computer Science

Duties:  Responsible for  the design and delivery of  a variety of  courses in an 
undergraduate  computer  science  curriculum,  including  courses  in  Systems 
Analysis, Database Management Systems, programming languages and Internet 
programming.   Lead  committee  to  study  development  of  a  new  dual-track 
curriculum.  Major contributor to ABET CAC self-study.

August 2001-August 2008

Wentworth Institute of Technology, Boston, MA

Position: Department Head, Department of Computer Science and Systems

Duties: Responsible for a department of 12 full-time faculty; Coordinated faculty 
scheduling,  computing  resources,  course  content  and  textbook  selection. 
Coordinate student advising.  Oversaw curriculum development and technology 
committees.   Responsible  for  developing  a  departmental  budget  as  well  as 
allocating  resources.   Facilitated  an  industrial  professional  advisory  board. 
Responsible  for  hiring  and  mentoring  new  faculty.   Developed  long-range 
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planning  goals  for  department.   Established  and  administered  study  abroad 
program within the department.

August 2000-July 2001

Wentworth Institute of Technology, Boston, MA

Position: Computer Science Program Coordinator

Duties:  Responsible  for  coordination  of  the  delivery  of  all  computer  science 
courses  within  a  department  of  nine  full-time  faculty.   Coordinated  faculty 
scheduling, course content collaboration and computing resources.  Responsible 
for student advising as well as leading a committee to develop new curriculum. 
Facilitated an industrial professional advisory committee to review departmental 
curriculum and implementation of new courses.

November 2001-Present

Fitchburg State University, Fitchburg, MA

Position: Visiting Associate Professor of Computing Science

Duties: Responsible for design, development and delivery of on-campus as well 
as online graduate level courses in computer science.

July 2002-Present

University of Liverpool/Laureate Online Education, England

Position: On-Line Instructor

Duties:  Responsible  for  facilitating  modules  in  an  on-line  Msc  program  in 
Information  Technology.   Also  serve  as  a  critical  reader  for  courses  under 
development.

February 2013-Present

Russo and Wu, LLP

Position: Principle Partner

Duties:  Responsible  for  leading  development  teams  designing  software 
applications for a wide array of clients.

December 1998

Position: Programmer/Analyst

Duties: responsible for maintenance of database management systems for multi-
center epidemiological studies.  Design tools to port legacy system to a Windows 
platform.  Responsible for design of Web-based information distribution systems.

May 1995-September 1998
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Keyport Life Insurance, Boston, MA

Position: Programmer/Analyst

Duties:  Responsible  for  design and development  of  reporting systems for  the 
Marketing  organization  of  a  financial  services  company.   Responsible  for 
configuration, installation and maintenance of a contact management system for 
sixteen wholesalers using ACT!.  Designed architecture for a data-mart utilizing 
Oracle client/server technology, including analysis of end-user needs, technical 
specifications and database schema.  Responsible for delivery reporting and ad 
hoc querying systems from the data contained within the data-mart as well as 
adding enhancements to the existing data model.

February 1992-May 1995

New England Research Institutes, Watertown, MA

Position: Senior Systems Analyst

Duties:  Responsible  for  design,  development  and  support  of  database 
applications for multi-center epidemiological studies.  Designed and developed 
specifications  for  programming  of  applications.   Responsible  for  technical 
supervision of several teams of programmers and systems analysts working on 
both research as well as internal information systems projects, using Foxpro as 
the development platform.  Performed internal consulting to other work groups 
within IS as needed.  Delivered training to IS staff on technical topics.  Trained 
end-users in various applications.  Responsible for design and administration of a 
professional development program for IS staff members, including development 
of a core curriculum for new IS staff, coordination of outside training and in-house 
training seminars.  Developed proposals for funding of small business innovation 
research grants (SIBRs).  Worked with executive staff to develop and administer 
a management training program for middle managers within the organization.

February 1989- February 1992

Massachusetts Health Research Institute, Boston, MA

Position: Programmer/Analyst II

Duties: Responsible for analysis, design and development of data systems within 
the Massachusetts Department of Public Health.  Analyzed end-user needs and 
translated  into  a  data  system  design.   Performed  programming  tasks  using 
database management software as well as high level languages.  Trained end-
users in use of data systems and developed user documentation.  Provided on-
going  technical  support  to  users  as  well  as  software  maintenance  of  data 
systems.  Assisted end-users with computer system problem resolution.

August 1985-February 1989

Spectrum House, Inc., Westboro, MA
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Position: Computer Instructor

Duties: Responsible for development of curriculum and training materials as well 
as  implementation  of  a  technical  training  program  within  a  non-profit 
organization.   Also  performed  programming  tasks  as  required  for  a  client 
database management system.  Responsible for supervision of data entry staff. 
Performed  data  analysis  for  research  department  using  statistical  software. 
Designed research surveys and reported results.  Performed internal consulting 
tasks such as needs assessment, hardware and software recommendations and 
feasibility studies.

March 1985-August 1985

DMC Energy, Inc., Worcester, MA

Position: Programmer

Duties:  Developed  database  applications  for  branch  offices  throughout  the 
country using microcomputers.

PUBLICATIONS

A Student Recruitment Strategy for Colleges and Universities,

Leonidas Deligiannidis, Karina Assiter, John Russon, Michael Werner.  In Proc. of The 2009 International 
Conference on Frontiers in Education: Computer Science and Computer Engineering (FECS’09), pp.165-169, 
July 13-16 2009 Las Vegas NV, USA

Herbert MR, Russo JP, Yang S, Roohi J, Blazill M, Kahler SG, Cremer L, Hatchwell E.

Autisim and environmental genomics

Neurotoxicology. 2006 Sep;27(5):671-84.Epub 2006 Mar 28 Review.

Connors MM, Lewis BF, Russo JP, Baker LA.

Drug treatment staff attitudes towards AIDS and workplace transmission of HIV: a survey and follow-up—
Spectrum House, Inc. Journal of Substance Abuse Treatment 1991;8(4):297-302

PRESENTATIONS

Dow D, Grove L, Valverde P, Russo J, Werner M, Rilett D, Developing an interdisciplinary undergraduate 
Bioinformatics minor.

Polytechnic Summit, Boston, MA June 2013

Rilett D, Russo J, Using Amazon Web Services to teach Database Management Systems.

Seventeenth Annual Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges

Northeastern Conference.  April 2013
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Russo J. & Mitchell M, Coordinating Multi-cultural Virtual Teams using Web 2.0 Tools.

Eighth Annual World Forum and Congress, Rome Italy, Dec. 2009

Herbert MR, Russo JP, Yang S, Roohi J, Blaxill M, Kahler S, Hatchwell E.

Autism And Environmental Genomics.

International Meeting for Autism Research

May 2005

TEXTBOOKS

An Instructor’s Manual for Modern Database Management Systems

Prentice-Hall

4 editions. 2000-2006

An Instructor’s Manual for Moderns Systems Analysis and Design

Prentice-Hall 2004

Laboratory Exercises to accompanu Bic C++ (Horstmann)

Wiley 2008

Video Note to accompany An Introduction to Programming with Visual Basic 2010

Prentice-Hall 2010

GRANTS

Autism Spectrum Disorders: A Symposium for Potential Employers

April 2006.  Featured Speaker Temple Grandin

Funded by: Doug Flutie Foundation

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

September 2003-Present

Program Evaluator, Computing Accreditation Commission of ABET

September 2005-Present

Accreditation Evaluator, New England Association of Schools and College



Kimberly Russo

Fitchburg, Ma 01420

October 22, 2013 

To Whom It May Concern:

I was delighted to be asked to serve on the Board of Trustees for the proposed Academy for the Whole 
Child Charter School. I would like this letter to serve as both my commitment to the Vision and Mission  
of this proposed Charter School and also my resume.

I graduated from Decatur High School in Federal Way, WA in 1988 and attended one year of Nursing 
School prior to having my three children, two of whom have autism. I worked from 1989-2000 as a  
Nanny for 3 different families in both the state of WA and here in MA. 

As a parent of three children in the Fitchburg Public School System my husband and I relish the thought 
of  having a  choice of  schools  as  to  where  our  children  may be educated.  This  new and innovative  
proposed charter school is exciting. Focusing on the whole child academically, socially, emotionally, and  
creatively  will  provide  an  atmosphere  where  children  will  flourish  in  their  own  right.  The  city  of  
Fitchburg is struggling and so is the school system. Presently, the Fitchburg School District ranks in the 
bottom 10% of all the districts in the Commonwealth. Our children deserve an opportunity to attend this  
proposed  public  charter  school  and  we  would  appreciate  the  State  Review  team  to  give  serious 
consideration to this proposal as it is for the children.

I feel my experience working closely with parents of children in need of Special Education services,  
facilitating parent support groups, volunteering in my children’s classrooms, and working closely with 
parents who are seeking help with IEP’s will be valuable to the Board and to the School Administration.

I look forward to serving and sharing my knowledge of Special Education and in particular Autism with 
the Board of Trustees for the proposed Academy for the Whole Child.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Russo



Helen Obermeyer Simmons, Lunenburg, MA

hobermeyersi@fitchburgstate.edu

OBJECTIVE

To obtain a teaching position within the field of graphic design, photography and illustration 
where I can utilize my artistic, interpersonal and mentoring skills.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Fitchburg State University, Fitchburg, MA Promoted from Assistant Professor to Associate 
Professor to Full Professor in a tenure track position within the Communications Media 
Department. Taught undergraduate courses Introduction to Graphic Design, Intermediate 
Graphic Design, Package Design, Computer Graphic Design, Illustration, Graphic Design 
Photography, Printmaking and Graphic Design Portfolio and Practice. 1980 - present

Taught courses at the graduate and undergraduate levels in Photography,  Photography II and 
Large Format Photography in the Communications Media Department. 1982 - 1990

Coordinator of Graphic Design Concentration   Responsibilities included preparing annual 
budget proposals, review and revision of graphic design curriculum, developing new course 
proposals, and advising transfer students and traditional graphic design students about course 
curriculum. 1980 through 2006

Portfolio Workshops   Each semester in coordination with other faculty we conduct a 
workshop on the process of preparing a portfolio as part of the Communications Media 
internship application process. I assist the Internship Coordinator in the individual interviews 
with graphic design students to determine internship placement. 1980 - present

Faculty Advisor for Scrimshaw   The Arts and Literary Publication of Fitchburg State 
University. 1982 – 1996 

Co-Founder of Visions   The Communications Media juried student honors exhibit. 1982 – 
present

Committee Work   As part of my professional activities I have participated in several faculty 
search committees including two positions in graphic design and two for positions in 
Communications Theory. Additional committee work includes the Hammond Gallery Committee 
from 1987 – present, AmeriCulture Advisory Board 2002 – 2006, the Promotions Committee 
2003 – 2005, 2009 – 2010, 2013 – 2014, the departmental Graduate Committee 2001 – 2002 
and the All University Curriculum Committee (Secretary) in 2000 – 2001. Honorary Speaker 
Committee (2013) and Ruth Butler Grant Committee (2014) 

Co-Founder of Artists Studio Space and Gallery, Rollstone Studios, 633 Main Street, 
Fitchburg MA.  Served as exhibitions coordinator and curator, resident artist member, 2008 - 
present

Graduate Assistant to Dr. Richard Zakia, Coordinator of MFA Photography Program, 
Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY, 1979  - 1980

Graphic Design Assistant, Steve Bender Associates, Stamford, CT, Worked as graphic 
designer within an advertising and design firm, 1977 - 1978

Photographers Assistant, Gail Russell Photography, Darien, CT, Acted as photographer’s 
assistant on photo shoots and assisted in teaching workshops and classes. 1977 – 1978

EDUCATION
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hobermeyersi@fitchburgstate.edu

MFA Photography, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY, 1978 - 1980

BFA Art, Stephens College, Columbia, MO,BA Psychology, Stephens College, Columbia, MO 
1973 - 1977

Junior Year Abroad Program, Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, studies in Art 
History and English Literature, 1975 -1976

BOOKS AND EXHIBITS

Co- Author Images of America: Fitchburg, Arcadia Publishing, 2005

Incorporated in 1764, Fitchburg began as a farming community nestled among the hills along 
the Nashua River in north-central Massachusetts. In 1845, the railroad sparked rapid growth in 
the city, and by the beginning of the 20th century, nearly 100 trains traveled through Fitchburg 
daily. Immigrants from many countries provided a vital workforce, and the city was catapulted 
into a golden age of industry. Mill owners became prosperous, and their philanthropy became 
evident throughout the city. Splendid churches, Main Street edifices, and grand residences were 
built to create a rich architectural heritage.

Fitchburg, compiled by members of the Fitchburg Historical Society, takes the reader on a 
photographic tour of this city. More than 200 vintage images from the collection of the Fitchburg 
Historical Society tell the story of Fitchburg through the 1950s.

Co- Author Legendary Locals of Fitchburg, Arcadia Publishing, 2014.

Fitchburg was incorporated as a town 250 years ago. Many of the original 40 family founders 
served as Minutemen. Led by strong businessmen who were also public servants such as Alvah 
Crocker, Sylvanus Sawyer, Rodney Wallace, and George Simonds, the city grew to 40,000. 
Fitchburg has always welcomed immigrants who have enriched the community’s history. Mayor 
Lisa Wong is the first Asian American mayor to have been elected in Massachusetts. Named an 
All-America city in 1970, Fitchburg remains proud of its heritage, celebrates its past, and 
anticipates the future. Legendary Locals of Fitchburg provides another historical view in the 
city’s centennial year.

The Fitchburg Historical Society was established in 1892 by James F.D. Garfield, publisher of 
the Fitchburg Sentinel, and several prominent city leaders. The mission of the society is to 
collect, preserve, interpret, and make accessible the history of Fitchburg. The authors of Images 
of America: Fitchburg have recorded this history for future historians and for public interest. 

 Faculty Art Exhibit: artwork from faculty members of the Communications Media and Art 
Department, Sanders Gallery, Fitchburg State University, December 2014, 2012, 2010.

The Golden Age, Rollstone Studios, One-person exhibit of mixed media artwork by Helen 
Obermeyer Simmons, October 5, 2013 – November 3, 2014, Supported by a grant from the 
Fitchburg Cultural Council.

An Italian-America Family, Fitchburg State University, exhibit of artwork and screening of an 
original documentary film directed and produced by Helen Obermeyer Simmons. Camerawork 
by John Simmons, Editing by Anthony Bisceglia, Lighting and Production Stills by Howard 
Goodman.  Studio Photography by Charles Sternaimolo. Supported in part by a grant from the 



Helen Obermeyer Simmons, Lunenburg, MA

hobermeyersi@fitchburgstate.edu

Amelia Gallucci-Cirio Fund and the Center for Italian Culture at Fitchburg State University. 

ORGANIZATIONS AND MEMBERSHIPS

Fitchburg Cultural Alliance, 633 Main Street. Fitchburg, MA, Executive Committee member 
and former President (4 year term)1987 - present

Fitchburg Historical Society, 50 Grove Street, Fitchburg, MA, Board Member, Publications 
Committee and former President (five year term) Served as Interim Director of the Fitchburg 
Historical Society from January through June 2006 while a search was conducted for a new 
Director. During my Presidency I served on a capital campaign committee that raised funds for 
the purchase and renovation of an expanded exhibit and library space for the society on Main 
Street.1996 - 2013

Fitchburg Cultural Council, served two three year terms as committee member and then 
President of this local grant funding agency supported and administered by the Massachusetts 
Cultural Council 1987 – 1990, 2009 – 2012

Docent, Fitchburg Art Museum, 185 Elm Street, Fitchburg, MA, Artist Contributor to Art in 
Bloom and FAM Regional Exhibitions 1990 – Present

Artist Member, ArtsWorcester, Worcester, MA Artwork selected for the ArtsWorcester Biennial 
Exhibit, 2013

Sweet Home Shetland, Mixed Media Artwork, selected for GROWL: An Exhibit of Work by 
Women Artists, Plymouth State University, NH, Group exhibit organized by the New Hampshire 
Chapter of the Women’s Caucus for Art for members of the New England Region. February 
2013 

Director and Board Member, National Women’s Caucus for Art, Participate in two meetings 
per year.  Currently serve as a member of the Branding and Public Relations Committee, 2011 
– present

President, Central MA Chapter of the Women’s Caucus for Art, 2011 - present

    



Beverly A. Tefft, MBA
Fitchburg, MA 01420     

Successful business professional with a solid financial background seeks to join an organization  
dedicated to excellence and high standards and performance.

QUALIFICATIONS

 Extensive hands-on accounting and management experience

 Committed member of a senior management team with proven ability to meet established goals and 
deadlines

 Ability to build very successful accounting teams fostering collaborative environments that improve 
productivity, individual accountability and team morale

 Detail-oriented with exemplary organizational and management skills; ability to multi-task

 Exceptional focus and follow-through abilities with record of efficiency and productivity

 Excellent written and verbal communication skills

EDUCATION

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY MOAKLEY CENTER FOR PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
Certificate in the Advanced Study in Health Center Financial Management, July 2012

Certificate in Community Health and Community Health Center Management, July 2012  

FITCHBURG STATE UNIVERSITY
Master of Business Administration; G.P.A. – 4.0

Bachelor of Science – Business Administration; G.P.A. – 3.72, Magna cum Laude

Universal Massachusetts Accounting System (UMAS) course – 36 credit hours

EXPERIENCE

CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS SPECIAL EDUCATION COLLABORATIVE

MAY, 2014 – PRESENT
Director of Finance and Operations 

Accounting:   Manage Accounting  functions.   Prepare annual  budget  ($13m).  Prepare monthly financial 
statements  with presentation  to  the  Board  of  Directors.   Oversee  financial  audits,  financial  analysis,  
month-end close, G/L, Payroll,  A/P warrants and grants management.  Purchasing:  Designated Chief 
Procurement  Officer  for  the  Collaborative  performing  all  procurement  activities  in  accordance  with 
M.G.L.  c30b.   Insurance:   bid,  execute  and  monitor  all  property  and  casualty  insurance.   Human 
Resources:  employee insurances, salary, benefit, new hire and exit documentation.  Operations:  Manage 
Collaborative’s buildings and grounds (four sites, six programs).

_____________________________________________________________________________________



Beverly A. Tefft, MBA
Fitchburg, MA 01420     

COMMUNITY HEALTH CONNECTIONS, INC. FAMILY HEALTH CENTERS 

SEPTEMBER, 2007 - PRESENT

Director of Finance, 4/2011 to present

Interim Chief Financial Officer, 2/2011 to 6/2011; 6/2012 to 9/2012

Controller, 9/2007 to 4/2011

Manage accounting functions for a growing four-site community health center.  Prepare monthly, 
quarterly and yearly financial statements.  Prepare annual budget ($21m).  Maintain general ledger 
system.  Oversee financial audits, financial analysis, month-end close, account reconciliations, G/L, 
Payroll, A/P, grant accounting and fixed-asset accounting.  Prepare and file annual reports to federal and 
state governmental agencies and multiple grant awarding agencies.  Cash management: operations, capital 
campaign, construction project ($20m).  Manage external financial relationships (e.g., banks, insurers, 
auditors).  Member of the health center senior management team.   

CLARK UNIVERSITY 

DECEMBER, 2006 – SEPTEMBER, 2007

Associate Controller 

Maintain financial records of University’s endowment fund ($266m); prepared paperwork for all capital 
calls and distributions; maintenance and reconciliation of trust funds and annuities; year-end audit; 
payroll manager; general accounting manager.

TOWN OF BEDFORD, MA  

APRIL, 2005 – DECEMBER, 2006

Town Accountant 

Maintain financial records of the Town.  Prepare annual budget ($65m). Coordinate year-end audit; 
prepare Schedule A, tax rate and Pro Forma recapitulation; annual free cash certification for Department 
of Revenue.  Manage Town procurement in accordance with M.G.L. c30b.  Approve Town A/P and 
Payroll warrants.  Monitor and reconcile Community Preservation Act revenues and expenditures. 

CONCORD-CARLISLE REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT  

NOVEMBER, 2004 – APRIL, 2005

Business Analyst 

NASHOBA VALLEY TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL  

NOVEMBER, 2001 – JULY, 2004



Beverly A. Tefft, MBA
Fitchburg, MA 01420     

School District Business Manager

Accounting:  Manage accounting functions for a seven town school district. Prepare annual budget. 
Prepare monthly financial statements.  Oversee financial audits, financial analysis, month-end close, G/L, 
Payroll, A/P warrants and grants management.  Prepare Dept. of Education Year-End Financial and Pupil 
report.  Coordinate DOE Coordinated Program Review.  Monitor all BANS and disbursements relative to 
a $25.4m school building renovation and expansion project.  Procurement:  perform all procurement 
activities in accordance with M.G.L. c30b.  Human Resources:  employee insurances, salary, benefit, new 
hire and exit documentation. Negotiation team member for four bargaining units.  Insurance:  bid, execute 
and monitor all property, casualty and student accident insurance.  Transportation: prepare, award and 
execute bus transportation contract.  Food Service: supervise staff; coordinate Dept. of Education 
Nutrition Review.  Member of school administrative team.  

TECHNOLOGY SUMMARY

Software: Sage 100 Accounting (Abila) Peachtree Accounting 

Sage FAS System  NextGen EPM/EMR System 

Harper’s Millenium Payroll Microsoft Excel 

Microsoft Word Microsoft Outlook 

MUNIS Quickbooks

AWARDS AND CERTIFICATIONS

Awards:  John A. DeMalia Leadership Award, Community Health Connections, Inc. – April, 2012

Certifications:    Dept. of Elementary and Secondary Education, Certified School Business Administrator  
– in process

 Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) – January, 2012

 Massachusetts  Certified  Public  Purchasing  Official  (MCPPO)  -  December,  2004; 
recertification – in                     process

VOLUNTEERISM

• Treasurer, Board of Directors, Emergency Support of Massachusetts, Inc. – 2009 to present
• City of Leominster Office of Emergency Management:  reserve volunteer, (former Deputy 

Director of Sheltering Services) – 2008 to present
• Health Alliance Guild – 2011 to present
• ACTION Services Annual Thanksgiving Dinner for the Homeless – 2010 to 2012

REFERENCES

Furnished upon request.





Concetta A. Verge | Lunenburg, MA 01462

Mission To make a significant, positive impact on the lives of young people 
through  major  improvement  in  educational  quality  and 
accountability,  and  through  my  experience  as  a  successful 
educational leader.

Education  *Boston University & University of Lowell Ed Leadership Programs

1997-1991, 57 credits

*FSC MED Equivalent Psychology & Counseling 1977, 33 credits

*FSC MED Reading   1971

*FSC BSE Elementary 1967

Administrative Experience 7/2009-6/2012Owner & Executive Director of Action Learning 
Connection (MA SES Provider)

• Attained status as MA  SES Provider

• Developed effective, motivational tutorial program

• Hired and supervised staff coordinators

• Developed staff accountability process

• Realized significant  growth in  pre and post  testing -  greatly 
improved student achievement

8/2006-6/2009Brienza’s Academic Advantage Executive 
Director MA Division for Supplemental Educational Services 
(SES)

• Created  and  implemented  a  MA  SES  program  for  the  NY 
based CO. (BAA)

• Extended SES to several inner city and other underperforming 
districts and Charter Schools

• Brought  test  scores  up  and  positively  impacted  on  student 
achievement

8/1992-7/2005Superintendent of Schools, Douglas, MA

• Generated and managed school committee budgets

• Created  and  managed  alternative  revenue  generating 
programs and grant funds

• Developed  and  worked  closely  with  Douglas  Administrative 
Team  determining  priorities  for  the  system  and  means  of 
accomplishing system goals



Concetta A. Verge | Lunenburg, MA 01462

• Acquired six new portable classrooms at no cost to the Town 
(approx. $450,000 value)

• Improved  educational  practices  for  all  staff  by  providing 
extensive  professional  development  opportunities  and 
mentoring programs

• Oversaw  and  maintained  close  involvement  in  curriculum 
alignment

• Developed and implemented curriculum based early childhood 
and childcare programs

• Developed  World  Language  Program  for  students  Pre-K 
-Grade 12 

• Initiated  and  completed  the  Municipal  Center  renovation 
project providing space for Pre-K students

• Succeeded in passing and designing a $25 million grade 8-12 
building project

• Brought in building project on time and within budget

• Initiated and maintained active involvement in bi-weekly Town 
Department Head Meetings

• Pledged and secured $985,000 in alternate funds to support 
the  existing  education  program  and  open  new high  school 
without going to the Town for an override

7/1987-6/1992Superintendent of Schools, Lunenburg, MA

• Built and managed all school committee budgets

• Created alternative revenue generating programs

• Created  on  site  CAGS  program  for  Lunenburg  teachers  in 
concert with Fitchburg State College

• Coordinated all curriculum areas K-12

• Initiated the process and saw to fruition a five-year Strategic 
Plan

• Worked  closely  with  Town  Department  Heads  to  ensure 
harmony and best use of all Town funds

9/1976-6/1987Varied Administrative Positions in Fitchburg 
and Lunenburg

1982-1987 Principal Passios Elementary School Lunenburg



Concetta A. Verge | Lunenburg, MA 01462

1981-1982  System-wide  Director  Project  Competency  and 
Excellence Fitchburg

1978-1981  Principal  Hosmer  and  Walnut  Street  Schools 
Fitchburg

1976-1978 Assistant Principal Reingold School Fitchburg

• Prepared school budgets

• Established school discipline policies

• Coordinated curriculum and led textbook selection K-6

• Established  computerized  Skills  Management  Monitoring 
Program K-8

• Created Before and After School Activities K-6

• Served as Chairperson System-Wide Committees such as but 
not  limited  to  Public  Awareness,  Reading  is  Fundamental  , 
School  Business  Partnerships,  Superintendent  Advisory 
Committee

• Developed system-wide curriculum and programs

• Provided in-service training

• Trained  and  mentored  new  and/or  less  experienced 
administrators

Teaching Experience 9/1969-6/1976Classroom Teacher, Grades 3&4-Reading 
Teacher Grades 1-6

Awards Award of Recognition National  Association  of  Social 
Workers 1991

American Association of School Administrators (AASA)

Massachusetts Superintendent of the Year 1990



GEORGE E. WATTS, ESQ

FITCHBURG, MA 01420

To Whom It May Concern:

I was please to accept appointment as a member of the Board of Trustees for The Academy for 
the Whole Child Charter School

In 1995 I provided legal services to Global Arts & Technology Center, Inc, and applicant for a 
Commonwealth K-5 Charter School in Fitchburg, Massachusetts.  One of the founders, Josephine Rivers, 
is also a founder of The Academy for the Whole Child Charter School.

I am a licensed attorney, and I maintain my office at the above address.  I was admitted to 
practice in December, 1976.

I hereby provide the following informational profile.

• Born in Philadelphia Pennsylvania 1942;

• Graduated from Audubon (NJ) High School in 1960;

• Graduated from the United States Coast Guard Academy (B.S. 1964);

• Wesleyan University (M.A.L.S., 1969);

• Suffolk University Law School (J.D. 1976);

• Active Duty United States Coast Guard (1964-1985). Retired at Rank of Commander (0-5);

• Coast Guard Law Specialist (1977-1985);

• Private Practice of Law specializing in land use (1986-Present);

• Member of Massachusetts Bar Association; Worcester Bar Association;

• Member of the Leominster Zoning Board of Appeals (Circa 1990);

• Member of the Fitchburg Planning Board (Circa 2002);

• Fitchburg Councilor at Large (1998-1999);

• Resident of Leominster, Massachusetts 1973-1996;

• Resident of Fitchburg, Massachusetts since 1996;

• Married two adult children.



Mary H. Whitney | Fitchburg, MA  01420
OBJECTIVE: 

Position of significant responsibility that utilizes broad range of management abilities, 
financial background and organizational skills in order to influence and motivate others 
using proven abilities to:

• Work independently

• Develop rapport and work well with a diverse group of people

• Promote and articulate benefits of products, policies and services

• Set priorities and meet goals in a timely a timely fashion

QUALIFICATIONS:

An assertive hard-working professional known for excellent interaction with people and 
ability to handle multiple projects. Work well under pressure. Capabilities include:

• Solid and proven financial background

• Diplomatic problem solver

• Extensive managerial experience

• Public speaking

• Understanding of legislative process

• Ability to research and analyze complex situations and strategies

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 

City of Fitchburg, Fitchburg, MA                                 1998 - 2002

Mayor of the City of Fitchburg

Fitchburg City Councilor                                             Fourteen Years

Fitchburg School Committee Member                         Ten Years

Vice Chairman-two years

University of Massachusetts Medical Center for Health and Fitness

Worcester, MA                                                            1992 - 1997

Financial Assistant

Robert A. Babineau, Jr. M.D., Fitchburg, MA                1975 – 1992



Mary H. Whitney | Fitchburg, MA  01420
Bookkeeper

• First Physician’s office in MA to use a computer system

City Auditor’s Office, Fitchburg, MA                           1953 – 1964

Secretary

EDUCATION:

St. Bernard’s Central Catholic High School, Fitchburg, MA

Attended Stevens Business College, now known as Franklin Pierce School

COMMUNITY:

1998 “Woman of the Year” North Central Chamber of Commerce

Massachusetts State Workforce Investment Board (appointed by Governor)

Massachusetts Municipal Association for Elected Officials

Rotary Club, Past President (two terms)

Historical Society Member

Fitchburg Business and Professional Women Club

Wallace Civics Center Board of Directors

Past President Massachusetts Association of School Committees

Member of Local Advisory Board for four Governors

Friends of Fitchburg Public Library

Friends of Coggshall Park Board of Directors

Irish American Association

Cedar Street Retirement Board Treasurer

American Cancer Society Volunteer

Fitchburg Millennium Community Committee 

Twin Cities Walk/Run for Hunger Board Member

United Way “Make a Difference Day” Volunteer

Murals on Main Street Oversight Committee

Daughters of Isabella, Past President

Democratic City Committee Past Chairman (20 years)

State Democratic Committeewoman (16 years)



Mary H. Whitney | Fitchburg, MA  01420
Fitchburg Park and Recreation Commissioner Chairman

HEALTH Alliance Hospital Board of Trustees

Freedom’s Way Heritage Association Past President

ALFA Adult Learning Fitchburg State College University Treasurer

Literacy Volunteers of Montachusett Board of Directors

Catholic Charities Worcester Board of Directors 

St. Bernard’s Elementary and High School Association

Member of the Committee to Renovate the Stonehouse at Coggshall Park

Sister City Program Fitchburg with Germany, Finland and China



 (in alphabetical order)

William C. Colonis Proposed Board Trustee

Elizabeth Hoeske Proposed Board Trustee

Emily Jermine Proposed Board Trustee

Jennifer L. Jones Proposed Board Trustee

Jane A. Kennedy Proposed School Employee/Founding Member

Nancy Kerylow Proposed Board Trustee

Kim L’Ecuyer Proposed School Employee/Founding 
Member

James McNamara Proposed Board Trustee

Josephine Rivers Proposed School Employee/Founding Member

John Russo Proposed Board Trustee

Kim Russo Proposed Board Trustee

Helen Obermeyer Simmons Proposed Board Trustee

Beverly Teft Proposed Board Trustee

Cecile Tousignant Proposed Board Trustee

Concetta A. Verge Proposed School Employee/Founding Member

George E. Watts Proposed Board Trustee

Mary H. Whitney Proposed Board Trustee

ATTACHMENT IV. B.



Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed Board Trustee Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed Board Trustee Biography
*Please submit a current resume with this form. *
Name William C. Colonis

Present Employer and Job Title Retired Chemical Engineer / Facilities Manager

Education Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, 
Educational Management Organization, or 
School Support Organization

None

Town of Residence  Fitchburg, MA

Proposed Board Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

1. How did you become aware of the proposed school?

 I was made aware of the proposed school by a member of the Design Team.

2. Why do you wish to serve on the board? What anticipated office on the board would you hold if 
any, e.g. such as chair person or treasurer? How long do you anticipate being a member of the 
board?

 I strongly feel this charter school will provide the parents of this community with a tremendous 
opportunity to be able to have a choice as to where their child/children will be educated.  I will 
serve as an advisor on building issues and maintenance.  

3. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your 
commitment to public education and serving your targeted community.

I have volunteered my time, knowledge, and expertise over the past 25 years in the 
maintenance and building issues that have occurred in the Fitchburg Public Schools. 

4. What is the role of a public charter school board trustee?

To verify that the mission of the charter school is maintained.  

5. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to implement the proposal 
as written. 

 I am a licensed Building Contractor.  I have 15 years of experience as a building / facilities 
manager.  I will assist in the building and utilities issues. 

6. Please indicate if you or an immediate member1 of your family knows generally, and/or is 
disfavored by other members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or 
individual(s) affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the 
relationship(s) if one exists.

None

1 Immediate family is defined as the proposed board member and his or her spouse, and the parents, children, 
brothers, and sisters of the proposed board member and his or her spouse.



7. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial 
interest2 in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or 
provide service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible 
leasing or selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the 
proposed school. If yes, please explain.

My wife is an elementary school teacher and may apply to this school. 

2 Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.



8. Have or will you or any member of your immediate family receive funds, gifts, loans, services, 
or any other benefit for any purpose from the proposed school or any other company proposing 
to contract or provide services to the proposed school? If yes, please explain.

No, however, my wife may apply for a teaching position at the school and would be paid a 
salary if she obtained the position. 

9. Describe what you would do if you believed one or more members of the school’s board was 
acting unethically or not in the best interests of the school.

I would contact the Executive Director and MA Charter Public School Association regarding my 
concerns. 

10. To the best of your knowledge, are there any situations which may give the appearance of a 
conflict of interest or that would make it difficult for you to discharge the duties of a board 
member and make decisions that are solely in the best interest of the school? If yes, please 
explain briefly. Individuals are encouraged to contact the State Ethics Commission 
(http://www.mass.gov/ethics/) about how conflict of interest law applies to their situation.

  No     

Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

  Community Service

  Fundraising

  Educational Leadership

  Finance/Business

  Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative Public 
School Models (ELT, Innovation 
Schools, Magnet or Pilot 
Schools)

 Early Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual Education

 Other:      

 Special Education

 English Language Learner 
Education

 Human Resources

  School Governance

 Real Estate

Certification
I recognize that all information, except home address, personal email, or personal telephone, submitted 

with this proposed board trustee questionnaire becomes a matter of public record, subject by law to 
disclosure to members of the general public. I certify that the information contained in this 
document and attached resume is true and complete to the best of my knowledge under the 
penalties of perjury.

William C. Colonis 7/22/14
Original Signature Required Date



 

Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed Board Trustee Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed Board Trustee Biography
*Please submit a current resume with this form. *
Name Elizabeth Hoeske

Present Employer and Job Title
Ayer-Shirley regional Public School District    
Teacher

Education 

Master’s Degree(s) in Elementary Education and

                                In Special Education

Bachelor of Social Work

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, 
Educational Management Organization, or 
School Support Organization

No

Town of Residence  Fitchburg, MA

Proposed Board Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

11. How did you become aware of the proposed school?

The proposed elementary charter school is public knowledge in Fitchburg.

12. Why do you wish to serve on the board? What anticipated office on the board would you hold if 
any, e.g. such as chair person or treasurer? How long do you anticipate being a member of the 
board?

I wish to bring my experience and expertise of working in public education for 19 years to the 
board.

13. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your 
commitment to public education and serving your targeted community.

                I have been employed as a public school teacher now for 19 years.

14. What is the role of a public charter school board trustee?

I believe the role of a public charter school board of trustee is to hold the charter for the school 
and to ensure the charter school remains focused in its mission; ensure the charter school 
remains viable and financially sound along with hiring/firing the Executive Director of the 
charter school.

15. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to implement the proposal 
as written. 

As a public school teacher, I am certified in elementary education, special education and ESL. I 
have had a great deal of experience working in all roles while teaching for the past 19 years.

16. Please indicate if you or an immediate member3 of your family knows generally, and/or is 



disfavored by other members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or 
individual(s) affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the 
relationship(s) if one exists.

Yes, I have immediate family members on the board.

17. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial 
interest4 in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or 
provide service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible 
leasing or selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the 
proposed school. If yes, please explain.

None

18. Have or will you or any member of your immediate family receive funds, gifts, loans, services, 
or any other benefit for any purpose from the proposed school or any other company proposing 
to contract or provide services to the proposed school? If yes, please explain.

None

19. Describe what you would do if you believed one or more members of the school’s board was 
acting unethically or not in the best interests of the school.

I would discuss the situation(s) with the person/people involved directly and let him/them know 
I would be bringing the issue(s) to the remaining members of the board.

20. To the best of your knowledge, are there any situations which may give the appearance of a 
conflict of interest or that would make it difficult for you to discharge the duties of a board 
member and make decisions that are solely in the best interest of the school? If yes, please 
explain briefly. Individuals are encouraged to contact the State Ethics Commission 
(http://www.mass.gov/ethics/) about how conflict of interest law applies to their situation.

None

Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

  Community Service

  Fundraising

  Educational Leadership

  Finance/Business

  Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative Public 
School Models (ELT, Innovation 
Schools, Magnet or Pilot 
Schools)

 Early Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual Education

 Other:      

 Special Education

 English Language Learner 
Education

 Human Resources

  School Governance

 Real Estate

3 Immediate family is defined as the proposed board member and his or her spouse, and the parents, children, 
brothers, and sisters of the proposed board member and his or her spouse.

4 Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.



Certification
I recognize that all information, except home address, personal email, or personal telephone, submitted 

with this proposed board trustee questionnaire becomes a matter of public record, subject by law to 
disclosure to members of the general public. I certify that the information contained in this 
document and attached resume is true and complete to the best of my knowledge under the 
penalties of perjury.

Elizabeth W. Hoeske July 10, 2014



Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed Board Trustee Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed Board Trustee Biography
*Please submit a current resume with this form. *
Name Emily Jermine

Present Employer and Job Title
Abby Kelley Foster Charter Public School

Curriculum Coordinator K-5

Education 

Bachelor's and Master's Degree in Elementary 
Education from Worcester State College

Currently enrolled in Sixth Year Educational 
Leadership Program at Southern Connecticut State 
University

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, 
Educational Management Organization, or 
School Support Organization

Currently employed by Abby Kelley Foster Charter 
Public School

Town of Residence  Wallingford, CT

Proposed Board Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

1. How did you become aware of the proposed school?

I had read about the school's progress in the newspapers, and was contacted by a founding 
member.

2. Why do you wish to serve on the board? What anticipated office on the board would you hold if 
any, e.g. such as chair person or treasurer? How long do you anticipate being a member of the 
board?

I believe my expertise in elementary school curriculum development, as well as appropriate 
instructional strategies, and the Massachusetts State Frameworks will assist the board in 
making decisions regarding instructional approaches, curricular planning, and goal setting.  
Having worked at a charter school, I believe in offering families choice in education, and I 
believe in the mission of the Academy for the Whole Child Charter School.  I anticipate being 
on the board for at least a few years, as the school develops and makes initial decisions 
regarding instructional and curriculum programs.

3. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your 
commitment to public education and serving your targeted community.

Having completed my undergraduate and graduate programs at Worcester State College, I 
have been committed to improving the quality of education for students in Worcester, and feel 
that there are similar needs in Fitchburg.  I have maintained an active role in attending 
professional development workshops, enrolled in courses, and completed the Sheltered 
English Immersion course to ensure up to date information and research in the field of 
education, with issues specific to the demographics of cities such as Worcester and Fitchburg.  

4. What is the role of a public charter school board trustee?

The role of a public charter school board trustee is to serve the school community, ensuring 



that the school is staying true to their mission while supporting students and families in 
reaching their goals.  Board members must follow a protocol for running meetings, approving 
motions, and maintaining the integrity of the school and its mission.

5. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to implement the proposal 
as written. 

My background in elementary education, child development, instructional strategies, and 
curriculum allow me to assist the school in providing an education that meets the needs of the 
whole child as outlined in the proposal.  Having developed a character education curriculum in 
my current role, I feel well equipped to be a part of the development of a program that 
addresses both student academic and social emotional needs.

6. Please indicate if you or an immediate member5 of your family knows generally, and/or is 
disfavored by other members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or 
individual(s) affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the 
relationship(s) if one exists.

My father worked as an elementary school principal with a few members of the board, and had 
a positive working relationship with them.

7. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial 
interest6 in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or 
provide service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible 
leasing or selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the 
proposed school. If yes, please explain.

No, my family and I do not have any financial interest in the school.

5 Immediate family is defined as the proposed board member and his or her spouse, and the parents, children, 
brothers, and sisters of the proposed board member and his or her spouse.

6 Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.

1. Have or will you or any member of your immediate family receive funds, gifts, loans, services, 
or any other benefit for any purpose from the proposed school or any other company proposing 
to contract or provide services to the proposed school? If yes, please explain.

No, we have not received any funds or other benefits from the proposed school.

2. Describe what you would do if you believed one or more members of the school’s board was 
acting unethically or not in the best interests of the school.

I believe my first step would be to address the concern with the president of the board, who 
would then create a plan for addressing the concerns with the board members involved, or with 
the board as a whole depending on the situation.  If the president of the board was among the 
members I had concerns about, I would then take my concerns to the vice president or other 
sitting members in order to address the situation.  As part of the protocol for running board 
meetings, I believe maintaining adherence to the mission will be at the forefront, and if not all 
members are conducting themselves with this in mind, it would have to be addressed.

3. To the best of your knowledge, are there any situations which may give the appearance of a 
conflict of interest or that would make it difficult for you to discharge the duties of a board 
member and make decisions that are solely in the best interest of the school? If yes, please 
explain briefly. Individuals are encouraged to contact the State Ethics Commission 
(http://www.mass.gov/ethics/) about how conflict of interest law applies to their situation.

No, I do not feel there are any situations which would impair my ability to faithfully conduct my 
duties as a board member.



I recognize that all information, except home address, personal email, or personal telephone, submitted 
with this proposed board trustee questionnaire becomes a matter of public record, subject by law to 
disclosure to members of the general public. I certify that the information contained in this 
document and attached resume is true and complete to the best of my knowledge under the 
penalties of perjury.

Emily Jermine 7/8/14

Original Signature Required Date 

Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

  Community Service

  Fundraising

  Educational 
Leadership

  Finance/Business

  Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative 
Public School Models 
(ELT, Innovation Schools, 
Magnet or Pilot Schools)

 Early 
Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual 
Education

 Other:      

 Special Education

 English Language 
Learner Education

 Human Resources

  School 
Governance

 Real Estate

Certification



Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed Board Trustee Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed Board Trustee Biography
*Please submit a current resume with this form. *
Name Jennifer L. Jones

Present Employer and Job Title Retired from Fitchburg Public Schools 2012

Education 
The Boston Conservatory, B. Music,  M. Ed in 
Creative Arts Education, Fitchburg State University

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, 
Educational Management Organization, or 
School Support Organization

No

Town of Residence  Fitchburg 01420

Proposed Board Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

1. How did you become aware of the proposed school?

I am a founding member of the school from conception with Concetta Verge, Jane Kennedy 
and Kim L’Ecuyer

2. Why do you wish to serve on the board? What anticipated office on the board would you hold if 
any, e.g. such as chair person or treasurer? How long do you anticipate being a member of the 
board?

I am passionate about this school and will work as hard as I can to oversee its successful 
opening and implementation.  I am open to serve in any capacity even if that means as chair 
person for the first year.  I will remain on the board for at least one year – maybe two.  

3. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your 
commitment to public education and serving your targeted community.

I was a teacher for 15 years and an administrator for 14 years as Dir. of Arts & After School 
Programs in the Fitchburg Public Schools where I collaborated with several local agencies that 
serve school age youth in the area.  I continue to volunteer by serving on city-wide committees 
to improve the quality of life for Fitchburg’s residents through arts and culture as the President 
of the Fitchburg Cultural Alliance, a non-profit arts agency. I want the children in this area to 
have the very best educational opportunity in the state and country!

4. What is the role of a public charter school board trustee?

To be faithful to the Charter and ensure the sustainability and future of the school 

5. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to implement the proposal 
as written. 

 As a member of the Design and Development team, my detailed knowledge of the proposal 
will be helpful to the Board and as we move forward with implementation.   

6. Please indicate if you or an immediate member7 of your family knows generally, and/or is 
disfavored by other members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or 
individual(s) affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school 

7 Immediate family is defined as the proposed board member and his or her spouse, and the parents, children, 
brothers, and sisters of the proposed board member and his or her spouse.



support organization, if applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the 
relationship(s) if one exists.

N/A

7. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial 
interest8 in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or 
provide service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible 
leasing or selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the 
proposed school. If yes, please explain.

Yes.  After my service as a member of the Board of Trustees, I would consider working for the 
Charter as a contractor, if needed.  

I recognize that all information, except home address, personal email, or personal telephone, submitted 
with this proposed board trustee questionnaire becomes a matter of public record, subject by law to 
disclosure to members of the general public. I certify that the information contained in this 
document and attached resume is true and complete to the best of my knowledge under the 
penalties of perjury.

Jennifer L. Jones July 10, 2014
Original Signature Required Date

8  Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.

Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

  Community Service

  Fundraising

  Educational Leadership

  Finance/Business

  Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative Public 
School Models (ELT, Innovation 
Schools, Magnet or Pilot 
Schools)

 Early Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual Education

 Other: ARTS

 Special Education

 English Language Learner 
Education

 Human Resources

  School Governance

 Real Estate

Certification



Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed School Employee or Other Founding Member 

Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed School Employee or Founding Member Biography
*Please submit a current resume with this form. *
Name Jane A. Kennedy

Present Employer and Job Title Notre Dame Preparatory School; Teacher

Education 

Master’s Degree(s) in Education Specializing in 
Reading and in Special Education: Educational 
Leadership Participant (approx. 45 credits)

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, 
Educational Management Organization, or 
School Support Organization

No

Town of Residence  Fitchburg, MA  01420

Proposed School Employee or Founding Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

1. How did you become aware of the proposed school? 

I am one of the original founders.

2. Why do you wish to serve as a member of this founding group? If a charter were granted, what 
anticipated role would you play?

I am excited about this new innovative school which will positively impact all children in our 
area. If the school is granted a charter I would like to be hired as a classroom teacher.

3. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your 
commitment to public education and serving your targeted community.

I have retired from the Fitchburg School System after 36 years of dedicated service. During my 
employment with the Fitchburg School System I have been privileged to teach students at all 
three levels of education: Elementary, Middle School and High School students. I spent several 
years at central office developing curriculum for grades K-12 in Reading, Writing, Math, and 
Vocabulary.

4. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to support the 
implementation of the proposal as written.

I have experience teaching students at all three levels (Elementary, Middle School and High 
School students) including students with disabilities. I also have a wealth of knowledge when 
developing curriculum and aligning the curriculum with the MCF.

5. Please indicate if you or an immediate member9 of your family knows generally, and/or is 
disfavored by members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or individual(s) 
affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school support 
organization, if applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the 
relationship(s) if one exists.

9 Immediate family is defined as the proposed school employee or other founding member and his or her spouse, and 
the parents, children, brothers, and sisters of the proposed school employee or other founding member and his or her 
spouse.



George Watts, Bill Colonis (brothers-in-law), Elizabeth Hoeske (niece) and Mary Whitney 
(friend) I have tremendous respect and admiration for each of these individuals and I feel they 
feel the same about me.

6. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial 
interest10 in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or 
provide service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible 
leasing or selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the 
proposed school. If yes, please explain.

If hired as a classroom teacher I would become a salaried employee.

7. Have or will you or any member of your immediate family receive funds, gifts, loans, services, 
or any other benefit for any purpose from the proposed school, or any other company 
proposing to contract or provide services to the proposed school? If yes, please explain.

If appointed a teacher at the school I would be earning a salary.

8. Describe what you would do if you believed one or more members of the school’s proposed 
board was acting unethically or not in the best interests of the school.

I would bring the information directly to the Executive Director who would be in a position to 
investigate what I believed to be true. 

Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

  Community Service

  Fundraising

  Educational Leadership

  Finance/Business

  Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative Public 
School Models (ELT, Innovation 
Schools, Magnet or Pilot 
Schools)

 Early Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual Education

 Other:      

 Special Education

 English Language Learner 
Education

 Human Resources

  School Governance

 Real Estate

Certification
I recognize that all information, except home address, personal email, or personal telephone, submitted 

with this proposed school employee or other founding member questionnaire becomes a matter of 
public record, subject by law to disclosure to members of the general public. I certify that the 
information contained in this document and attached resume is true and complete to the best of my 
knowledge under the penalties of perjury.

Jane Kennedy July 7, 2014
Original Signature Required Date

10 Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.



Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed Board Trustee Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed Board Trustee Biography
*Please submit a current resume with this form. *

Name Nancy Kerylow

Present Employer and Job Title The Hanover Insurance Group

Education Mt Wachusett Community/ Atlantic Union

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, 
Educational Management Organization, or 
School Support Organization

Lunenburg PTO ,Lunenburg Family GiftMart, Town 
Fair Committee

Town of Residence  Lunenburg

Proposed Board Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

1. How did you become aware of the proposed school?

Josephine Rivers

2. Why do you wish to serve on the board? What anticipated office on the board would you hold if 
any, e.g. such as chair person or treasurer? How long do you anticipate being a member of the 
board?

It represents a unique opportunity to give back the community as a whole. I strongly believe in 
education with an emphasis on individual learning that is combined with the integration of the 
arts. The AWCCS will provide a safe and nurturing environment for younger students. It would 
be my pleasure to work with an organization committed towards achieving that goal.

3. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your 
commitment to public education and serving your targeted community.

Worked on the committee for a new primary school in Lunenburg. Provided teacher support in 
the Lunenburg elementary school for enhancement programs such as books and beyond, 
creative art projects, etc.. Fundraising for the local PTO that augmented teacher budgets and 
enhancing curriculums. I am currently volunteering at the Boys and Girls Club in Worcester. 
Working with the younger children once a week.

4. What is the role of a public charter school board trustee?

To provide support and guidance to the school in accomplishing their mission and to help build 
community relationships through fundraising activities.

5. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to implement the proposal 
as written. 

I am a highly motivated individual that loves working with children with a specific interest in 
providing a broader educational opportunity through application of Arts programs. I have spent 
my career building relationships and transcending cultural differences and I believe that my 
skills and creativity will be beneficial to the board.

6. Please indicate if you or an immediate member11 of your family knows generally, and/or is 
disfavored by other members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or 

11 Immediate family is defined as the proposed board member and his or her spouse, and the parents, children, 
brothers, and sisters of the proposed board member and his or her spouse.



individual(s) affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the 
relationship(s) if one exists.

N/A

7. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial 
interest12 in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or 
provide service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible 
leasing or selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the 
proposed school. If yes, please explain.

N/A

12 Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.

1. Have or will you or any member of your immediate family receive funds, gifts, loans, services, 
or any other benefit for any purpose from the proposed school or any other company proposing 
to contract or provide services to the proposed school? If yes, please explain.

N/A

2. Describe what you would do if you believed one or more members of the school’s board was 
acting unethically or not in the best interests of the school.

As a trustee representing this school if the situation rose to the level of unethical behavior I 
would beboth morally and ethically bound to report the situation to the appropriate authority. 
However if the situation was one of differing opinions I would willing to ask the tough questions 
and contribute to respectful and constructive dialogue.

3. To the best of your knowledge, are there any situations which may give the appearance of a 
conflict of interest or that would make it difficult for you to discharge the duties of a board 
member and make decisions that are solely in the best interest of the school? If yes, please 
explain briefly. Individuals are encouraged to contact the State Ethics Commission 
(http://www.mass.gov/ethics/) about how conflict of interest law applies to their situation.

No.  If conflict of interest arose I would immediately notify the board and take appropriate 
action.



Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

Y   Community Service

Y   Fundraising

  Educational Leadership

  Finance/Business

Y   Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative Public 
School Models (ELT, Innovation 
Schools, Magnet or Pilot 
Schools)

 Early Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual Education

 Other:      

 Special Education

 English Language Learner 
Education

 Human Resources

  School Governance

 Real Estate

Certification
I recognize that all information, except home address, personal email, or personal telephone, submitted 

with this proposed board trustee questionnaire becomes a matter of public record, subject by law to 
disclosure to members of the general public. I certify that the information contained in this 
document and attached resume is true and complete to the best of my knowledge under the 
penalties of perjury.

Nancy Kerylow July 14, 2014
Original Signature Required Date



Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed School Employee or Other Founding Member 

Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed School Employee or Founding Member Biography
*Please submit a current resume with this form. *

Name Kim L’Ecuyer

Present Employer and Job Title Fitchburg Public Schools-Elementary Teacher

Education Master’s Degree in Education-see resume

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, 
Educational Management Organization, or 
School Support Organization

     

Town of Residence  Town of Westminster

Proposed School Employee or Founding Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

1. How did you become aware of the proposed school? 

I am one of the original founders of the Academy for the Whole Child Charter School.

2. Why do you wish to serve as a member of this founding group? If a charter were granted, what 
anticipated role would you play?

I believe that all students deserve a robust education that meets the academic, social, and 
emotional needs of each child.  I believe that we need to provide a nurturing and joyful 
environment in which every child feels accepted and can be successful.  My anticipated role at 
the charter school would be that of Director of Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment.

3. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your 
commitment to public education and serving your targeted community.

I have been teaching in the Fitchburg Public School System for the past 16 years.  I have had 
the opportunity to work with a diverse group of students including students with special needs 
(including autism, deaf, emotionally disturbed, and physically challenged), second language 
learners and non-English speaking children.

4. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to support the 
implementation of the proposal as written.

During my 18 years in public education, I have taught at different grade levels.  I have been 
very active in program development as well as in curriculum development, revision and 
assessment.  I have also held positions as team leader, math coach, writing coach, 
professional development provider in math and writing, member of the School Improvement 
Team, mentor teacher, and Coordinator of the 21st Century After School and Arts program.

5. Please indicate if you or an immediate member13 of your family knows generally, and/or is 
disfavored by members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or individual(s) 
affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school support 

13 Immediate family is defined as the proposed school employee or other founding member and his or her spouse, 
and the parents, children, brothers, and sisters of the proposed school employee or other founding member and his 
or her spouse.



organization, if applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the 
relationship(s) if one exists.

None

6. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial 
interest14 in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or 
provide service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible 
leasing or selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the 
proposed school. If yes, please explain.

Yes, I am a proposed school employee.

7. Have or will you or any member of your immediate family receive funds, gifts, loans, services, 
or any other benefit for any purpose from the proposed school, or any other company 
proposing to contract or provide services to the proposed school? If yes, please explain.

If I were to be employed by the school I would be receiving a salary.

8. Describe what you would do if you believed one or more members of the school’s proposed 
board was acting unethically or not in the best interests of the school.

I would address the situation with the said individual.  If my concerns still existed I would then 
go to the chair of the Board of Trustees.

Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

  Community Service

  Fundraising

  Educational Leadership

  Finance/Business

  Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative Public School 
Models (ELT, Innovation Schools, 
Magnet or Pilot Schools)

 Early Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual Education

 Other:      

 Special Education

 English Language Learner 
Education

 Human Resources

  School Governance

 Real Estate

Certification
I recognize that all information, except home address, personal email, or personal telephone, submitted 

with this proposed school employee or other founding member questionnaire becomes a matter of 
public record, subject by law to disclosure to members of the general public. I certify that the 
information contained in this document and attached resume is true and complete to the best of my 
knowledge under the penalties of perjury. 

Kim L’Ecuyer 7-22-14
Original Signature Required Date

14 Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.







Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed School Employee or Other Founding Member 

Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed School Employee or Founding Member Biography

Name Josephine Rivers

Present Employer and Job Title Fitchburg Public Schools/ Art Teacher

Education M.Ed. Lesley University

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, Educational 
Management Organization, or School Support 
Organization

Fitchburg Public Schools

Please see resume

Town of Residence  Fitchburg

Proposed School Employee or Founding Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

1. How did you become aware of the proposed school? 

I became aware of the proposed school through a colleague.

2. Why do you wish to serve as a member of this founding group? If a charter were granted, what 
anticipated role would you play?

To ensure that an arts integration approach is included in the proposed model charter school as 
well as academic achievement, social and emotional development, community engagement, and 
equitable opportunities for students. My anticipated role is Art Teacher/Director of Creative Arts 
Education.

3. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your 
commitment to public education and serving your targeted community.

I am presently an Art Teacher for K through 4. I am individually developing and overseeing 
curriculum for 650 students. I have coordinated, designed with classroom teachers integrated 
arts curriculum implementing school wide themes.

4. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to support the implementation 
of the proposal as written.

Arts integration has been my educational focus for the past 30 years. I have experience in 
instruction design and implementation of integrated school arts programs. In the Fitchburg 
community, I have served as Assistant District Arts Director/Coordinator for School Arts Events, 
Community District Art Events and Fitchburg Arts District as Showcase Coordinator for 21st 
Century After School Program, District wide Visual and Performance Events.

5. Please indicate if you or an immediate member15 of your family knows generally, and/or is 
disfavored by members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or individual(s) 
affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school support 
organization, if applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the relationship(s) 
if one exists.

None

15 Immediate family is defined as the proposed school employee or other founding member and his or her spouse, 
and the parents, children, brothers, and sisters of the proposed school employee or other founding member and his 
or her spouse.



6. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial 
interest16 in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or 
provide service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible 
leasing or selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the 
proposed school. If yes, please explain.

Yes, as a potential employee of the school.

7. Have or will you or any member of your immediate family receive funds, gifts, loans, services, 
or any other benefit for any purpose from the proposed school, or any other company 
proposing to contract or provide services to the proposed school? If yes, please explain.

Yes, as a potential employee of the school.

8. Describe what you would do if you believed one or more members of the school’s proposed 
board was acting unethically or not in the best interests of the school.

Upon confirmation of inappropriate actions, I would report members to Board President and 
they will counseled, disciplined, discharged as needed.

Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

  Community Service

  Fundraising

  Educational Leadership

  Finance/Business

  Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative Public 
School Models (ELT, Innovation 
Schools, Magnet or Pilot 
Schools)

 Early Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual Education

 Other: ARTS

 Special Education

 English Language Learner 
Education

 Human Resources

  School Governance

 Real Estate

Certification
I recognize that all information, except home address, personal email, or personal telephone, submitted 

with this proposed school employee or other founding member questionnaire becomes a matter of 
public record, subject by law to disclosure to members of the general public. I certify that the 
information contained in this document and attached resume is true and complete to the best of my 
knowledge under the penalties of perjury.

16 Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.



Josephine Rivers July 10, 2014  





 





 







Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed Board Trustee Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed Board Trustee Biography
*Please submit a current resume with this form. *
Name Helen Obermeyer Simmons

Present Employer and Job Title Fitchburg State University, Professor

Education 
MFA Photography, RIT, BFA Art, BA Psychology, 
Stephens College

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, 
Educational Management Organization, or 
School Support Organization

None

Town of Residence  Lunenburg, MA     

Proposed Board Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

1. How did you become aware of the proposed school?

Through a colleague, Jennifer Jones

2. Why do you wish to serve on the board? What anticipated office on the board would you hold if 
any, e.g. such as chair person or treasurer? How long do you anticipate being a member of the 
board?

Founding Board Member, 3 years

3. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your 
commitment to public education and serving your targeted community.

Professor at University Level 32 years, Fitchburg State University

4. What is the role of a public charter school board trustee?

To advise and oversee the charter school administration

5. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to implement the proposal 
as written. 

 Expertise in Curriculum Development, 32 years teaching experience and committee work, 
expertise as an arts educator and artist. 

6. Please indicate if you or an immediate member17 of your family knows generally, and/or is 
disfavored by other members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or 
individual(s) affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the 
relationship(s) if one exists.

no

7. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial 
interest18 in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or 

17 Immediate family is defined as the proposed board member and his or her spouse, and the parents, children, 
brothers, and sisters of the proposed board member and his or her spouse.

18 Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.



provide service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible 
leasing or selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the 
proposed school. If yes, please explain.

no

1. Have or will you or any member of your immediate family receive funds, gifts, loans, services, 
or any other benefit for any purpose from the proposed school or any other company proposing 
to contract or provide services to the proposed school? If yes, please explain.

no

2. Describe what you would do if you believed one or more members of the school’s board was 
acting unethically or not in the best interests of the school.

I would speak up and bring the issue up before other members of the advisory committee. 

3. To the best of your knowledge, are there any situations which may give the appearance of a 
conflict of interest or that would make it difficult for you to discharge the duties of a board 
member and make decisions that are solely in the best interest of the school? If yes, please 
explain briefly. Individuals are encouraged to contact the State Ethics Commission 
(http://www.mass.gov/ethics/) about how conflict of interest law applies to their situation.

no



Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

  Community Service

   Fundraising

   Educational Leadership

  Finance/Business

  Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative Public 
School Models (ELT, Innovation 
Schools, Magnet or Pilot 
Schools)

 Early Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual Education

 Other: 

 Special Education

 English Language Learner 
Education

 Human Resources

  School Governance

 Real Estate

Certification
I recognize that all information, except home address, personal email, or personal telephone, submitted 

with this proposed board trustee questionnaire becomes a matter of public record, subject by law to 
disclosure to members of the general public. I certify that the information contained in this 
document and attached resume is true and complete to the best of my knowledge under the 
penalties of perjury.

Helen Obermeyer Simmons July 17, 2014



Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed Board Trustee Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed Board Trustee Biography
*Please submit a current resume with this form. *

Name Beverly A. Tefft

Present Employer and Job Title
Central MA Special Education Collaborative; 
Director of Finance and Operations

Education Master’s + 15

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, 
Educational Management Organization, or 
School Support Organization

N/A

Town of Residence  Fitchburg

Proposed Board Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

1. How did you become aware of the proposed school?

Conversation with a founding member; local newspaper articles
2. Why do you wish to serve on the board? What anticipated office on the board would you hold if 

any, e.g. such as chair person or treasurer? How long do you anticipate being a member of the 
board?

I believe in the mission.  Every child deserves the best education possible and I am 
convinced this Charter School will provide these children and their parents the 
opportunity to obtain such an education.  It’s about “choice” and I want to be a part of 
this endeavor.  I would prefer to start my tenure on the Board of Directors in a non-
officer capacity.  It is my intention to remain on the Board as long as my contributions 
continue to be positive and productive.

3. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your 
commitment to public education and serving your targeted community.

I have served as Treasurer on a PTO while my children attended local public 
schools.   I remained very involved, as a volunteer, in the extracurricular 
activities of the schools (fairs, fundraisers, etc.) throughout their school years.

4. What is the role of a public charter school board trustee?

Members of the Board of Trustees have a fiduciary responsibility to insure the 
assets of the Charter School are protected.  In addition, they oversee the 
operations of the organization to ensure the values and mission of the Charter 
School are being met and reflected in those operations.  

5. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to implement the proposal 
as written. 



 I have over twenty five years experience in the financial management field, ten 
of which have been in public schools and over ten years at a senior 
administrative level.

6. Please indicate if you or an immediate member19 of your family knows generally, and/or is 
disfavored by other members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or 
individual(s) affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the 
relationship(s) if one exists.

N/A
7. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial 

interest20 in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or 
provide service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible 
leasing or selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the 
proposed school. If yes, please explain.

N/A

19 Immediate family is defined as the proposed board member and his or her spouse, and the parents, children, 
brothers, and sisters of the proposed board member and his or her spouse.

20 Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.



8. Have or will you or any member of your immediate family receive funds, gifts, loans, services, 
or any other benefit for any purpose from the proposed school or any other company proposing 
to contract or provide services to the proposed school? If yes, please explain.

No
9. Describe what you would do if you believed one or more members of the school’s board was 

acting unethically or not in the best interests of the school.

If the issue could not be resolved by speaking with the officers of the Board and 
the ultimate removal of this individual, I would seek the assistance of the 
Department of Elementary and Secondary for guidance on next steps.

10. To the best of your knowledge, are there any situations which may give the appearance of a 
conflict of interest or that would make it difficult for you to discharge the duties of a board 
member and make decisions that are solely in the best interest of the school? If yes, please 
explain briefly. Individuals are encouraged to contact the State Ethics Commission 
(http://www.mass.gov/ethics/) about how conflict of interest law applies to their situation.

No

Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

 X  Community Service

  Fundraising

  Educational Leadership

 X  Finance/Business

 X  Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative Public 
School Models (ELT, Innovation 
Schools, Magnet or Pilot 
Schools)

 Early Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual Education

 Other:      

 Special Education

 English Language Learner 
Education

 Human Resources

  School Governance

 Real Estate

Certification
I recognize that all information, except home address, personal email, or personal telephone, submitted 

with this proposed board trustee questionnaire becomes a matter of public record, subject by law to 
disclosure to members of the general public. I certify that the information contained in this 
document and attached resume is true and complete to the best of my knowledge under the 
penalties of perjury.

Beverly Tefft                     July 14, 2014









Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed School Employee or Other Founding Member 

Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed School Employee or Founding Member Biography
*Please submit a current resume with this form. *
Name Concetta A. Verge

Present Employer and Job Title Retired MA Superintendent of Schools

Education 

Educational Leadership Program (57 credits)

Boston University and the University of Lowell

Master’s Degree(s) in Reading and

Equivalent Psychology and Counseling (33 
credits)

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, 
Educational Management Organization, or 
School Support Organization

No

Town of Residence  Lunenburg, MA 01462

Proposed School Employee or Founding Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

9. How did you become aware of the proposed school? 

I am one of the original founders. The proposed school has long been a dream of mine.

10. Why do you wish to serve as a member of this founding group? If a charter were granted, what 
anticipated role would you play?

I think this proposed school can and will be a model for educational improvement in MA. If 
appointed, I will serve as the Executive Director/Principal.

11. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your commitment 
to public education and serving your targeted community.

I was a successful teacher and administrator in the Fitchburg Public Schools for 13 years. I 
have mentored and supervised teachers and administrators in the Fitchburg Public Schools 
since.

12. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to support the implementation 
of the proposal as written.

My documented success as a building administrator, central office administrator and school 
superintendent for a combined 32 years; 18 years of them as Superintendent of Schools.

13. Please indicate if you or an immediate member21 of your family knows generally, and/or is 
disfavored by members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or individual(s) 
affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school support organization, if 
applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the relationship(s) if one exists.

21 Immediate family is defined as the proposed school employee or other founding member and his or her spouse, 
and the parents, children, brothers, and sisters of the proposed school employee or other founding member and his 
or her spouse.



Friends and colleagues: Jane Kennedy, Kim L’Ecuyer, Jennifer Jones and Josephine Rivers: 
Friendly acquaintances: George Watts, Bill Colonis, Mary Whitney and Elizabeth Hoeske. I 
believe I get along well with and there is mutual respect among all the founders and me.

14. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial interest22 

in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school support 
organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or provide 
service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible leasing or 
selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the proposed school. If 
yes, please explain.

If appointed I would become a salaried employee of the school.

15. Have or will you or any member of your immediate family receive funds, gifts, loans, services, or any 
other benefit for any purpose from the proposed school, or any other company proposing to contract 
or provide services to the proposed school? If yes, please explain.

I would receive a salary as an employee of the school.

16. Describe what you would do if you believed one or more members of the school’s proposed board 
was acting unethically or not in the best interests of the school.

I would first approach the individual in question and discuss my specific concerns. If my concerns 
still existed I would then go to the Chair of the Board of Trustees and plan with the Chair how to 
proceed.

Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

  Community Service

  Fundraising

  Educational Leadership

  Finance/Business

  Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative Public 
School Models (ELT, Innovation 
Schools, Magnet or Pilot 
Schools)

 Early Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual Education

 Other:      

 Special Education

 English Language Learner 
Education

 Human Resources

  School Governance

 Real Estate

Certification
I recognize that all information, except home address, personal email, or personal telephone, submitted 

with this proposed school employee or other founding member questionnaire becomes a matter of 
public record, subject by law to disclosure to members of the general public. I certify that the 
information contained in this document and attached resume is true and complete to the best of my 
knowledge under the penalties of perjury.

Concetta A. Verge July 7, 2014

22 Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.



Office of Charter Schools and School Redesign

Proposed Board Trustee Questionnaire 2014-2015 

Proposed Board Trustee Biography
*Please submit a current resume with this form. *
Name Mary H. Whitney

Present Employer and Job Title Retired: Former Mayor of Fitchburg

Education Stevens Business College

Past or Present  Employment by or Board 
Membership in a Charter School, 
Educational Management Organization, or 
School Support Organization

Member of the School Committee for 10 years

Past President of Massachusetts Association of 
School Committees

Town of Residence  Fitchburg, MA 01420 

Proposed Board Member Questions

Please answer each question as fully as possible. 

1. How did you become aware of the proposed school?

I became aware of the proposed school by a fellow board member.

2. Why do you wish to serve on the board? What anticipated office on the board would you hold if 
any, e.g. such as chair person or treasurer? How long do you anticipate being a member of the 
board?

I am very involved in the community and I will be happy to lend my expertise in whatever area 
needed by the board.

3. Provide specific examples of past actions that you have taken that demonstrate your 
commitment to public education and serving your targeted community.

I have been actively involved in both public and private schools in Fitchburg. I served as 
Chairperson pf the Fitchburg School Committee for 10 years and oversaw the building of the 
new Fitchburg High School.

4. What is the role of a public charter school board trustee?

The role of a public charter school board of trustee is to oversee, advise, and to ensure the 
school stays faithful to its charter and mission and to see the school is financially sound.

5. Describe your unique qualifications that demonstrate your capacity to implement the proposal 
as written. 

As former Mayor of Fitchburg and the Chairperson person of the Fitchburg School Committee, I 
will ensure and promote that the school charter and mission is adhered and see that the school 
is financially sound.

6. Please indicate if you or an immediate member23 of your family knows generally, and/or is 
disfavored by other members of the proposed board, proposed school employee(s), or 
individual(s) affiliated with the proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable. Indicate the individual(s) and describe the nature of the 
relationship(s) if one exists.

Connie Verge and Jane Kennedy; I have worked closely with and admire these talented women 

23 Immediate family is defined as the proposed board member and his or her spouse, and the parents, children, 
brothers, and sisters of the proposed board member and his or her spouse.



attachment iv.C.

Curriculum Outline for Grade 4

for the duration of my time Chairing the Fitchburg School Committee.

7. Please indicate if you or an immediate member of your family has or may have a financial 
interest24 in the proposed school; proposed educational management organization or school 
support organization, if applicable; or individual(s) or any other company that may contract or 
provide service to the proposed school, if applicable. Please include employment, the possible 
leasing or selling of any real property, and the purchase of equipment or services for the 
proposed school. If yes, please explain.

No

8. Have or will you or any member of your immediate family receive funds, gifts, loans, services, 
or any other benefit for any purpose from the proposed school or any other company proposing 
to contract or provide services to the proposed school? If yes, please explain.

No

9. Describe what you would do if you believed one or more members of the school’s board was 
acting unethically or not in the best interests of the school.

I would immediately bring my concerns to the Executive Director and the Chairman of the 
Board, discuss it and if action is required he/she will be disciplined.

10. To the best of your knowledge, are there any situations which may give the appearance of a 
conflict of interest or that would make it difficult for you to discharge the duties of a board 
member and make decisions that are solely in the best interest of the school? If yes, please 
explain briefly. Individuals are encouraged to contact the State Ethics Commission 
(http://www.mass.gov/ethics/) about how conflict of interest law applies to their situation.

No

Expertise
Please indicate in which areas you possess professional expertise:

  Community Service

  Fundraising

  Educational Leadership

  Finance/Business

  Management

  Charter Schools

 Other Innovative Public 
School Models (ELT, Innovation 
Schools, Magnet or Pilot 
Schools)

 Early Childhood/Elementary 
Education 

 Secondary Education

 Law

  School Improvement

  Blended/Virtual Education

 Other:      

 Special Education

 English Language Learner 
Education

 Human Resources

  School Governance

 Real Estate

Certification

Mary H. Whitney   

24 Financial interest is defined as anything of economic or monetary value.





ATTACHMENT IV.C. Outline of 4th grade curriculum 

Fourth Grade Examples of Skills

Reading: 
Literature

• Compare and contrast similar themes and topics and patterns of events in 
a variety of genres.

• Describe in depth, different story elements, using specific details from the 
text.

Reading: 
Informational 
Text

• Summarize a text by determining the main idea and supporting details in 
the text.

• Interpret information presented visually (charts, diagrams, tables, etc.) and 
explain how the information contributes to the understanding of the text.

Reading: 
Foundational 
Skills

• Use word decoding strategies to read unfamiliar words.
• Read and comprehend literature appropriate for fourth grade.

Writing • Write from one’s own point of view and provide reasons and details 
supporting that point of view.

• Plan, revise, and edit writing with support from peers and adults.
Speaking and 
Listening

• Follow agreed upon rules for discussion-i.e., being respectful, speaking 
one at a time, and listening to others.

• When engaging in discussions, ask questions for clarification, stay on 
topic, and offer remarks relevant to the topic.

Language • Differentiate between formal and informal language, and understand what 
context to use them in.

• Correctly use commas and quotation marks to indicate direct speech and 
to directly quote from a text.

                                                                      

Fourth 
Grade

Examples of Skills

Operations 
and Algebraic 
Thinking

• Write factors of a given product.
• Determine if a whole number is prime or composite.

Number and 
Operations in 
Base Ten

• Round multi-digit whole numbers up to a million to any place value.
• Multiply whole numbers up to 4-digit by 1-digit and 2-digit by 2-digit using 

place value strategies and properties of operations.

Number and 
Operations-
Fractions

• Draw a fraction model to identify equivalent fractions.
• Solve word problems involving the multiplication of whole numbers and 

fractions.

MATH

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS



Measurement 
and Data

• Convert larger units of measurement to smaller units of measurement 
within a given system.

• Solve addition and subtraction problems to find the unknown angle in a 
diagram.

Geometry • Draw points, lines, line segments, rays, angles (right, acute, obtuse), and 
parallel and perpendicular lines.

• Define right triangles as their own category and identify right triangles in 
drawings.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Fourth 
Grade

Examples of Skills

History and 
Geography

• Expand one’s knowledge of geography in locating mountain ranges, 
deserts, landmarks, major countries and cities around the world.

• Apply one’s knowledge of map skills specifically longitude, latitude, the 
equator, and the poles in locating areas of the globe.

Civics and 
Governance

• Give examples of the different ways immigrants can become citizens of the 
United States.

• Provide examples of the major rights that immigrants have acquired as 
citizens of the United States.

Economics • Give examples of how the interaction of buyers and sellers influences the 
prices of goods and services in market.

• Define and give examples of natural resources in the United States.

Fourth Grade Examples of Skills

Earth and Space 
Science

• Give a simple explanation of what a mineral is and some examples.
• Recognize that the sun is a star and the center of the solar system.

Life Science • Differentiate between observable characteristics of plants and animals  
that are fully inherited (color, shape, etc.) and characteristics that are 
affected by the environment.

• Explore the process by which plants grow, thrive and reproduce.

Physical Science • Identify different types of forces and how they affect objects.
• Describe the relationship of electric charges, magnetic forces, and 

electric currents.

Technology/Enginee
ring

• Explore the relationship of science and technology in modern society.

SCIENCE





Jennifer Jones

    

ATTACHMENTS IV.d

Scope & Sequence K – 4 
Foreign Language Standards K – 4 
and World Language Progress 
Indicators
Arts Curriculum K - 4

      



SCOPE & SEQUENCE K-4

Kindergarten Objectives

Language Arts
Reading
• With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
• Retell familiar stories.
• Identify character, setting, and major events in a story.
• Ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text.
• Recognize common types of text.
• Name the author and illustrator of a story.
• Identify the front cover, back cover, and pages of a book.
• Make connections between texts.
• Make an appropriate selection of text for personal enjoyment, interest, and academic tasks.
• Actively engage in group reading activities.
• Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and page by page.
• Recognize that spoken words are represented in written language by specific sequences of letters.
• Understand that words are separated by spaces in print.
• Recognize and name all upper- and lowercase letters of the alphabet.
• Recognize and produce rhyming words.
• Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words.
• Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and final sounds.
• Add or substitute individual sounds in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.
• Demonstrate one-to-one letter correspondence by producing the primary sound for each consonant.
• Associate the long and short sounds for the five major vowels.
• Read common high frequency words by sight.
• Read emergent-reader text with understanding.

Writing
• Use a combination of drawing, dictating and writing to:

 State an opinion or preference about a topic
 To compose informative/explanatory texts
 To narrate a single event in the order in which they occurred and provide a reaction to what 

happened
• With guidance and support:

 Respond to questions and suggestions from adults and peers and add detail to strengthen 
writing

 Explore a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing
• Participate in shared research and writing projects.
• Recall information from experiences to answer questions.

Speaking & Listening
• Follow agreed upon rules for discussions.



• Continue a conversation through multiple exchanges.
• Listen to others and name emotions by observing facial expressions and nonverbal cues.
• Follow basic oral directions.
• Confirm understanding of a text read aloud by asking and answering questions.
• Ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get information, or clarify something that is not 

understood.
• Describe familiar people, places, things, and events.
• Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions.
• Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly, and respond to poems, rhymes, and 

songs.

Language
• Print upper- and lowercase letters.
• Use frequently occurring nouns and verbs.
• Form regular plural nouns orally by adding /s/ and /es/.
• Understand and use question words.
• Use the most frequently occurring propositions.
• Produce and expand complete sentences in shared language activities.
• Capitalize the first word in a sentence and the pronoun I.
• Recognize and name end punctuation.
• Write a letter or letters for most consonant and short-vowel sounds.
• Spell simple words phonetically.
• Identify new meanings for familiar words and apply them accurately.
• Use the most common affixes (-ed, -s, re-, un-, pre-, -ful, -less) as a clue to the meaning of an 

unknown word.
• Relate frequently occurring verbs and adjectives to their opposites (antonyms).
• Sort common objects into categories.
• Identify real-life connections between words and their use.
• Distinguish shades of meanings among verbs describing the same general action by acting out the 

meaning.

Math

Counting and Cardinality
• Count to 100 by ones, fives, and tens.
• Count forward by ones (up to 100), starting at any number (instead of having to begin at one).
• Count backward from 20.
• Recognize numbers 1-100.
• Recognize that a number can be used to represent how many objects are in a set. 
• Accurately count the number of objects in a set.
• Tell how many after counting.
• Write the number from 0-20.
• Demonstrate an understanding of the concept zero.
• Add and subtract to ten.
• Identify ½ as one of two equal parts of a whole.
• Identify positions of objects in sequence up to fifth.



• Identify larger, smaller, and equal sets (up to 20).
• Organize sets in order from smallest to largest up to sets of 10.
• Compare sets of up to at least 10 concrete objects using appropriate language (e.g., none, more than, 

fewer than, same number of, one more than) and order numbers.

Operations and Algebraic Thinking
• Use objects and drawings to model number stories and solve related addition and subtraction 

problems to ten.
• Identify attributes of color, shape, and size for purposes of sorting and classifying.
• Sort, classify, and order objects by size, number, and other properties/attributes.
• Identify common connections between objects in order to group them into familiar sets.
• Identify, reproduce, describe, extend, and create color rhythmic, shape, number, and letter repeating 

patterns with simple attributes.
• Count by tens to 50+.
• Use tallies to count and organize groups of objects.

Number and Operations in Base Ten
• Compose and decompose numbers from 11 to 19 into ten ones and further ones (16=10+6).

Measurement and Data
• Recognize and compare the attributes of length, volume/capacity, weight, are, and time using 

appropriate language (e.g., longer, taller, shorter, same length; heavier, lighter, same weight; holds 
more, holds less, holds the same amount).

• Make and use estimates of measurements from everyday experiences.
• Use initial strategies for measuring length and weight (e.g., show a beginning and end point, measure 

in a straight line, add and take away weights to balance an object on a balance scale).
• Sort and classify objects according to their attributes and organize data about the object(s).
• Read and interpret data from a graph with two columns/rows.

Geometry
• Recognize, name, build, draw, compare, and sort two-dimensional shapes: square, circle, triangle, and 

rectangle.
• Describe shapes (square, circle, triangle, and rectangle) by naming number of sides, corners/vertices, 

etc.
• Use knowledge of shapes to identify objects in the environment that share similar attributes.
• Recognize, compare, and sort three-dimensional shapes: cube, cone, cylinder, and sphere).
• Demonstrate an understanding of the terms: beside, inside, next to, close to, above, below, apart, 

over, under, around, and on top.

Social Studies

Focus: Family and Community
• View and discuss the American Flag (its colors and shape) and the Pledge of Allegiance.
• Learn about the way American symbols, holidays, and patriotic activities reflect the shared values, 

principles and beliefs of Americans.



• Learn about presidents and other patriotic men and women in the U.S. prior to 1880 (George 
Washington, Abraham Lincoln, etc.)

• Become familiar with the reasons why people celebrate such holidays as: Columbus Day, 
Independence Day, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, Presidents’ Day, and Thanksgiving.

• Learn that history tells the story of people in the past and things that happened in the past.
• Learn about some ways people of different cultures and countries celebrate holidays.
• Understand calendar time (e.g., days, weeks, months), and use words and phrases related to 

chronology and time.
• Understand how to use and create a timeline using words and phrases relating to time.
• Identify two ways in which his/her family is the same as and two ways different from other families.
• Demonstrate ways to resolve conflicts by being good citizens and discuss ways for groups to make 

decisions fairly.
• Participate in the voting process from selecting an issue to discussing the results in the classroom.
• Understand the necessity of rules and the consequences of breaking them.
• Identify authority figures at home and school, and discuss the actions of good citizens.
• Name three classroom rules.
• Discuss the individual rights and responsibilities they (students) have as part of their family, school, 

and community.
• Demonstrate the characteristics of a good citizen.
• Identify three things about him/herself.
• Learn that a responsibility is a duty to do or not do something and discuss examples of responsibility.
• Name two events that happened in the past (before today) and two current events in his/her life.
• Learn about work and discuss the jobs people do in their communities.
• Describe tools or equipment needed for some jobs.
• Name three occupations in the community and identify the work associated with each.
• Identify the difference between needs and wants and understand that people work to earn money for 

things they need and want.
• Understand the difference between consumers and producers and goods and services.
• Understand the basic concepts of spending and saving money.
• Name the city, town, or community, as well as the state and country where he/she lives. 
• Understand that we can describe where we live in many different ways.
• Know their phone number and address.
• Learn terms that describe relative location (e.g., near, far, etc.) and understand the purpose of maps 

and globes.
• Locate the commonly used areas in the classroom and the school building.
• Understand that maps and globes help locate places.
• Learn about cardinal directions.
• Differentiate between land and water features.

Science

Earth and Space
• Identify rocks, soil, and water as the basic materials that make up Earth.
• Recognize that the weather changes day to day and season to season.
• Learn about day and night and the objects we can see in the sky at different times.



• Begin to demonstrate an understanding that the sun provides light and heat for the earth.
• Learn about the importance of water to all life on Earth.
• Begin to understand the properties of water and how water takes on different forms under different 

circumstances.

Life Science
• Distinguish between living and non-living things.
• Understand that living things are alike in some ways and different in others.
• Understand that living things change as they grow. 
• Recognize that children are very similar to their parents but not exactly like them.
• Understand that exercise and healthy food are important for all people.
• Observe, identify, and describe some life processes of animals: breathing, movement, taking in 

nourishment, growth and reproduction.
• Give examples of an animal interacting with its environment through its senses.
• Recognize that plants and animals have specific needs in order to live: food, water, and shelter.
• Understand that many different kinds of plants live in different environments on Earth.
• Understand that many different kinds of animals live in different environments on Earth.
• Distinguish plant parts such as roots, stems, leaves, flowers and seeds.

Physical Science
• Sort objects by observable properties such as size, shape, color, weight, and texture.
• Identify materials as either a solid, liquid, or gas.

Technology/Engineering
• Explore ways that technology can help make people’s lives better.
• Identify and explain some possible uses for natural materials and human-made materials.
• Identify and describe the safe and proper use of tools and materials to construct simple structures.

First Grade Objectives
Language Arts
Reading
• Using text and illustrations, ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
• Identify the main idea of a text.
• Retell stories, including key ideas, and demonstrate understanding of their message.
• Make connections within a text (characters, ideas, events, or pieces of information).
• Predict what will happen next in stories.
• Describe characters, setting, and major events in a story.
• Identify words/phrases in stories or poems that appeal to the senses (descriptive writing).
• Explain differences and read from a variety of genres.
• Know and use text features to locate information in a text.
• Identify who is telling a story at various points in a text.
• Compare and contrast the experiences of characters in stories.
• Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words in a text.
• Identify basic similarities and differences between two texts on the same topic (illustrations, 

descriptions, procedures).



• With prompting and support, read a variety of texts appropriately complex for grade 1, as well as 
texts for personal enjoyment and interest.

• Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (first word, capitalization, ending punctuation).
• Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
• Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds.
• Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and final sounds.
• Segment single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds.
• Orally substitute the initial or final consonant sound in one syllable words (bat-sat, mom-mop).
• Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs, and initial and final 

consonant blends.
• Decode regularly spelled one and two-syllable words.
• Decode simple one-syllable nonsense words.
• Know final –e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.
• Use knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a 

printed word.
• Recognize and read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words, including high frequency words.
• Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding, with accuracy, appropriate rate, and 

expression.
• Use context clues to determine the meaning of unknown words in a text.
• Know and use various text features to locate key facts or information in a text.
• Distinguish between information provided by pictures or other illustrations and information provided 

by words in the text.

Writing
• Write from a variety of genres including: opinion, informative, and narrative.
• With guidance and support, revise and strengthen writing.
• Use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing.
• Participate in share research and writing projects.
Speaking & Listening
• Follow agreed-upon rules for discussion.
• Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others.
• Ask clarifying questions about a discussion, text, or presentation.
• Listen to others’ ideas and identify others’ point of view.
• Follow two-step oral directions.
• Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details.
• Add drawings or other visual displays when appropriate to clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.
• Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.

Language
• Print all upper- and lowercase letters.
• Spell unknown words phonetically.
• Produce and expand complete and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory 

sentences in response to prompts.
• Use end punctuation for sentences.
• Sort words into categories.
• Use past, present, and future verbs.



• Use spelling patterns to help spell words.
• Read root words and their endings.
• Use capital letters for people and dates.
• Use commas in dates and to separate single words in a series.
• Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic sentences.
• Use common, proper, and possessive nouns.
• Use personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns.
• Use frequently occurring adjectives.
• Use frequently occurring conjunctions (and, but, or, so).
• Use frequently occurring prepositions (before, after, during).
• Use different strategies to help decode unknown words when reading.
• Understand that some words have more than one meaning.
• Identify real-life connections between words and their use.

Math

Number Sense and Operations
• Use place value to describe whole numbers between 10 and 100 in terms of hundreds, tens, and ones.
• Read, write, and represent numbers up to 120.
• Count, with and without objects, forward and backward from any given number up to 120.
• Identify the total when the number of tens and ones is known.
• Connect number words and numerals to the quantities they represent, using various physical models 

and representations, including numbers as labels and measurement, and ordinal and cardinal numbers.
• Understand that numbers can be “even” or “odd.”
• Represent and use a sense of whole numbers in flexible ways including relating, composing, and 

decomposing numbers.
• Mentally find a number that is 10 more or 10 less than a given number.
• Know what “sum” and “difference” mean.
• Demonstrate an understanding of the relationships of whole numbers to 120 and compare them using 

terms and syllables (<, =, >, less than, equal to, greater than).
• Identify and represent the fraction one-half as two equal parts of the whole.
• Demonstrate an understanding of the effects of adding and subtracting whole numbers.
• Demonstrate an understanding of the various meanings of addition and subtraction of whole numbers 

and the relationship between the two operations.

Operations and Algebraic Thinking
• Solve two-digit addition and subtraction problems with and without regrouping.
• Skip count by 2s, 5s, and 10s.
• Estimate, calculate, and solve problems involving addition and subtraction of numbers to 20.
• Recognize and create patterns.
• Use rules to describe patterns.
• Identify patterns on the hundred grid.
• Describe and create simple addition and subtraction number patterns.
• Determine if equations involving addition and subtraction are true.
• Identify the missing number in an equation (e.g., □ + 7 = 10).



• Solve one-step story and picture problems.
• Write number sentences using +, ─, < and/or > to represent mathematical relationships in everyday 

situations.

Measurement and Data
• Identify left and right hand.
• Identify parts of the day, days of the week, and months of the year.
• Use a calendar to identify days.
• Tell time to the hour and half hour on analog and digital clocks.
• Identify familiar instruments of measurement.
• Select and correctly use the appropriate measurement tools (e.g., ruler, balance scale, thermometer).
• Compare objects according to linear measure, weight, capacity, and time.
• Use measuring tools to measure and compare lengths of common objects to the nearest inch and 

centimeter.
• Use the attributes of length and weight to make estimates and solve everyday problems.
• Identify pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters; find the value of these coins, up to one dollar.
• Identify dozen; half-dozen; pair.
• Represent data using concrete objects, tallies, pictures, and graphs.
• Pose questions and gather data about themselves and their surroundings.
• Describe parts of the data and the set of data as a whole to determine what the data shows.

Geometry
• Describe characteristics of two- and three-dimensional objects.
• Sort and classify two- and three-dimensional objects according to their attributes and organize data 

about the objects.
• Recognize, name, build, draw, and compare two-dimensional shapes.
• Combine and take apart two- and three-dimensional figures (hexagon = 6 triangles).
• Recognize and create shapes that are congruent.
• Recognize and creates shapes that have symmetry. 
• Recognize geometric shapes and structures in the environment.

Social Studies

Focus: Community and Neighborhood
• Identify sequences of days, weeks, months, years, and seasons
• Read dates on a calendar and associate them with days of the week.
• Understand broad categories of time (e.g., past, present, and future) and apply calendar time to events 

in their school and community.
• Learn to order events sequentially and use vocabulary that indicates sequence.
• Put events in one’s life in chronological order.
• Learn about the parts and purposes of maps.
• Identify physical features on maps and globes.
• Learn about land forms and bodies of water found on Earth.
• Identify and use the cardinal directions on a map (N, S, E, W).
• Create maps as representations of places (school yard, street, and neighborhood).
• Distinguish between near and far places on a map.



• Learn the locations of various places in their community.
• Name your continent, country, state, and community.
• Locate Massachusetts on a map and identify Boston as the capital of Massachusetts.
• Define and locate the North and South Poles and the equator.
• Discuss what history is and how we can learn about history.
• Expand their knowledge of important buildings, statues, and monuments associated with American 

history.
• Identify and explain the significance of:  the American flag, the bald eagle, the White House, and the 

Statue of Liberty.
• Demonstrate the ability to recite the Pledge of Allegiance and have a general understanding of its 

meaning.
• Identify and describe at least four major holidays celebrated in Massachusetts and the United States.
• Expand their knowledge of the history of The First Thanksgiving and discuss reasons the Pilgrims 

came to America and what life was like for them in the new world.
• Distinguish between fact and opinion and recognize the difference between real people and fictional 

characters.
• Identify people from the past who have shown character ideals and principles.
• Become familiar with American folktales and describe the main characters and their qualities.
• Become familiar with stories about famous Americans and describe their qualities or distinctive traits.
• Expand their knowledge of presidents and other patriotic men and women in the U.S. prior to 1880.
• Explore and learn about the different cultures of people in your community and neighborhood 

(religions, celebrations, customs, and language).
• Compare life now with life in the past.
• Learn about major elected officials (e.g., president, governor, mayor) and understand that there are 

sources of authority for those who make laws and rules.
• Recognize and discuss authority figures at home, in school and in the community.
• Learn about responsibilities of authority figures at home and school.
• Discuss similarities and differences in rules and responsibilities at home and at school.
• Understand some basic civic values (e.g., fair play, honesty, sportsmanship) and learn about some 

ways to handle things if they are bullied.
• Describe the characteristics of responsible citizens.
• Explain how decisions can be made and conflicts can be resolved in fair ways.
• Know the differences among buyers, sellers, and producers and between goods and services.
• Understand and describe the difference between what people need and what people want.
• Learn ways people exchange goods and services, including bartering and using money.
• Give examples of products people buy and use (parents, teachers, and children).
• Expand their knowledge of different types of work that benefit families and communities.
• Give examples of at least three different jobs (occupations) people in the community do to help each 

other.
• Recognize the importance of saving money.

Science

Earth and Space
• Identify events around us that have repeated patterns such as, day and night and the seasons of the 

year.



• Recognize that water, rocks, soil, and living things are found on the earth’s surface.
• Recognize that the sun supplies heat and light to the earth and is necessary for life.
• Identify three things needed to produce a shadow: light, an object to block the light, and a surface on 

which the shadow is cast.

Life Science
• Recognize that animals (including humans) are living things that grow and reproduce.
• Describe the basic needs of plants: water, light, nutrients, and air.
• Plant seeds, observe them growth, and record their growth.
• Sequence the stages of plant development.
• Describe the basic needs of animals: food, water, space, and shelter.
• Recognize that each type of organism has specific needs, such as type of food, amount of water, 

amount of space, and that these needs are met in the organism’s habitat.
• Observe, compare, and record structures and behaviors of a variety of plants and animals in different 

habitats.
• Understand that animals use plants and other animals for food.
• Recognize similarities and differences in animals and their parents.
• Identify and describe the different habitats on Earth that plants and animals call home.
• Understand that some kinds of animals and plants that once lived on Earth are no longer alive but are 

similar to some living things that are.
• Describe changes in appearances that plants and animals go through as the seasons change.
• Recognize that children are very similar to their parents but not exactly like them.
• Learn about some ways that humans and animal parents take care of their young.
• Understand that exercise helps us stay healthy.
• Learn about foods that we should eat often and foods that we should eat occasionally.

Physical Science
• Sort objects by observable properties such as size, shape, color, weight, and texture.
• Describe the various ways that objects can move, such as in a straight line, zigzag, back and forth, 

round and round, fast and slow.
• Demonstrate that the way to change the motion of an object is to apply a force (push or pull).  

Recognize that the greater the force, the greater the change in the motion of the object.
• Explore, observe, and describe properties of balls and their motion.
• Explore relationships between the properties of balls and their movement on ramps of different 

degrees of steepness and surface texture.
• Conduct experiments using ramps, balls and different surfaces.
• Gain experience with the concepts of gravity, energy, speed acceleration, momentum, and friction.

Technology/Engineering
• Explore how technology can help make people’s lives better.
• Identify and explain some possible uses for natural materials and human-made materials.
• Identify and describe the safe and proper use of tools and materials to construct simple structures.

Second Grade Objectives
Language Arts



Reading
• Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.
• Identify the main idea of a multi-paragraph text
• Describe how reasons support specific points the author makes in a text.
• Identify the main purpose of a text.
• Recount stories from diverse cultures and determine their central message.
• Describe how characters in a story respond to major events and challenges.
• Describe how words and phrases supply rhythm and meaning in a story, poem, or song.
• Describe the overall structure of a story.
• Acknowledge differences in the points of view of characters.
• Compare and contrast two or more versions of the same story be different authors or from different 

cultures.
• Compare and contrast the most important [points presented by two texts on the same topic.
• Describe the connection between a series of steps in a text.
• Determine meaning of words or phrases in a text relevant to a grade two topic or subject area.
• Know and use various text features to locate key facts or information in a text efficiently.
• Explain how specific images (diagrams, charts) contribute to and clarify a text.
• Select, read, and comprehend literature in the grades 2-3 text complexity.
• Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.
• Know spelling-sound correspondences for additional common vowel teams.
• Decode words with common prefixes and suffixes.
• Recognize and read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled (high frequency) words.
• Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.

Writing
• Write opinion, informative/explanatory, and narrative texts (including stories, reports, letters, poems, 

descriptions).
• Write clear sentences and paragraphs with a main idea and supporting details.
• Recognize complete and incomplete sentences.
• Focus on topic and strengthen writing as needed by revising and editing.
• Produce written work with a beginning, middle, and end.
• Use a variety of tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.
• Participate in shared research and writing projects.
• Recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a 

question.
• Know how to use the dictionary, thesaurus, and encyclopedia correctly.
• Use logical sequence.

Speaking & Listening
• Follow agreed-upon rules for discussion.
• Build on others’ talk in conversations by linking their comments to the remarks of others.
• Ask for clarification and further explanation as needed about topics of discussion.
• Cooperate for productive group discussion.
• Follow two- and three-step oral directions.
• Present stories in logical order and describe characters, plot, and setting.
• Report on a topic with facts and details from several sources.



• Speak clearly with volume and correct speed when sharing a presentation.

Language
• Use complete sentences when writing.
• Know what nouns (including collective nouns), pronouns (including reflexive pronouns), and verbs 

are and use them correctly.
• Capitalize holiday, product names, geographic names, and abbreviations.
• Identify present, past, and future tenses of verbs and use past tense verbs the right way in a sentence.
• Form and use frequently occurring regular and irregular plural nouns.
• Form and use past tense of frequently occurring irregular verbs.
• Know the difference between an adjective and an adverb.
• Use adjectives to describe nouns.
• Use adverbs to describe verbs.
• Use knowledge of word families to help with the spelling of unknown words
• Produce, expand, and rearrange complete simple and compound sentences.
• Use commas correctly in letters, in a series, in dates, and in letters.
• Use an apostrophe to form contractions.
• Use apostrophes to show that a noun has ownership of something.
• Consult reference materials as needed to check and correct spellings.
• Compare formal and informal uses of English.
• Use context clues to determine the meaning of a word or phrase.
• Determine the meaning of a new word formed when a known prefix is added to a word.
• Use a root word as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word.
• Use knowledge of the meaning of individual words to predict the meaning of compound words.
• Generate and use antonyms, synonyms, and multiple-meaning words.

Math

Number Sense and Operations
• Use place value to describe whole numbers between 10 and 1,000 in terms of hundreds, tens, and 

ones.
• Read, write, and represent whole numbers to 1,000.
• Write numbers up to 1,000 in expanded form.
• Know that 100 is 10 tens, and 1,000 is 10 hundreds.
• Find 10 more or 10 less than a given three-digit number.
• Find 100 more or 100 less than a three-digit number.
• Round numbers to the nearest 10 and 100.
• Compare and order whole numbers to 1,000.
• Count by twos, threes, fives, and tens forward and backward.
• Use a number line.
• Identify odd and even numbers by recognizing the number pattern.
• Demonstrate an understanding that an even number is divisible by two.
• Identify dozen and half dozen.
• Identify ordinal position, 1st-20th, and write words for ordinal numbers, first to twentieth.
• Demonstrate fluency with basic addition and related subtraction facts.



• Recognize what an addend is.
• Practice doubling (adding a number to itself).
• Solve two- and three-digit addition and subtraction problems with and without regrouping 

(renaming).
• Use mental strategies and algorithms to add and subtract two-digit numbers.
• Estimate sums and differences up to 100.
• Recognize the “times sign (x).
• Know what “factor” and “product” mean.
• Know the product of any single digit number x 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10.
• Practice simple word problems involving multiplication and division.
• Begin understanding how to divide by 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10.
• Recognize fractions as part of a whole.
• Write simple fractions: ½ , ¼.
• Recognize fractions that are equal to one (2/2, 3/3, 4/4).

Operations and Algebraic Thinking
• Identify, reproduce, describe, extend, and create simple rhythmic, shape, size, number, color, and 

letter repeating patterns.
• Analyze how both repeating and growing patterns are generated.
• Identify and describe different patterns on the number grid.
• Skip count by twos and fives beyond 100.
• Skip count by tens starting at any number (e.g., 14, 24, 34…)
• Skip count backwards by 10 starting at any number.
• Fluently add and subtract within 20 using mental strategies.
• Write number sentences using +, ─, <, =, and > to represent mathematical relationships in everyday 

situations.
• Solve problems using coins and bills.
• Understand how to interpret number sentences involving addition, subtraction, and unknowns 

represented by letters or symbols.
• Use number sense and properties of addition and subtraction to find values for unknowns that make 

the number sentences true.
• Describe functions related to trading, including coin trades and measurement trades (e.g., five pennies 

makes one nickel or four cups make one quart).

 Measurement and Data
• Identify parts of the day (e.g., morning, afternoon, evening), days of the week, and months of the 

year.
• Using a calendar, identify the date, day of the week, month, and year.
• Write the date using words and numbers.
• Tell time at quarter-hour intervals on analog and digital clocks.
• Solve problems on elapsed time.
• Distinguish between a.m. and p.m., noon and midnight.
• Know the relationships of time, including seconds in a minute, minutes in an hour, hours in a day, 

days in a week, a month, and a year; and weeks in a month and year.
• Identify pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters, and dollars.
• Find the value of a group of coins and determine combination of coins that equal a given amount.



• Write amounts of money using $ and ¢ signs, and the decimal point.
• Add and subtract amounts of money.
• Understand the relationship between the size of the unit of measurement and the number of units 

needed to measure the length of the object.
• Measure to the nearest inch, centimeter, and foot.
• Know that one foot = 12 inches.
• Know abbreviations: ft. and in.
• Measure and draw line segments to the nearest ½ inch.
• Measure and compare the length of common objects to the nearest ½ inch or ½ centimeter.
• Estimate linear measurements, then measure to check estimates.
• Compare weights of objects using a balance scale.
• Estimate and measure weight in pounds, ounces, and grams, and know the abbreviations: lb. and oz.
• Estimate and measure capacity in cups, pints, quarts, and gallons.
• Use interviews, surveys, and observations to gather data about themselves and their surroundings.
• Formulate inferences (draw conclusions) and make educated guesses (conjectures) about a situation 

based on information gained from the data.
• Create and interpret simple bar graphs and picture graphs.
• Use addition and subtraction to create and obtain information from bar graphs, picture graphs and 

tally charts.

Geometry
• Recognize, name, build, draw, compare, and sort two- and three-dimensional shapes: square, 

rectangle, triangle, circle, rhombus, trapezoid, hexagon, octagon, cube, rectangular prism, cone, 
cylinder, and sphere.

• Describe attributes and parts of two- and three-dimensional shapes (e.g., length of sides, and number 
of corners/vertices, edges, faces, and sides).

• Predict the results of putting together and taking apart two-dimensional shapes (e.g., pattern blocks, 
Tangrams).

• Identify and create congruent shapes and designs.
• Identify a line of symmetry, and create simple symmetric figures.
• Identify lines as horizontal; vertical; perpendicular; parallel.
• Relate ideas in geometry to ideas in number and measurement (e.g., seeing rows in an array as a 

model of repeated addition).

Social Studies

Focus: Massachusetts/North Central Massachusetts Region
• Use a calendar to identify days, weeks, months, years, and seasons.
• Name your continent, country, state, and community.
• Explain the difference between a continent, North America, and a country, the United States.
• Explain the difference between a country, the Unites States, and a state, Massachusetts.
• Explain the difference between a state, Massachusetts, and a city, Fitchburg (or other city/town in the 

north central region).
• Interpret map symbols using the map key/legend.
• Find directions on a map (N, S, E, W).



• Understand the differences between maps and globes.
• Using a map of the world and/or globe locate: The Equator, Northern and Southern Hemispheres, and 

North and South Poles.
• Identify and locate, on a map, the seven continents: North America, South America, Europe, Asia, 

Africa, Australia, and Antarctica.
• Identify and locate, on a map, the major oceans of the world: the Arctic, Atlantic, Indian, Pacific, and 

Southern Oceans.
• Learn about American symbols (e.g., The American Flag, the bald eagle, etc.) and the proper way to 

take care of the American Flag.
• Discuss the importance of the Statue of Liberty.
• Understand that history tells the story of people and events from different times and places.
• Use technology to help us learn about history.
• Learn about world explorers (e.g., Christopher Columbus) and U.S. explorers (e.g., Sacagawea).
• Understand the concept of the Mayflower Compact and the hardships the Pilgrims suffered in 

America, including disease and scarcity.
• Describe how American Indians helped the Pilgrims survive.
• Learn about the impact of explorers and settlers on American Indians and how things changed as 

communities grew.
• Identify that American Indians were the first inhabitants of North America.
• Identify three differences and similarities between life of Native Americans of long ago and their 

contemporary life.
• Identify people from various backgrounds and cultures who have made important contributions to our 

country’s history.
• Understand why people form governments.
• Understand that people in authority have limits on their authority.
• Extend and refine their knowledge of rules and consequences of breaking them.
• Become familiar with major elected officials in the community (e.g., governor, mayor).
• Understand that rights and responsibilities reinforce each other and promote common good.
• Describe some qualities of a good citizen and understand the benefits and consequences of fulfilling 

or not fulfilling their responsibilities.
• Extend and refine their knowledge of the requirements of various jobs.
• Understand that most people work to produce goods or services.
• Understand that work provides income.
• Identify and describe three responsibilities (jobs) children have as students.
• Give examples of traditions and customs from other countries that can be found in the United States 

today.

Science

Earth and Space
• Describe how the weather changes from day to day and over the seasons.
• Expand their knowledge about types of weather that happens on Earth.
• Identify some events around us that have repeating patterns, including the seasons of the year, day 

and night.
• Recognize that some changes happen quickly, and others take place over a period of time.



• Discuss how the rotation of the Earth is responsible for sunrise and sunset in a 24-hour period.
• Investigate the phases of the moon and recognize its different shapes.
• Understand the differences between solids, liquids, and gases.
• Understand that air is a mixture of gases that is all around us and that wind is moving air.
• Recognize that water, rocks, soil, and living organisms are found on the earth’s surface.
• Describe how water can be changed from one state to another by adding or taking away heat.
• Demonstrate that liquid water can freeze into a solid and then melt into a liquid again; and, can also 

evaporate into a gas and then condense into a liquid again; understand this can happen over and over 
(cycle).

• Investigate mixtures of solids and liquids.

Life Science
• Recognize that fossils provide us with information about living things that inhabited the earth years 

ago.
• Expand their knowledge of the basic needs of all living things and how they meet those needs.
• Recognize that plants and animals have life cycles, and that life cycles vary for different living things.
• Show the life cycle of a butterfly through a diagram that includes egg, larva, chrysalis, and adult; 

indicates that the cycle starts over when the butterfly lays eggs.
• Compare the basic needs of a caterpillar (food, water, air, and space) to those of a butterfly.
• Relate growth of a butterfly to one’s own growth and development.
• Explore the different habitats on Earth that plants and animals call home.
• Understand that we can associate living things with their environment by looking at their structures 

(e.g., fins and gills allow fish to swim and breathe underwater).
• Recognize similarities and differences in animals and their parents.
• Understand that people depend on plants, animals, and each other to survive.
• Recognize that people and animals interact with their environment through their sense of sight, 

hearing, touch, smell, and taste.
• Understand that people have different systems that perform different functions-circulation, digestion, 

respiration, etc.-and recognize the parts of the body that are associated with those systems.
• Understand that getting regular exercise helps us to stay healthy.

Physical Sciences
• Identify objects and materials as solid, liquid or gas.
• Discuss how things move- in a straight line, back and forth, fast, slowly, etc.
• Demonstrate that pushing or pulling can change how things are moving.
• Understand that vibrations make sounds.
• Continue to explore the relationship of force and motion.
• Demonstrate that the way to change the motion of an object is to apply force.  The greater the force, 

the greater the change in the motion of the object.
• Explore natural forces like gravity and magnets.
• Understand that most things are made of parts that work together and that things may not work if 

parts are missing.
• Understand that, put together, parts can do things they couldn’t do separately.

Technology/Engineering
• Identify tools and simple machines used for specific purposes (e.g., ramp, wheel, pulley, lever).



• Describe how human beings use parts of the body as tools (e.g., teeth for cutting, hands for grasping), 
and compare their use with ways in which animals use those parts of their bodies.

• Expand their knowledge of how technology can help make people’s lives better.
• Discuss important changes in technology in the past and present.

Third Grade Objectives
Language Arts

Reading
• Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring back to the text as a basis 

for the answers.
• Recount stories to determine the central message, lesson, or moral.
• Determine the main idea of a text.
• Describe characters in a story and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence of story 

events.
• Distinguish literal from nonliteral language in a text.
• Use language such as chapter, scene, and stanza when speaking about a story.
• Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases in a text relevant 

to a grade 3 topic or subject area.
• Distinguish their own point of view from that of the narrator or those of the characters.
• Explain how illustrations add meaning to a text.
• Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories written by the same author.
• Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts on the same 

topic.
• Read and comprehend literature and other texts (fiction and nonfiction) at the grade 3 complexity 

range independently and proficiently.
• Use text features and search tools to locate information relevant to a given topic efficiently.
• Use graphic sources and informational text to increase understanding.
• Describe the logical connections between sentences and paragraphs in a text.
• Self-select texts for personal enjoyment, interest, and academic tasks.
• Identify and know the meaning of the most common prefixes and derivational suffixes.
• Decode words with common Latin suffixes.
• Decode multi-syllable words.
• Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on 

successive readings.

Writing
• Write opinion pieces on topics or texts:

 Write about a topic stating one’s opinion.
 Create a way to organize one’s reasons in a clear way (lists, bullets, sentences).
 Support the opinion with details.
 Use linking words to connect opinion and reasons (because, therefore, since, for example).
 Write a concluding statement or section.

• Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas clearly:
 Introduce a topic and group related information together.
 Use facts about the topic.



 Use definitions.
 Use linking words.
 Use illustrations when needed.
 Provide a concluding statement or section.

• Write narratives and other creative texts using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event 
sequence:

 Create a problem/establish a situation.
 Introduce characters.
 Organize events in sequence.
 Use dialogue and details to show thoughts and feelings of the characters throughout the 

story.
 Use words to show event order (the next day, before, tomorrow).
 Write a concluding statement.

• Write poems, descriptions, and stories in which figurative language and the sounds of words are key 
elements.

• With guidance and support, produce writing in which the development and organization are 
appropriate to task and purpose.

• With support, use the writing process to develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 
drafting, revising, and editing.

• With support, use technology to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate 
with others.

• Conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic.
• Gather or recall information; take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into categories.
• Write routinely over extended time frames for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and 

audiences:
 Independently select writing topics and formats for personal enjoyment, interest, and 

academic tasks.

Speaking and Listening
• Come to discussions prepared having read or studied the required material; explicitly draw on that 

preparation to explore ideas being discussed.
• Follow the agreed upon rules determined by the members in a group discussion.
• Ask questions in a group to better understand the topic.
• Connect one’s comments to other comments made in the group.
• At the end of the group discussion, explain one’s ideas and understanding of the topic.
• Cooperate and compromise as appropriate for productive group discussions.
• Follow multi-step directions.
• Determine the main idea of a text read aloud or information heard from a speaker or other source.
• Determine supporting details of a text read aloud or information heard from a speaker or other source.
• Ask questions about information from a speaker using appropriate details.
• Answer questions about information from a speaker using appropriate details.
• Speak in complete sentences to provide details or explanations.
• Give an oral report about a topic, text, or experience, using facts and details related to the topic.

Language



• Explain the function of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in general and their functions 
in a particular sentence.

• Form and use regular and irregular plural nouns and verbs.
• Form and use simple verb tenses.
• Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.
• Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs.
• Use coordinating and subordinating conjunctions.
• Capitalize appropriate words in titles.
• Use commas in addresses.
• Use commas and quotation marks in dialogue.
• Form and use possessives.
• Use spelling patterns and spelling rules when writing words.
• Use a dictionary, computer, or other resources to check for correct spelling.
• Recognize the differences in written and spoken language.
• Use context clues to determine the meaning of a word or phrase in sentences.
• Determine the meaning of a new word formed when a known affix is added to a known word.
• Use a root/base word one knows to figure out a word not known with the same root/base.
• Use print and digital glossaries and dictionaries to better understand the exact meaning of words or 

phrases.
• Use figurative language (similes, metaphors, personification).
• Distinguish the literal and non-literal meaning of words and phrases in context (idioms).
• Identify connections between words and their use.
• Distinguish slight differences in the meaning between synonyms.
• Find and use words and phrases accurately to show time and place.

Math 

Number and Operations in Base Ten
• Exhibit an understanding of the values of digits in the base ten number system by reading, modeling, 

writing, comparing, and ordering whole numbers through 10,000.
• Represent, order, and compare numbers through 10,000 using various forms including: expanded 

notation, numbers written out in words, and through generating numbers by decomposing and 
composing them.

• Round whole numbers through a 1,000 to the nearest 10, 100, 1nd 1,000.
• Understand and use strategies of rounding and regrouping to estimate quantities, measures, and the 

results of whole-number computations (addition, subtraction, multiplication) up to two-digit whole 
numbers and amounts of money to $100, and judge the reasonableness of the answer.

• Find 10,000 more or less than a given five-digit number.  Find 1,000 more or less than a given four- 
or five-digit number.  Find 100 more or less than a given four- or five-digit number.

• Identify ordinal positions, 1st to 100th. 
• Add and subtract multi-digit numbers based on knowledge of place value including standard 

algorithms.
• Select and use appropriate operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) to solve 

problems, including those involving money.
• Make change, using as few coins as possible.



• Add and subtract amounts of money.
• Recognize classes to which a number belongs, and identify the number in these classes (odd numbers, 

even numbers, and multiples of numbers through 10).
• Add and subtract (up to four-digit numbers) and multiply (up to two-digit numbers by one-digit 

number) accurately and efficiently, explaining the strategy used.
• Identify such properties as commutative, associative, and identity, and use the properties to compute 

addition and subtraction examples with whole numbers.

Number and Operations-Fractions
• Read and write fractions with words and symbols.
• Understand that the size of a fractional part is relative to the size of the whole.
• Understand that when a whole is cut into equal parts, the denominator represents the number of equal 

parts.
• Understand that the numerator of the fraction is the count of the number of equal parts that are shaded 

or different from the other parts.
• Write a whole number as a fraction (3/1 = 3).
• Use models, landmarks (1/2, 1/4, ¾) and equivalent forms to judge the size of fractions.
• Demonstrate an understanding of fractions as equal parts of unit wholes (area model), as part of a 

collection (set model), and as locations on a number line.
• Identify and represent fractions (between 0 and 1 with denominators through 10) as equal parts of unit 

wholes (area model) and parts of groups (set model), using concrete objects, representational models, 
and symbolic (fractional) notation.

• Compare fractions between 0 and 1 with denominators 2, 3, 4 (e.g., 2/3) using models or 
measurement tools.

• Use visual models (pictures) to figure out equivalent fractions.
• Use a number line to figure out if two fractions are equivalent.
• Explain why fractions are equivalent using visual models.
• Use concrete objects and visual models to add and subtract common fractions (only when the answer 

is greater than or equal to zero) with like denominators (halves, thirds, fourths, sixths, and eighths).

Operations and Algebraic Thinking
• Create, describe, and apply single operation input-output rules involving addition, subtraction, and 

multiplication to solve problems.
• Understand how to interpret number sentences involving unknowns.
• Determine the value of a variable (through 10) in simple equations involving addition, subtraction, or 

multiplication (e.g., 2 + □= 8; 4 x □ = 24).
• Express mathematical relationships using equations and common symbols.  Use <, >, or = (e.g., 6 x 7 

□ 38 + 8).
• Represent multiplication facts by using a variety of approaches (repeated addition, equal-sized 

groups, arrays, models, number lines) through 10 x 10.
• Understand that in multiplication the x symbol means “groups of” or “sets of” (5 x 3 means 5 groups 

of 3).
• Mentally multiply by 10, 100, and 1,000.
• Recognize the relationship between multiplication and division.



• Relate multiplication problems to corresponding division problems (e.g., draw a model to represent 5 
x 6 and 30 ÷ 6).

• Demonstrate understanding of various meaning of multiplication and division.
• Demonstrate fluency with basic number combinations (including known facts) for multiplication and 

related division examples, and use these combinations to compute related problems (e.g., 2 x 5 is 
related to 2 x 50).

• Decompose numbers to use the distributive property to solve multiplication problems.
• Use part-part-whole and fact families to solve a division problem.
• Create, describe, explain, extend, and make generalizations about symbolic and numeric addition and 

subtraction patterns.
• Identify patterns between numbers in addition and numbers in multiplication.
Measurement and Data
• Tell time to the minute on analog and digital clocks using a.m. and p.m.
• Compute elapsed time using a clock for times less than one hour (e.g., minutes since), and using a 

calendar (e.g., days since).
• Using a calendar, identify the date, day of the week, month, and year.
• Write the date using words and numbers, and only numbers.
• Know relationships among units of time.
• Demonstrate an understanding of the attributes of length, area and weight, select the appropriate type 

of units for measuring each attribute, and accurately compute each measurement.
• Identify and use appropriate metric and U.S. Customary (English) units and tools (e.g., ruler, scale, 

thermometer, clock), to estimate, measure, and solve problems involving length, area, weight, 
temperature, and time.

• Use quarter units (¼) when measuring distances.
• Make linear measures in yards, feet, inches; and, in centimeters and meters.
• Compare weights of objects using a balance scale.
• Estimate and measure weights in ounces and pounds; grams and kilograms.
• Know measurement abbreviations: lb., oz., g., kg.
• Estimate and measure liquid capacity in cups, pints, quarts, gallons, and liters.
• Know that 1 pint = 2 cups; 1 quart = 2 pints; 1 gallon = 4 quarts.
• Use a thermometer to determine temperature to the nearest degree in Fahrenheit and Celsius.
• Estimate and find area and perimeter of a rectangle, using diagrams and grids, or by measuring.
• Compute area in square inches of centimeters.
• Demonstrate an understanding of what happens to measurements of a two-dimensional shape (area 

and perimeter) when the shape is changed in some way.
• Find the area of a figure by breaking the figure apart and finding the area of each piece.  Then add the 

area together.
• Carry out simple unit conversions within a system of measurement (e.g., hours to minutes, cents to 

dollars, yards to feet and inches).
• Collect and organize data using observations, measurements, surveys, or experiments, and identify 

appropriate ways to display the data.
• Construct and draw conclusions form representations of data sets in the form of tables, line plots, 

pictographs, bar graphs, and tallies.  Use appropriate titles, labels, and units.
• Explain and justify conclusions and predictions.

Geometry



• Identify, compare, and analyze attributes of two-dimensional shapes and use vocabulary to describe 
the attributes (e.g., number of sides, corners/vertices, angles, diagonals, and lines of symmetry).

• Describe, model, draw, compare, and classify two-dimensional shapes according to their properties 
and develop definitions of classes of shapes.

• Know that a quadrilateral is a closed shaped with four sides and four angles (square, rectangle, 
trapezoid, parallelogram, and rhombus).

• Know that parallelograms include: squares, rectangles, rhombi, or other shapes that have two pairs of 
parallel sides.

• Identify and describe three-dimensional shapes (e.g., cubes, spheres, rectangular prisms, pyramids, 
cones, cylinders).

• Identify angles as right angles (90⁰), acute angles (less than a right angle), obtuse angles (greater than 
a right angle), and a straight angles (180⁰).

• Identify and draw parallel lines, perpendicular lines, and other intersecting lines.
• Identify and draw lines of symmetry in two-dimensional shapes.
• Recognize and draw congruent figures.
• Divide a shape into equal fractional parts and know that each of these parts have the same area.

Social Studies
 
Focus: Massachusetts/Thirteen Original Colonies
• Use cardinal directions, map scales, legends, and titles to locate places on contemporary maps of New 

England (Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine) and local 
communities.

• On a map, identify and locate the thirteen original colonies.
• Study early explorers and their reasons for coming to America and the discoveries of these early 

explorers.
• Understand the motivations of early settlers to come to America.
• Identify factors that made the Plymouth colony a success.
• Describe the Mayflower compact and the leaders such as Squanto, Massasoit, Samoset, and William 

Bradford.
• Describe the Algonquian American Indians and demonstrate an understanding of the interaction 

between the Algonquian tribe and the first Pilgrims.
• Identify the Wampanoag and their leaders at the time the Pilgrims arrived, and describe their way of 

life.
• Study the arrival of the Puritans in America.
• Learn about John Winthrop and study how the Puritans converted some of the American Indians.
• Explain how the Puritans and Pilgrims differed and explain how the two colonies of Massachusetts 

were united into one.
• Explore the idea of trade, including the business of the fur trade in early America and how the slave 

trade began as part of this trading system.
• Define barter, give examples of barter, and explain how money makes it easier for people to get 

things they need and want.
• Identify the first towns of Massachusetts and the types of things that were grown on Massachusetts’ 

farms.
• Describe the types of clothes worn by Colonists, the things they did for recreation, and the types of 

chores they had.



• Explain important political, economic, and military developments that led to the American 
Revolution including: The French and Indian War, new tax laws (taxation without representation), 
The Boston Massacre, The Boston Tea Party.

• Describe Massachusetts’ role in the American Revolution and the role of Revolutionary leaders such 
as John Adams, Samuel Adams, John Hancock, and Paul Revere.

• Describe the many effects of the American Revolution on Massachusetts and other American 
colonies.

• Identify important documents of the U.S. including: the Declaration of Independence, the 
Constitution, the Bill of Rights

• Compare and contrast the first schools established in Massachusetts to today’s schools, including 
books used to study, areas of study, the classroom setting, the configuration of the school year and 
school day, and the games children play (ed).

• Understand the role of immigration in U.S. history and identify Ellis Island as the gateway for 
immigrants.

• Explain the harsh conditions in which immigrants lived and worked and how this eventually led to 
Women’s Rights and Child Labor Laws.

• Explain the development of commerce and industry in Massachusetts and the United States from the 
Industrial Revolution to the present.

• Identify people from Massachusetts and describe their influence on national and state history.
• Explain how objects or artifacts of everyday life in the past tells us how ordinary people lived and 

how everyday life has changed.
• Give examples of why it is necessary for communities to have governments.
• Identify differences among local, state, and federal government.
• Give examples of the different ways people in a community can influence their local government.
• On a Massachusetts map, locate one’s city or town.
• Identify historic building, monuments, or sites in the Northeast area of Massachusetts and explain 

their purpose and significance.
• Identify when one’s own town or city was founded, and describe the different groups of people who 

have settled in the community since its founding.
• Give examples of goods and services provided by local businesses and industries.
• Define what a tax is and the purpose for taxes, and with assistance, give examples of different kinds 

of taxes (e.g., property, sales, or income tax).

Science

Earth and Space
• Recognize that water, rocks, soil, and living organisms are found on Earth’s surface, and give 

examples of each.
• Explain how temperature, moisture, wind speed, direction, and precipitation make up weather in a 

particular place and time.
• Distinguish among various forms of precipitation (rain, snow, sleet, and hail) making connections to 

the weather.
• Describe how water on earth cycles in different forms and in different locations.
• Discuss and describe the four parts of the water cycle.
• Identify and record weather patterns day to day, place to place, and season to season.



• Measure air temperature using a thermometer.
• Discuss the role of the sun in heating the earth.
• Collect and record measurements to illustrate that warmer things put with cooler ones lose heat, and 

cool ones gain heat until they are all the same temperature.
• Explore and describe how heat travels more quickly through some materials than others.
• Observe, classify and use clouds to predict weather.
• Discuss where rain comes from.

Life Science
• Identify organisms that once lived on earth that have disappeared.
• Describe ways in which some organisms that lived long ago are similar to existing organisms, but 

some are quite different.
• Give examples of how changes in the environment (drought, cold) have caused some plants and 

animals to die or move to new locations (migration).
• Classify plants and animals according to the physical characteristics that they share.
• Identify plants and animals common to the environment surrounding the school.
• Identify some of the special living requirements of common plants and animals, and discuss the 

special way they might get the energy and nutrients they need.
• Identify the structure and/or behaviors that help organisms adapt to their environment.
• Identify examples that show how individual plants and animals of the same kind have different 

characteristics.
• Recognize that plants and animals go through predictable life cycles that include birth, growth, 

development, reproduction, and death.
• Describe the major stages that characterize the life cycle of the frog as it goes through 

metamorphosis.
• Describe the importance of and benefits of staying fit and healthy.

Physical Sciences
• Compare and contrast solids, liquids, and gases based on the basic properties of each state of matter.
• Differentiate between properties of objects (e.g., size, shape, weight) and properties of materials (e.g., 

color, texture, hardness).
• Describe how water can be changed from one state to another by adding or taking away heat.
• Identify the basic forms of energy (light, sound, heat, electrical, and magnetic).
• Recognize that energy is the ability to cause motion or create change.
• Recognize and demonstrate that magnets have poles that repel and attract each other.
• Identify and classify objects and materials that a magnet will attract and objects and materials that a 

magnet will not attract.

Technology/Engineering
• Describe different ways in which a problem can be presented (e.g., sketches, diagrams, graphic 

organizers, lists, etc.).
• Identify and explain the difference between simple and complex machines.

Fourth Grade Objectives
Language Arts



Reading
• Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says and when drawing 

inferences.
• Determine the theme of a text: summarize the text.
• Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a text, drawing on specific details in the text.
• Explain events, procedures, ideas, and concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text.
• Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text (general academic and 

domain-specific words and phrases).
• Compare and contrast different types of texts using technical vocabulary (e.g., verse, rhythm, meter, 

dialogue).
• Describe the overall structure of a text (e.g., chronology, comparison, cause/effect, problem/solution).
• Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are narrated, including the 

difference between first- and third-person narrations.
• Compare and contrast a firsthand and secondhand account of the same event or topic.
• Make connections between the text of a story and a visual or oral presentation of the text.
• Compare and contrast the treatment of similar themes and topics and patterns of events in texts.
• Locate and analyze examples of similes and metaphors in stories, poems, folktales, and plays.
• Interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., charts graphs, diagrams, 

timelines, interactive elements on Web pages).
• Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject 

knowledgeably.
• Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a text.
• Read and comprehend (variety of genres) in the grades 4-5 text complexity band proficiently and 

independently.
• Self-select texts for personal enjoyment, interest, and academic tasks.
• Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
• Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.

Writing
• Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information:

 Introduce a topic clearly.
 Provide reasons that are supported by facts and details.
 Link opinions and reasons using words and phrases.
 Provide a conclusion.

• Write informative/explanatory texts and examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly:
 Introduce a topic clearly and group related information in paragraphs and sections; 

include formatting, illustrations, and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.
 Develop the topic with facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other 

information or examples related to the topic.
 Link ideas within categories of information using words and phrases.
 Use precise domain-specific vocabulary.
 Provide a concluding statement or section.

• Write narrative and other creative texts to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details and clear event sequences:

 Orient the reader by establishing a situation and introducing a narrator and/or characters; 
organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally.



 Use dialogue and description to develop experiences and events or show the responses of 
characters to situations.

 Use transitional words and phrases to manage the sequence of events.
 Use concrete words and phrases and sensory details to convey experiences and events 

precisely.
 Provide a conclusion that supports the text.

• Produce writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and 
audience.

• Use a writing process to develop and strengthen writing as needed.
• With support, use technology to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate 

with others.
• Conduct short research projects.
• Recall relevant information from experiences or gather information from print and digital sources.
• Take notes, categorize information, and provide a list of sources.
• Draw evidence from literacy or informational texts to support analysis, reflections, and research.
• Write routinely for any length of time and for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and 

audience.

Speaking and Listening
• Engage in one-on-one, group, and teacher-led discussions.
• Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud.
• Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides to support particular points.
• Report on a topic or tell a story in an organized manner while speaking clearly.
• When reporting on a topic or text use appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details.
• Add audio and visual displays to presentations to make them easier to understand.
• Differentiate between contexts that call for formal English and situations where informal language is 

appropriate.

Language
• Use relative pronouns and relative adverbs appropriately.
• Form and use the progressive verb tenses.
• Use modal auxiliaries to convey various conditions.
• Order adjectives within sentences according to conventional patterns.
• Form and use prepositional phrases.
• Produce complete sentences, recognizing and correcting inappropriate fragments and run-ons.
• Form and use prepositional phrases.
• Correctly use frequently confused words.
• Use correct capitalization.
• Use correct punctuation.
• Use commas before a coordinating conjunction in a compound sentence.
• Use commas and quotation marks to identify direct speech and quotations from a text.
• Spell grade-appropriate words correctly, consulting references as needed.
• Use context clues to help determine the meaning of unknown words or phrases.
• Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word.
• Consult reference materials to find the pronunciation and clarify the meaning key words and phrases.
• Explain the meaning of simple similes and metaphors.



• Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms.
• Demonstrate understanding of words by relating them to their antonyms and synonyms.
• Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and 

phrases, including those that signal precise actions, emotions, or states of being.

Math

Number and Operations in Base Ten
• Demonstrate an understanding of the place-value structure of the base-ten number system by reading, 

modeling, and writing whole numbers to at least 100,000, by identifying the values of the digits, and 
by comparing and ordering numbers.

• Represent, order, and compare large numbers (to at least 100,000) using various forms including, 
expanded notation, decomposing, and composing numbers.

• Round whole numbers through 10,000 to the nearest ten, the nearest hundred, the nearest thousand, 
and the nearest ten thousand.

• Recognize classes (in particular odds, evens; factors of a given number; and squares).
• Demonstrate fluency with basic facts for multiplication and division (to 12 x 12) and use these 

combinations to mentally compute extended problems, such as 30 x 50.
• Mentally multiply any number by 10, 100, and 1,000.
• Select, use, and explain various meanings of models of multiplication and division of whole numbers.
• Demonstrate an understanding of the effects of multiplying and dividing whole numbers.
• Identify and use relationships between operations, such as division as the inverse of multiplication, to 

solve problems.
• Select, use, and explain appropriate operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) to 

solve problems, including those involving money.
• Select, use, and explain the commutative, associative, and identity properties of operations on whole 

numbers in problem situations.
• Identify different ways of writing division problems.
• Multiply multi-digit numbers (two- and three-digit), based on knowledge of place value and standard 

algorithm
• Demonstrate fluency in adding and subtracting (up to 5 digits) whole numbers.
• Demonstrate fluency in dividing whole numbers (up to three-digits with a single-digit divisor) and 

interpret the remainders.
• Demonstrate the ability to use a variety of strategies for division of up to a three-digit whole number 

with a single-divisor (with or without a remainder).
• Develop and use strategies to estimate results of whole-number computation and to judge the 

reasonableness of such results.
• Solve problems with more than one operation (order of operations).
• Know the meaning of multiple, factor, prime number, and composite number.
• Identify perfect squares (and square roots) to 144.

Number and Operations-Fractions
• Recognize fractions to 1/12.
• Identify numerator and denominator.
• Demonstrate an understanding of fractions as parts of unit wholes, as part of a collection, and as 

locations on a number line.



• Use models, landmarks (½, ¼, ¾), and equivalent forms to judge the size of fractions and to order 
them.

• Recognize and generate equivalent forms of commonly used fractions, mixed numbers, and decimals 
(½, 1/3, ¼, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, 1/12, and 1½).

• Locate fractions on a number line.
• Put fractions in simplest (lowest) terms.
• Compare fractions with like and unlike denominators, using signs <, >, and =.
• Write mixed numbers; change improper fractions to mixed numbers and vice versa.
• Use concrete objects and visual models to add and subtract common fractions.
• Demonstrate an understanding of the place-value structure of the base-ten system by reading, naming, 

and writing decimals between 0 and 1 up to the hundredths.
• Read and write decimals with words and symbols.
• Add and subtract with decimal numbers to two places.
• Solve multiplication and division problems with money.

Operations and Algebraic Thinking
• Describe, extend, and make generalizations about geometric and numeric patterns including 

multiplication patterns.
• Represent and analyze patterns and functions, using words, tables, and graphs.
• Generate a number or shape pattern that follows a given rule.
• Draw conclusions regarding the features of the pattern not directly related to the rule.
• Identify the pattern or rule for a given set of numbers or shapes.
• Create and use input-output rules, involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division to 

solve problems; record inputs and outputs in a chart or table.
• Determine how change in one variable relates to a change in a second variable.
• Determine values of variables in equations involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 

division.
• Use number sense, properties of multiplication and division to find values for the unknowns that 

make the number sentence true.
• Use letters and symbols to stand for any number, as in working with a formula.

Measurement and Data
• Demonstrate an understanding of such attributes as length, area, weight, volume, and size of angle 

and select the appropriate type of unit for measuring each attribute.
• Demonstrate an understanding of the need for measuring with standard units and become familiar 

with standard units in customary and metric systems.
• Estimate and make linear measurements in yards, feet, and inches; meters, centimeters, and 

millimeters.
• Estimate and measure weight in pounds and ounces; grams and kilograms.
• Estimate and measure liquid capacity in cups, pints, quarts, gallons; and in liters.
• Carry out simple conversions within a system of measurement (e.g., hours to minutes, cents to 

dollars, yards to feet and inches, meters to centimeters, etc.).
• Construct a conversion table to record equivalent measurements of two units within a given system.
• Convert larger unit measurements to smaller unit measurements in order to solve word problems
• Solve word problems involving distances, intervals of time, liquid volumes, masses of objects, and 

money.
• Identify time to the minute on analog and digital clocks using a.m. and p.m.



• Compute elapsed time using a clock and calendar.
• Understand how to find area of a two-dimensional figure in squared units.
• Develop and use strategies for estimating and finding the perimeters and areas of rectangles, triangles, 

and irregular shapes.
• Find area of irregular geometric figures by dividing the shape into rectangular shapes.
• Calculate the area and perimeter for rectangles in word problems.
• Solve word problems involving finding the missing factor/side of an area problem.
• Measure angles with a protractor (half circle protractors and full circle protractors).
• Define a “one degree angle” as an angle that turns 1/360 of a circle.
• Define an angle measure as the fraction of the circular arc between two rays with a common endpoint.
• Measure angles with whole number degrees using a protractor.
• Sketch angles of a given measurement.
• Solve addition and subtraction problems to find the unknown angle in a diagram.
• Create an algebraic expression in order to solve for a missing angle measure.
• Collect data using observations, surveys, and experiments and identify appropriate ways to display 

the data.
• Use tables, bar graphs, pictographs, timelines, line graphs and line plots to display data sets.
• Match a representation of a data set such as lists, tables, or graphs with the actual set of data.
• Construct, draw conclusions, and make predictions from various representations of data sets, 

including tables, bar graphs, pictographs, line graphs, line plots, and tallies.

Geometry
• Identify, compare, and analyze attributes of two- and three-dimensional shapes and use vocabulary to 

describe the attributes, such as length of sides, number of vertices, edges, faces, sides, angles, 
diagonals, and lines of symmetry.

• Describe, model, draw, compare, and classify two- and three-dimensional shapes.
• Describe, classify, and draw quadrilaterals.
• Describe, classify, and sketch types of triangles.
• Identify and draw points, segments, rays, and lines.
• .Identify and draw lines: horizontal; vertical; perpendicular; parallel; intersecting.
• Recognize similar and congruent figures.
• Identify multiple lines of symmetry in 2-dimensional shapes and designs.
• Predict and validate the results of subdividing, combining, folding, and transforming two- and three-

dimensional shapes.
• Identify angles as acute, right, or obtuse.
• Compare angles according to size.

Social Studies

Focus: North America/United States, Canada, Mexico
• Understand the importance of maps in studying geography.
• Demonstrate the ability to use features such as symbols, key and compass rose.
• Identify the four hemispheres of the earth, and define the Prime Meridian and the Equator.
• Apply one’s knowledge of map skills, specifically longitude, latitude, the equator, and the poles in 

locating areas of the globe.



• Use a map to learn how coordinates are used.
• Identify the natural regions of the U.S. and discuss the physical features such as mountains, plains, 

and plateaus.
• Identify states and capitals.
• Describe some of the reasons why land is divided into particular regions.
• Identify the seven major regions of the U.S., and understand that it is divided this way based on 

general physical features.  
• Identify famous landmarks of each of the seven major regions of the United States.
• Describe the landforms of North America and identify various mountain ranges and some of their 

important characteristics.
• Identify the important natural resources of the U.S., with a focus on North America.
• Give examples of limited and unlimited resources and explain how scarcity compels people and 

communities to make choices about goods and services, giving up some things to get other things.
• Give examples of how interaction of buyers and sellers influences the prices of goods and services.
• Describe some natural features of North America (e.g., the Northern Lights, the Grand Canyon, 

Yellowstone National Park, and the Everglades) and identify important characteristics of each.
• Identify and Describe important U.S. landmarks, including the Washington Monument and Mount 

Rushmore.
• Distinguish between climate and weather and identify the eight climate zones of North American and 

the characteristics of each.
• Demonstrate an understanding of the early exploration and settlement of North America.
• Identify and describe contributions of other cultures to the United States.
• Describe immigration to the United States and reasons why people immigrate here and where they 

settle in the U.S.
• Describe factors that influence how people decide where to live.
• Give examples of the major rights that immigrants have acquired as citizens of the United States.
• Give examples of different ways immigrants can become citizens of the United States.
• On a map of North America, locate Canada and its provinces.
• Identify each of Canada’s eight regions and highlight the special characteristics of each.
• Identify when Canada became an independent nation and explain how independence was achieved.
• Describe the Canadian culture, traditions, languages, education, holidays, and food.
• Identify how one’s life in Canada is both different and similar to a student’s life in Canada.
• On a map of North America, locate Mexico and its major cities.
• Describe Mexico’s physical regions and the natural characteristics of each of Mexico’s regions.
• Describe the climate and the major natural resources of Mexico.
• Create a timeline of important events in Mexican history: including Mexico’s independence from 

Spain; the creation of the country’s flag; and the U.S.-Mexican War.
• Describe the Mexican culture, traditions, languages, education, holidays, and food.
• Identify how one’s life in the United States is both different and similar to a student’s life in Mexico.

Science

Earth and Space
• Give a simple example of what a mineral is and some examples (e.g., quart, mica).
• Identify the physical properties of minerals, and explain how minerals can be tested for these different 

properties.



• Recognize that rocks are made up of minerals.
• Identify the three categories of rocks: metamorphic, igneous, and sedimentary.
• Explain how rocks are formed
• Recognize that evidence in rocks is used to tell about earth changes in the past.
• Discover that the earth is constantly changing.
• Explain the processes that shape the earth, and explore the constant change brought about by waves, 

weather and shifting landmasses (e.g., landslides, volcanic eruptions, and earthquakes).
• Describe how the earth is part of a system called the “solar system” that includes the sun, planets, and 

many moons.
• Identify and describe the arrangement of and motion of planets and moons.
• Recognize that the sun is a star and the center of the solar system.
• Make connections between the rotation of the earth and day and night.
• Measure time by observing patterns in the position of the sun and phases of the moon.

Life Science
• Identify various plant structures and the functions they perform.
• Explore the process by which plants grow, thrive, and reproduce.
• Describe the importance of plants to people and animals.
• Describe plant behaviors, such as the way seedlings’ stems grow toward light and their roots grown 

downward in response to gravity.
• Recognize that many plants and animals can survive harsh environments because of seasonal 

behaviors (e.g., in winter some trees shed leaves, and some animals hibernate while others migrate).
• Describe how energy absorbed from the sun is used by plants to produce sugars (photosynthesis) and 

is transformed within the food chain from producers (plants) to consumers and decomposers.
• Identify green plants as producers (organisms that make their own food) and animals and people as 

consumers (organisms that eat plants and animals).
• Differentiate between observable characteristics of plants and animal that are fully inherited (e.g., 

color of a flower, shape of leaves, color of eyes, number of appendages) and characteristics that are 
affected by the environment (e.g., browning of leaves due to too much sun).

• Discuss inherited traits in various living things and the importance of genetic diversity to the survival 
and well-being of organisms.

• Give examples of how inherited characteristics may change over time as adaptations to changes in the 
environment that enable the organisms to survive (e.g., shape of beak or feet, placement of eyes on 
the head, length of neck, shape of teeth, color).

• Identify the way living things interact with their environment and each other.
• Identify ways people can achieve and maintain good health.

Physical Sciences
• Describe motion, speed, and direction.
• Explore ways that motion can be predicted, measured and described.
• Explain the effect of earth’s gravity on the motion of any object on or near the earth.
• Identify different types of forces and how they affect objects.
• Explore ways that force can be predicted, measured and described.
• Describe the relationship of electric charges, magnetic forces and electric currents.
• Explain how electromagnets can be made, and give examples of how they can be used.

Technology/Engineering



• Explore the relationship of science and technology in modern society.
• Identify responsibilities of scientists and researchers.
• Identify and explain the appropriate materials and tools to construct a given prototype.
• Compare natural systems with mechanical systems that are designed to serve similar purposes (e.g., a 

bird’s wings as compared to an airplane’s wings).

ATTACHMENT IV D. 2.      Standards for Foreign Language Learning 

Standards for Foreign Language Learning

Communication
Communicate in Languages Other than English

The Communication Goal Contains Three Standards:

Standard 1.1 - Students engage in conversations, provide and obtain information, 
express feelings and emotions, and exchange opinions.

This standard focuses on interpersonal communication. Students can usually quickly learn a 
number of phrases for interaction with each other. As they continue to study, they learn to 
converse in a culturally appropriate manner. Students of non-European languages may face 
greater challenges and require more study time.

Standard 1.2 - Students understand and interpret written and spoken language on a 
variety of topics.

This standard focuses on the understanding and interpretation of written and spoken language. 
It involves one-way listening and reading in which the learner works with a variety of print and 
non-print materials. The ability to read may develop before the ability to comprehend rapidly 
spoken language. The reading aspects of this standard make it relevant to the classical 
languages.

Standard 1.3 - Students present information, concepts, and ideas to an audience of 
listeners or readers on a variety of topics.

This standard focuses on the presentation of information, concepts and ideas in spoken and 
written modes. In most cases, this standard is concerned with one-way speaking and writing. 
Students with little or no previous experience in the language are likely to produce learned 
patterns or language that looks like English with words in the other language. Over time, 
students will develop the ability to write and speak using a variety of styles.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Why is it important to communicate in another language?
How can your communication with a native speaker be more meaningful if you 
speak his/her language?

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS



As the world moves toward a global community, it is increasingly important for world 
language study to result in proficiencies that enable students to engage in conversation, 
interpret authentic materials, and present concepts in a language other than their own.

 Cultures
Gain Knowledge and Understanding of Other Cultures

The Cultures Goal Contains Two Standards:

Standard 2.1 - Students demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the 
practices and perspectives of the culture studied.

This standard focuses on the practices that are derived from the traditional ideas, attitudes and 
values
(perspectives) of a culture. Practices refer to patterns of behavior accepted by a society, such 
as the rites of passage, use of discourse, use of space etc. It is important to know the 
relationship between the practices and the perspectives that represent the culture’s view of the 
world.

Standard 2.2 - Students demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the 
products and the perspectives of the culture studied.

This standard focuses on the products of the culture studied and how they reflect the 
perspectives of the culture. Tangible products can be a painting, a cathedral, a piece of 
literature, etc. An intangible product can be a dance, an oral tale, an education system, a sacred 
ritual, etc. Whatever the form of the product, its presence within the culture is required or 
justified by the underlying beliefs and values of that culture and the cultural practices involve the 
use of the product.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Why is it important to understand the perspectives and value systems of another 
culture?

How do the products and practices of a culture come from these perspectives and 
value systems?

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS

The sharing and learning about customs and products increase students’ understanding 
of the cultural perspectives that generate patterns of behavior, ways of life, world views, 
and contributions in the multiple countries and regions where the language is spoken.

Connections
Connect with Other Disciplines and Acquire New Information

The Connections Goal Contains Two Standards:

Standard 3.1 - Students reinforce and further their knowledge of other disciplines 
through the world language.



This standard for connections focuses on target language support for content for other 
disciplines. Learning is no longer restricted to a specific discipline; it has become 
interdisciplinary. Students can relate the information studied in other subjects to their learning of 
the world language and culture. World language learning contributes to the entire educational 
experience.

Standard 3.2 - Students acquire information and recognize the distinctive viewpoints that 
are only available through the world language and its culture.

Students acquire new information and perspectives as a consequence of learning another 
language. They are able to broaden their sources of information. At first, they begin to examine 
sources intended for the native speakers, and as they become more proficient in the target 
language, they begin to analyze and compare this information with their own language while 
assessing the linguistic and cultural differences.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

How can the study of a world language enhance your knowledge of other 
disciplines?

What can you read about in your world language that you would not be exposed 
to in your native language?

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS

As students increase their proficiency in another language, they acquire skills that 
empower them to gain knowledge in other disciplines and sensitivity to a variety of 
viewpoints in the target cultures.

Comparisons
Develop Insight into the Nature of Language and Culture

The Comparisons Goal Includes Two Standards:

Standard 4.1 - Students demonstrate understanding of the nature of language through 
comparisons of the language studied and their own.

This standard focuses on the impact that learning the linguistic elements of the new language 
helps students’ ability to understand their own language, and to develop a better understanding 
of the structure and use of languages.

Standard 4.2 - Students demonstrate understanding of the concept of culture through 
comparisons of the cultures studied and their own.

As students expand their knowledge of cultures through language learning, they continually 
discover perspectives, practices and products that are similar to and different from those of their 
own culture.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

How are thought processes organized into the structure of different languages?
Why do different cultures have different value systems?



ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS

Students develop their critical thinking abilities as they become aware of the similarities 
and differences between their first and second languages. In so doing, they gain new 
perspectives of their own language and culture.

Communities
Participate in Multilingual Communities at Home and

Around the World

The Communities Goal Includes Two Standards: Applied Learning and Personal 
Enrichment.

Standard 5.1 - Students use the language both within and beyond the school setting.

The focus is on language as a tool for communication with speakers of the language throughout 
one’s life, including school, community and abroad. Applying the language makes students 
aware of the advantages of being able to communicate in more than one language and also 
makes them aware of the power of language.

Standard 5.2 - Students show evidence of becoming life-long learners by using the 
language for personal enjoyment and enrichment.

Language is a means to information and interpersonal relations. Students can use their 
language skills to access music, art, literature, film, and television programs in another culture. 
Students may also have the opportunity to travel to communities and countries where the 
language is used, and through this experience further develop their language proficiency and 
understanding of the culture. Students may also study or work in a country where the target 
language is used extensively to further enrich their lives.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Where can you use the language other than in the classroom?
How has learning a world language enriched your life?

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS

Learning a world language opens doors to a greater variety of career options, increased 
lifelong learning opportunities, and enhanced leisure activities.

   World Language Progress Indicator

 Academy for the Whole Child Charter School
World Language Progress Indicators

Grade K



COMMUNICATION

Listening Reading Speaking Writing

€ Can understand 
short utterances 
from familiar 
materials

€ Can recognize 
basic greetings, 
farewells and 
expressions of 
courtesy and basic 
classroom 
demands

€ Can recognize 
vowel sounds 
and associate 
with words and 
letters that do 
not occur in 
English

€ Can pronounce 
basic sounds

€ Can give basic 
greeting, 
farewells, 
expressions of 
courtesy

€ Can produce 
simple phrases

€ Can draw the 
basic shape of 
letters

Culture Connections Comparisons Communities

€ Can sing songs € Can recognize 
names that are 
similar in 
Spanish and 
English

€ Can identify 
letters in Spanish 
that do not occur 
in English

€ Can recognize 
basic greetings



Academy for the Whole Child Charter School
World Language Progress Indicators

Grade 1

COMMUNICATION

Listening Reading Speaking Writing

All of grade K plus…

€ Can recognize basic 
greetings, farewells 
and expressions of 
courtesy

€ Can react to basic 
classroom 
commands

€ Can differentiate 
sound

€ Can discriminate 
questions and 
statements

All of grade K plus…

€ Can read simple 
labels

€ Can read simple 
phrases

€ Can make 
inferences using 
picture clues

€ Can begin to 
participate in 
choral reading

€ Can begin to use 
sight vocabulary

All of grade K plus…

€ Can ask/answer 
questions about weather 
using learned materials

€ Can give autobiography 
information: name, age, 
place of origin, and 
address

€ Can name and identify 
objects, people, and 
places

€ Can tell time to the hour
€ Can count from 1-12

All of grade K plus…

€ Can copy 
words from 
previously 
learned 
materials

€ Can copy 
phrase

€ Can write 
single words 
and simple 
phrases

Culture Connections Comparisons Communities

All of grade K plus…

€ Can name the 
cardinal points

€ Can demonstrate 
understanding of 
formal and informal 
forms

€ Can recognize basic 
songs/music 
associated with 
special holidays

€ Can recognize some 
cultural aspects of 
the target culture to 
include food and 
music

All of grade K plus…

€ Can count from 
one to twelve

All of grade K plus…

€ Can identify similarities 
and differences between 
English and Spanish 
alphabets

All of grade K plus…

€ Can use basic 
greetings to 
communicate 
outside the 
classroom



Academy for the Whole Child Charter School
World Language Progress Indicators

Grade 2 

COMMUNICATION

Listening Reading Speaking Writing

All of grade 1 
plus…

€ Can understand 
greetings, 
farewells, 
expressions of 
courtesy, likes, 
dislikes, and 
requests

€ Can react to 
more complex 
classroom 
commands

All of grade 1 
plus…

€ Can read simple 
patterned text

€ Can read 
previously 
learned simple 
sentences

€ Can read group 
generated and 
self-composed 
stories

€ Can read simple 
poems

All of grade 1 
plus…

€ Can produce 
greetings, 
farewells, 
expressions of 
courtesy, likes, 
dislikes, requests 
and dramatize 
stories

€ Can tell the time 
to the half hour

€ Can describe self
€ Can give basic 

commands
€ Can state 

seasons and 
weather

All of grade 1 
plus…

€ Can copy simple 
sentences

€ Can list, identify 
and label

€ Can produce 
simple guided 
writing using 
basic structures 
and familiar 
vocabulary

Culture Connections Comparisons Communities

All of grade 1 plus…

€ Can demonstrate 
an awareness of 
music and 
dances from 
target culture

€ Can demonstrate 
understanding of 
formal and 
informal forms 
in greetings, 
farewells and in 
addressing adults

€ Can identify 

All of grade 1 plus…

€ Can tell time by 
the hour

€ Can count from 
one to a hundred 
(math) and recite 
simple poems in 
the target 
language

All of grade 1 plus…

€ Can begin to 
compare 
punctuation and 
capitalization 
rules in English 
and Spanish

€ Can begin to 
identify 
differences in 
formal and 
informal ways of 
addressing adults

All of grade 1 plus…

€ Can use basic 
vocabulary, 
phrases and 
simple sentences 
outside the 
classroom



major holidays 
or celebrations

Academy for the Whole Child Charter School
World Language Progress Indicators

Grade 3 

COMMUNICATION

Listening Reading Speaking Writing

All of grade 2 plus…

€ Can understand 
brief descriptions 
related to the 
topics being 
presented

€ Can understand 
more complex 
directions

All of grade 2 plus…

€ Can begin to 
order events 
chronologically

€ Can use context 
clues for word 
recognition

€ Can read simple 
sentences, and 
simple passages 
and associate 
them with 
pictures

All of grade 2 plus…

€ Can produce 
brief descriptions 
and directions

€ Can tell time to 
the quarter hour

€ Can describe 
people and places

€ Can participate in 
patterned 
dialogue

€ Can recount 
events in 
sequence

All of grade 2 plus…

€ Can create simple 
dialogue using 
familiar material

€ Can supply 
simple 
biographical 
information on 
the forms

€ Can write 2 or 3 
sentences on a 
familiar topic

Culture Connections Comparisons Communities



All of grade 2 plus…

€ Can name and 
locate Spanish 
speaking areas in 
the Americans 
and Europe

€ Can introduce 
self using an 
appropriate 
simple form

€ Can understand 
use of personal 
titles, family 
names

€ Can participate in 
celebrations of 
the target culture

€ Can recognize 
traditions 
associated with 
major holidays in 
the target cultures

All of grade 2 plus…

€ Can perform a 
part of a 
character while 
reading a story 
(reader’s theater)

€ Can understand 
ordinal numbers 
one to ten

€ Can tell time by 
the half hour

All of grade 2 plus…

€ Can begin to 
compare basic 
parts of speech

All of grade 2 plus…

€ Can recognize 
basic greetings

Academy for the Whole Child Charter School
World Language Progress Indicators

Grade 4

COMMUNICATION

Listening Reading Speaking Writing

All of grade 3 plus…

€ Can respond to 
questions about self 
and family 
members and 
content area 
material

€ Can take dictation 
on learned and/or 
recombined 
material

All of grade 3 plus…

€ Can read original 
writing aloud to 
others

€ Can demonstrate 
reading 
comprehension by 
answering 
questions

€ Can distinguish 
between 1st and 3rd 

All of grade 3 plus…

€ Can produce 
statements, 
questions, 
exclamations 

€ Can tell time in 
quarter hours 
intervals

€ Can use 
idiomatic 
expressions

All of grade 3 plus…

€ Can take dictation 
from learned 
material

€ Can write a short 
narrative about 
themselves and/or 
others

€ Can write a 
paragraph on a 
topic using learned 

Communication



€ Can differentiate 
among statements, 
questions, and 
exclamations

person € Can make simple 
rehearsed 
presentations (i.e. 
skits, poems, 
interviews)

material
€ Can use 

punctuation and 
standard spelling

Culture Connections Comparisons Communities

All of grade 3 plus…

€ Can locate and 
name 10 Spanish-
speaking countries 
in the world

€ Can write addresses 
and telephone 
numbers using 
appropriate 
conventions

€ Can understand a 
typical schedule of 
meals

€ Can demonstrate an 
awareness of 
differences in 
certain aspects of 
the target culture

All of grade 3 plus… 

€ Can recognize a 
character in the 
story

€ Can tell time by 
the quarter hour

€ Can count up to 
1,000

€ Can perform the 
part of a character 
while reading a 
story (readers 
theater)

All of grade 3 plus…

€ Can begin to 
discriminate 
between the 
sound and 
writing system in 
English and 
Spanish

€ Can understand 
basic parts of 
speech

€ Can demonstrate 
understanding of 
the rules of 
capitalization and 
punctuation

All of grade 3 plus…

€ Can collaborate 
with peers to 
create and perform 
skills related to a 
topic in the target 
culture

ATTACHMENT IV. D. 3. Art and Music draft curriculum

Grade K General Music 

Week 1-5
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 

appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture.
1.2Sing expressively with appropriate dynamics, phrasing, and interpretation.
5.1Perceive, describe, and respond to basic elements of music, including beat, tempo, 

rhythm, meter, pitch, melody, texture, dynamics, harmony, and form.
 

Week 6-10
1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from diverse 

cultures and historical periods.
5.4 Identify the sounds of a variety of instruments, including many orchestra and band 



instruments, and instruments from various cultures, as well as children’s voices and male 
and female adult voices.

5.5Respond through purposeful movement to selected prominent music characteristics or to 
specific music occurrences while singing or listening to music.
 

Week 11-15
3.4Echo and perform easy rhythmic, melodic, and chordal patterns accurately and 

independently on rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic classroom instruments.
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 

appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture.
3.1Play independently with accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 

appropriate technique, and correct posture.
 

Week 16-20
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of sound 

sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the classroom, 
body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic means.

5.1Perceive, describe, and respond to basic elements of music, including beat, tempo, 
rhythm, meter, pitch, melody, texture, dynamics, harmony, and form.

1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 
appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture.
 

Week 21-25
5.5Respond through purposeful movement to selected prominent music characteristics or to 

specific music occurrences while singing or listening to music.
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 

appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture.
 

Week 26-30
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of sound 

sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the classroom, 
body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic means.

1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from diverse 
cultures and historical periods.
 

Week 31-35
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 

appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture.
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of sound 

sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the classroom, 
body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic means.

3.1Play independently with accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 
appropriate technique, and correct posture.

5.1Perceive, describe, and respond to basic elements of music, including beat, tempo, 
rhythm, meter, pitch, melody, texture, dynamics, harmony, and form.
 

Week 36-40
1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from diverse 

cultures and historical periods.



3.4Echo and perform easy rhythmic, melodic, and chordal patterns accurately and 
independently on rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic classroom instruments.

3.2Play expressively with appropriate dynamics, phrasing and articulation, and 
interpretation.

5.3Use appropriate terminology in describing music, music notation, music instruments and 
voices, and music performances.

5.5Respond through purposeful movement to selected prominent music characteristics or to 
specific music occurrences while singing or listening to music.

Grade 1 General Music 

Week 1-5
2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat …
5.1Perceive, describe, and respond to basic elements of music, including beat, tempo, 

rhythm, meter, pitch, melody, texture, dynamics, harmony, and form.
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 

appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
5.5Respond through purposeful movement to selected prominent music characteristics or 

to specific music occurrences while singing or listening to music.
 

Week 6-10
2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple patterns 

performed by the teacher
5.1Perceive, describe, and respond to basic elements of music, including beat, tempo, 

rhythm, meter, pitch, melody, texture, dynamics, harmony, and form.
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 

appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
5.5Respond through purposeful movement to selected prominent music characteristics or 

to specific music occurrences while singing or listening to music.
 

Week 11-15
2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat
2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple patterns 

performed by the teacher
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 

appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
5.5Respond through purposeful movement to selected prominent music characteristics or 

to specific music occurrences while singing or listening to music.
 

Week 16-20
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 

appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
4.4Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the 
classroom, body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic means.

3.1Play independently with accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 
appropriate technique, and correct posture.



5.3Use appropriate terminology in describing music, music notation, music instruments 
and voices, and music performances.
 

Week 21-25
4.4Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the 
classroom, body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic means

2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple pitch 
notation in the treble clef

2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat, division of the beat, 
meter(2/4, 3/4, 4/4), and rhythmic notation, including half, quarter, eighth, and 
sixteenth notes and rests.

2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple patterns 
performed by the teacher

1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 
appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
 

Week 26-30
5.5Respond through purposeful movement to selected prominent music characteristics or 

to specific music occurrences while singing or listening to music.
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the 
classroom, body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic means.

2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple pitch 
notation in the treble clef

2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple patterns 
performed by the teacher

1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from diverse 
cultures and historical periods
 

Week 31-35
2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple pitch 

notation in the treble clef
2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple patterns 

performed by the teacher
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the 
classroom, body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic means.
 

Week 36-40
2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple pitch 

notation in the treble clef
2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple patterns 

performed by the teacher
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the 
classroom, body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic means.

2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat, meter  (2/4, 3/4, 4/4), and 
rhythmic notation, including half, quarter, eighth, and sixteenth notes and rests

1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 



appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture

Grade 2 General Music 

Week 1-5
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 

accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from diverse 

cultures and historical periods
4.1 Improvise “answers” in the same style to given rhythmic and melodic phrases
5.5Respond through purposeful movement to selected prominent music characteristics 

or to specific music occurrences while singing or listening to music.
 

Week 6-10
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 

accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from diverse 

cultures and historical periods
4.1 Improvise “answers” in the same style to given rhythmic and melodic phrases
4.2 Improvise and compose simple rhythmic and melodic ostinato accompaniments
4.3 Improvise and compose simple rhythmic variations and simple melodic 

embellishments on familiar melodies
 

Week 11-15
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 

accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the 
classroom, body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic 
means.

2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat, division of the beat, 
meter  (2/4, 3/4, 4/4), and rhythmic notation, including half, quarter, eighth, and 
sixteenth notes and rests.

2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple pitch 
notation in the treble clef

2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple 
patterns performed by the teacher

2.3 Identify symbols and traditional terms referring to dynamics, tempo, and 
articulation and interpret them correctly when performing
 

Week 16-20
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 

accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat, division of the beat, 

meter  (2/4, 3/4, 4/4), and rhythmic notation, including half, quarter, eighth, and 
sixteenth notes and rests.

2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple pitch 



notation in the treble clef
2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple 

patterns performed by the teacher
2.3 Identify symbols and traditional terms referring to dynamics, tempo, and 

articulation and interpret them correctly when performing
 

Week 21-25
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 

accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the 
classroom, body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic 
means.

2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat, division of the beat, 
meter  (2/4, 3/4, 4/4), and rhythmic notation, including half, quarter, eighth, and 
sixteenth notes and rests.

2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple pitch 
notation in the treble clef

2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple 
patterns performed by the teacher
 

Week 26-30
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 

accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the 
classroom, body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic 
means.

2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat, division of the beat, 
meter  (2/4, 3/4, 4/4), and rhythmic notation, including half, quarter, eighth, and 
sixteenth notes and rests.

2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple pitch 
notation in the treble clef

2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple 
patterns performed by the teacher
 

Week 31-35
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 

accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from diverse 

cultures and historical periods
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the 
classroom, body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic 
means.

2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple 
patterns performed by the teacher
 

Week 36-40
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 



accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from diverse 

cultures and historical periods
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the 
classroom, body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic 
means.

2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat, division of the beat, 
meter  (2/4, 3/4, 4/4), and rhythmic notation, including half, quarter, eighth, and 
sixteenth notes and rests.

2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple 
patterns performed by the teacher

 

Grade 3 General Music 

Week 1-5

1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 
accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct 
posture

1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from 
diverse cultures and historical periods.

2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat, meter  (2/4, 3/4, 
4/4), and rhythmic notation, including half, quarter, eighth, and sixteenth 
notes and rests

2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple 
pitch notation in the treble clef

5.5Respond through purposeful movement to selected prominent music 
characteristics or to specific music occurrences while singing or listening to 
music

 

Week 6-10

1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 
accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct 
posture

1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from 
diverse cultures and historical periods.

2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple 
pitch notation in the treble clef

2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple 
patterns performed by the teacher

 



Week 11-15

1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 
accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct 
posture

3.1Play independently with accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 
appropriate technique, and correct

3.2Play expressively with appropriate dynamics, phrasing and articulation, and 
interpretation

 

Week 16-20

1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 
accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct 
posture

3.1Play independently with accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic accuracy, 
appropriate technique, and correct

3.2Play expressively with appropriate dynamics, phrasing and articulation, and 
interpretation

5.4Identify the sounds of a variety of instruments, including many orchestra and 
band instruments, and instruments from various cultures, as well as children’s 
voices and male and female adult voices.

5.3Use appropriate terminology in describing music, music notation, music 
instruments and voices, and music performances

 

Week 21-25

1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 
accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct 
posture

2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple 
patterns performed by the teacher

5.2Listen to and describe aural examples of music of various styles, genres, 
cultural and historical periods, identifying expressive qualities, 
instrumentation, and cultural and/or geographic context.

5.3Use appropriate terminology in describing music, music notation, music 
instruments and voices, and music performances

5.4Identify the sounds of a variety of instruments, including many orchestra and 
band instruments, and instruments from various cultures, as well as children’s 
voices and male and female adult voices.

 

Week 26-30

1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 
accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct 
posture

2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple 
patterns performed by the teacher



5.2Listen to and describe aural examples of music of various styles, genres, 
cultural and historical periods, identifying expressive qualities, 
instrumentation, and cultural and/or geographic context.

5.3Use appropriate terminology in describing music, music notation, music 
instruments and voices, and music performances

5.5Respond through purposeful movement to selected prominent music 
characteristics or to specific music occurrences while singing or listening to 
music

 

Week 31-35

1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 
accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct 
posture

1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from 
diverse cultures and historical periods.

2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat, meter  (2/4, 3/4, 
4/4), and rhythmic notation, including half, quarter, eighth, and sixteenth 
notes and rests

2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple 
patterns performed by the teacher

1.4Sing ostinatos, partner songs, rounds and simple two-part songs, with and 
without accompaniment

 

Week 36-40
1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 

accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
1.3Sing from memory a variety of songs representing genres and styles from diverse 

cultures and historical periods.
2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple 

patterns performed by the teacher
4.4 Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds available in the 
classroom, body sounds (such as clapping), and sounds produced by electronic 
means.

 

Grade 4 General Music 

Week 1-5
2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat, division of the beat, meter 

(2/4, 3/4, 4/4), and rhythmic notation, including half, quarter, eighth, and sixteenth 
notes and rests.

2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple pitch 
notation in the treble clef



1.1Sing independently, maintaining accurate intonation, steady tempo, rhythmic 
accuracy, appropriately-produced sound (timbre), clear diction, and correct posture
 

Week 6-10
2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple patterns 

performed by the teacher.
5.3Use appropriate terminology in describing music, music notation, music instruments 

and voices, and music performances.
5.5Respond through purposeful movement to selected prominent music characteristics or 

to specific music occurrences while singing or listening to music.
 

Week 11-15
2.5Read whole, half, quarter, eighth, sixteenth, and dotted notes and rests in 2/4, 3/4, 

4/4, 6/8, 3/8, 9/8, and alla breve meter signatures
1.6Sing independently with increased accuracy, expanded breath control, and extended 

vocal range
1.9Sing music written in two and three parts (up to four parts in choral ensemble), with 

and without accompaniment
 

Week 16-20
6.3  Interpret the meanings of artistic works by explaining how the subject matter and/or 

form reflect the events, ideas, religions, and customs of people living at a particular 
time in history

8.1Identify characteristic features of the performing arts of native populations and 
immigrant groups to America, such as 

• styles of North American native cultures of the East Coast, Plains, Southwest, 
and Northwest; 

• styles of folk and fine arts of immigrant groups from European, African, Latin 
American, Asian, and Middle Eastern countries 

•

Week 21-25
6.3  Interpret the meanings of artistic works by explaining how the subject matter and/or 

form reflect the events, ideas, religions, and customs of people living at a particular 
time in history

3.3Play from memory and written notation a varied repertoire representing genres and 
styles from diverse cultures and historical periods

1.8Sing music representing diverse genres and cultures, with expression appropriate for 
the work being performed, and using a variety of languages
 

Week 26-30
2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple pitch 

notation in the treble clef
2.7 Identify, define, and use standard notation symbols for pitch, rhythm, dynamics, 

tempo, articulation, and expression
 

Week 31-35
4.4Improvise and compose short vocal and instrumental melodies, using a variety of 



 

    

attachment iv. e.

Organizational Chart

sound sources, including traditional sounds, nontraditional sounds
2.4Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics in simple patterns 

performed by the teacher
 

Week 36-40
2.2Use a system (syllables, numbers, or letters) to read and sing at sight simple pitch 

notation in the treble clef
4.5Create and arrange short songs and instrumental pieces within teacher-specified 

guidelines
2.1Demonstrate and respond to: the beat, division of the beat, meter  (2/4, 3/4, 4/4), 

and rhythmic notation, including half, quarter, eighth, and sixteenth notes and rests.
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ATTACHMENT V.A. PARENT/SCHOOL COMPACT 
2012 – 2013
ACADEMY FOR THE WHOLE CHILD - PARENT/SCHOOL 
COMPACT 2012 – 2013

THE TEACHER PLEDGE:
I understand the importance of school to every student and my 

role as educator and role model. Therefore, I agree to carry out the following responsibilities:
• I will teach all the necessary concepts to your child before homework is assigned.
• I will make learning goals and state & district content standards comprehensible and meaningful to all students.
• I will regularly assess your child’s progress.
• I will strive to address the individual needs of your child.
• I will regularly communicate with you regarding your child’s progress.
• I will provide an orderly, positive, and healthy learning environment.
• I will correct and return schoolwork in a timely manner.
• I will communicate homework and classroom expectations at parent conferences and at Back to School Night.
• I will provide opportunities for parent engagement & involvement.

Teacher’s Signature_______________________________________________ Date _______________

THE STUDENT PLEDGE:
I realize that my education is important. I know I am the one responsible for my own success and 
that I must work hard to achieve it. Therefore, I agree to carry out the following responsibilities:
• I will get to class on time every day unless I am ill.
• I will take my Thursday Folder home to my parent(s) and return it, signed, the next day.
• I will neatly complete and return my homework on time every day.
• I will take corrected work home to my parent(s).
• I will be responsible for my own behavior by following classroom and school rules.
• I will be a cooperative learner and complete my work every day.
• I will not let T. V., video games and other extra-curricular activities interfere with my school work or homework.
• I will read at least 20 minutes (K-4 grade) every night.
• I will be responsible for any materials, including any technology that is assigned to me.
• I will adhere to the school uniform policy.

Student’s Signature_____________________________________________ Date _________________

THE PARENT PLEDGE:
I understand that my participation in my child’s education is essential to his/her achievement and 
attitude.
Therefore, I agree to carry out the following responsibilities:
• I will make sure my child neatly completes and returns his/her homework on time every day.
• I will make sure that my child arrives at school on time every day.
• I will read all school communications and return the signed Thursday Folder the next day.
• I will attend Back-to-School Events, Parent-Teacher-Student Conferences, Open House, and other school events.  I 
will attend at least 2 events.
• I will make sure my child reads for at least 20 minutes every day/night.
• I will provide a quiet place and time for my child to do homework.
• I will make sure my child gets adequate sleep and has a healthy diet.
• I will volunteer at school, when my schedule allows. I will look at the parent volunteer handbook to ensure that I 
volunteer in some way, whether at school or working on a project from home.
• I will support the class and school discipline policies.
• I will make sure that T. V., video games and other activities do not interfere with my child’s education.
• I will send a signed absence note after each of my child’s absences.
• I will read the Parent Handbook.
• I will ensure that my child adheres to the school uniform policy.



Parent’s Signature ____________________________________________ Date _________________



2014 Detail of Proposed Region Charter Seats available under 9% CAP ATTACHMENT 
V.B.

Academy for the Whole Child Charter School – Proposed Region

LE
A District

Average 
Per Pupil 
Tuition 

(Exclude
s 

Facilities)

Projected 
FY15 

Budgeted 
NSS

Curren
t NSS 
Cap at 
District

FTE/Seat
s 

Currently 
Chartere

d

Cap 
Lift 

District

FTE 
Available 
in FY15 
at 9% 
Cap

FTE 
Availabl

e in 
FY15 at 

other 
Cap

FTE 
Available in 

FY15 at 
16% Cap

FTE 
Availabl

e in 
FY17 at 

18% 
Cap

FTE/Seats 
Available to 
be Awarded 
Under Max 

NSS

61
0

ASHBURNHAM 
WESTMINSTER 10,459 23,997,395 0.6 14.97 No 191.52    181.19 

61
5

ATHOL 
ROYALSTON 10,794 21,200,554 0.2 2.42 Yes 174.35  311.85 351.13 333.45 

97 FITCHBURG 10,693 61,068,759 3.4 208.84 Yes 305.17 704.95 819.17 767.77 

10
3 GARDNER 9,306 26,532,540 0.3 13.89 Yes 242.70 442.27 499.29 473.63 

15
3 LEOMINSTER 9,830 69,633,147 1.2 94.27 No 543.26 511.39 

16
2 LUNENBURG 11,273 18,325,807 2.7 44.54 No 101.77 94.45 

73
5

NORTH 
MIDDLESEX 11,068 42,399,925 1.8 83.86 No 260.92 243.68 

22
3 ORANGE 9,609 7,442,845 0.1 1.42 Yes 68.29 122.51 138.00 131.03 

TOTAL  SEATS     1990.27



34
3

WINCHENDON 11,101 16,617,647 1.6 32.43 Yes 102.29 207.08 237.02 223.55 

ATTACHMENT 
V.C.

Proposed Region - 2013 School Attending Children Report
             
CITY/TOWN Local 

Public 
Schools

Academic 
Regional 
Schools

Vocational 
Technical 
Regional 
Schools

Collabora-
tives

Charter 
Schools

Out-of-
District 
Public 

Schools

Home 
Schooled

In State 
Private 

and 
Parochial 
Schools

Out-of-
State 

Private and 
Parochial 
Schools

Total Total 
Public

% 
Public

Ashburnham-
Westminster

            

Ashburnham(non-op) 0 1,165 73 0 8 27 12 43 0 1,328 1,273 95.9

Westminster(non-op) 0 997 61 0 6 17 25 29 0 1,135 1,081 95.2

             

Athol-Royalston             

Royalston(non-op) 0 98 24 0 0 19 5 0 0 146 141 96.6

Athol(non-op) 0 1,270 106 0 3 285 44 0 0 1,708 1,664 97.4

             

Gardner 2,307 0 170 18 17 143 35 205 0 2,895 2,655 91.7

Fitchburg 4,548 0 376 59 186 456 57 462 0 6,144 5,625 91.6

Leominster 5,762 0 0 31 21 350 73 465 0 6,702 6,164 92

Lunenburg 1,452 0 72 4 37 68 21 134 0 1,788 1,633 91.3

Orange 611 0 0 1 0 43 14 10 0 679 655 96.5

Winchendon 1,340 0 124 18 17 141 40 110 11 1,801 1,640 91.1

             

North Middlesex             
Ashby(non-op) 0 433 43 1 3 17 25 26 10 558 497 89.1

Townsend(non-op) 0 1,329 95 12 22 26 25 58 13 1,580 1,484 93.9

Pepperell(non-op) 0 1,723 110 14 42 47 35 122 64 2,157 1,936 89.8

             

TOTALS 16,020 7,015 1254 158 362 1639 411 1664 98 28,621 26,448 n/a



ATTACHMENT V.D.



Draft copy of Response to Intervention
ATTACHMENT V.E

Response to Intervention is a three-tiered model approach to early identification and support of 
students with  learning difficulties  or  behavioral  needs.  The process begins  with  high-quality 
instruction and the general screening of all children in the regular/general education classroom. 
Students who struggle with learning will be provided with interventions at increasing levels of 
difficulty to assist in accelerating each child’s rate of learning. Interventions may be provided by 
the general education teacher, special education teacher, teacher assistants and/or specialists. 
Each student’s progress is monitored closely to assess his/her learning rate and performance 
level.  RTI  is  designed  to  be  used  in  the  decision  making  process  in  the  general/special 
education classrooms to create a well-designed system of instruction and intervention according 
to the child’s outcome data.

In order for Response to Intervention to work well, the following tenets are essential:

• All students will receive: high quality, researched-based instruction in the regular/general 
education classroom

• On-going student assessment: all students will  be screened and monitored to provide 
informational  data  about  the  student’s  learning  rate  and  level  of 
performance/achievement.  This information will  determine which students need closer 
monitoring/intervention. This monitoring is done frequently to access student progress 
and also to evaluate the effectiveness of the curriculum. The decisions are made based 
on the child’s needs and based on multiple data taken over time.

• Tiered instruction: RTI is designed in a multi-tiered approach to effectively differentiate 
instruction for all  students, increasing the difficulty of instruction, and the researched-
based interventions will align with the students’ needs.

• Parents/Guardians: The RTI approach to learning will provide the parents/guardians with 
information regarding their child’s progress along with information as to the instruction 
and interventions utilized, and the academic or behavioral goals for their child.

 The Response to Intervention (RTI) approach uses the Three Tiered Model (researched-based 
academic/ behavioral interventions) below:

• Tier I: All students receive high quality, researched based instruction in the regular/general 
education classroom utilizing differentiated instruction to meet all students’ needs. Students 
are screened on a periodic basis to identify struggling learners who need additional support.

• Tier 2:  Students not  making adequate progress are provided with  increasingly  intensive 
instruction  matched  to  the  students’  needs  based  on  his/her  rate  and  level  of 
performance/progress.

• Tier  3:  Students at  this  level  have demonstrated chronically  low academic  performance 
levels  and  require  individualized,  intensive  interventions  that  target  his/her  skill/learning 
deficits for the remediation. These students need explicit, systematic instruction.



ATTACHMENT V.F.

THE 504 PROCESS

Section 504 of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)

The  adjustment/guidance  counselor  or  ED/Principal  at  A4WCCS  will  also  be  the 
school’s  Section 504 Coordinator.  The Coordinator  will  be responsible  for  putting a 
Team together to help identify students who are referred by parents and other care-
giving persons who feel the referred child may be in need of 504 services.

• Once a referral is made and the parents are given notice of the initial evaluation, 
the 504 Coordinator will put a Team together consisting of the child’s parent(s),  
classroom teacher, and staff knowledgeable of the student and his/her disability.

• The  Team will  then  gather  information  from the  parents,  classroom teacher, 
counselor, school nurse, and doctor as to the student’s disability. Whether or not 
the disability limits a major life activity or has impacted on the student’s education 
and what services or accommodations the student may require.

• The Team will  also gather evaluation data consisting of the student’s grades, 
disciplinary referrals, language surveys, standardized test scores etc.

• If the Team determines the student is eligible for 504 services it will develop an 
accommodation plan to ensure the student will have equal access and receive 
the same educational opportunities as a student who is not disabled with the 
necessary needed accommodations. 

• The  Section  504  Accommodation  plan  and  placement  is  determined  by  the 
disability and the services the student will require. 

• The  classroom teacher  and  specialists/staff  are  responsible  for  knowing  and 
implementing the accommodations for each student on a 504 Plan.

• The plan will be reviewed by the Team annually and reevaluated at least every 
three years for student eligibility.

• The Coordinator will contact the parent/guardian of any actions the school may 
take  to  evaluate/reevaluate  and  determine  services  for  the  student.  The 
Coordinator will provide the parent with procedural information to utilize should 
the parents not be satisfied with the plan for their child.



DRAFT BEHAVIOR EXPECTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES

Be Responsible Be Respectful Be Safe

Classroo

m

• Bring materials for class

• Turn in homework

• Raise  your  hand 
to speak

• Keep  your  eyes 
on the speaker

• Walk

• Keep  hands  and 
feet to yourself

Hallway • Pick up trash and throw it 
away

• Use quiet voices • Walk

• Keep  hands  and 
feet to yourself

Cafeteria • Put  tray,  utensils,  and 
garbage  in  appropriate 
locations

• Clean up spills and pick up 
trash

• Use quiet voices

• Use  manners 
while eating

• Use eating utensils 
as intended

• Walk

• Keep  hands  and 
feet to yourself

ATTACHMENT V.G.

School –Wide Behavior Expectations



Example of a Consequence-Level System

Level 1 behaviors Level 2 behaviors Level 3 behaviors

• Noncompliance

• Disruption of instruction

• Overt disrespect

• Minor destruction of 
property

• Physical aggression

• Harassment

• Abusive language

• Major destruction 
of property

• Theft

• Alcohol

• Drugs

• Weapon

Level 1 possible 
consequences

Level 2 possible 
consequences

Level 3 possible 
consequences

• Nonverbal cue

• Proximity

• Student conference

• Verbal warning

• Timeout

• Parent contact

• Behavior contract

• Administration, parent, 
student, teacher conference

• Loss of recess

• Loss of privilege

• Restitution or apology

• Overcorrection

Mandatory

• First offense: Staff 
administers consequence

• Nonverbal cue

• Proximity

• Student conference

• Verbal warning

• Timeout

• Parent contact

• Behavior contract

• Administration, parent, 
student, teacher 
conference

• Loss of recess

• Loss of privilege

• Restitution or apology

• Overcorrection

• In-school suspension

• Out-of-school 
suspension

• Bus suspension

• In-school 
suspension

• Out-of-school 
suspension

• Bus suspension

• Contact law 
enforcement

• Expulsion

(May include lower level 
consequences)

Mandatory

• Complete the 
office form and 
send student to the 
office



• Second offense: Complete 
the office referral form and 
staff administer 
consequence

• Third offense: Complete 
the office form and send 
student to the office

Mandatory

• Complete the office 
form and send student 
to the office



ATTACHMENT V.H.

ADVISORY COUNCIL MEMBERS AND EXPERTISE 

Advisor Title/Distinction Expertise

Dr. Isa 
Zimmerman

Principal IKZ Advisors, LLC

Former principal and 
superintendent and Past 
President of MASCD

Education development, leadership, 
and technology

Sarah 
Krongard

Executive Director, MA-ASCD, 
Instructional Designer for Hybrid 
and Online Programs, Lesley 
University

MA-ASCD Whole Child Initiative, 
Educational innovation and technology

Mike Rulon Consultant, ASCD Whole Child 
Initiative 

Specializing in: Schools In Need of 
Improvement in Turnaround status, 
Strategist, Professional developer and  
Instructional Coach 

Kevin 
Andrews

Senior Advisor, Boston Alliance 
of Charter Schools

Charter school development and 
founder of Neighborhood House 
Charter School in Dorchester

Chris 
Kerylow

Senior Sourcing Consultant, 
Hanover Insurance Group

Management, contract negotiations, 
performance management, cost 
reduction strategies, competitive 
analysis, program management

Dr. Joann 
Nichols

Professor  of Education, 
Fitchburg State University

Early Childhood Education, Reggio 
Emelia Approach to Learning

Donata 
Martin

Executive Director of Boys & 
Girls Club of Leominster and 
Fitchburg

After school programming, 
recruitment, enrollment and family 
resources

Paula 
Timmins

Chief Financial Officer, 
Neighborhood House Charter 
School in Dorchester 

Charter school finance, budget 
preparation, grants and funding 
sources, and fundraising 



ATTACHMENT V. I.

DRAFT JOB DESCRIPTION:  Executive Director/ Principal (ED/P)

Overview
The ED/P is responsible for the management and day-to -day operations of the school. ED/P 
reports to the Board of Trustees (the "Board"). The ED/P serves as chief executive of the school 
and has the authority to carry out his or her responsibilities, in accordance with the direction and 
policies established by the Board. In partnership with the Board, the ED/P is responsible for the 
success of the school. S/he provides direction for developing the organization's vision, mission, 
and strategy; provides leadership for establishing and implementing its annual goals and 
objectives; and, enables the Board to fulfill its legal, fiduciary and moral responsibilities.

Duties
• Implements a high-quality, rigorous, joyful elementary program that is consistent with 

A4WCCS's mission and vision.
• Sets academic goals for student achievement and performance and holds staff members 

accountable for achieving results.
• Develops, oversees, and continually evaluates and improves the school's instruction and 

curriculum.
• Provides frequent coaching for instructional staff.
• Uses data to drive decision-making and instruction.
• Creates and sustains an environment of mutual respect, high standards, safety, and 

support for learning.
• Provides oversight of all school activities, manages the day-to-day operation of the 

school, and develops a smoothly functioning, efficient organization through coordination 
with Board, committees, staff and volunteers.

• Ensures that the Director of Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment has the necessary 
resources to assist leading the school's educational program.

• Ensures that the Director of Operations has the resources to effectively oversee all 
operational aspects of the school.

• Evaluates and supervises members of the Leadership Team (Director of Curriculum, 
Instruction and Assessment, Director of Operations) and supervises evaluation of all 
members of the staff.

• Works with the Leadership Team and the Finance Committee to develop and implement 
an annual operating budget based on tuition revenues and entitlement grants.

• Works with Board to ensure financing to support short-term and long-term goals.
• Helps the board and its development committee implement and monitor a viable fund-

raising plan, policies and procedures.
• Participates actively in identifying, cultivating and soliciting donor prospects. 
• Assures the development and operation of gift management systems and reports for 

quality decision-making.
• Works with Board to oversee the growth of the school to its full capacity.
• Helps the Board determine the school's vision, overall direction, and short-term and 

long-term goals.
• Oversees the charter renewal and site visit process and development of school's Annual 

Report
• Keeps the Board fully informed on the condition of the school
• Helps the Board establish roles and accountabilities
• Develops with the Board Chair agendas for meetings



• Works with the charter school group to advocate for Ed-reform, charter schools and 
choice

• Encourages the integration of the school within the communities through public relations 
programs and sharing of best practices and professional development opportunities

• Acts as an advocate within the private and public sectors for issues relevant to the 
school its mission and its constituencies

• Serves as spokesperson for the school
• Assures the filing of legal and regulatory documents and ensures compliance with 

relevant laws and regulations.



ASCD Whole Child Initiative                              ATTACHMENT V.J.

The demands of the 21st century require a new approach to education to fully prepare 
students for college, career, and citizenship. Research, practice, and common sense 
confirm that a whole child approach to education will develop and prepare students for 
the challenges and opportunities of today and tomorrow by addressing students' 
comprehensive needs through the shared responsibility of students, families, schools, 
and communities.

All educators want to improve the work they do for students, their families, and the 
community. Whether it's instruction, school climate, leadership, family engagement, or 
any of the other issues schools face on a daily basis, all educators need tools to help 
them improve their actions and methods. A whole child approach, which ensures that 
each student is healthy, safe, engaged, supported, and challenged, sets the standard 
for comprehensive, sustainable school improvement and provides for long-term student 
success.

Launched in 2007, ASCD's Whole Child Initiative is an effort to change the conversation 
about education from a focus on narrowly defined academic achievement to one that 
promotes the long term development and success of children. Through the initiative, 
ASCD helps educators, families, community members, and policymakers move from a 
vision about educating the whole child to sustainable, collaborative action. ASCD is 
joined in this effort by Whole Child Partner organizations representing the education, 
arts, health, policy, and community sectors.

Explore resources and opportunities for action here and 
on www.wholechildeducation.org. Download indicators (PDF) of a whole child approach 
to education and community engagement and use the ASCD School Improvement 
Tool to assess your performance on those indicators. Join ASCD and our partners, and 
together we'll change the face of education policy and practice.

Whole Child Tenets

• Each student enters school healthy and learns about and practices a healthy 
lifestyle.

• Each student learns in an environment that is physically and emotionally safe for 
students and adults.

• Each student is actively engaged in learning and is connected to the school and 
broader community.

• Each student has access to personalized learning and is supported by qualified, 
caring adults.

• Each student is challenged academically and prepared for success in college or 
further study and for employment and participation in a global environment.



Academy for the Whole Child Charter School

Teacher Evaluation Tool 

I. Curriculum Exemplar
y

Proficien
t

Working 
Towards

Needs 
Improvement

Not 
Applicable

1. Incorporates and addresses the social, emotional and academic needs of 
individual students.

2. Involves students at all instructional levels in each lesson and encourages 
and receives inquiries, ideas and opinions that relate to those lessons from 
students involved.

3. Implements lessons which provide for instruction of students at appropriate 
achievement levels.

4. Makes necessary curriculum modifications for students with special needs, 
communicating regularly with the learning specialist(s).

5. Makes necessary curriculum modifications for students who are English 
language learners, communicating regularly with the ESL teacher(s). 

6. Demonstrates knowledge of subject matter, as related to the MCF, and uses 
a variety of materials, activities and instructional strategies that are 
academically rigorous and engaging.

II. Instruction

1. Establishes, communicates and demands high expectations for student 
learning and quality of work in a variety of ways.

ATTACHMENT V. 



2. Consistently ensures student learning through modeling, guided practice 
and independent practice (I do, we do, you do).

3. Uses classroom assignments to reach a range of learners.  These 
assignments are accommodating to those who have difficulty in the subject 
and those who excel in the subject area.

5. Maximizes the use of time for instructional purposes, with all students being 
involved in meaningful learning activities.

6. Demonstrates an understanding of the needs, concerns, abilities and 
interests of each student, leading to the delivery of multiple methods to 
approach materials and demonstrate learning. 

Exemplar
y

Proficien
t

Working 
Towards

Needs 
Improvement

Not

Applicable

7. Evaluates the effectiveness of instructional strategies and identifies 
alternate methods if necessary.

8. Makes clear the purpose and/or practical importance of the lesson and how 
the content of the homework assignment relates to that lesson.

III. Assessment

1. Uses higher order thinking questions to push student thinking.

2. Provides prompt and appropriate feedback on work completed by students.



3. Classroom assessments are aligned with classroom activities and school 
assessments.

4. Assessments are given with enough frequency to monitor student learning.

5. Uses a wide range of assessment information to reflect on student learning 
and regularly adjust student instruction.

IV. Learning Environment

1. The culture of the classroom is respectful, positive and joyful.

2. Creates a classroom climate that is warm and inviting.  Promotes the 
development of positive self-concept for all students.

3. Demonstrates open concern for students and a sense of responsibility for 
students’ academic and personal growth.

4. Implements management strategies well so that the class has minimal 
management problems.

5. Demonstrates fairness and consistency in the handling of student discipline.

V. Professionalism

1. Communicates with families to inform them of student progress, both 
successes and struggles.

2. Attitude is respectful of students, families, colleagues and school leaders.



3. Works cooperatively as an effective team member to achieve school goals 
and objectives.

Exemplar
y

Proficien
t

Working 
Towards

Needs 
Improvement

Not 
Applicable

4. Follows established school policies and procedures.

5. Demonstrates accuracy in record keeping and promptness in meeting 
deadlines.

6. Demonstrates punctuality for school, duties and scheduled meetings.

7. Dress is professional.

VI. Professional Development

1. Participates in professional development workshops.

2. Implements professional development strategies in his/her classroom.

3. Reflects upon and responds to feedback with openness.

4. Implements feedback from school leaders.

Evaluator Comments: 



Teacher Reply Form for Evaluation

After reading my evaluation…

I am pleased about:

•    

   

•   

    

•          

I plan to work on the following goals:

•     

    

•     

   

•

I have questions about or could use assistance with:

•      



__________________________________________ ______________________________________
Signature of Evaluator                        Date Signature of Teacher                         Date



Role Distinctions/Responsibilities Chart
ACTION Set Goals Inputs 

(recommendation
s)

Main 
Decision 

Maker

Implements Supports Approves

CURRICUL
UM

Board ED/ Principal, staff 
Specialist, parents/ 
students, Director 
of Curriculum, 
Instruction and   
Assessment      

ED/Principal ED/Principal, 
Dir. Of 
Curriculum, 
Instruction & 
Assessment,
Teachers

ED/Principal ED/Principa
l

PERSONNE
L 
DECISIONS

Board ED/ Principal, 
Director of 
Curriculum, 
Instruction and 
Assessment, 
Director of 
Operations

ED/ Principal, 
The Board hires 
ED/Principal 
Ed/Prin. Hires 
all others

ED/ Principal,  
Dir. of 
Operations

ED/ Principal,
Consultants as 
needed for 
specialized 
positions

ED/Principa
l

BUDGET 
ALLOCATI
ON

Board 
(Finance 
Committee)

ED/ Principal, Dir. 
of Curriculum and 
Dir. of Operations 

Board, 
ED/Principal

ED/Principal ED/Principal,
Office 
Manager, 
Bookkeeper

Board

VENDOR 
SELECTION

Board ED/ Principal, Dir. 
of Curriculum Dir. 
of Operations

ED/ Principal
Dir. of 
Operations

Office Manager
Dir. of  
Operations

ED/Principal, 
Office 
Manager, Dir. 
of Operations

ED/Principa
l

ATTACHMENT V. L.



ATTACHMENT V. M.
Support Letters

Top Fun Aviation Toy Museum

Dr. Joann B. Nichols, Fitchburg State University

Rollstone Studios

Kevin T. Andrews, Senior Advisor Boston Alliance of Charter Schools

Michael Rulon, Educational Consultant

Donata Martin, Boys & Girls Club of Leominster & Fitchburg







 Field trips to the Museum.  Field trips are enormously useful learning 
opportunities for young people.  Because Top Fun is located in Fitchburg, the 
logistics of transporting students to the Museum are much simplified—without 
losing the educational opportunities that getting out of the classroom can provide. 

 A nurturing and accepting atmosphere for children who learn differently, valuing 
them as individuals and finding ways to accommodate their interests and activity 
levels in talks, workshops, and field trips.

 Inspiration to persevere.  Early aviation / rocketry efforts weren’t all successful, 
but people didn’t give up.  Even the Wright Brothers had challenges to meet, but 
in the end they succeeded.

As fellow educators with a strong commitment to the success of Fitchburg’s children, we 
urge you to approve the application for the Academy for the Whole Child Charter School.

Cordially,

Dr. Rosalie E. Dunbar
President
Top Fun Aviation Toy Museum

Dr. Joann B. Nichols
Assistant Professor, Education Department
Fitchburg State University
160 Pearl Street, Fitchburg, MA  01420

October 14, 2013

Commissioner Chester 
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
75 Pleasant Street
Malden, MA  02148



Dear Commissioner Chester:

This letter is in support of the charter application of The Academy for the Whole Child Charter School in 
Fitchburg, MA.  I look forward to working closely with this school as a learning extension of our Education 
Department at Fitchburg State University.  In my capacity as an early childhood educator of college 
teaching interns, it is often a struggle to find developmentally appropriate settings for my students’ field 
experiences.

A child-centered school based on the principles of the Reggio Emilia model of early childhood education 
would fill an urgent gap.  My teaching candidates need authentic involvement in the various models of 
schooling that they read about.  Having visited similar schools in Italy, I know the positive impact that The 
Academy for the Whole Child Charter School will have on Fitchburg’s children…however… as a 
superlative  site for teaching course work, it will also have an exponential effect on children taught by our 
students.

Fitchburg State University could partner in multiple ways.  In addition to the internship and pre-practicum 
sites for teaching candidates, I and other professors could conduct teaching workshops.  Our education 
club members and students also could incorporate The Academy for the Whole Child Charter School in 
their service projects.  Dreaming for future cooperation, I envision a foreign study program, modeled after 
the student teaching plan I witnessed in Italy, in which our Fitchburg students would first study Reggio 
Emilia in Fitchburg, while cooperating with our Italian language department. They then would spend a 
semester in a Reggio-style school in Italy.  Having a nearby charter school with this model of practice 
would be an unmatched resource.

I sincerely encourage and support the charter of The Academy of the Whole Child and welcome 
conversations concerning that goal.  

Sincerely,

Dr. Joann B. Nichols

jnicho21@fitchburgstate.edu

ROLLSTONE ~ STUDIOS

Alexandra Moore, Studio Director
633 Main Street

Fitchburg, MA 01420

978-348-ART1



July 20, 2014

Commissioner Mitchell Chester

Department of Elementary & Secondary Education

75 Pleasant Street

Malden, MA 01428

Dear Commissioner Chester,

Rollstone Studios is a non-profit artist cooperative studio and gallery located in 
downtown Fitchburg.  Our studios have 12 working artist studios and a roster of more 
than 60 artists from the North Central MA region representing music, creative writing, 
visual arts and dance.  

We offer many workshops for children and adults in guitar, watercolor, origami, and 
photography to name a few.  Several of our artists have been teaching artists in after 
school programs in the region, and Rollstone has been the prime location for student art 
exhibits and performances throughout the year.  

We are looking forward to forming a partnership with Academy for the Whole Child 
Charter School through professional development with teaching artists to enhance the 
arts integration curriculum and to bring workshops and performances to the children 
during the school day and after school.  

A new charter school in Fitchburg and the region for elementary children will greatly 
benefit families who are looking for another option to educate their children.  

I appreciate your thoughtful consideration in granting the Academy for the Whole Child 
Charter School.   

Very truly yours,

Alexandra Moore





July 22, 2014

Mitchell D. Chester, Ed.D.
Commissioner of Elementary and Secondary Education
75 Pleasant Street
Malden, MA  02148-4906

RE:  Application Proposal: Academy for the Whole Child Charter School

Dear Commissioner Chester, 

As the Executive Director of the Boys & Girls Club of Fitchburg and Leominster for the past 5 
years, I am very aware of the need for many of our area families to have a choice for an 
alternative public education in the North Central Massachusetts region.  

While many families opt for private and/or parochial schools as their alternative choice for their 
children, many area families cannot afford tuition. There are also many families who take 
advantage of school choice by sending their child to another school district.  

The proposed Academy for the Whole Child Charter School will offer another option for families 
in the North Central/Montachusett area.

I look forward to helping the founders of the Academy for the Whole Child Charter School in an 
advisory capacity and will support their efforts in recruitment and enrollment, out-of-school time 
services, community out-reach and family engagement.   

Sincerely yours,

Donata J. Martin
Executive Director
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Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter
Applicant Information

Page 1

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | Name of Proposed
Charter School

Academy for the Whole Child
Charter School

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | Proposed School
Address (if known)

(No response)

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | Proposed School
Location (City/Town)

Fitchburg

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | Primary Contact
Person

Concetta A. Verge

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | Role or
Relationship of Contact Person to Proposal

Proposed Executive
Director/Principal

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | Address 111 Holman Street

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | City Lunenburg

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | State MA

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | Zip Code 01462

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | Daytime Telephone
Number

978-582-4672

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | Secondary
Telephone Number

978-855-4595

Commonwealth and Horace Mann Charter Applicant Informetion | Email Address actionlearning_cv@comcast.net

The proposed school will open in the fall of school year:

2015-2016

Grade Levels Total Student Enrollment

First Year K-2 120

Second Year K-3 204
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Third Year K-4 291

Fourth Year K-4 342

Fifth Year K-4 360

Grade span at full enrollment K through 4

Total student enrollment when fully expanded 360

Age at entry for kindergarten, if applicable Age 5 by August 31, 2015

What type of charter school is your group applying to open?

Commonwealth Charter School

Is the applicant group currently the board of trustees of an existing charter school? 

No

Do members of the applicant group currently operate or are they employed by a private
or parochial school?

Yes

Are any members of the applicant group present or past members of a charter school
board of trustees, school committee, or other type of public governing body? 

If applying as an existing board of trustees, please indicate only if members are or have been members of a different
charter school's board.)

Yes

Please indicate the person’s name; the charter school name and school location, or
school committee district; and dates of membership

Mary H. Whitney Fitchburg 1998-2002

Have members of the applicant group previously submitted a prospectus or final
application that did not result in a charter? 

Yes

Is the present submission related in content to the previous application? 

Yes

Please indicate the name of the previous proposal and the year submitted

Name of Previous Proposal Year of Proposal Submittal

Academy for the Whole Child Charter School 2013/2014
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Global Arts & Technology Center 1995
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Mission and School Design:

Provide the proposed school’s mission and vision. Describe the proposed board’s core beliefs and values about education.
Describe the key design elements of the proposed educational program, including curriculum and instruction. Be explicit
about the key design elements of the proposed school’s educational program that distinguishes it from other public
schools. Indicate if the proposal is a replication of an existing model or the rationale behind the new model proposed.
Explain how the key design elements will support the goal of improved student outcomes.

Community(ies) To Be Served:

Explain the rationale for the selection of the community(ies). Describe the educational needs of the targeted
community(ies) and how the proposed school aims to address those needs. Describe any relationships that have been
established in the targeted community to support the success of the proposed school. Describe the strategies used to
assess demand and/or establish support for the proposed school and the progress of your efforts thus far. Indicate the
details of the proposed school growth, including proposed date of school opening, projected maximum enrollment, and the
grades to be served.

Please submit your Executive Summary in the text box below. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
MISSION 
Academy for the Whole Child Charter School will address the academic and social-emotional needs of all children within a safe, 
nurturing and inclusive learning environment. A4WCCS, in collaboration with students, families, and communities, will prepare 
students for success as productive and responsible citizens. We will do this by creating an environment which will develop academic 
excellence, enhance creativity and promote personal growth. 
 
A4WCCS will be a K through 4 regional charter school for 360 children residing in Fitchburg and area communities/school districts: 
Fitchburg, Leominster, Lunenburg, Gardner, North Middlesex Regional, Ashburnham-Westminster Regional, Athol-Royalston 
Regional, and Winchendon. 
 
VISION 
Academy for the Whole Child believes in the “whole child” approach to learning and is partnering with the Massachusetts ASCD 
(Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development) and Whole Child Initiative (WCI) to ensure the success of the school. A 
strong foundation in reading, writing, math, and other core subjects is still as important as ever, yet by itself is insufficient for lifelong 
success. So how do we ensure success? A child who enters school healthy and feels safe is ready to learn. A student who feels 
supported to school is more likely to stay in school. All students who have access to challenging and engaging academic programs are 
better prepared for further education, work, and civic life. These components must work together, not in isolation. That is the goal of 
whole child education. 
 
Academy for the Whole Child Charter School has adopted the ASCD’s Whole Child Initiative will be a place for inquiry, discovery, 
and exploration that will adjust to each child’s rate of growth and unique pattern of learning. We will utilize fundamentally sound 
teaching practices by highly qualified and motivated professionals and continuously seek the most innovative, effective, and 
appropriate materials, instructional strategies and curricula. 
 
The Core Values & Goals for the A4WCCS are built on C.A.R.I.N.G: Community, Academic Excellence and Accountability, Rigor 
and Relevance, Inclusive for All, No Exceptions and Growth. The Key Design Elements of A4WCCS will support the successful 
implementation of the Core Values & Goals, its Mission and will ensure faithfulness to the charter. 
KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS 
A. An ENHANCED and INCLUSIVE STRUCTURE: 
• Increased instructional time (1.5 hours longer than most traditional school districts), small class size, and individualized instruction
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• Classrooms designed and equipped with special accommodations and learning materials to meet the diverse needs of all children with 
a range of different learning abilities to include: varied learning styles, cognitive strengths and weaknesses, struggling and accelerated 
learners, and English language learners. 
• Flexible scheduling for cross grade level activities; team building; teacher collaboration; project 
presentations/productions/performances; and community outreach activities and 
• Before and after-school skills development, tutoring and enrichment 
• Increased teacher empowerment and autonomy in decision-making regarding curriculum, methodologies, and assessment 
• Data driven planning teams: Shared decision making among administrators, teachers, and parent support group. All stakeholders will 
respond to the needs and assets of each child through a shared leadership and decision-making process between teacher and 
administrators in overseeing the instructional support and progress of all children. 
• School uniforms to promote pride, unity and self-esteem 
 
B. Meaningful, Relevant, and INNOVATIVE CURRICULUM: 
• Reggio Emilia inspired approach to learning for our youngest children 
• Arts integration throughout content areas 
• Health and wellness programs that include movement/dance, karate, yoga, and recreational sports 
• Core Arts classroom daily for 45 minutes in music, dance, drama, visual/media arts and technology. 
• S.T.E.A.M. enhanced project-based program in Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics 
• World Language: Spanish – meeting the needs of the community and global society 
• Social-Emotional Learning including Mindfulness Education/Mind-Up and Character Development 
• Authentic assessments that measure student progress and improvement through e-portfolio, portfolio and performance tools based on 
specific rubrics 
 
C. Working Together Through PARTNERSHIPS: 
• Parents as Partners program to engage parents in a variety of ways to support and advocate for their child’s learning and to promote 
health and wellness activities 
• Sharing our Success. Recognition and celebrating of individual and school successes: Academic and Arts Showcase, Sharing our 
Success assembly programs, Success Fridays, exhibitions, family events, etc. 
• Community partnerships to provide child-centered services and support, and opportunities for service learning as well as 
collaboration with colleges and universities for professional development, program resources and evaluation. 
Community Service Learning: Through our community partnerships, the business community and family connections, A4WCCS will 
provide many opportunities for our school and students to participate in rich and meaningful community service learning throughout 
the year.2 
• 
The Founders will employ best practices based on current brain research on how children learn best and the developmental needs of 
each child. We believe that putting the most effective, highly qualified and inspiring teachers in the classrooms is critical to giving 
children the right start. To that end, we will create a school where all children regardless of socio-economic background are 
consistently groomed for academic success. (From Paul Tough’s Whatever It Takes: Geoffrey Canada’s Quest to Change Harlem and 
America, NY: Houghton Mifflin, 2008.) 
Academic Learning Goals: Help and inspire each child to… 
• become a proficient reader and writer 
• develop increased skill levels in using written and spoken language in meaningful ways 
• develop knowledge of, and an understanding of, meaningful mathematical concepts and symbols 
• develop knowledge and understanding of current and future engineering and technology 
• Help each child develop skills and appreciation of the arts; and learning through the arts 
• become bilingual and/or multilingual 
• become a creative, independent learner 
• develop his/her areas of interest 
• develop practical problem solving and creative thinking skills 
• become a productive member of society in the 21st Century 
 
Non-Academic Goals: Help and inspire each child to… 
• develop a life-long love of, and passion for, learning 
• develop their physical, social, emotional and intellectual capacities 
• build self-esteem 
• understand, and have a sense of, the importance and value of community 
• develop a sense of belonging and worth within a safe and nurturing school community 
• become a valuable and contributing member of society 
• develop control of his/her behavior, through interactions with and understanding guidance from adults 
• developing a strong sense of empathy, morality and ethics 
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While adhering to the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks (MCF) the instructional methodology at the A4WCCS will focus on
educating the whole child in an integrated, individualized fashion. A4WCCS believes the point of contact between student and teacher
is powerful. “What teachers do in classrooms have twice the impact on student achievement as do school policies regarding
curriculum, assessment, staff collegiality and, community involvement.” Curriculum, instruction, and assessment will be research base,
data-driven, dependent on analysis of student progress. Program offerings will be English language arts/ELA (creative writing,
composition, reading, spelling, vocabulary, and phonics), STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Math), World
Language, Health and Wellness, and History/Social Sciences. Arts integration will strengthen content learning. “Arts integration is the
investigation of curricular content through artistic explorations. In this process, the arts provide an avenue for rigorous investigation,
representation, expression, and reflection of both curricula content and the art form itself.” 
 
Communities to be Served and Need 
A4WCCS will be a K through 4 regional charter school for 360 children residing in Fitchburg and area communities/school districts:
Fitchburg, Leominster, Lunenburg, Gardner, North Middlesex Regional, Ashburnham-Westminster Regional, Orange,
Athol-Royalston Regional, and Winchendon. Fitchburg is the target area for locating A4WCCS with easy access on and off Route 2
for families coming in from Orange, Athol, Winchendon and Gardner. The planned opening will be August, 2015 beginning with 120
children in grades K, 1 and, followed by grades 3 and 4 in years two and three for a maximum enrollment of 360 children by year five. 
 
Five of the communities in the proposed region are presently in the lowest 10% of performing school districts: Fitchburg, Gardner,
Athol-Royalston, Orange and Winchendon. District profile data shows that the average percentage of high needs students of the
proposed region is 53% with the greatest percentage of high needs students in Fitchburg at 81.5% and Gardner at 65.7%. Other
distinguishing factors of the proposed region is the percentage of special needs children which averages 20% compared to the state
average of 17%. The Hispanic student population is the highest in Fitchburg at 46% and Leominster 28%. English language learners
(ELL) are most significant in Fitchburg at 15.2%, almost two times higher than the state average at 7.8%. 
 
Based on the combined average of enrollment data of the proposed districts, A4WCCS strives to target a population that represents the
region showing more than 53% of children as high needs, 20% special education and 13% English language learners. 
There are very limited options for families in the proposed region to send their children to a tuition-free school. This is problematic for
families living in one of the five districts that are under-performing. Also parents with a special needs child or struggling learner have
expressed concerns that the school in their district does not provide the type of supports or environment to best meet their child’s
needs. A4WCCS’s whole child approach with smaller class sizes will ensure each child has access to personalized learning and is
supported by qualified and caring adults. At A4WCCS every child will learn, grow and succeed… no exceptions! 
 
Community Support 
During the past year, support for Academy for the Whole Child has been very positive. This is evidenced by more than 600 individuals
who signed a petition supporting A4WCCS, as well as the number of visitors (4400) to the project’s blog. In a public survey
distributed in English and Spanish to more than 400 people, 88% said they would support an elementary charter school in Fitchburg.
We engaged hundreds of families through our social media campaign on Facebook, and in February 2014, we pre-enrolled 100
children in less than 30 days. Since then, we have re-engaged our supporters and are engaging new supporters with our revised
proposal through community out-reach, social media, surveys, and face-to-face meetings. The evidence supports that families in
Fitchburg and surrounding communities are looking for an alternative choice to educate their children. 
 
Board Capacity 
The proposed Board of Trustees are a driven diverse group of professionals who bring to A4WCCS experience in law, real estate,
education (primary, secondary, special education, ELL), facilities and municipality management, finance and accounting, technology,
grant writing, fundraising, non-profit management, and community partnerships. 
 
Members of the proposed Board of Trustees, Executive Director/Principal, and Director of Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment are
consulting with: Members of Lesley University faculty; A faculty member of ASCD (Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development) A former principal and superintendent and Past President of MA-ASCD, Current Executive Director of MASCD for the
Whole Child Initiative; and Former Executive Director of the Neighborhood House Charter School in Dorchester.



ACADEMY FOR THE WHOLE CHILD CHARTER SCHOOL PROSPECTUS 2015

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MISSION
Academy for the Whole Child Charter School will address the academic and social-emotional 
needs of all children within a safe, nurturing and inclusive learning environment.  A4WCCS, in 
collaboration  with  students,  families,  and  communities,  will  prepare  students  for  success  as 
productive and responsible  citizens.  We will  do this  by creating an environment  which  will 
develop academic excellence, enhance creativity and promote personal growth. 

A4WCCS will be a K through 4 regional charter school for 360 children residing in Fitchburg 
and  area  communities/school  districts:  Fitchburg,  Leominster,  Lunenburg,  Gardner,  North 
Middlesex  Regional,  Ashburnham-Westminster  Regional,  Athol-Royalston  Regional,  and 
Winchendon.  

VISION
Academy  for  the  Whole  Child believes  in  the  “whole  child”  approach  to  learning  and  is 
partnering  with  the  Massachusetts  ASCD  (Association  for  Supervision  and  Curriculum 
Development) and Whole Child Initiative (WCI) to ensure the success of the school.  A strong 
foundation in reading, writing, math, and other core subjects is still as important as ever, yet by 
itself  is  insufficient  for lifelong success.  So how do we ensure success? A child who enters  
school healthy and feels safe is ready to learn. A student who feels supported to school is more 
likely to stay in school. All students who have access to  challenging and engaging academic 
programs are better prepared for further education, work, and civic life. These components must 
work together, not in isolation. That is the goal of whole child education.i

Academy for the Whole Child Charter School has adopted the ASCD’s Whole Child Initiative 
will be a place for inquiry,  discovery,  and exploration that will adjust to each child’s rate of 
growth and unique pattern of learning. We will utilize fundamentally sound teaching practices by 
highly  qualified  and  motivated  professionals  and  continuously  seek  the  most  innovative, 
effective, and appropriate materials, instructional strategies and curricula. 

The Core Values & Goals for the A4WCCS are built on C.A.R.I.N.G: Community, Academic 
Excellence  and  Accountability,  Rigor  and  Relevance,  Inclusive  for  All,  No  Exceptions  and 
Growth.  The Key Design Elements of A4WCCS will support the successful implementation of 
the Core Values & Goals, its Mission and will ensure faithfulness to the charter.   
KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS

A. An ENHANCED and INCLUSIVE STRUCTURE:
• Increased instructional time (1.5 hours longer than most traditional school districts), 

small class size, and individualized instruction
• Classrooms designed and equipped with special  accommodations and learning 

materials to meet the diverse needs of all children with a range of different learning 
abilities  to  include:  varied  learning  styles,  cognitive  strengths  and  weaknesses, 
struggling and accelerated learners, and English language learners.  

• Flexible  scheduling for  cross  grade  level  activities;  team  building;  teacher 
collaboration;  project  presentations/productions/performances;  and  community 
outreach activities and

• Before and after-school skills development, tutoring and enrichment 
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• Increased  teacher  empowerment  and  autonomy in  decision-making  regarding 
curriculum, methodologies, and assessment

• Data  driven  planning  teams: Shared  decision  making  among  administrators, 
teachers, and parent support group. All stakeholders will respond to the needs and 
assets of each child through a shared leadership and decision-making process between 
teacher and administrators in overseeing the instructional support and progress of all 
children. 

• School uniforms to promote pride, unity and self-esteem

B. Meaningful, Relevant, and INNOVATIVE CURRICULUM:
• Reggio Emilia1 inspired approach to learning for our youngest children
• Arts integration throughout content areas 
• Health  and  wellness  programs that  include  movement/dance,  karate,  yoga,  and 

recreational sports
• Core Arts classroom daily for 45 minutes in music, dance, drama, visual/media arts 

and technology. 
• S.T.E.A.M. enhanced project-based program in  Science,  Technology,  Engineering, 

Arts, and Mathematics  
• World Language: Spanish – meeting the needs of the community and global society
• Social-Emotional Learning  including Mindfulness Education/Mind-Up and 

Character Development 
• Authentic assessments that measure student progress and improvement through e-

portfolio, portfolio and performance tools based on specific rubrics

C. Working Together Through PARTNERSHIPS:
• Parents as Partners program to engage parents in a variety of ways to support and 

advocate for their child’s learning and to promote health and wellness activities 
• Sharing  our  Success. Recognition  and  celebrating  of  individual  and  school 

successes: Academic and Arts Showcase, Sharing our Success assembly programs, 
Success Fridays, exhibitions, family events, etc.

• Community  partnerships to  provide  child-centered  services  and  support,  and 
opportunities  for  service  learning  as  well  as  collaboration  with  colleges  and 
universities for professional development, program resources and evaluation.  

Community Service Learning: Through our community partnerships, the business community 
and family connections, A4WCCS will provide many opportunities for our school and students 

to participate in rich and meaningful community service learning throughout the year.2
•

The Founders will employ best practices based on current brain research on how children learn 
best and the developmental needs of each child.   We believe that putting the most effective, 
highly qualified and inspiring teachers in the classrooms is critical to giving children the right 
start.  To that  end,  we will  create  a  school  where  all children  regardless  of  socio-economic 

1 Mulqueen, Meghan. Louise Boyd Cadwell and the Reggio-Inspired Approach to Education. 
http://www misshope.org/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/reggio-approach.pdf  
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background are consistently groomed for academic success. (From Paul Tough’s  Whatever It  
Takes: Geoffrey Canada’s Quest to Change Harlem and America, NY: Houghton Mifflin, 2008.)
Academic Learning Goals:   Help and inspire each child to…

• become a proficient reader and writer
• develop increased skill levels in using written and spoken language in meaningful 
ways
• develop  knowledge  of,  and  an  understanding  of,  meaningful  mathematical 
concepts and symbols
• develop  knowledge  and  understanding  of  current  and  future  engineering  and 
technology 
• Help each child develop skills and appreciation of the arts; and learning through 
the arts 
• become bilingual and/or multilingual
• become a creative, independent learner
• develop his/her areas of interest
• develop practical problem solving and creative thinking skills 
• become a productive member of society in the 21st Century

Non-Academic Goals:  Help and inspire each child to…
• develop a life-long love of, and passion for, learning
• develop their physical, social, emotional and intellectual capacities
• build self-esteem
• understand, and have a sense of, the importance and value of community
• develop  a  sense  of  belonging  and  worth  within  a  safe  and  nurturing  school 
community  
• become a valuable and contributing member of society
• develop control of his/her behavior, through interactions with and understanding 
guidance from adults
• developing a strong sense of empathy, morality and ethics

While  adhering  to  the  Massachusetts  Curriculum  Frameworks  (MCF)  the  instructional 
methodology  at  the  A4WCCS  will  focus  on  educating  the  whole  child  in  an  integrated, 
individualized fashion. A4WCCS believes the point of contact between student and teacher is 
powerful.  “What teachers do in classrooms have twice the impact on student achievement as do 
school  policies  regarding  curriculum,  assessment,  staff  collegiality  and,  community 
involvement.”ii Curriculum,  instruction,  and  assessment  will  be  research  base,  data-driven, 
dependent on analysis of student progress. Program offerings will be English language arts/ELA 
(creative writing, composition, reading, spelling, vocabulary, and phonics), STEAM (Science, 
Technology,  Engineering,  Arts,  and  Math),  World  Language,  Health  and  Wellness,  and 
History/Social Sciences.  Arts integration will strengthen content learning. “Arts integration is 
the investigation of curricular  content through artistic explorations.   In this  process,  the arts 
provide an avenue for rigorous investigation, representation, expression, and reflection of both 
curricula content and the art form itself.”iii

Communities to be Served and Need
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A4WCCS will be a K through 4 regional charter school for 360 children residing in Fitchburg 
and  area  communities/school  districts:  Fitchburg,  Leominster,  Lunenburg,  Gardner,  North 
Middlesex  Regional,  Ashburnham-Westminster  Regional,  Orange,  Athol-Royalston  Regional, 
and Winchendon. Fitchburg is the target area for locating A4WCCS with easy access on and off 
Route 2 for families coming in from Orange, Athol, Winchendon and Gardner.  The planned 
opening will  be August,  2015 beginning with 120 children in  grades K, 1 and,  followed by 
grades 3 and 4 in years two and three for a maximum enrollment of 360 children by year five.  

Five of the communities in the proposed region are presently in the lowest 10% of performing 
school districts:  Fitchburg, Gardner, Athol-Royalston, Orange and Winchendon. District profile 
data shows that the average percentage of high needs students of the proposed region is 53% 
with the greatest percentage of high needs students in Fitchburg at 81.5% and Gardner at 65.7%. 
Other distinguishing factors of the proposed region is the percentage of special needs children 
which averages 20% compared to the state average of 17%.  The Hispanic student population is 
the highest in Fitchburg at 46% and Leominster 28%. English language learners (ELL) are most 
significant in Fitchburg at 15.2%, almost two times higher than the state average at 7.8%. iv 
Based on the combined average of enrollment data of the proposed districts, A4WCCS strives to 
target a population that represents the region showing more than 53% of children as high needs, 
20% special education and 13% English language learners.v 
There are very limited options for families in the proposed region to send their children to a 
tuition-free school. This is problematic for families living in one of the five districts that are 
under-performing.  Also parents with a special needs child or struggling learner have expressed 
concerns that the school in their district does not provide the type of supports or environment to 
best meet their child’s needs.  A4WCCS’s whole child approach with smaller class sizes will 
ensure each child has access to personalized learning and is supported by qualified and caring 
adults.  At A4WCCS every child will learn, grow and succeed… no exceptions!
Community Support
During the past year, support for Academy for the Whole Child has been very positive. This is 
evidenced by more than 600 individuals who signed a petition supporting A4WCCS, as well as 
the number of visitors (4400) to the project’s blog. In a public survey distributed in English and 
Spanish to more than 400 people, 88% said they would support an elementary charter school in 
Fitchburg. We engaged hundreds of families through our social media campaign on Facebook, 
and in February 2014, we pre-enrolled 100 children in less than 30 days.  Since then, we have re-
engaged our  supporters  and are  engaging new supporters  with  our  revised proposal  through 
community out-reach, social media, surveys, and face-to-face meetings. The evidence supports 
that families in Fitchburg and surrounding communities are looking for an alternative choice to 
educate their children.

Board Capacity
The  proposed  Board  of  Trustees  are  a  driven  diverse  group  of  professionals  who  bring  to 
A4WCCS experience in law, real estate, education (primary, secondary, special education, ELL), 
facilities  and  municipality  management,  finance  and  accounting,  technology,  grant  writing, 
fundraising, non-profit management, and community partnerships. 

Members  of  the  proposed  Board  of  Trustees,  Executive  Director/Principal,  and  Director  of 
Curriculum,  Instruction  and  Assessment  are  consulting  with:  Members  of  Lesley University 
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faculty; A faculty member of ASCD (Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development) 
A former  principal  and  superintendent  and Past  President  of  MA-ASCD,  Current  Executive 
Director  of  MASCD for  the  Whole  Child  Initiative;  and  Former  Executive  Director  of  the 
Neighborhood House Charter School in Dorchester.
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i Making the case for Education the Whole Child:  2012 ASCD.  www.ascd.org  The tenets of the Whole Child Initiative are: 

Healthy, Safe, Supported, Engaged and Challenged.

ii Marzano, R.J. 2003. What works in Schools. Alexandria, VA: ASCD

iii Donovan, Pascale, L. 2012. Integrating the Arts Across the Content Areas. Lesley University: Shell Education, 
Huntington Beach, CA. p.14

iv 2014 MA-DESE School District enrollment data and selected populations http://profiles.doe mass.edu/profiles/student.

v Ibid. Target population represents the combined average enrollment data of selected populations of cities/towns in the 
proposed region.   
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Will this proposed Commonwealth school be a regional charter school? 

Yes

List the school districts (including regional school districts) in the proposed region.

Fitchburg Leominster Gardner

Lunenburg North Middlesex RSD Ashburnham-Westerminster RSD

Athol-Royalston RSD Orange Winchendon

For all proposed Commonwealth charter schools, list the districts that are contiguous
with the proposed school’s district or region.

Fitchburg Leominster Lunenburg

Ashburnham-Westminster RSD North Middlesex RSD

Will the proposed Commonwealth charter school serve a district where overall student
performance on the MCAS is in the lowest 10 percent as currently designated by the
Department? Please consult the Department with any questions.

Yes

Will the proposed Commonwealth charter school serve a district or districts in which the
9 percent net school spending cap is, or could be,exceeded by 2014-2015 applications
and/or amendments?

No
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